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P RE VRD'. 

The relations between America and Scotland in the nineteenth 

century have had relatively little attention from historical scholars, 

and the impact of the Civil War upon Scotland has had almost no treatment. 

In view of the newness of the subject and the fact that Scottish records 

are in a rather scattered state, I have made considerable use of 

quotations from contemporary newspapers and periodicals. These 

quotations can, I believe, be justified in view of the fact that the press 

is a major source of historical information. Most of the important 

groups in mid-century Scotland had their own mouthpieces: the Edinburgh 

Radical Party had the Caledonian Mercury; the Tories the Edinburgh 

Evening Courant; the Whigs the Scotsman; the Owenite Labour leaders the 

Glasgow Sentinel; the Erastians the Glasgow Gazette; the Evangelical 

Protestants the Glas-ow Examiner, etc. . Thus, through the pages of these 

organs,, it is possible to trace the ideological dialogue which was set 

off by the American crisis, as well as the impact of the decisive 

military and political events which arose out of it. 
a 

Inevitably, I have had to concentrate on certain aspects and have 

not explored thoroughly certain avenues which have not yet been 

adequately treated. For instance, I emphasise the political and social 

sides of the problem more throughly than the purely economic, but I have 

included considerable material relating to the latter in order to make 

the former/ 
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the former more comprehensible. ' On'the other hand, I have not pursued 

some of the more complex economic ramifications - such as the relations 

between Scottish firms and the South, or the full influence of the war 

on the Scottish shipbuilding industry. Emphasis had also fallen on 

Edinburgh and Clydeside (and, to a lesser extent, Dundee) whereas there 

is undoubtedly considerable scope for further study of the impact of the 

war on the smaller towns and more outlying regions of Scotland. 

There is an inherent danger'tn studies of nineteenth century Scotland., 

of treating Scotland in vacuo. I have tried to avoid this by keeping in 

mind that Scotland was part of the United Kingdom and was thus exercising 

an influence on all-British and international affairs. Thus I have 

attempted not only to illustrate the impact of the war on Scotland on a 

more or less provincial level, but also to relate it to the larger setting., 

so that in several parts the thesis is a review of British-American 

relations during the war from the standpoint of Scotland. Thus I have 

drawn considerably from the Scottish Reviews,, such as Blackwood's and the 

Edinburgh, and have such figures as Carlyle, Lord BrouCham, and the Duke 
% 

of Argyll, who were active on the "all-British" as well as purely Scottish 

level. 

The first chapter, which treats the months just prior to the actual 

outbreak of the war, is rather lengthy; but I found that detailed 

treatment of this period was necessary in order to make the subsequent 

developments fully comprehensible, for instance, by showing the inter- 

relations between the Scottish and American Churches and anti-slavery 

movements. 

-ýýý 
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SCOTLAND AND THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR. 

CHAPTER I 

THE EVE OF THE CIVIL WAR. 

The American Civil War had repercussions on a number of other 

countries, and its'irpact'on Scotland' is interesting 
episode in the 

history of that nation. The War's influence on several trends and 

movements of the period throws important light on these movements them- 

selveB. ' 

The Scottish cultural renaissance which extended into the early part 

of the nineteenth century led to a great increase in Scotland's world 

status. During this period the Scottish reviews, such as Blackwood's 

Magazine and the Edinburgh Review, set new standards of literary criticism 

and became important moulders of public opinion on political issues. 

Sir Walter Scott flourished as one of the world's leading novelists and 

a potent influence in`the'Romantic'novement. --- The spate of inventions 

which' represented the'"scientific`side of this-renaissance were basic 

factors' ii ° the industrial revolution and -helped - to' establish' Scotland as 

a centreýof industrialism. The writings of Scott and other Romanticists 

helped to create a. strong_bond of. attachment. between Scottish exiles in 

America and the homeland. '-'- More particularly, Scottish-Romanticism - 

contributed to the"ideology of. neo"feudalisrn which served as a link 

between/ 
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between Scottish Conservatism and the strong Scottish element in the 
(1) 

plantation society of the American South. 

The second important phase was the struggle for religions liberty 

centring on the non-intrusion controversy and the Disruption of the 

Church in 18143. Henceforth for a generation, a large proportion of 

Scotland's intellectual and moral energr was to be devoted to the efforts 

to protect the spiritual independence of the Church from Erastian 

encroachments.. For many years thereafter, denominational conflicts 

rivalled and sometimes overshadowed the controversies of the political 

parties. However, denominationalism could itself serve as a vehicle for 

social conflict. The first of the two important, "free; Presbyterian 

bodies, the Secession , or as it was later known, after union with the 

Relief Church (1847), the United Presbyterian denomination, itself arose 

as a protest against. a re-introduction of patronage in the 18th century. 

The Secession movement therefore contained a strong element of 

anti-aristocratic protest; the resultant U. P. Church proved remarkably 

susceptible to radicalism, and was a source of strong Abolitionist 

sentiment. 
0 

(1) e. g. the symbols of postbellum reaction in the South,, such as the 
Klu Klux Klan, with its fiery crosses and pseudo-chivalric rrrstique. 
See R. G. Osterweis, Romanticism and Nationalism in the Old South, 
New Haven, 19118. 
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It supported Douglass and ßr. 3= in the "send back the money campaign" 

in 1847, and one of its leading laymen, Duncan McLaren, was the most 

influential supporter of the North during the Civil War. The second bodyr, 

the Free Church, arose in opposition to a far more serious attack upon the 

independence of the Scottish Church. Therefore, although its leaders 

Thomas Chalmers, had started out as a high Tory, the Free Church was a 

movement in opposition to the ruling powers of the day and contained a 
t 

large element of the Christian social conscience which was beginning to 

grapple with the problems of the new age. Scottish conservatism was, 

on the whole, bitterly hostile to the thriving independence of free 

Presbyterianism and regarded it as a dangerous source of radicalism and 

subversion. Its clergy were sneered at by the Whig Scotsman and abused 

by the Tory Courant for their humble social origins and their criticism 
(1) 

of the established order of things. In Glasgow the Rev. Norman MacLeod 

of the Establishment contributed to the social thinking of the Church, 

and the Glasgow Gazette (weekly organ of the Establishment) showed a strong 

interest in reforms, although by the time of the Civil War it had veered 

to the Right and was supporting the Government of Palmerston. 

(1) However, the rump Establishment itself, as it recovered from the first 
shock of the Disruption, began in some measure to reflect the growing 
Christian Social conscience. The chief magazine of the Establishment 
in the 1850's joined the movement led by the Free Church Divine, 
Dr. Beggs for better working class housing - see Edinburgh Christian 
Magazine, 1853, pp"307 et seq. The same denomination also developed 
an interest in Abolitionism at the time of the "send back the money" 
campaign - see Shepperson, "The Free Church and American Slavery", 
Scottish Historical Review, (henceforth 

_R), 
XX%, 126-1.3, (1951) 
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Another important trend in nineteenth century Scottish history 

as the movement of militant Liberalism or Radicalism, which was a strong 

force all through the century. It was especially important in the era 

of Gladstone which immediately followed the Civil War, and reached its 

peak in the Midlothian campaign. A variety of causes contributed to 

this important element in the national ethos which was already in evidence 

in the days of Thomas Muir. The relative poverty of Scotland as 

compared with England, and the fact that industrialism was a more disrup- 

tive and pervasive influence, was one factor. So also were the 

exceptionally bad housing conditions from which the Scottish working class 
(1) 

suffered, which were already a problem in the early nineteenth century, 

and the more rigorous conditions of poor relief in Scotland, due to 
(2) 

certain specific local conditions such as the influx of Irish paupers. 

Then, too, the Scottish aristocracy, although powerful enough, were less 

of a direct influence on Scottish national life. Their Church (the 

Scottish Episcopalian) was reduced by the Glorious Revolution to the 

position of a small dissenting sect, henceforth outside the mainstream of 

national development. Henceforth the national Church was free from 

reactionary/ 

(1) Saunders, Scottish Democracy, 1815-1810, Edinburgh, 1950s pp. 161-92. 

(2) W. O. Henderson, "The Cotton Famine in Scotland", SHR, XXX, 154-64j 
J. H. Clapham, An Economic Histo of Modern Britain vol. II, Free Trade 
and the Age of Steel, l 0-1 , Cambridge, 1932, pp. 

_135-8. 
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reactionary influence of hierarchy and liturgy and the Conservative social 

attitudes derived from these aspects of Episcopacy. The Protestant 

doctrine of the priesthood of the believer and the consequent form of 

Presbyterian Church Government which involved the working together on an 

equal basis of people from all walks of life in the kirk session, 

contributed to the national conviction that "A man's a man for a' that". 

Scottish education, deriving as it did from Presbyterianism, played a 
(1) s 

similar role. By the early Victorian period, urban Scotland was 
(2) 

seething with reform movements, and after the first Reform Act, she 

returned unbroken Liberal majorities. By 18113, John Bright could tell 

his adherents in Manchester that "there are more men in Scotland in 

proportion to its population who are in favour of the rights of man than 

there are in any other equal proportion of the population of this country"$ 

and suggested that if Scotland should repeal the Union, they could press 

on to a more democratic government without the counter-weight of Conservative 

England. In the same speech he paid tribute to the alertness and 

intelligence of the Scottish workers and to the advanced political thinking 
(3) 

of the urban middle class. A leading Radical organ in Glasgow summed 

the matter up on the eve of the Civil War: "Scotchmen, looking out at the 

condition/ 

(1) Saunders, op. cit., 211-371. 

(2) Ibid, 222-3?; see also L. C. Wright, Scottish Chartism, Edinburgh, 1953" 

(3) J. Morley, The Life of Richard Cobden, 2 vols., London, 1881, Is 253-5" 
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condition of Church and State in England from the standpoints of their 

traditions and training could not be anything else but Radical Reformers 
(1) 

if they were to be true to themselves. " 

In the front rank of Scottish philanthropy was the anti-slavery 

movement. Abolition was one of the important pressure groups that in the 

early and middle years of the nineteenth century were working towards 

democracy and the complex phenomenon of modern public opinion. The 

movement derived its techniques from English Methodism and, together with 

the Free Trade and Chartist movements, developed them to a high level of 

efficiency, so that they contributed largely to the development of the 

modern political parties following the Second Reform Act. Permanent 

organisation, mass meetings, paid agitators, large scale pamphlet 

distribution, constant reiteration of certain simplified propaganda themes 
(2) 

and slogans all formed part of the repertoire of the movement. 

The religious connections of the Aboliticnist movement were to remain 

with it throughout its stormy history. During the eighteenth century, 

the anti-slavery movement was practically a monopoly of the Society of ý3) 
Friends. Abolitionism as a mass movement derived much of its impetus, 

as pointed out previously, from the evangelical revival following the 

Napoleonic/ 

(1) North British Daily nail (henceforth the NBDtß), 10th hovember, 1860; 
see also Scotsman 13th January, 1865, article comparing Manchester and 
Glasgow Raciicalism. 

(2) e. g. Wright, o . cit. j also Raymond English (of Kenyon College, Ohio), 
George Thompson and the Climax of Philanthropic Radicalism, 1830-42. 
  

. 1. 

ý3) T. E. Drake, The Quakers and Slavery in America, New Haven, 1950 A. T. Gary eot ca and ono c Relations of English and American Qu__.. _, s" 
tunpubl 

shed thesis in Ue Friends use Library, London)* 
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Napoleonic wars. In America, at the corresponding time, the American 

Church began to extend its activities to recently settled areas of Western 

New York State and Ohio. The missionary activity was carried out by 

powerful preachers such as Charles Finneyj'and the subsequent evangeli- 

sation of these areas, as Professor Barnes has shown, was the genesis of 
(1) 

the western school of American Abolitionism. In Scotland, the U. P. and 

Reformed Presbyterians, together with Dissenting groups of English origin, 

threw in their weight with the Friends in the anti-slavery movement. 

Edinburgh in particular was a focal point in the final well-organised 

campaign for West Indian Emancipation, and the Rev. Andrew Thomson, the 

leading figure in the Established Church before Chalmers, put himself at 

the head of the movement. 

The American situation was beginning to impinge increasingly on the 

Scottish scene from this time (i. e. 1830) onward. Since the American 

Revolution, Scottish Radicals looked to the great new Republic of the West 

as their ideal for the new society which they themselves aimed to bring 
(2) 

into being. They noted admiringly that the new nation had no Erastian 

state Church, no monarchy, no landed aristocracy, hardly arrr standing 

armed forces] and on the positive side that it had a firmly established 

Bill of Rights, a democratic franchise, and almost unlimited opportunities 

for/ 

(1) F. Thistleswhaite., Origins of the Women's Rights Movement in the United 
States, (unpublished article ; ß. l. Barnes., The Anti-Slavery Impulse, 
IT. -Y. and London, 19331 Be Thomas, Theodore Weld, New brunswickj, New 
Jersey, 1970. -"r 

(2) e. g. see R. Burns, "Ode on General Washington's Birthday", Robert Burns, The Com lete Works, Glasgorr, 1937, pp. 188-91 Andrew Carnegie's Auto- 
shows the continuation of this attitude at a titer date. 
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for both capital and labour. Then, too, in contrast to the disappointing 

results of the French Revolution, the new society in America produced a 

steady succession of great statesmen, with a consistency which the dynastic 

states of Europe, with all their vaunted aristocratic elite, had seldom 

achieved. The presence of slavery did, from the first, cast a small 

shadow upon the new democracy, but for some time it was looked upon, like 

West Indian slavery, as the vestige of a former unenlightened age, soon to 

be put right by Christian philanthropy and the pressure of democratic opinion. 

During the first years of the Republic this optimism seemed justified. 

Slavery was condemned by the Church, opposed by most of the Founding Fathers, 

and outlawed in one after another of the Northern States. But at the same 

time developments were taking place which were to check and finally reverse 

this trend towards extinction. The inventions of the power mule and 
CoKbv% 

spinning jenny established matton manufacturing as an important element 

in the new industrial society of Britain, and it received a tremendous 

impetus with the invention of the cotton gin, which was able to prepare raw 

cotton for manufacture at many times the rate of the older hand methods. 

The cotton fields of the South were consequently drawn into the expanding 

vortex of the Industrial Revolution, and its labour force of negro slaves 

ceased to contract and began to expand as rapidly as the factory system in 

Britain. The growing power of the slaveholding class brought an end to the 

"Era of Good Feeling" which followed the Napoleonic Wars, and brought into 

being the sectionalism which was to grow increasingly acute until the 

outbreak of the Civil War. At the same time, the slaveholders formed the 

most/ 
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most influential segment of the new faction which came to power with the 

Jacksonian Revolution, and which to the disgust of Radicals and Abolitionists 

called itself the Democratic Party. Although the growth of slavery was 

certainly the most disconcerting development for the Radicals who looked for 

inspiration to America, certain parallel developments also revealed flaws in 

American society. The emergence of the spoils system, municipal corruption, 

"log-rolling", the "pork-barrel" and the caucus, revealed a seanq side in 

American politics. New forces in American life broke through the mould of 

the older forms to create an ethos in which many of the ideals and values 

of the Founding Fathers played only a minor part. With the election of 

Andrew Jackson, the guidance of America passed forever out of the hands of 

the Virginia Dynasty and the Adams family. They were succeeded by a 

generation of compromisers, "dark horses"j, and politically incompetent 

generals; by the strident chauvinism of Manifest Destiny; and by a generally 

lowered tone of political life. And, wherever the slave power established 

and consolidated its power, political rights, the franchise, and religious 

freedom itself began to dwindle; and a hierarchical class system emerged 

which was more rigid even than that of nineteenth century Britain. 

Following their acquisition of political power in the South, the resurgent 

slaveholders turned their attention to the Church. Pro-slavery schismatics 

were encouraged and anti-slavery dissenters were either force like the 

Southern Quakers, to remain silent, or, like the Secession and Reformed 

Presbyterians/ 
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Presbyterians, were suppressed and driven from the South by a wave of violenc 
(1) 

and terrorism. 

Miwhile, Scotland was being drawn into closer contact with the Western 
ý 

A, 
Continent. The development of steam navigation meant a vast increase in 1, 

travellers from one country to the other. Americans brought their various 

views and prejudices to Scotland, and more Scots were able to obtain a 

first hand impression of American society - to admire or be shocked at 

Southern slavery and to admire or be alarmed at the North's increasing 
(2) 

prosperity and power. But a link more important than tourism was the 

development of the Scottish cotton industry. The importation of raw cotton 

to Scotland began in 1? 65, P and the first cotton mills were established 

during, the American Revolution, and the industry grew steadily from then 
(3) 

on. / 

(1) Drake, op. cit. passim] H. C. Wright, American Slavery proved to be 
Theft and Robbery, Edinburgh, 1845., passim. 

(2) A. Abel and F. Klingberg, A Sidelight on Anglo-American Relations. 
1839-1858, Lancaster, Pennsylvania, passim, esp. P-369. 

(3) Henderson, op. cit., 154 et seq. Henderson gives an excellent bibliograpiw 
on the Scottish cotton industry on p. 154, f. n. 3. See especially: 
J. Sinclair, Board of Agriculture General Report Scotland (18 ), II, 
308-20; New Statistical Account of Scotland IA 5., esp. V, 11 VI, 140-58, 
958-9; - Ch er s aledonia, aisley, 7, esp. II, 883; III, 

t2; 
V, 14,18; ' 

VI, 818; VII, 13; Publications of the British Association for the 
Advancement of Science, I, Notices of "Manufactures in the West of 
Scotland". Glasgow, 1876, pp. 185-215; II, "Local Industries and the West 
of Scotland", ed. A. M'Lean, Glasgow, 1901; 135-157; papers by J. Strang3 
to the British Association printed in Journal of the Statistical Society 
London, XX, (1857), 308-12,427-8, and , 464-7; Bremner, 
Industries of Scotland, Edinburgh, 1869,270-91k. 
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By 1830 it was Scotland's chief industry, playing proportionately as 
(1) 

important a role in Scotland's life as in England's. The South was 

the source of 80% of the cotton imports, and the fact that such a major 

source of the nation'a wealth was dependent upon the labour of millions 

of slaves, was deeply repugnant to Scottish Abolitionists and reformers. 

Scottish protests against slavery could be countered by pointing out that 

the use of cotton goods morally involved the user in the slave system. 

At the same time, the sdrvile insurrection, led by Mat Turner, revealed the 

unstable basis of the slave empire and for the first time revealed the 

disturbing possibility of a sudden cutting-off of cotton imports from the 

South. 

Thug, the necessity to vindicate American democracy in the face of 

local conservative criticism, and the urge to free Scotland from its 

involvement with slavery, were the two main factors in focussing the 

attention of Scottish reformers on America. Their interest was also 

aroused by the emergence of a new force on the American scene. The 

inadequacy of the older types of Abolitionism became increasingly apparent 

in the face of the rapid growth of the slave power. The advocates of the 

various plans for gradual, compensated emancipation were overwhelmed by the 

growing arrogance of the pro-slavery advocates and increasing timidity of 

the dormant financial and commercial class in the NJcrth, which were 

intimidated by threats of secession from the South. The growth of American 

nationalism/ 

(1) Henderson, o . cit., 155; W. E1. Marwick, Economic Developments in 
Victorian Scotland, London, 1936,124, et. al. 

ýýý 
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nationalism also created a large body of opinion in the North which was 

willing to make almost any concession to the South in order to preserve 

the 'Union and was willing even to some extent to aid the South by suppressing 

anti-slavery activity. It was at this point that William Lloyd Garrison, 

then a poverty-stricken young journalist, issued his famous manifesto 

demanding. for the first time, immediate emancipaticn. His newspaper, the 

Liberator, commenced at the sane times assailed slavery with a new note of 

fervour, and was to continue for a generation as the spearhead of the 

growing anti-slavery movement. But Garrison made little progress in the 

first few years, and for a time it seemed as though his American Anti-Slavery 

Society might be submerged through lack of money and public support. Then, 

in 1834, immediately after the freeing of the West Indian slaves, the 

Scottish Abolitionists hit upon the idea of channelling the immense public 

support which they had recently engendered in the West Indian campaign, for 

the purpose of aiding American Abolitionism. Permanent Emancipation Societie» 

were formed in Edinburgh and Glasgow under the leadership respectively of 

John Wigham and William Smeal, both of the Society of Friends. The Glasgow 

group proceeded to dispatch the Radical orator, George Thompson, to aid the 

struggling American Anti-Slavery Society. Thompson, with the aid of the 

new techniques developed in Britain to influence public opinion, gave a 

great impetus to the Ameriaan movement in the course of a storay five month 

tour in 1835, and created a lasting link between Scottish and American 

Abolitionism. Henceforth, the American movement was to depend upon 

Scotland as one of its sources of financial and moral encouragement, and in 

the/ 

3 

1 

4 
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the following years, a number of American antislavery workers reciprocated 

Thompson's visit. 

In the Abolitionist movement, as well as within the movement for Indian 

Reform, in which mary of the Abolitionists were active, there were considerable 

differences between the vigorous Radicals of Scotland and Northern England, 
(1) 

and the more conservative reformers in London, and southern England generally. 

This polarity between London and the North appeared also within the Society 

of Friends. The Friend, the official organ. of the denomination in London, 

tended to emphasise the conservative and Quietist aspects of Quakerism, and 

was not in sympathy with the new generation of Friends, both in northern 

Britain and America., who were becoming increasingly convinced of their duty 

to take a more active part in public affairs to further such causes as Free 

Trade, the peace movements and prison reform. In 1843, when the Anti-Slavery 

Friends in Indiana formed an organisation separate from the existing Yearly 

Meeting in that state, the Friend strongly condemned the new group and refused 

to allow Elisabeth Pease and other Abolitionists to discuss the issue in its 
(2) 

pages. This move inspired William Smeal, the Aboliticniat leader in 

Glasgow, to found the British Friend, which preached a sturdy brand of 

radicalism more in keeping with Quaker feeling in the north. In contrast to 

the Frier 

(1) See J. H. Bell., British Folk and British India London, 1692, pp. 64,75-8) 
109-Uo et passim. 

(2) E. Pease - W. L. Garrison, 30th June, 181t3, quoted in Bell, loc. cit. 
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the Friend, the British Friend stood squarely upon Garrison's platform of 
(1) 

immediate emancipation for the American slaves. 

The conflict over slavery soon involved the Church born of the 1843 

Disruption. The Free Church of Scotland found itself faced with an 

intense moral dilemma. At its inception it was in desperate financial 

straits; it was cut off from the endowments of the Establishment, possessed 

no churches or property of any sort, and, while a large part of its member- 

ship was of low economic status, it was entirely dependent on voluntary 

contributions. At the same time its adherents were convinced that the 

cause of religious freedom in Scotland depended ultimately upon its 

success or failure, and in that belief the clergy and many of the poorer 

laity were making almost unbearable sacrifices, sometimes to the brink of 

starvation. At the same time, the Free Church saw the possibility of 

drawing support from the strong Scottish element in the American South, 

involved as much of that element was in the eoononr of the slave system. 

The Free Church leaders finally decided to attempt this latter expedient in 

an effort to bolster their cause in Scotland. This decion led Dr. 
I 

Chalmers to write a highly controversial letter to the Rev. Dr. Snrth, a 

prominent Southern Presbyterian, in which he gave it as his opinion that 
(2) 

slave holding should not necessarily exclude a person from the Church. 

(1) Seethe files of the Friend and the British Friend for the years 
1843-651 also Rufus Jones, The Later eriods of Quakerism London, 1921, 
594,9431 also Drake, o .ct. ý chapters 8 and 9" 

(2) W. Hanna, Memoirs of the Life and Wri 
Edinburgh, 1652# Up appendix 11 She 

of Thomas Chalmers, D. D., LL. D. 
Op. cit. 
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This letter contributed greatly to the strong response of the Southern 

Presbyterians to the Free Church delegation which visited America in search 

of support in 1814. The doleration received large contributions in the 

Southern States as well as considerable floral support. On the other hand, 

Chalmers care under strong fire from the Abolitionist movement, particularly 

after the publication of a second letter of his on slavery (12 May 18 s), 

stating that: "distinction ought to be rude between the character of a 
(l) 

system and the persons whom circumstanccs have implicated therewith". 

Other pror1nent Free Churchmen such as Drs. Candlish and Cunningham also 

argued against the Abolitionist demand for the excoirunication of slave- 

holders. Candlish, for instance, maintained that: "Slaveholdi. ng should 
(2) 

not exclude from the Church"; "that neither Wilberforce nor Thomson 

(i. e. Rev. Andrew Thomson), nor arW of the men in this country who fought 

the battle of emancipation ever made use of this instrument (i. e. Excoiranu- 

nication) or found this platform necessary for fif'hting the battle of 

liberty and of God"; and that excoi unication of alavehoidersj "tends 

to hinder and obstruct the legitimate and natural scriptural influence of 
(4) 

Christianity in putting an end to slavery". It should be noted that the 

Free Church always opposed slavery E2er se. May of its members were not 

satisfied/ 

(1) T. Siryth, Autobiorraphical Notes, ed. L. G. Stoney, Charleston, 19113, 
p"3521 Shepperson, o . cit. 

(2) Wright, o . cit., 6. 

C3) Ibid., 9" 
i4) Wright, op-cite, 15. 
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satisfied with its acceptance of Southern money, and a Free Church 
(1) 

Abolitionist group was formed. 

The climax of the controversy over Chalmers' stand on slavery came in 

16116, when the Abolitionists organised a nation-wide campaign to persuade 

the Free Kirk to "send back the money" which they had collected in the 

South. To reciprocate Thompson's visit in 16311, a delegation of American 

Abolitionists arrived on the scene, headed by Garrison and Frederick 

Douglass. Passions were aroused on both sides as the slogan "send back 

the money" was placarded and painted all about Edinburgh. The campaign 

was supported by the staunchly anti-slavery Secession Kirk and the smaller 
(2) 

evangelical denominations, and was soon joined by the Residuaries, who 

saw the chance of stealing some thunder from the Free Church. The episode 

not only helped to focus Scottish opinion on American slavery, but also 

stimulated Abolitionist thought within the Free Church; the Rev. ! acSeth 

of Glasgow was a prorinent critic of his Church's policy, and a Free Church 

Anti-Slavery Society was founded. The whole affair contributed 

considerably to the sectarian conflict. The affair flared up again in 

le49, ostensibly over the question of the disposal of Knox's house in the 

Canongate. The whole question was again gone over, with the Free Kirk 

accusing the other denominations of persecuting it because of the "money" 
(3) 

and also to cover up certain incidents which implicated them with slavery. 

However/ 

(1) Shepperson, op. cit., 129-30. 

(2) Those who refrained within the Establishment after the Disruption were 
referred to in Scotland as the "Residuaries". 

(3) Witnes's 4th July 16139; Scottish Press 7th ' 11th July; Scotsman , 11th uly; Shepperson, op. cit., 1131. 
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However, this pressure no doubt helped to stiffen the Free Kirk's attitude 

to slavery, particularly after Chalmers' death in 1847. 

The tremendous success of Uncle Ton's Cabin and the subsequent visit 

of its author provided the next najor international impetus to Scottish 

Abolitionism. This anti-slavery polemic was the "best-seller" of its time 

and reached a vast audience which had been hitherto little affected by 

Abolitionist propaganda. The GES took shrewd advantage of the popular 

feeling aroused by the book by organising a nation-wide penny collection, 

with the object of collecting a penny from every Scot who had been aroused 

by the evil of slavery by reading Mrs. Stowe's work. A large sum was 

collected and presented to Mrs. Stowe to be used in the furtherance of 
(i) 

emancipation. In 1853 Mrs. Stowe made a triumphal tour of Scotland, 

first visiting Glasgow and then proceeding to Edinburgh at the invitation 

of one of her chief British proteges, the Duchess of Sutherland. At this 

time the Lord Provost of the capital was Duncan McLaren, a prominent 

Radical politician, who was also a staunch supporter of Abolitionism through 

the medium of the Scottish Press and later the Caledonian Mercury. 

He gave Mrs. Stowe an official welcome and a banquet, besides arranging all 
(2) 

of her Edinburgh meetings. 

The enthusiasm for Uncle Tom's Cabin provided Scottish Abolitionism 

with/ 

(1) 0. Shepperson, "Harriet Beecher Stowe in Scotland", ' XXIIp 40-6l 
(1953). See also ©ES minute books (in Smeal Collection, Mitchell 
Library) for 1852, et seq. 

(2) Scottish Press 23rd Apri1,1853; J. B. Mackie, Life of Duncan MWLaren, 
London, lb8 ,, 2 vols., pp. 318-9. 
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with a much-necde restorative in the face of the difficulties which overtook 

it at this time. After 1850, the Scottish movement was affected by the 

same dissension, concerning the person and policy of Garrison, which 

afflicted American anti-slavery activity. 

The Split in the Abolitionist Movement. 

The. controversy within the American Abolitionist movement centred 

on the personality and doctrines of its founder, William Lloyd Garrison. 

Garrison was also an advocate of a number of ? thcr philanthropic causes, 

such as women's rights and pacifism, which in lis mind became inseparable 

from Abolitionism. Some Abolitionists began tc\ believe that Garrison's 

attempt to impose these other causes on the moveient alienated many who 

would otherwise support anti-slavery. Then toojp\the methods advocated 

by Garrison were called into question by a growing number of Abolitionists. 

In particular, opposition was aroused by his advocacy of secession by the 

free states, a stand which immediately alienated the, -new nationalism of the 

West, just as his sweeping attacks on the Church tendýd to cut him off from 

an important source of support. Thus while Garrison continued to appeal 

to the more sophisticated idealism of New England, We 
r 
stern Abolitionists 

tended to rally around the rival "New" anti-slavery movement led by Lewis 

Tappan and Theodore Weld. This group advocated political action within 

the framework of the Union, encouraged clerical support, and left in 

abeyanco such controversial issues as women's rights. zThe New school grew 

in strength as its territorial base, the Northwest, begone an increasingly 

important/ 1 
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important factor in American politics and econov7, whereas Garrison's 

influence was increasingly reduced outside of New England. In New England. 

bnti-elgvery circles, however, he continued to reign supreme. The 

controversy was carried to Britain as early as 1837, when a New anti-slavery 

group was formed in Massachusetts, and Garrison was. attacked in Britain 

as being an atheist and Sabbath-breaker. Similar abuse was directed 

against John A. Collins, who toured Britain in 18140-41 as an emissary of 

Garrison's Massachusetts Anti-slavery Society. The accusations were 

accepted in toto by the British and Foreign Anti-slavery Society, a move 

which widened the breach between that group and the northern philanthropists 
O 

such as Thompson and the Pease family. A vigorous defence of Collins 
i 

was then undertaken by Harriet Martineau and Elizabeth Pease., and Collins 

published a pamphlet in Glasgow, defending Garrison and himself, entitled: 

"Right and Wrong among the Abolitionists of the U. S. " These efforts helped 

to stem the tide of anti-Garrisoniam, which had just at this time been 

further encouraged by Garrison's split with the First World Anti-Slavery 

Convention on the issue of admitting women. Elizabeth Pease obtained 

endorsements of Garrison's character from a number of American Abolitionists 

and in June 1841, Garrison himself wrote affirming his religious orthodoxy. 

The British and Foreign Society, however, "wriggled out of accepting them", 

and thus confirmed the suspicions of the northern philanthropists concerning 
(2) 

its sincerity. 

(1) A. M. Stoddart, Elizabeth Pease Nichol, London, 1099, pp. 125.3O. 

(2) Ibid, 127-8. 
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The "send back the money" campaign against the Free Kirk can thus be se 

seen in the context of Garrisonian tactics and the resulting furore helped 

to produce in Scottish Abolitionism a split similar to that in the 

American movement. In 1851, New Anti-Slavery Societies were formed in 

Edinburgh and Glasgow "contai(ning the bulk of the dissenting xdniaters and 

a few of the Free Kirk ones. " The Abolitionist campaign against the 
(2) 

Evangelical Alliance also contributed to the split. So also did the 

decision of, Frederick Douglass in 1850 to break with Garrison and join the 

New movement. Douglass had achieved considerable influence in Scotland 

where his name cropped up again and again in newspaper and magazine articles $; 

which referred to him as a standing refutation of the Southern doctrine of 

negro inferiority. His biographer mentions a significant extract from the 

ledger of his personal newspaper; the North Star, which reveals that in the 

year 1850 it had 42 subscribers in Glasgow, iI in Edinburgh and 8 in 

Falkirk, as opposed to 18 for all of England. 
(3) 

The schism wasa4erious, although far from fatal, setback to Scottish 

Abolitionism. The entries in the Glasgow Emancipation Society's minute 

books become noticeably sparser for the middle and later 1850'x, and one 

can detect a note of discouragement in the face of American developments 

(1) Smeal-Chamcrazow, 16th April 1853; quoted in Shepperson, "The Free 

. Church and American Slavery", 1140, f. n. 2. 

(2) Shepperson, op. cit., 139. 

(3) B. Quarles, Frederick Douglass, Washington, 191i8, p. 95" 
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which must have been prevalent among Scottish Abolitionists during these 

years which saw the overthrow of the various compromises limiting slavery 

in America and the steady advance of the slave power under the protecting 

wing of the dominant Democratic Party. The diversion of effort, and 

particularly of money, into two separate channels was, of course, the chief 

drawback of the split for the Scottish Abolitionists. According to 

William Smeal, the11send back the moneyP campaign had seriously depleted the 
(1) 

funds of the Glasgow Emancipation Society and the schism, following hard 

one greatly hindered the replenishing of the treasury. The New Abolition- 

ists were likewise affected. Douglass's papers, which depended to some 

extent on British support, ran into difficulties to such an extent, that 
i 

Julia Griffiths, Douglass's business manager, undertook a major fund-raising 

tour of Britain during 1855-560 "armed with letters recommending the cause" 

from Tappan, Goodell and Gerritt Smith. She received endorsements and 

moral support from a number of anti-slavery groups, especially the Glasgow 

New Association, which circulated a broadside Anti. Slavery Appeal, and a 

pamphlet supporting Douglass' papers "As a standing testimony against calumny 

uttered respecting the inferiority of the coloured man". The tangible 

financial results of Miss Griffiths' effort iss however, not known, and 

Douglass' biographer is convinced that "results were not encouraging" and 
(2) 

attributes this to Douglass' break with Garrison. 

(1) Smeal=Chamerazov, 16th April 1853, Shepperson, loc. cit. 
(2) Quarles, Frederick Douglass, Washington, 1918, pp. 94"5. 
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In'the autumn of 1856, Mrs. Stowe made a second visit to Scotland, probably 

in part as a rejoinder to the Griffiths expedition, for she made a point 
(1) 

of preaching the virtues of the Garrison part#, 

Thus, the controversy simmered on. The New Association continued 

to draw increasing support from the Free Kirk and from the Evangelical 

ministers who had hitherto held aloof from the movement. It does not 

seem to have become particularly strong=in Edinburgh where the Emancipation 

Society, under the leadership of the Wighamss, remained the dominant force. 

In Glasgow, however, it proved a formidable rival to the Emancipation 

Society of Smeal and Paton, and seems to have received somewhat more support 

than the older body. On the whole, it attracted the more solid and 

"respectable" of the anti-slavery sympathisers. The pro-Garrison 

Emancipation Societies retained the support of the feminists and the 

peace-party movements which in Scotland were largely represented by the 

same people: Priscilla Bright McLaren; Elisabeth Pease Nichol; and Eliza 

Wigham. Nor were they completely without clerical support, for a number 

of the more radical U. P. and Independent ministers (such as'the Rev. 

William Anderson) remained loyal. 

By the outbreak of the Civil War, the Abolitionists had by their 

persistent efforts created a climate of public opinion which was strongly 

hostile to American slavery. It is difficult to assets the attitude on 

the subject in specifically working class circles because of the absence 

of/ 

(1) Stoddart., op. cit., 216-79 
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of the absence of written records for the period, and the fact that the 

active leaders of the Abolitionists were drawn from the middle class. 

During the 18140'S, one section of the Chartists had been suspicious and 

hostile toward. the Abolitionists whop, they felt, were neglecting the 

sufferings of those close at hand in favour of people thousands of miles 
(1) 

away. Ironically, this argument was also used against the Abolitionists 

by extreme Conservatives. The staunchly right-wing Glasgow Herald, for 

instance, sneered at the fund-raising activities of the Lady Abolitionists 

in aid of the "well-clothed and well-fed negroes abroad" and told them to 

contribute the money to the Glasgow poor (Glasgow Herald, 19 Jan. 1838). 

William Smeal's rejoinder to the Herald in this instance should be noted 

as showing the Abolitionist side of the question; he pointed out that the 

Lacy Abolitionists were among those who worked hardest to relieve the 

distress in Glasgow, and that the great amount of effort which they had 

already put into the cause would be entirely wasted if it were not sustained 

year by year. After contradicting the editor's picture of the Negro's 

conditions, he suggested that those who had hitherto done nothing to support 

Abolitionism might well afford to contribute something toward local relief, 

which/ 

(1) Thus, during the early 18140's we find Chartists repeatedly taking over 
Abolitionist meetings to propound their own causes W. P. and F. J. Garrison, 
William L124 Garrison, 4 vols., London, 1885'9, II, 339-401 Shepperson, 
"The Free Church and American Slavery", p. 135; Life and Letters of James 
and Lucretia Mott ed. E. Hallowell, Boston, 188 , p. 17 To avoid 
the impression that there was any consistent antagonism between Chartists 
and Abolitionists, it should be noted that Lucretia Mott entirely 
approved of these tactics on the part of the Chartists, and that 
Elizabeth Pease was also active in-the Chartist movement, - Stoddart, 
loc___ _cit. 
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which should be primarily the responsibility of the wealthy section of the 

community rather than of the struggling Abolitionist societies - New 

Liberator, 27 Jan-1838 - and Arthur Tappan pointed out to the Scottish 

workers at a later date that, bad as their conditions were at times, they 
(1) 

could not be compared with the situation of the slaves. However., the 

prosperity which set in after the repeal of the corn laws soon seeped down 

to large sections of the working class, and the acute distress that was 

such a prominent feature of the economic landscape during the heyday of 

Chartism began to recede, except for such chronically depressed groups as 

the miners and handloom weavers. This encouraged a more international 

outlook on the part of labour. By 1850 the workers of Glasgow had become 

sufficiently concerned obrer the menace of the slave power to hold a mass meeti 

ing to protest against the passage of the Fugitive Slave Act and also to 
(2) 

link this protest with a demand for working class franchise. 

During the discouraging decade of the Fifties, the bonds of the 

Abolitionists "internationale" continued to be renewed and strengthened 

by the interchange of prominent visitors. During this period a number of 

prominent anti-slavery Americans travelled to Scotland to encourage their 

Scottish colleagues to keep the cause in the forefront of the public mind, 

to collect funds for their work in America, and to propound the respective 

merits of whichever Abolitionist faction they happened to belong to. 

We/ 

(1) in a letter quoted in Shepperson, 
. oEccit., 138. 

(2) Garrison, op. cit., I9, 305, f. n. 
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We have already discussed the two important visits of Harriet Beecher 

Stowe, and the mission of Julia Griffiths. Among other American visitors (1) 
was S. J. May, who spoke at a conference of Glasgow Abolitionists in 1859 

at the home of Professor Nichol. May records that he was greatly impressed 

and encouraged by the thorough knowledge of the American situation which 

the Glasgow anti-slavery leaders displayed. In the months which intervened 

between May's visit and the outbreak of the Southern Rebellion two other 

American Abolitionists toured Scotland, the Rev. George Cheever and 

Frederick Douglass. The events connected with their appearance form a 

distinct chapter in the history of Scottish Abolitionism and throw some 

interesting light on the Scottish scene on the eve of the Civil War. 

The next phase of Abolitionist history was ushered in by ominous 

events in America. Both the Whig and Democratic parties had been vying to 

obtain the favour of the slaveholding class, and under the pressure of this 

competition the compromises which had hitherto limited the expansion of 

slavery in the Western territories were scrapped, Mexico was invaded and 

large territories were carved out of this unfortunate country for the 

benefit of the landhongry slweholdera. The moral collapse of the Whig 

party at this critical time was consummated when Daniel Webster, hitherto 

the darling of New England Abolitionists, endorsed these pro-slavery 

policies. Lincoln retired in disgust from Congress in 1848, and the Whig 

Party came to an end several years later, leaving the Democratic in 

complete ascendancy. The Fugitive Slave Act, which made slavery legally 

valid/ 

(1) S. J. May, The Anti-Slavery Conflict. Boston, 1869, p. 385" 
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valid throughout the free states, and the Dred Scott decision of the 

Supreme Court which declared that the negro "had norrights which the 

white man was bound to respect"s were further victories for the Southern 

ruling class. At the same time the provisions of the Kansas-Nebraska Act 

opened up the hitherto free territory of Kansas to slavery. The slave- 

holders were being driven at this period to accelerate their expansionist 

policy in order not only to keep their representation in the Senate equal 

to that of the more populous North, but also to find land for their own 

discontented and pugnacious class of poor whites. Under the benevolent 

eye of the Democratic Administration, Kansas was invaded 4 the Border 

Ruffians, armed Southerners who intended to seize political power in the 

territory and then to apply for the admission of Kansas to the Union as a 

slave state. This attempted putsch moved anti-slavery adherents, 

particularly in the disputed area, to adopt a less pacific brand of 

Abolitionism. Althcugh the Democratic Administration made no effort to 

restrain the Border Ruffians, the latter met with resistance from the 

Abolitionists, who defeated the invaders after several years of guerilla 

warfare and established Kansas as a free state. Among those chiefly 

responsible for the repulse of the slave power was the partisan leader, 

Captain John Brown, whose fame reached Scotland, where he was known as 

"Ossowatamie Drown", after one of his victories. 

Following the success of the struggle for Kansas, Captain Brown 

conceived a plan for striking a blow against slavery in its own preserve, 

and in 1859 he engineered the insurrection at Harpers Ferry in Virginia. 

Brown was defeated and captured by Colonel (later General) Robert Lee 

and/ 
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and was subsequently hanged by the Virginia government. The Rising, 

however, attracted great attention not only in the North but also in 

Britain, where it brought home for the first time to many people the 

gravity of the American situation] and Brown immediately became a martyr 

to Abolitionists the. world over, attracting many new sympathisers to the 

cause. In Scotland, the Abolitionist rising aroused tremendous sympathy, 

leading to a widespread re-awakening of interest in the slavery uestion, (1) 

which brought new hope-to the veterans of Scottish Abolitionism. 

Eliza Wigham reported that: "Nothing that has taken place in America 

seems to have had so much effect here than this murder of a man whom all 
0 

must admire, and whose bearing throughout has been wottir of a martyr. " 

Eulogies of the fallen hero appeared'in several Radical and Free Kirk 

journals in Edinburgh, together with denunciations of his executioners. 

The evangelical and Radical Caledonian Mercury suggested prophetically that 

the rising and its aftermath were but the prelude to catastrophic 

developments: 

"John Brown has been executed in Virginia. lie met his fate with the 

composure of the true hero: There it no reason to doubt that he was 

really .a pious, duty-impelled man, and that, however miscalculated his 

policy may have been, it was gone into from the purest and noblest of 

motives. 

(, i) E. Wigham - Saml. May Jr., 22 Dec-1859. All correspondence of Eliza 
Wi hhaam8ýrjS§TgRd tg er jg m the Garrison collection of Abolitionist 
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motives. He will do more for the abolition of slavery, by his death than 4 

by his life. Cause more righteous than that in which he died there 

cannot be, and generations after America shall have passed through the 

fiery ordeal in which the guilt of her 'domestic institution' will sooner 

or later involve her, old John Brown will be deemed a martyr of whom his 
(1) 

country may be proud. " 

The Mercury, however, tended to disregard the Southern threats of 

secession which followed the rising as mere attempts to frighten the North 

into supporting slavery more whole-heartedlq. An article on the Rising 

several days later is evidence that Scottish radicals were still strongly 

influenced by Garrison's doctrine that secession was an Abolitionist wea nj 
(2) 

and that the break-up of the Union would ultimately benefit the slave. 

That evangelical opinion was almost universally stirred is indicated 

by the fact that both the U. P. Scottish Press and the Free Kirk Witness 

also spoke out in favour of Brown. The intervention of the Free Kirk 

organ illustrates the fact that this denomination had moved considerably 

from the position which it had held at the time of the "send back the 

money" campaign. The death of Chalmers in 18117 had made it possible for 

younger/ 

(1) CalMerc., 17th Dec. 1859. 

(2) Cal. Merc., 20th Dec. 1859: "As W. L. Garrison remarked at Boston, 'For the 
South to leave the Union would be like the paupers leaving a town. ' The 
North an do without the South but the South cannot do without the North. 
For the South to tear apart the connecting link would be political 
suicide. If they cut away the life-boat they will inevitably perish 
in the storm. " 

(3) Scottish Press, 17th Dec. 1859; Witte 17th Dec. 
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younger and more radical ministers to have greater power to 

mould the Church's attitude on the slavery issue. The 4 

_sacrifices of its members had -41so freed it from any neces- 

sity to jook for, 
_financial support from the South. Among 

the new leaders of the Free Kirk was the Rev. Thomas Outhrie, 

an active social reformer, whose church, Free St. John's, 

became an anti-slavery centre during the 1850's. Since the 

advent of the steamboat, Edinburgh had already become come- 

thing of a Mecca for American tourists, especially those 

of the Presbyterian denomination. Many of them were drawn 

to Free St.. John's, where. Quthrie'n�forceful preaching had 

won for hira an international reputation. Dr. Guthrie had 

already made many. contacts with Americans during the fund- 

rarsi. ng campaign following the . 
Disruption, and he, took, the 

opportunity to. renew and elrtend these associations during 

bis, ministry at Free St. John's, in order to use his 

influence in the cause of Abolition. Ile often denounced 

slavery from the pulpit and also made a practice of inviting 

Americans to 
, 
breakfast during the tourist season in order 

il) 
'Ito dose them on-. the sub jeet of slavery. " 

The / 

(1) T.. 8uthrie, Autobiopraphy, 2 vols., London, 1874-5, 
p. 666;. he. records offendinrr an American slave-holding 
lady by a particularly "unsparing" attack on slavery 

:, from the pulpit in 1853, oo. cit. , 509. 

i 

.J 
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The new trend of thought in the Free Kirk on the slavery question can 

be seen most vividly in the part played in the Cheever campaign by the Rev. 

Robert Candlish, who had (as much as anyone could do so) inherited the 

mantle of Dr. Chalmers. We have seen that at the time of the Disruption 

the Rev. Candlish refused to go along with the Garrisonian demand that 

slave-holders be excommunicated, and had drawn down the ire of the 
(1) 

Garrison party b laying down the line that "Slavery should not exclude 
(2) 

from the Church". It will be remembered that even at that time a 

number of Free Kirk members had desired a more decisive policy towards 

slavery and had formed their own Abolitionist group. In the following 

years the march of events in America had brought this anti-slavery feeling 

within the Free Kirk to the forefront. It became increasingly difficult 

for such convinced opponents of slavery as the Rev. Candlish to believe 

that general enlightenment and religious persuasion would lead to gradual 

Abolition. The Mexican War, the Kansas-Nebraska Bill, the Dred Scott 

decision, the Fugitive Slave Act - all showed that "Slavocracy" refused to 

the a peaceful death in its own corner. The attempt to silence such a 

fenowned Churchman as Dr. Cheevera, was a final inducement to the Rev. 

Candlish to come forward as a militant Abolitionist. 

The Rev Cheever was the pastor of the (Congregational) Church of the 

Puritans, a centre of Christian Abolitionism in New York City, and had 

acquired/ 

(1) e. g. H. C. Wright,, American Slavery Proved to be Theft and Robbery, 
Edinburgh, 1845. 

(2ý b . cit., p. 6. 
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acquired an international reputation for his anti-slavery work. Since 

New York's economic development and prosperity depended to a large extent 

upon the fact that the city was the great commercial entrepot of the South, 

the wealthier sections of society tended to have pro-slavery leanings and cerý 

tainly abhorred any political or religious activity which might offend the 

Southern ruling class. Consequently a campaign was begun to silence 

Cheever, and in 1859 the wealthy minority of his congregation refused to 

make any payments towards the ground rent or debts of the church unless 

Cheever ceased his anti-slavery work or was removed. To counter this move, 

Cheever, with the backing of the majority of his corngregation, went to 

Scotland in the autumn of 1859 with the object of collecting funds to enable 

him to carry on his struggle. His arrival in Scotland in early December 

coincided perfectly with the wave of sympathy for the Harpers Ferry Rising 

and outburst of indignation over the execution of Captain Brown. The 

Caledonian Mercury gave editorial support to the American minister and quoted, 
{ 

a letter from an "Edinburgh lady" who praised Cheevdr and donated five 

pounds to help his cause. The evangelical conscience responded strongly 

to the Reverend Cheever's appeal. The deacon' courts in (Candlish's) 

Free St. George's and (Guthrie'a) Free St. John's urged that collections be 

taken up for Cheever; the Rev. Jonathan Watson promised a collections and 

soon many other Edinburgh pastors and churches followed suit. The movement 

spread/ 

(1) Cal. Mer., 8th Dec. 18591 The letter went thus: Dear Friend - Slavery is 
as great an abomination as ever. There are few honestly denouncing it 
in the'States, so Cheever must be supported, and I send five pounds for 
that purpose. " It is quite likely that the writer was Eliza Wigham, who 
was an associate of Duncan M'Laren and his Quaker wife, Priscilla Bright. 
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spread to other parts of Scotland, and in Dundee, the Rev. George Gilfillan, 

renowned Abolitionist orator of the U. P. Kirk, preached a sermon in support 

of the American minister. By the latter part of the month Eliza Wigham 

could report to America thatt The ministers are moved and are taking up 
(1) 

the subject warmly. " 

On Decembet 22nd, a memorable rally in support of Cheever was held 

in the Queen St. Hall in Edinburgh, at which the Rev. Candlish appeared 

as the chief speaker. His speech showed that he saw clearly the approach 

of the "Irrepressible Conflict" and had altered his previous optimistic 

approach to the problem. 

"At one time" he declared, "there might have been some pretext for 

saying that it was enough for Abolitionists only to speak and write against 
(2) 

slavery, but the time has now changed. " Since slavery has broken out 

of its former limits and become aggressive, he had abanddned hope for an 

evolutionary solution to the slavery problem and urged that at the next 

session of Congress, the slaveholders should be called upon to surrender 

or fight. 

"For we have here a hostile power - hostile to liberty, hostile to God 

and hostile to man --- bursting the bounds within which it was hoped it 

had been fettered and coming forth to pollute the free air of the North 

and/ 

(1) and to add with a wry touch of Garrisonian anti-clericalism, "We are 
very glad anything has had the power to move them, " E. Wigham - Samt. 
May Jr. 0 22 Dec. 1859. 

(2) Scotsman 23 Dec. 
-1859. 

't 
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and debauch men's minds all over America, and by sheer force of arms and 

by sheer importunity in the legislature threatening to break up the Union 
(1) 

and to compel the free soil of America to be stained by the curza of slavery 

" Dr. Guthrie also spoke at this demonstration. He dwelt upon his 

admiration for all American institutions except for slavery, and disclosed 

that he had often been invited to America. 

"They have promised to frank me to and fro. I will tell you plainly 

and publicly why I will not go. If I went I could not keep rrpr temper! 

I could not go and see a fellow creature =a little child or a woman - 

set up to auction to be sold; it would stif nq blcod and I could not hold 

irr tongue. " 

Dr. Guthrie attacked not only slavery but also the discriminatory 

treatment of thee negroes which was to be found in the North as well as 

the Souths "I could not go into one of their pulpits and look on a sea of 

white faces and then behold some poor negro, in whose beaming eye I discern 

a loving heart towards my blessed Lord, and I could not see that man 

standing In a corner and professing Christiana refusing to sit down with 

him at the LordZs table - the man who perhaps will go into the Kingdom of 
(2) 

Heaven in front of them all. These are things which I could not stand. " 

The fact that the Free Kirk leaders joined in strongly with the U. P. 

and Independent denominations in this response to Dr. Cheever's appeal 

was a significant development in the history of Scottidh Abolitionism. 

It/ 

(1) W. Wilson, Memrial of R. S. Candlish Edinburgh, 1880, p. 521E during 
the previous month Dr. Candlish had taken an active part in two rallies 
to support lord Elgin's project for settling Fugitive slaves in Canada. 
The principal speakers at these meetings were two Canadians, the Rev. Mr. King and Mr. Day. Cal Mer., 26 Nov. and 29 Nov. 1859, (2) T. Guthrie, Autobio 

. rap yý p. &66. :1 i 
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It irarked the setting aside of the sectarian bitterness engendered by 

the "send back the honey" campaign and was thus a crucial factor in the 

building up in Scotland of a common front against the slave power in 

America on the eve of the Civil War. 

The new position taken by the Free Kirk leaders had immediate 

repercussions in conservative circles in America where the Frea Kirk 

had hitherto been considered to be fairly accommodating on the slavery 

question. On January 25,1860, the Presbyterian of Philadelphia rebuked 

Drs. Guthrie and Candlish for their speeches at the Edinburgh rally and 

remarked sternly that "there can be no apology". The article repeated 

the usual conservative charge against the Abolitionists by declaring that 

they were "euch more concerned for the slaves in the United States than 

for the degraded and wretched in their own land". Dr. Guthrie was also 

accused of being"bloodthirsty" and of wishing success to the next negro 
(1) 

rising. The Presbyterian's article was based on information passed 

on by "an American gentleman" present at the meeting, who evidently 
(2) 

distorted Dr. Guthrie's speech at a number of points. 

Dr. Guthrie's rejoinder took the form of an open letter to the 

American press. In this letter he agreed with his accusers that there 

was "no apology" - in the sense that he had no intentions of apologising 

for/ 

(1) Quoted in the Scotsman, 5th March 1860. 

(2) Dr. Guthrie himself believed that the informer was a ran pointed out 
to him at the time as a minister from the slave states, see his open 
letter on American slavery published in the Liberator, 13th April 1860, 
- it may have been J. Hitchcock Carroll. Thomas Srrth, D. D., Auto- 
biorra hical Notes, Letters and Reflections e3. L. G. Stoney, 
Char eston, 1914p pp, 9. , 73. 

I 
1 
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for the sentiments expressed. However, he declared that the 

Presbyterian owed an apology for giving a false report tof his speeche 

He denied saying that the negroes should "fight to the knees in the blood 

of the white man" and other such statements. He maintained that he 

hated war but upheld the right of oppressed people, including the 

American slaves, to rebel, and that the slavery question would come to a 

violent climax unless Americans agreed on a policy, of peaceful Abolition: 

"When the slaves are fighting for their rights, your disaster may recall 

the fearful words of Jefferson: 'What attribute of Jehovah would allow 

him to take part with us ?" 

Dr. Guthrie proceeded to criticise the Presbyterian for not reporting 

the pro-American part of his speech, in which he had praised most of 

America's institutions. He pointed to the contrast between Czarist 

Russia, the centre of obscurantism and despotism, which was now liberating 

its serfs, and democratic America, which was taking increasingly repressive 

measures to defend slavery. He denounced those American Presbyterians 

who werb' keeping quiet when they should be speaking out against slavery, 

and declared further that: "No lasting peace nor true prosperity can be 

yours till the evil thing is put away. I believe that God will not 

continue to bless a nation which continues to maintain a system that is 

opposed to the religion of Christ and tramples in the dust its golden 

precept 'Do unto others as you would have others do unto you. '" After 

pointing out how slavery constituted a betrayal of the ideals and 

heritage of the Pilgrim Fathers, Dr. Guthrie ended: "But we cherish the 

hope/ 
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hope that in the very confusion into which the subject of slavery has 

now plunged your country, we see the beginning of the end. We rejoice 

in the bold front, the onward movement, the increasing numbers, the 

growing power of the anti-slavery party. May God bless their banners 

and speed their cause until, dark skin and white, your whole nation bold 

a fast, even the fast that God bath chosen, the best evidence of a true 

religious revival, 'to loose the bonds of wickedness, to undo the heavy 
(1) 

burdens, and to let the oppressed go free. '" 

The letter was published in a number of American papers; and Dr. 

Guthrie, although anticipating"a storm of abuse" from America, hoped that 

it would have some effect 6n American public opinion and "bring them to 

repentance and a sense of their duty". In view of Dr. Guthrie's 

reputation and connections in America, his letter must be considered as 

a factor in promoting the upsurge of anti-slavery feeling in America. 

The new leaders of the Free Church had now reversed the temporising policy 

of Chalmers and aligned themselves with the Abolitionist movement. 

Just as Chalmers' repudiation of the Abolitionists in the 1840's had 

provoked the fierce attacks of Garrison, Thompson, and Douglass, so the 

stand now taken by Candlish and Guthrie aroused violent opposition from 

anti-Abolitionist elements in America. In both cases we can observe the 

sensitivity of Americans to European opinions, and in particular, the 

importance/ 

(1) Liberator, loc. cit. 

(2) Dr. Guthrie to the Duchess of Argyll, n, d.; his letter received the 
support of the Duchess of Argyll and . the Dachaas of Sutherland, both 
of whom were identified with the anti-slavery party. 
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importance which American Presbyterians attached to approval or rebuke 

from Scottish Church leaders. 

In Scotland, support for Cheever continued to mount. The British 

Friend praised his efforts and denounced the hostile activities of the 

pro-slavery forces. In Eiinburgh$ a public letter of sympathy was 

drawn up for the American. pastor and signed by the Lord Provost, the Revs. 

Candlish, Guthrie, Begg, and other leading clerics and laymen. Copies 

of the letter, were displayed in the leading bookstores of the city and 
(2) 

collected a large number oft signatures, and further church collections 

were taken up for his work. In respcnse, Dr. Cheever issued a public 

letter thanking Drs. Candlish and Guthrie and the other ministers for their 

speeches at the Queen St. Hall, and paying tribute to the Ladies' Emanci- 

pation Society. 

After his successful meeting in Edinburgh, Dr. Cheever returned to 

America, but Scottish Protestants continued to work on his behalf. 

The Glasgow Examiner, in particulars espoused his cause, and for months 

almost every issue of this paper contained an; =article, editorial or letter 

on the case of the American minister. Early in February, the Examiner 

opened the campaign for Dr. Cheever in Glasgow,, with an article praising 

his anti-slavery work and describing how the wealthy minority had seceded 

from his church leaving it with a heavy mortgage another expenses. 

(1) British Friend, January 1860. 

(2) Sco=, Jan. 5,7,20,1860, etc. 

(3) Scotsman 23rd January 1860. 

(Lt) Feb. 9.; Scotsi: an, 29th Feb. 1860. 
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The paper quoted Frederick Douglass' strong endorsement of Dr. Cheever 

and called on Glasgow to follow Edinburgh's example by calling a meeting 
(1) 

to express sytapathy and raise funds for the minister. 

A large mass meeting to demonstrate sympathy for Drs Cheever was 

held in the Merchants' Hall in Glasgow on 19 March. As in Edinburgh, 

the Free Church joined the U. P. in supporting the American minister. 

The principal speakers were the Rev. Dr. Robert Buchanan (the leading Free 

Church divine in Glasgow) and the Rev. Dr. Robertson of the Free Church. 

Among the large number of other ministers who turned out for the occasion 

were Dr. Svqth of the Free Church, Dr. Robson and the Revs. Russel and 

Knox of the U. P. Church, and Reverend Batchelor, the Congregational 

Abolitionist leader, who also spoke. Baillie MWDowell, leader of the 

Glasgow New Abolitionists, and W. P. Paton were also on the platform. 

Dr. Buchanan asserted that: "Those Americans are the best and truest 

friends of their country who spare no arrows in this momentous subjects 

who will be neither bribed nor coerced into silence regarding it. I 

believe Dr. Cheever to be one of those intrepid and faithful men. I have 

read his book, God Against Slavery, and if the powerful and eloquent 

discourses which it contains be a specimen of his mode of handling this 

great subject, I can say nothing less than bid him Godspeed. They are 

full of thoughts that breathe and words that burns He deserves the 

sympathy/ 

(1) Glasgow Examiner, !t Feb. 1660. 

(2) vid. N. L. Walker, Robert Buchanan, D. D., London, 1877" 
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sympathy of every lover of truth and freedom. " 

Dr. Robertson compared the work of Dr. Cheever with that of Paul and 

referred to the Apostle's sermon to the slaveholding Athenians. The Rev. 

Batchelor also spoke In very favourable terms of Dr. Cheever and contrastedi 

his uncompromising stand with the more cautious and lukewarm approach of 
(1) 

other Abolitionist ministers, including Rev. Beecher. A committee 

was then established to raise money for Dr. Cheever. 

The support which Dr. Cheever obtained from Scottish Protestant 

leaders and the popular sympathy which he evoked were answered by a 

campaign of persistent vilification directed against the American minister. ' 

Malicious accusations directed at Cheever by the pro-slavery press in 

America were repeated in letters to the Scottish press. The fact that 

there had been a temporary rift between Cheever and Ward Beecher, a more 

moderate opponent of slavery, gave a further opportunity to the detractors 
(2) 

of the former. The Anti-Slavery Reporter also joined in the attack (3) 
on Cheever. However, the American minister was stoutly defended by 

the Scottish clerr, and his other supporters, and in particular the 

Glasgow Exa: ciner. 
(b 

His reputation emerged unscathed, and interest and 

sympathy were quickened. 

During/ 

(1) N3DM, 20 March, 1860; Glasgow Examiner, 24 March. 

(2) For the Beecher - Cheever split see alaspow Examiner, April 1860, passim 
(3) ' March 1560, p. 63. 

(4) Glasgow Examiner, 214,31 March; 7.14,21 April; Cal. Mer., 27 April. 
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During 1659, there was a sharpening of the controversy between the 

Garrisonians and New wings of the Scottish Abolitionists. The strife 

came to a climax early in 1660, when Frederick Douglass made his second 

visit to Scotland. 

Some months before the appearance of Douglass, the dormant conflict 

within the anti-slavery movement was stirred to life by another foreign 

Abolitionist, Dr. Adolphe ASonod, a prominent Clergyman of Paris. Dr. 

Monod was the leading figure in the bench Church, in which he played a 

role analogous to that of Dr. Chalmers in Scotland. tie had come to 

prominence as an evangelical preacher and had been a leader in the great 

revival movement known as Le Rbveil, which swept over France in the 

1830'a and 'li0's, winning thousands of converts to the Protestant faith 

and producing a "second spring" of Protestantism in Franco at a time during' 

wh&oh the Huguenot body began to play a serious part in the national life 
(1) 

of France for the first time since 1685. This r4vement received 

considerable encouragement from the Free Kirk, and Dr. Monod had 
(2) 

established contacts with a number of Scottish clerics. Like rang of 

his/ 

(1) see P. Spencer,, Politics of Belief in Nineteenth Century France 
In 1850, London 1951i, pp. 73- , et im. * As a result of this movement- the 

}`rench Church held its first General Assembly since the Revocation of 
the Edict of Nantes: Protestantism played a highly important part 
in the French Radical rsovement and in its culmination, the Third 
Republic 

(2) R. Rainy and J. Packenzie,, The Life of William Cunningham, London, 
1871, pp. 385-6. 
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his evangelical colleagues in Britain and America, he had also identified 

himself with the anti-slavery cause. However, in the ensuing years, he 

found himself faced with the-same dilemma which had confronted Dr. Chalmers, 

in that it became necessary for him to seek financial support from American 

Christians. When the French pastor visited America in 1858, he drew heavy 

fire from the Darrisonian, party for consorting with groups regarded as 
(1) 

pro-slavery by the American Anti-Slavery Society. The French pastor 

was attacked by Harriet Beecher Stowe, who accused him of adopting a 

compromising attitude towards slavery in order to ingratiate himself with 

influential Americans. The attack was duly taken up in Scotland by the 

pro-Garrison North British Daily Mail, which devoted a leader to denouncing 

Dr. ! onod, and asserted that: "He has well learned the cant of the pro-slavery 

party - an odious amalgam of great religious zeal with great moral 
(2) 

turpitude. " 

In May 1859, Dr. Monad appeared in Edinburgh; it was the time of the 

General. Assemblies, and he was evidently renewing his contacts with the 

Free Church. On 26 May he was the principal speaker at a rally of the 

New/ 
{ 

(1) Such as the American Tract Society - an organisation to which 
Garrisonians were particularly hostile. It should be noted that the 
epithet "pro-slavery" as used by Garrisonians did not always mean that 
the person or organisation so accused put forth arguments in favour of 
slavery; in some cases it merely denoted that the accused were "neutral" 
or opposed to immediate emancipation, or critical of the Abolitionist 
movement. The Abolitionists had established a rival to the hated 
American Tract Society in the form of the American Reform Tract and Book 
Society. Lib., 30 Dec. 1859. 

(2) Article reprinted in the Liberator, 7 Jan. 1859" 
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New Ladies' Anti-Slavery Association held in the Queen St. Hall. Dr. 

Monod (who shared the platform with the Free Church minister, Dr. Thomson) 

described his visit to the Southern states and called upon all anti-slavery 
(1) 

people to make renewed efforts toward freeing the slaves. The French 

pastor went on, however, to describe some of his slave-owning hosts as good 

Christians who were inadvertently entangled in the system, and he opposed 

the tenet of immediate abolition, urging that a period of preparation was 

needed before emancipation could come into effect. This part of the 

lecture met with considerable disfavour from a section of the audience 

consisting of Eliza Wigham and other members of the Emancipation Society, 

who subjected the visitor to some close questioning and later entered into 

a controversial, private correspondence with the French divine. On the 

matter of Harriet Beecher Stowe's rebuke, Dr. Monod declared that the 

American novelist had "mistranslated" him (evidently meaning "misconstrued" 

him). Eliza Wigham, following the meeting, wrote a letter to the French 

minister in which she criticised a, nU; ber of his points. In reply, she 

received a letter which induced her to remark to Mrs. Beecher Stowe: "There 

is no use in entering into a correspondence with such a mangy or we could 

have much to say to him. " Miss Wigham and her associates also became 

convinced that Dr. )onod had been spreading a malicious rumour about 

Edinburgh to the effect that the American Anti-Slavery Society had never made 

a report concerning the use rr. ade of funds sent to them a few years previously 

by/ 

(1) Calms., 27 May, 1859. 
ýý ý 
ýeY 

ý�%1ýf 
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(1) 
by Parisian Abolitionists. Eliza Wigham's alacrity in defence of the 

Garrisonian cause was praised by the American Garrisonian leader Samuel 

May Jr.. who wrote to her that: "It was an excellent thing that you called 

him (Mond) to account on the spot, and something rash in him to venture 
(2) 

as far north as Edinburgh. " 

During this same year (1859), Abolitionists were discussing the 

possibility of forming a National Anti-Slavery League which would combine 

all of the aarrisonian societies in Great Britain. The idea originated in 

American circles; Samuel May Jr. corresponded on the subject with Richard 
(3) 

Webb, a leading British Abolitionist, and suggested a number of people 

for the proposed central committee, including the Patons., the Wigharsj and 

the Nichols. Webb agreed that there was a need for ouch an organisation, 

but doubted whether it could be brought into being at that time. A 

National Anti-Slavery League for all Britain had been organised in 1846 

by George Thompson. 'However., certain of the leaders of this organisations 
(5) 

"Did not highly appreciate George Thompson's labours in the cause, " and, due 

largely to the stresses of the "send back the money" campaign, the League 
(6) 

did not survive for very long. Several motives underlay this desire to 

resuscitate/ 

(1) E. Wighaia - Saml. May Jr., 3 June 1859. Miss Wigham regretted that 
"as I did not hear these remarks I could not reply to them. " 

(2) Saml. May Jr. - E. Wigham, 30 June 1859. 
(3) Editor of the Anti-Slavery Advocate, the organ of the Oarrisonian party 

in London. 

ý4) Saml. May Jr. - Webb, 20 Feb. 1859, 
(5) Ibid; this may refer to (among other things) the Send Back the Money 
(6) campaign. 

, aim. See Shepperson, "The Free Church Mmer 
canýlaveryý, ....... 136-7. 
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resuscitate the League in 1859. For one thing, the Garrisonians continued 

to look with disfavour upon the British and Foreign Anti-slavery Society; 

they abhorred its leisurely tactics, suspected its financial backers, and 

objected to its support for the "New Abolitionists" in the U. S. A. Then, too, 

the projected League night help the Garrisonians to regain the initiative 

from the rival "New" Abolitionist groups in Edinburgh and Glasgowy which were 

affiliated with the British and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society. It was also 

hoped that it might serve as an effective pressure group to induce Parliament 

to take stronger measures against the illegal American slave trade with 

Africa and other abuses,, and would hel to counteract the powerful anti- 
(1) 

Abolitionist influence of the Tiimmess. Finally, May hoped that: "If it did 

no other ood it would make it needful for rar y persons to show their (2) 

colours". 

Although the National Anti-Slavery League failed to come to life again, 

the Abolitionist movement was lifted out of the doldrums by the Harpers 

Ferry Rising and its aftermath. Among its many other repercussions, the 

Rising was indirectly the cause of Frederick Douglass' second visit to 

Scotland -a visit which was to have an important effect in shapinpscottish 

opinion concerning the American crisis. We have already noticed the deep 

impression which this negro leader made in Scotland during his previous 

visit there, and through his newspaper he continued to play a part in 
(3) 

moulding Scottish opinion. We have also seen that the split in Scottish 

Abolitionism/ 

(1) Anti-Slavery Advocate, 1659 passim. 

ý2) Saml. Y, ay Jr. " Webb, 20 Feb. 1859. 
C3) e. g., the Scotsman, in its discussion of the Fugitive Slave Bill, drew 

to a large ex tt net from the North Star and praised Douglass as "a man of 
--- huh character and great ability's. (29J. )_ 1650 
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Abolitionism followed hard upon Douglass' defection from the Garrisonian 

camp. The immediate cause of Douglass' tour of Scotland in 1860 was the 

wave of repression which swept over America following the Rising and which 

were directed chiefly against active Abolitionists. Douglass had been 

associated at one time or another with Captain Brown, and this fact 

naturally added to his attraction as a public speaker in Scotland. 

Douglass arrived in Britain in November, 1859, for what he then 
(1) 

believed might be a lifetime of exile. He arrived in Scotland at the 

end of January 1860 and spoke at a rally in Edinburgh on the 30th of that 

month. From the speeches which he made on this tour, three main theme3 

emerge. In the first place he was concerned, as on his previous visit, 

to mobilise public opinion to give effective aid to American Abolitionism. 

Secondly, he opposed the Secession doctrine which he had preached in 1816-47 

and urged political action within the framewotk of the American Constitution. 

Finally, in answer to public demand, he spent considerable time in explaining 
(2) 

the Harpers Ferry Rising and his own connection with it. His efforts 

were an emphatic success and were a chief contributing factor to. the greatest 

upsurge of Abolitionist feeling in Scotland since West Indian Ernancipaticn. 

Furthermore, - as-his biographer points outs "His anti-slavery addresses --- 

were a factor in the pronounced anti-Confederate attitude of the 1iglish 

(i. e. British) masses/ - 

gs 
ý1) Quarles.. ýpS üt", o r 83 

i2) Quarles, op. cit. j, 184. 

R 
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(i) 
masses during the Civil War. " 

In Scotland, the visit of Douglass re-opened and brought to aýClimas 

the struggle between two opposing schools of Abolitionism. Weeks fore 

his arrival in Scotland, the conflict was being carried on in the fo n of 

letters to the Press. An American sympathiser of Douglass set forth the 

basic issue of the quarrel in a letter to the Caledonian Mercury: "Denun- 

ciations are safe, easy, and cheap things; consequently there is no lack 

of dealers in them everywhere. The want consists of discretion and honesty 

of purpose. Every intelligent citizen of the United States, denunciators 

not excepted, knows that there is ample provision made in the natural 

constitution and the federal compact for the proper and prompt emancipation 

of every slave in the Union, that there is no other legal mode, and that 

one half of the original slave-holding states have in this truly humane 

and just way and manner already liberated their slaves. " 

The writer accused the Garrisonians of putting up a sterile and 

negative opposition to slavery and of hampering the work of Abolition by 

drawing off support from there with a positive programme of action. He 

concluded by rejoicing in the advance of the political anti-slavery 

movement and predicted the election of an anti-slavery President in America 
(2) 

in November 1860. 

This letter brought an equally strong response from a British 

Abolitionist, Richard Thurrow, who was an honorary member of the 

Massachusetts Anti-Slavery Society. He pointed to the martyrdom of Lovejoy, 

and/ 

(1) ibid, viii. 

(2) cai"Mer., 10 Dec. 1859, 
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and the suffering inflicted upon other YGarrisonians as proof that their 

attitude was not inspired by cowardice and pointed to their effectiveness 

of moral suasion as applied by Rev. Dr. Andrew Thomson and others, in bringing 

about West Indian emancipation. He argued further that the dissolution of 

the Union, as advocated by Garrison,, would lead inevitably to the end of 

slavery, mentioned the work of the undeground railway in undermining slavery 

and observed that: "Frederick Douglass advocated immediate emancipation when 

he bolted northward. " Thurrow exhibited the typical aggressive extremism 

of the Oarrisonians when he declared, a propos of his opponent's letter, 

that: "I have not read anything lately, not even the Ne Orleans Picayune, 
(1) 

more thoroughly pro-slavery. " In a subsequent letter, Thurrow denounced i 
(2) 

that the Republican Party. for'scheming "to carry slaughter to the fireside. " 

At the same time, the Scottish press was reflecting the intensified 

interest in American developments, which were becoming increasingly ominous. 

President Buchanan's annual message to Congress was roundly denounced-by the 

Liberal papers. The Horning Journal described the speech as pro-slavery, 

eulogised John Brown, and predicted that Buchanan's complacency over the 
(3) 

suppression of the Rising would turn out to be over-optimistic. The 

North British Daily Mail attacked the President in similar terms and main- 

tained that the American Government would be. unable to prevent further 

Abolitionist efforts to liberate the slaves. The Mail also believed that 

Southern threats of secession were merely bluff and that secession would lead 

to/ 

(1) Calms er. 16 Dec. 1859" 

(2) Ibid, 17 Dec. 1859, 

(3) Morning Journal, 10 Jan. 1E60. 
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to mass escapes on the part of the slaves which would lead to the ultimate 
(1) 

disintegration of slavery. 

A further result of the Harpers Ferry Rising had been to-intensify 

British awareness of the precariousness of their cotton supply and to 

stimulate the demand for opening up alternate sources . The matter should 

be outlined here since it was a major factor in the background of the 

Douglass - Thompenn dispute. Scottish newspapers and magazines were full 
(2) 

of articles and letters on this problem. l4ost"writers agreed that it 

was urgently necessary to open up new sources, but the general belief in 

laissez faire precluded any wide-spread direct intervention by the 

Government; and most investors were reluctant to risk money in long-term 

development schemes in other lands as long as a plentiful supply of high- 

grade cotton continued to arrive every year from America. An alert 

minority, however, represented by. the Cotton Supply Association with 

headquarters in Manchester), was busy investigating in various quarters 

and agitating for capitalist investment in various potential cotton-growing 
(3) 

areas and for government assistance in opening up new fields. The 

Government had already begun to cooperate to some extent with these schemeef 

crown lands had been leased on a small scale and at low rentals to cotton 

planters in Ceylon, Jamaica, and Queenstown Australia. - However, serious 

obstacles/ 

(i) N. B. 3 12 Jan. 1660. 

(2) e. g. British Friend Nov. -and Dec., 18591 "An epee letter to American 
Planters, by a r3end to kreedom", NBDM, 4 Jan. 1860; also Id, 9DM, 
Glasgow-Examiner, Scotsman, et. al., 1L-1Lpassim; Liberator 1860, 
passim; for a criticism of these schemes from the pro-s avert' camp, see 
article from the Now York Herald (reprinted in the Glasgow Examiner, 
7 April 1860) and Am. Ant Mhoc. Report, 1859-60, pp -b. (3) See I. Watts, The Cotton Su poly Association; its Origins and Progress, Manchester, 1871. 
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obstacles, in particular the shortage of labour, stood in the way of rapid 

expansion of cotton growing in the "white" colonies. At the same time, 

(i. e. about 1860) manufacturing circles abandoned their former high hopes 
(1) 

of developing India as major alternative source of cotton. Interest 

had therefore begun to focus more and more on Africa, Which Livingstone's 
(2) 

reports suggested to be a most promising source of the vital raw material. 

Livingstone saw the development of cotton-growing as the iieans to revolution- 

ise the wretched conditions of the African natives. He believed that it 

would bring an end to the slave traffic and intertribal warfare, raise the 

African's standard of living and civilisation and, by strengthening them 

politically, enable them to resist Boer aggression. The Abolitionists had 
(3) 

campaigned for years for the development of cotton cultivation in India, 

and Livingstone's work inspired them to advertise Africa's potentialities, 

as a means of solving the problems of the natives of the Dark Continent as 

well as those of the American slave. On 22 October 1059, the London 

Emancipation Society, under the chairmanship of George Thompson, formed the 

African/ 

(1) See F. Owsley, King Cotton Diplomacy, Chicago, 1931,2.6. 

(2) D. LivingstonMissionary-Travels in South Africa, London, 1857, pp. 71, 
271,31lß, 64435-076-73-. See also Livingstone 's letters to Edmund Oabriel 
(British Arbitrator for the suppression of the slave trade), Brit. Ius. 
Collection, 471i10; also Livingstone's despatches quoted by Lord Brougham, 
Hansard, s. 3, v. 156, pp. 206 at seq; J. Stewart, The Zambesi Journal of 
Jamos Stewart London, 1952, (Central African Archives, Oppenheimer 
Series, No. VL) . 

(3) John Bright continued up to the outbreak of the Civil War to agitate for 
the development of Indian cotton (The Diaries of John Bright, ed. R. A. J. 
Walling, London, 1930,252-53), andTeorge lbompson had b on a mission 
to India (financed by British merchants) just prior to the time under 
discussion (Sarni. May Jr. - Richard Webb, 20 Feb-1859,, Garrison Papers). 
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African Civilisation Society which aimed to promote the cultivation of 

free labour cotton and other produce in Africa, and to establish a line 

of free settlements along the West African coast to break up the slave 
(1) 

trade. 

An article in Tait's Edinburgh Magazine illustrates very succinctly 

the combination of philanthropy and enlightened self-interest weich were 

blended in the contemporary liberal attitude toward the question of free 

labour cotton: "We can do somethin;, more than contemplate the struggle, 

something more than wish it Godspeed and extend to the oppressed our ' 

generous and genuine sympathy. In our enterprise with other contries 

the great end can be kept in view - our capital can be employed to weaken 

the weapons of oppression and strengthen the cause of right. Thus we 

hasten the breaking of the chains of the slave --- To Africa we turn with 

a new interest and a deeper sympathy. A glorious prospect lins before us 

there -a destiny that involves the highest concerns of hw anity. " 

The article went on to argue on the basis of Livingstone's researches 

that, if African cotton were developed with British capital, the position 

of the American slaveholder could be undermined, and great profits could 

be made in the bargain. After quoting at length from Livingstone's 

reports of cotton cultivation practised by the natives, the article pointed 

to the precariousness of the American cotton supply disclosed by the 

Harpers Ferry Rising, and the general worsening of the political situation 

in America; and the author repeated John Brown's ominous prophecy: "You had 

better/ 

(1) Lib, 16 Dec. 1859. 
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better, all of you people of the South, prepare yourselves for a 

settlement of that question which must come up for settlement sconer than 
(1) 

you are aware of. The sooner you are prepared the better -- -". 

On 27 January 1860, the issue was brought before the House of Lords 

by Lord Brougham, who also argued fervently for efforts by capitalists 

and the Government to develop African cotton. After quoting extensively 

from Livingstone's latest despatches, Brougham declared: "Upon the highlands 

of that country (East Africa) cotton to any amount and of the best quality 

might with a slight encouragement be raised. He was told that a capital 

of £20,000, judiciously directed thero, would be sufficient to secure this 

very great advantage; and he did hope that, if it were inexpedient for the 

Government to interfere in the matter, his wealthy as well as worthy friends 

in Manchester and Liverpool would lend a hand to promote that in which they 

had so great an interest and would help raise the money. " Brougham 

proceeded to denounce the wave of oppression which was sweeping the Southern 

states, and in particular the systematic elimination of the free negro class 

in the slave states, who were being driven from their homes in the South or 

sold into slavery. He was firmly seconded by Earl Grey who attacked 
(2) 

America for secretly encouraging the revival of the African slave trade. 

Threo days after this debate in the house of Lords, Frederick Douglass 

ride his first public appearance in Scotland, at an Abolitionist rally in 

the Queen Street Hall in Edinburgh. 

flanking/ 

1t 

(1) Tait's Edinburgh NSapazine, XXVII, 273-2.76'" This article cones'. - _ 
interesting quotation from Livingstone, illustrating the part assigned 
the Scottish lower classes by the nineteenth century Expire builders: 

"I wish that we had a hundred good industrious Scotch families in these 
fertile/ contd. next page. 

Duncan M'Laren acted as chair and 
iii L 

to 
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flanking Douglass on the platform were a nupber of Free Church, U. P., and 

Independent ministers; Councillors Ford and Fyfe, prominant Radical 

politicians; and leaders of the Edinburgh branch of the "New" anti-slavery(1) 

party, including J. Ewing Glasgow, a negro university student from America, 

Duncan M'Laren introduced Douglass as a living refutatdon of the falsehood 

that negroes were intellectually inferior to whites. The great negro 

orator, now at the height of his powers, made a powerful impression upon his 

audience and was frequently interrupted by prolonged outbursts of applause. 

After describing how the issue in America was becoming sharper between 

slavery and freedom, he expressed his belief in a Republican victory in the 

coming presidential election. He described the various reforms which 

would probably be effected under a Republican administration, such as 

abolition in the district of Columbia, the end of racial discrimination in 

government employment and of the post office censorship of Abolitionist 

literature. He took care, however, to point out that a Republican victory 

would not entail immediate emancipation. He described the progress of the 

anti-slavery movement, which he now identified with the Republican party, 

since his visit in 18116. Douglass' speech also emphasised his cordial 

relations/ 

F. N. 1 contd. from previous page: fertile highlands. Instead of as at 
home toiling for a bare subsistence, here they might cultivate sugar or 
cotton, and benefit the natives by their example and furnish materials 
for our manufacture at home. " 

F. N. 2 from previous page: Hance, s. 3, v. 156, pp. 206-211. 

(1) He also wrote a pamphlet on John Brown (The Harper's Ferry Rising, 
J. Ewing Glasgow, Edinburgh. 1860); a copy is in the Smeal Collection. 
He died of tuberculosis not long afterwards. 
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relations with the Free Church, an attitude in marked contrast to the 

turbulent days of 18146. He expressed gratitude for the support given 

to the anti-slavery cause by Drs. Candlish and Guthrie, and praised the 
(1) 

manner in *hich the Free Church had rallied behind Dr. Cheover. 

The subject of the Harper's Ferry Rising occupied considerable part 

of Douglass' address. John Brown had bequeathed to the Abolitionist 

movement a moral dilemma which was to re-assert itself in intensified form 

a year later with the outbreak of the Southern Rebellion. The ßarrisonians 

party had on pacifist grounds consistently rejected a violent solution to 

the slavery question, and the New Abolitionists and Republicans were 

co1znitted to work along strictly constitutional lines. However, neither 

party could bring themselves to deny the insurgent leader,, whose Calvinist 

thirst for righteousness was shared by the whole anti-slavery movement, 

and whose firm testimony in the shadows of the gallows had rallied many 

thousands to the cause. (The pages of the Liberator and other anti-slavery 

publications in the months following the Rising reflect the attempts of the 

Abolitionists to work out a consistent attitude on the question. ) This 

was particularly true in Scotland, where the travail of the Church during 

and after the Disrupticn had remAved interest in and admiration of the 

seventeenth century martyrs, so that Brown appeared to many as the spiritual 

descendant of those who fought against oppression at Bothwell Brig and 

Hupion Green. Sore Abolitionists came out openly in favour of rebellion 

against/ 

(1) The Free Church was represented on the platform by the Rev. Swan of 
Edinburgh. 
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against slavery; among these was the American, James Redpath, who turned 

out the first biography of John Brown, thus beating to the press rirs. Childs, 

who was writing a Life of Brown from an orthodox i3arrisonian point of view. 
(1) 

Eliza Wigham, who had described Brown as "noble but mistaken", felt 

compelled by the widespread public interest, to order three copies of 

Redpath's work from Samuel lay Jr., in Massachusetts. Although objecting 

to Redpath's support of physical force, she concluded that it would be 

counter-balanced by the account of Brown's heroic dedication to the anti- 
(2) 

slavery cause. Most Abolitionists, deploring the violence involved 

at Harper's Ferry, came to accept the theory that Brown had not intended 

to incite a general slave insurrection in the South, but rather hoped to 

evacuate Harper's Ferry and establish a base in the mountains of Virginia,, 

from whence he could facilitate a series of mass escapes on the part of the 
(3) 

Southern slaves. Douglass 

Douglass/ 

(1) E. Wigham - Saml. May Jr., 22 Dec. 1659. 

(2) E. Witham - Saml. May Jr., 6 Jan. 1660. 

(3) Garrison raintained this view in the Liberator and in his speeches 
during this period; e. g. on 18 Nov. 1659, he wrote in the Liberator 
that Brown did not start a Civil War, but that civil war had already 
been going on since 1850, when the Fugitive Slave and Kansas - Nebraska 
Acts had nullified the Constitution. At the memorial meeting for 
Browm, he reaffirmed his belief in non-resistance, but declardd that 
Abolitionist violence was, compared with the continual violence of the 
slaveholders, the lesser of two evils (Liberator, 16 Dec-1859), Janes 
Redpath wrote a letter challenging the Liberator's view that Brown aimed 
only to facilitate crass escapes from the out-h, and declared that Brown 
intended to enforce Abolition from Virginia down to the Gulf of 
Mexico (Liberator, 20 Jan. 1860). 
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Douglass hold more or leas to this theory and maintained 

that Brown'© action was of a defensive rather than an agrroosi 
i 

nature, for "Slavery wan a standing insurrection from 

beginning to end; John Brown was not maä. -- he was not even 

wicked -- he was a noble, heroic bhriotian martyr, animated 

by a desire to do unto others an he should himself be done 

to. " The outburst of cheering from the crowded hall indicated 

that Doujlaaa' argum©nts in defence, of Brown had struck home. 

Even the Tory Courant was constrained to praiso DougiGoa for 

his "noble and inspiring address". 
tl, 

Yet, although Dou 4on 

carefully refrained fron. making any adverse references to the 

Garrison party, hie speech was not received with approval by 

his former comrades in the Edinburgh Emancipation Society, who 

failed to share him enthusiasm for the Republican Party and 

its moderate and constitutional course of action. In a letter 

to America, a few days after the Douglass meeting, Eliza 

Wighom, in commenting on the recent advance of the anti-slavery 

movement in the United Staters, declared: "A© for expecting 

any action from the Republicans, that is quite a different 

matter. Uudgging from their orm profesaiono pro have not much 

to hope from them. TTo have had F. Douglaou amongst us here. - 

Ho has never said anything hostile to the American Anti-slavery 

Soeioty but ho has omitted mentioning the credit duo to than 

ror/ 

(l) : 3ootman ansi Courant, 31 Jan. 3860. 
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for any progreas that may äe neon in politics or otherwise. 

110 Says fror too much of the Rpubiicans and gives quite an 

unfair impression of them, " 
( 

The next otage in the controversy wao marked by the 

editorial intervention of the Ti meti. For some time the 
03) 

Thunderer had been the bane of the Abolitionists, and its 

attitude to the problems of slavery and cotton. Pointing 

out that British commercial prooperity depended on the well- 

being öf the cotton industry, the Tim warned against 

en3angoring the supply of raw cotton. it denounced Lord 

Brougham and the Abolitionist movement for attempting to 

stand at this juncture gras consistent with 1te pe oral 

disturb the British economy. "'If a 'black man happened to 

have broken his shin, and a white man were in danger of 

drowning, we very much fear that a real Anti-slavery Zealot 

would bind up the black man's log before he could pull the 

white man out of the water. ... We, and ouch as we, ace -- 

- only the free and intelligent English families who thrive 

upon the wag©e which there cotton bales produce. Lord 

Brougham/ 

(1) E. Fligham -- Scm1. May Jr. 9 10 Feb. 1860. 

(2) vid. Anti-©lavcry Advocate, 1859, paßoirn. 

(3) Consistent oleo Frith itn conduct during the Civil Wax. 
The Hintors of the Tines dodo not give any satisfactory 
anolyoi© of the motives behind thin policy. Soo iiiotor 
of the Timen, vo1. II, London, 1939, pp. 359-91. 
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Broujhcm aeea only the blaeh labourora who, on the other aide 

of the Atlantic, pick the cotton pods in olaverp. " The Tim 

demanded that, nine Britain would for many yearn be chiefly 

dependent on American cotton, Lord Brougham and the Abolition- 

ista should ceace their present agitation. 
(l) 

The liberal and Protcotant prea3 in Scotland tae quick to 

take up this challenge. The N. 13. '- Daily 1.1ait described the 

Tirle t argument as "a species of cant" which was used against 

suggestions for any sort of reform* "v' o coo nothing to 

condemn in Lord Brougham or Lord trey's speech on our cotton 

amply in connection with American slavoryo it is the duty 

of every man of position and Influence to speak out whenever 

an opportunity occurs. Why should any man beyond the reach of 

their bowie iive© and tar-buckets respect Ameriecn prejudices 

on the subject of slavery? - 4- The cotton trade, it is true, 

is of great importance to us as a people; but we are not simp3o 

enough to suppose that the American planters will refuse our 

custom because we have not studied their tempere or flattered 

their vices, The people who burr and seil their fellow 

creatures for profit will continue to sell their cotton in the 

beat market they can find. We äo not imagine that the cotton 

growers of Amerioa are quite no thin-okdnned as the Timen 

imagine", The Z1 il concluded by reiterating Brougham' a plea 

for/ 
i--r-  sir. r. ýrýý__ 

(l) Ti mom, 30 Jan. 1860. 
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ror the dovelopanont of African and Indian cotton, both in 

order to undermine olavery and also to avoid economio 
collapse in case of war with . America, which the Mai feared 

might result from M oricals recent agpreosive policy in the 

Caribbean and elsewhere. 
(1) 

The olasjoi Examiner described 

"alaveholders' Christianity" in terms of biting irony, 

describing the power of the "almighty dollar" to cast a 

respectable cloak over American slavery. "If it be strange 

that professing Christians in America should still cling to 

this unjust and inhurman system, it is even more strange that 

it should have so many apologists on this side of the 

Atlantic. But business statistics, increased cotton 

impottations and such like have a considerable influence in 

modifying views of what ought to be considered ßhriotian 
04 

principle, 11 
1 

The Exsminor, subsequently accused the Tim 

of openly encouraging the gave of wild speculation in raw 

cotton which too in progress at the time and wan lining the 

pockets of the cotton brokor©. The 1xaminer pointed out, 

that, due, to the glut which wan developing in the cotton 

supply 

(1) fiDýýi, 2 Feb., 1860. 

olo. s ov! Exnmincr 4 Feb. 1860. wý"ýý " wýwwwýwýwAil' 
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(1) 
supply, many mnall investors could shortly be ruined. 

Meanwhile, Douglass proceeded to Olaegow, where he was 
Ha [L 

received by an enthusiamtie crowd. at the City H3ä1. He 

was joined on the platform by a dozen U.?. and Independent 

ministers, as well as by the leading Nev Abolitionists of 

Glasgow, but, as in Edinburgh, his old co-vtorkers in the 

Emancipation Society refused to associate themselves with 

him. The only surviving leader of the "Send back the 

money" campaign who supported him was the Reverend William 

Verson, who, although unable to be present in person, 

sent a letter expressing his support. The Emincipation 

Society leaders refaced to acknowledge Douglass because of 

his alleged complicity in the Harper1s Ferry Rising. In 

his speech, Douglass reproached his old comrades for 

slighting him and mot the moral dilemma presented by the 

Rising by refusing to state whether or not he had been 

involved, asserting that it was up to his accusers to prove 

hic, complicity. Basing his argument on Wesley's 

description of slavery as "the sum of all villainies", 

Douglass argued that the insurgents hast not brought violcnc6 

into/ 

(1) Ibid, 14 April 1860, Owsley (g p, att. , 145-8) gives a 
description of thin cotton glut, which was to play an 
important part in confowrfing the King Cotton Diplomacy 
of the Confederates. Goo also the attack on the Tim 
by the liberal Morninp, Jod (ala©go't), 10 Jan. 1860. 
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into a peaceful con ty, but had collided with an 

insurrectionary corn nunity of alaveholder3 who were Permmanent- 

ly in arms against the liberties of the slaves; and there 

could be no genuine pace 'rbetween the man who aas on his 

back on the ground and the man who stood on his neck with his 

heel". He pointed out that the slaves had submitted to 

opprooaion for generations without resistance, which fact 

wan now used as an ardent for perpetuating slavery and 

drew the conclusion that under those conditions "forbearance 

should aeace to be a virtue". Ile predicted that the day of 

e aancipation was approaching and, although not aakdug his 

listeners to support a policy of forcible liberation, he 

called on them to agree "that a man who had been unjustly 

deprived of his liberty ought to het it back - peaoobly if 

he can, toroibly if he musty . The appeal was greeted by an 

outburst of applause, which was renewed when he attacked the 

ascunption that John Brown's mission had been a failure and 

maintained that it had planted an idea in the minds of the 

slaves which would eventually lead to the end of slavery. 

The Reverend Edmond, a V. P. minister, proposed a resolution 

supporting Douglass "in his efforts to obtain the freedom of 

hin enslaved brethren in the United i3tatos". It Aas socon- 

pied , end Cupp o r, ed by other U. P. mini of ero and carried by 
l 

acclnmation. - 

(1) NMI# 1 Feb. 1860. 
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The Examiner givoo an intoronting description of Douglass 

as he was neon by his audience on this occasion. "Hio appoax 

to ua to be spare and careworn, an compared with his personal 

appearance, so far as wo can remember it, fourteen years ago. 

And it in not to be wondered at as these fourteen years have. 

been to him years of much trial, labour and anxiety. But 

there is still the name deep-toned powerful voico, the some 

eloquence ans power of expression, the same unmitigated 

hatred of that system of oppression and resolute determination 

to 
. 

er. severe in exposing its wickedness and the sie unwtaver 

belief that the day of jubilee for the slave in approaching. 

There is, however, a considerably subdued manner and tone, 

which may be accounted for by the subduing and mellowing hand 

of time -- He did not dwell upon his own personal wrongs, but 

viewed the subject chiefly on general grounds, many of his 

sentiments being remarkable, alike for their truth and 

wisdom an for their language and style in which they were 

exproooed - -- -- The speech was listened to with great 

attention as it deserved to be. "tlý The axarminor also agreed 

with Douglass' defence of 'ohn ßrorm against the eriticic of 

the Emancipation Society. "That novcmont nay have been 

ill-judged, but auch epicodaa have occurred in all great 

cauao©/ 

(l) G1asr ov 'Raminer, 4 Feb. 1860, 
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causes when the oppressor was strong and the oppreosed weak. 

They are, however, seldom without good fruits -- and this 

itarpertc Perry insurrection - -- will further the emancipation 

prooess another stage. The blood of old Brown may to some 

extent satisfy the enslavers' desire for revenge but it will 

not make his cause better, it will make it worse. It will 

ma_lce it moro hateful to every man who recognises the Christian 

right of freedom to all men. " 
l 

A fortnight later Douglaos spoke at another gathering in 

the, Rove William And©roon'o church in hohn Ste under the 

chairmanohip of the Rev. Henry Batchelor, an independent 

minister active in the Abolitionist movement. Dr. Anderson 

etas alto on the platform, "together with other U. P. and Free 

Church ministers. Douglass$ speech on this occasion con- 

tained a strong note of urgonoy, reflecting his desire to 

make his audience air are of the significance of recent 

American developments. Ho described the current reign of 

terror in the South and the religious and political persocu- 

tion ' oonduoted by the pro-slavery forces. After an, extensive 

resume of American history, he described-the present conflict 

an one between the ' free culture brought over on the MA lower, 

and the slave culture introduced by the slave traders into the 

Southern colonico. After a further defence of John Brown, 

Douglass/ 

(1) Glaogovi Exorniner, 4 Fab. 1860. 
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Douglano asserted that the"Demooratie" Party aimed ultirnetoly 

to reopen the slave trado, enslave the free negroeo, suppress 

civil liberties throughout the country, and reduce the Church 

to a condition of servitude; hei went on to describe the 

Republicans as the party dedicated to thtwxrting these aura 

and emphaaiaecl that thl a movement brought a new hope for 

ending the domination of the slave holders. He then proceeded 

to analyse the oth©r sections of the anti-slavery party -- auch 

as the free produce movement which boycotted the products of 

slave labour, and the group under Elihu Barritt which aimed to 

build up a fund to be used to buy freedom for the slaves. 

He hold that all these elements were aiming in the right 

direction, but could not bring about emancipation on their 

otim. Ile went on to criticise the aarriconien party, declaring 

that, their plan to dissolve the Union and separate the slave 

states from the free was now being increasingly advocated by 

the ectrcme exponents of slavery as the only mans of defending 

their, system against the rise of the Republican movement. 

Douglaos. expressed emphatic disagreement with this doctrine 

and declared that he 'would rather draw the cords of Union 

more closely and brix the powerful and positive influence of 

the Northern atates. to bear on the olavery in the Southern 

atatos. ý'. 

(i) 14BDM, 16 Feb. 1860. 
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Dourjlaca' analy3ic of the anti-slavery forcon drew an 

immediato response fron the Garrison cympathicers. The 

IT, %Daily Ylnil, although praising Douglass' speech; dissented 

fror, the policy advocated. Arguing that Garrison's policy 

of recension offered the beat chance of ending clav©ry, the 

ti il" riaintained that, since the nee 'conatitution of the North 

would inevitably protect the rights of the negro, it would 

encourage mass escapes fror, the South -a process which would 

in time destroy the olave cyotom. The paper, hoviever, agr 

with Doug1aao that tt Uraa the duty of the Dritiah people to 

give active oupport to the Abolitioni©ta in America, rather 
(1) 

than adopt a neutral attitude no advocated by the Tim: 

Tho Garriooniana now propared to reply to "DouJlaao and 

Co, " by bringing into the field hie old 'Colleague, George 

Thompson. The rent Radical orator had been paneling through 

a period of micfortuno at about thia time. While in India, 

hin health had broken down and he had returned home nearly 

destitute, the British merchants who employed him having 

(according to his statement) failed to pay him £90 duo 'to him. 

Tho Rev. S. G. May, upon returning to America in 1659 from his 

tour/ 

(1) Ibid,, 16 Feb. Thin mild comment on the part of the Itni1 
did not reflect the hostile feeling toward Dougla©a 
which lingered on in Oarriaonian cirelea; e. g. se© 3aml. 
May 3r. - Webb, 20 Fob. 1859 (microfilm, Garrison Panora), 
where Douglass is described an "a man who had so villai- 
ously rana meanly lied about ua, in order to gratify a 
-personal spite and turn money into his own coffers. " 
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tour of Britain, described Thompson aas "Very much altered, 

walking about a littlo but still quite helpless as to his htinndt 

and also mentioned his poverty. Although Thompson was noted 

in Abolitionist circles for "Improvidence" and. "ear©lecenoao 

with money", the news of his condition evoked a sympathetic 

response from American Abolitionists, who remembered that 

Thompson was to a large extent responsible for the successful 

launching of the American movement a generation before. 

Garri©on and other Abolitionists raised a purco to tide him 
(1) 

ovor hin period of misfortune. 

Now Thompson appeared to defend the Garrinonian cause in 

Scotland, where he proceeded to undertake an energetic speaking 
(2) 

tour. Although he spoke in a nttnbor of Scottish towns, 

hie controversy with Douglass was confined mainly to Glaago7, 

where Douglano had initiated the content by criticising 

Garrison's policy. The Glasgow Emancipation Society had been 

closely associated with George Thompson as far back an 1034, 

when it despatched him on hie memorable mission to America. 

The anti-olavory schism in Scotland had affected the once- 

powerful Glasgow group more seriously than its sister body in 

Edinburgh. We have neon how the work of the GlacgOw Society 

Tran curtailed during the 1850'a as a result of the depletion 

of/ 

(l) S al. May Jr. - Webb, O Feb. and 12 April, 1859. 

(2) For hin complete itinorary, coo the Anti-fllayer? R©norter, 
(henceforth ASR), 3rd ser., VIII, 97-98, 
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of Ito membership and finances, and. Edinburgh had replaced 

alnago: r as the centre of Scotts ah Garriaon1 ans. om. 
C lý 

The 

success of Douglnnn' meotings now inspired the ßlangov Soot 

to attempt to regain the initiative from, the New Abolitionists 

Tho JT. B, Daily 11nil threw itself behind this effort by giving 

strong support and publicity to Thonpüon. 

Thomp3ontn firnt opeech was delivered to a large audienael 

at the Gloogow City Hall on 27 February. With him on the 

platform were Willinrl ;: Heal, ' three town councillors, several 

U. P. ninictoro, and the Roy. Blyth, a representative of the 

Free Oh ̀e; who had also been on the platform at the Douglass 

Meeting. Chooning as his topic "The Oonrtitution and 

Union of the United States" Thompson criticised and analysed 

th©'coctiono of the Constitution which formed the legal 

basic of clavory. Iluch of the Douglass-Thompson controversy. - 

revolved round the question of whether the Constitutional 

torrn "Person in service" meant "alav&", Thompson holding that 

the/ 

(1) This Is illustrated by the fact that in 1859 the Glasgow 
group contributed £35 to the American Anti-Slavery 3oeiet 
, whereas the Edinburgh Society was able to bake £52.100 
for the name purpose. 

(2j , 18 and 27 Feb. 1860. The former article quoted Lord 
Brougham' a comment that Thompson was "the nont eloquent 
flpeakor he had over heard, either in or out of Parliament: 

(3) Qeveral U. 13. miniotern and local notables rrere also on 
tho platform with both speakers. 
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the two terms were, in effect, synonymous. Thompson also 

went closely over the debates of the Constitutional convention 

of 1787, quoting at length from Liadicon's speech urging his 

constituents to support the Constitution since the clauses in 

question would safeguard thoir possession of slaves. The 

speaker also referred to John Quincy Aaamn' pronouncement that 

the safeguarding of slavery was "the vital principle of the 

Constitution". Thompson asserted that the Constitution was 

the legal basis of the Fugitive Olave Law and for the hanging 

of John Brotinn, and that it would also lu, tify the arrest of 
1 

Douglass, should he return to America. 

Two days later, Thompson spoke on "American Slavery" at 

the U. P. Abbey Close Church, Paisley. Ito was accompanied by 

the miniater, the Rev. IIenderson, by the provost of Paisley, 

and by auch local notables as Thomas Coats of Porguslie and 

John Brown of Thruchcraig. Thompson attacked the evils of 

slavery in America and the professing Christians and. Republi- 

cans who tolerated the system. ne told his audience that they 

must give active support to the forces of liberty which were 

finally beginning to advance in America, where more people were 

becoming aware of the evil of slavery. Entering upon his 

main theme, Thompson declared: "The man to first sound the 

alarm/ 

Pn3nM, 29 Feb. ]. U60; GlaaRow ltornld, 219 Feb; Thompson also 
pointed out that Douglass had attacked the Conetitutlon 
and the Union during his visit to Scotland in 1SW. 
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alarm and rend the veil was William Lloyd Garrison -- How 

magnificently has the poor printer redeemed the pledge which 
he gave a generation ago when he said: 'I have taken my ground 

I cm in earnest; I will not equivocate; I will not excuse; 

I will not retreat a single inch; and I will be hoard. ' Whet 

are all the eloquent speeches that have been delivered in 

Congress and out of it - all the treatises, sermons, novels, s 

tracts, and newspapers that have been scattered broadcast 

over sixteen states of the Union? What are they but echoes 

of that one honett voice reverberating through the lend? He 
(1) 

has indeed been heard. " After describing the corrupting 

influence of olav®r9 on American life, the disruption of 

slave families,;; ho poverty of, the poor whiten in the South, 

Thompson recounted his personal experiences of the operation 

of the Fugitive Slave Law and of the violence directed against 

him even in Boston when he went there on an anti-slavery 

mission in 1850. In conclusion he declared that Christianity 

rust be dicontangl©d from slavery, Liberty freed from "false 

Republicans", and Labour restored to a position of freedom 

and dignity - the latter being a theme which he was to 

enlarge/ 

(i) A R, 3rd eer. VIII, 129. 
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(1) 
enlarge upon during the Civil War yegrs. 

Thompson then moved on to the nearby towns. On 5 March 

ho opake in the V. P. Church in Port G1aagm at a meeting uruder 

the ohairianchip of the provost, and the following day at the 

U. P. Church in Greenock. Anti-slavery resolutions were passed 

at both Bittheringe. On March a he was back at Glasgow 

apealdng on "The Moral and Rel1g1ou® Aspects of Slavery" at 
() 

Dr. Anderson's Church on John 9t. He then headed south ova' 

the border on the trail of Douglass, who had scored ag re 

success at a largo meeting in Newcastle on 23 February. 

Du'ing the absence of the two contestant®, public int©reat in 

the slavery qu©ntion was kept up by the Rev. Williom Day who 

held a public meeting in Dr. Smyth'© church (u . P. ) in support 
b 

of hie word; for the fugitive slaves in Canada. 

Toward the end. of March, Douglaefl wan back in the vent of 

Scotland/ 

(1) Ibid, '127-132.. 

(2) A S% 97; Liberator, 30 March 1860. 

(3) A R, Ibid, 124-27. 

(4) Like Thompson'a other ne©tinno it Brae given considerable 
publicity by the M MM (Llaroh8 and 9) ; on 2 March it reprin- 
ted an article from the IT Y Try, denying that the 
Republicans were Abolitionist. 

(5) mm, 14 march 1860. 
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Scotland whore he addressed a rally at the }3ng St. U. P. 

Church in fiilmarnock. 
tl, 

Your days later Thompson appearod 

in E'3in nrgh Svhero he opoko to a cheering crowd which filled 

the Queen 3t, Hall. Duncan ti'Laren and several miniatera 

and councillors were on the platform. Thonpson retrained, 

as Douglass had done when he spoke in Edinburgh, from 

cmphaeising the difforencea which separated the Abolitionist 

schools. He discussed the economic ties between Britain 

and the south and called upon the commercial class to look 

for their cotton supply from other sources. Iia declared 

that, to the long-standing moral considerations in favour 

of such a course, there was now added the probability of a 

slave insurrection which would out off the American supply of 

cotton. the also commended the clergy for their strong 

support of the anti-slavery Movement, which contrasted with 

the hostility he had encountered from certain clerical 

circles fourteen years before. He described the slavery 

question as more hope ful than it had been then and predicted 

an imminent crisis. 

On the same evening Douglaas waa epeaking to a crowd in 

G1acgow/ 

(1) Ibis, 15 ! arch; the meeting tiwao on 22 March. 

(2) flc of man, 27 March 1860. 
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Glasgow on the subject: "The Constitution of the United States; 

Is it pro- or anti-slavery? " Sallie H'Dowall, leader of the 

ßlango'i Ness Abolitionists, gras in the chair, and Douglass las 

joined on the platform, by two leading UU. P, diviner, the Rev. 

Drs. Taylor and Robson, no wolf ao by Rev. Batchelor and other 

Abolitioniato (is. Robert aM John Mmithtl,, etc. ). He Qpoke 

of the great interest over the clavery question yehich had been 

growing up in Glasgow and. expressed his belief that anti-olaver3, 

Feeling in Scotland had not been no strong since the ocinpaign 

for West Indian emancipation. He declared his support for 

the movement to aid Dr. Qh©ever and al©o for the planß to 

develop free cotton in Africa - III accept and hail them as sign 

of the 'good time coming'. 11 

Turning to the Abolitionist eontroveroy, Douglaca referred 

to Thompoon'o speech in Glacgovr on 28 February. 

Thompson for his eloquence and for bringing one 

anti-slavery conflict to the attention of Glacgi 

and affirmed that the N. B. Daily hail, although 

cal, had given him a "pretty fair report". 

He praioe8 

aspect of the 

)w aympathiaera 

aomewhnt criti- 

However, he felt 

that it was now necessary for him to reply to the criticism 

put forti7nrd by Thompson and the f. 1 ai 1. 

"I/ 

(1) Editor of the Glasgow ExFo. miner.   iýrMý  

(2) lt is true that the NWIM gave advance publicity and good 
cov©rago to Douglass as well as to Thompson. 
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"I stand bororo you under the fire of both platform and 

press and must fight, fall, or retreat -- My assailant gave 

-- under an advertisement to give an anti-clavory lecture -- 

an elaborately and carefully prepared anti Doug, 40- lecture. 

lie seemed to feel that to discredit me was an important work 

and there come up to that work with all his wanted power and 

eloquence proving himself to be about an perfect in all the 

arts, high and low, of the more debater --I award to the 

eloquent lecturer -- all praiso for his skill and ability and 

fully acknotiledgo his many and valuable services in other days 

to the anti-slavery cause, both in land(l) and America -- 

He then enjoyed the confidence of illustrious men - the Ward- 

laws, the Houghs, the gringo, and the Robson and others stood 

at his back. " Douglass went on to say that at that time 

Thompson had been working for the Abolitionist cause and not 

for "a more party or sect of reformers whose dangerous and 

mischievous doctrines he undertakes now to defend before the 

Britlch public. " 

Douglass wan careful to affirm his belief that some of 

the Garrisonion3 were corking earneotly for emancipation 

although diaplaying an excessive amount of dogmatic ocota- 

rianioM. He characterised Thompson, ao "perhaps the least 

vindictive/ 

(i), i. e., Britain. 
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vindictive of his party; yet I cannot praise his speech, for 

it was needlessly personal, calling me by name nearly fifty 

times in the course of the evening. In charaoter and maanli- 

ness that speech was not only deficient but most shanel©ssly 

one-sided. " Douglass accused Thompson of taking advantage ý' 

of people's lack of precise knowledge of the American situation ; 
and also of exploiting the fact that popular anti-slavory 

feeling sometimes became identified with unthinking hostility 

toward America. 

"I do not hesitate, " Douglass went on, 'Ito pronounce that 

speech false in statement, false in ausumptione, false in its 

inferences, false in Ito quotations, false in its arguments, 

and false in all its leading conclusions -- the whole speech 

was calculated to convey impressions and ideas totally, grooolý 

und outrageously at variance tzith the truth concerning the 

Constitution of the United States. " 

Taking up the specific Constitutional issues raised by 

Thompion, Douglass asserted that it was misleading to quote 

Madison's speeches and the Convention debates as though they 

were part of the Constitution - and that In any case they were 

novr irrelevant for at that time slavery wan expected to die 

out. Douglass drew the attention of the audience to the 

Qonntitutional provision for the abolition of the slave trade 

and/ 
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and pointed to the liberal philosophy contained in the Sill 

of Rights and the Preamble. He gent on to show that 

Thompson'o interpretation of the so-called "Fugitive slave 

provisions" airs©d, in effect, with the interpretation of the 

slave holders. A number of clauses in the Bill of Rights, 

1 

Douglaoc argued, could'bo uned by an anti-olevery government 

as the basin for legislation to abolish slavery. Ile admitted 

that injustices could be supported by quoting the Conotituti an, 

but they could also be defended by quoting the Scriptures, 

and yet no Abolitionists advocated doing away with the Bible. 

Douglass maintained that, Thompson, to be consistent, should 

also attack the British Constitution, which provided for a 

monarchy and an established Church, both of which were opposed 

by the English Radical. Attacking the advocacy of aeeesaion, 

Douglass pointed out that this was the policy of the slave 

holders now that the anti-slavery forces were about to come 

into political power. He admitted that he had attacked the 

Constitution and the Union while in Scotland in 1846, and 

declared that there was nothing wrong with revising his 

opinions, especially since conditions had altered over the 

years and political action along constitutional lines was now 

bearing fruit. The balance of power in America was passing 

to the free states and the anti-slavery forces, and this 

major/ 
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major dovaloprnont could bring about tho abolition of alavory. 

I'?. y argument, " Douglass asserted, "against the diocolu- 

tion of the Union In this: - it mould place tiro slave system 

more exclusively under the control of the aicvoholding atatea 

and withdrai it from tho po'r; or of tho NNorthorn ©tateo --- 
(Alavery'o) hopp of life in the last reoouroe i© to get out of 

the Union. I am therefore for drawing the bond of Union more 

closely and bringing the alavo stator, more clonoly under the 

power of the free etatea. What they moat dread, that I moot 

denire. Tho Constitution will afford slavery no protection, 

when it shall oeaco to be administered by slave holdem" 

Dr. Robson, in moving a vote of thanks, oxpr©oaed hin opinion 

that Douglass had dofinitely established the, anti-slavery 

implications of the American Constitution. 

Although Dou, glaso' Speech convinced hin audiences it 

provoked an adverse response in several other quarters. Tory 

resentment at the auccoonful meetings run by Radicals and 

evangelicals and the fear prevalent in capitalist circles 

over the possible curtailment of the American cotton supply 

were expressed "in an angry leader in the Glnq. gow ald. 

The Herald denounced the "agitators" as fanatics who were 

actually harming the welfare of the clavee by playing into the 

hands/ 

(l) ITBDIA, 27 Larch 3.1360. Upon rocding the report of Douglasn' 
speech, Garricon himsolf pronounced it "infernally able, 
ingenious, false, and rolignant'". (Scm1. May Jr. - R. V1ebb 
15 April 166U). 
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hands of Southern extremists. The editor de: 3eribed the 

current Abolitionist campaign as "a loot labour in philanthro- 

py" and told the people of Glasgow that since they would not 

be grilling to pay for emancipation, they should not support 

the anti-clavory movement, since either a slave insurrection 

or Immediate emancipation would cut off the cotton supply and 

bring aoonomic disaster. The fio rraald declared that it favoured 

eventual abolition but it would be too dangerous to Britain 

to taIlco any steps in that direction at the present time. The 

leader concluded by ridiculing "the eloquence expended on 

behalf of Dr. Cheovor, " which had no effect on the slave 
tl) 

holders. 

The pro-Abolitionist papers generally deplored the 

controversy, although there wan considerable disagreement 

over who was in the right. The Tl, B. DaiLy_Maill called upon 

the two contestants to use all of their energy against slavery 

rather than expending it in sterile disputes,,. The Mall, 

however, pronounecd Thompson to be in the right in the matter 

and argued that secession by the free states vould render 

slavery unprofitable by encouraging mass escapes. The 

C ledonian I! erc urv also deplored the contest a©"bitter and 

very unnecessary, " but attacked the Garrisonian advocates of 

secession, " 

(1) OlasnoW He r d, 27 March 1860. 

(2) N 3D M, 28 March. 
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oecoaaion for planning to leave the new roes more ftrm1y in 

the cri p of the claveholr era than over. "Euoh a policy", 

tcolL^e(, the 
,,; rc; ýý "inf'ora a come'that anaaloue idea of 

moral roaponc! bIlity - the bi. aolm have rnaron to desire that 

thoy might be dclivcr oO trot cuoh fricz 1e, and their thooro- 

tioal principles, when oxcined, prove to be an unacceptable 

as their practical conclusion. t' he paper agreed with 

Dotuglaao that the basic principles of the Piorioen Oonnti- 

tution yore incompatible with olcvery ant could be used to 

destroy the latter' once the American people Toro porouac1ed 

by the Abolitionists. 
C13 

ýI © ý. ýýý;; ºm . nor, organ of the 

ev olicti Lo, cave oo nploto support to Dow7laes arA hie line 

of argm.: ent. The paper acauce1 Thompnon of otcrtiri, tho 

ßicputo end eh nraotorir a the G¬arriconiano as boing exoomaivo- 

1. y ti ariututtoua, partica1nrl ta7zardz ovmiaelical Abolition- 

itr, ri. The piper earced that the American Con-atitutian could 

provide the legal brain for nnoipation ar 1 px'aicoa Douglaco 

for putting; the public right in the matter. It to 

aignifieent that the Daily Intl, which backed rMompaon' a 

arg=onto in favour of the disruption of the Union, wan nub- 

cecLuontly to be n atro cupportor of the Oonfo Bracy; 

V home the Vore nr t the TIx nntnr r, which took Dougla©a f 

aide/ 

(1) anig vcý:, trio varob, 

{2ý riarim. 7 rmpni r, 31 tiarahh 1060, 
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side, were later to back: the redcrals. 

On the follovirg day, DouClase continued his campaign 

by addressing a meeting at the Oathcart U. P. ßhurch in Ayr. 

A representative of the list ab ichment. the Rev. Dykes, 

accompanied the speaker or, the platform, together with two 

U. P. ministers, the Reverends Morrison and Taylor. 

Douglass attao . ed "t'he demoralising and un-Christian inrlu- 

enoec of ©lavery on both bond and free", and the Reverend 
(1) 

Robertcon propounded the Scriptural bawls for Abolitionißm. 

On the following day Dougluoa wao back in Glasgow, speaking 

at the East Conn all (3t. U. l'. Church, which was crowded for 
t2) 

the occasion, On the 29th he apok© on "olaveholdere in 

the Church" before a large gathering in the Reverend 

ßurgeca' U. P. Church. He denounced alaveholdera who 

profeaued Chri©tianity and criticised the American Church 

for not fighting alavory more vigorously. However, he 

attributed this laxity in large part to the fact that 

British Churches had also been lax in not bringing enough 

moral preoaure to bear upon America. He denounced those 

Southern ministers who attempted to justify slavery as a 

Christian institution and who seemed to preach only one 

text/ 

(1) Yom, w April 1860, 

(2) GI, o17 Ex¬uniner, 31 March 1860, 
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text: "Servants, obey your masters". Douglass then launched 
into nis "Slaveholder'? Sermon", which was received with great 
laughter and applause. 

ý 
He concluded by stressing the 

need for Scottish Christians to induce the American Church 

to condemn slavery outright. 
(2) 

This was Douglass' final meeting in Scotland. On the 
28th lie had received the news of the death of his youngest 
daughter, (3)und 

on the 30th he left for London on his way 
back to Ameriea. (4) He was thus unable to attend a`meeting 
of the Glasgow New Abolitionist Association on the 30th. 
This meeting was hold in the Trades Hall which was about half 
filled "with a respectable audience". David Smith-acted as 

chairman, and on the platform were the Rev. Dr. Robson and 
Rev. Knox of the Ujjh, Church, Rev. D. &L'. rregor of the Free 
Church, Rev. Day, and other Abolitionist ministers and 
laymen. David Smith spoke of the necessity for Christian 

action against American slavery and discussed the deleterious 

effect of slavery on American life and institutions. He 

mentioned the many recent Abolitionist rallies in Glasgow and 
declared that, since the Harper's Ferry Rising, American 

slavery was existing "on the edge of a volcano". Mr. Young, 

the Secretary of the Association, read the annual report, 
describing/ 

(1) The "Slavehoder'a Sermon" was a set piece of Douglass', 
consisting of a humorous imitation of a sermon defending 
slavery. It was a groat favourite among Abolitionist 
audiences. (Quarles, op. cit., 363). 

(2) VBDYT, 30 March 1860. 
(3) Ibid, 2 April 1860. 
(4) Ibid, 31 March. 
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describing the development of the organisation since its 
formation in 1851. He paid tribute to the "warm adherence" 

and "valuable assistance" of the"ministers of the various 

evangelical denominations". After paying tribute to the 

evangelical clergy for their staunch support of the Society, 

Young stressed the importance of Livingstone's discoveries 

and their promise of a source of free labour cotton. Dr. 

Robson, the final speaker, laid down the Society's line in 

regard to the American Union and Constitution. They must 

continue to oppose dissolution and support the policy of 

using the Constitution for Abolitionist purposes, in the 

belief that union would accomplish emancipation better than 

disunion. 
(1) 

Douglass' speech of the 26th and in general the popular 

enthusiasm which he had aroused in Scotland were disturbing 

to George Thompson and his Glasgow associates,, who determined 

to maze one more public effort to counteract the doctrines 

which the American Abolitionist had propounded. The Glasgow 

Emancipation Society advertised another public meeting for 

3 April, at which, they asserted, "Mr. Thompson will\prove 
that the United States Constitution was originally frtned to 

protect and has ever since been employed to preserve and ex- 
tend the institution of slavery". 

(2) While Douglass hd been 

rounding off his triumphal tour in the west of Scotland, ` 

Thompson had swung to the north; on ! March 27 he addressed\, a 

rally/ 

(1) loc. cit.; Glnanoww Examiner,? April. During the past yýar 
the New Association-had collected £140 and expended £134. 
By the end of the financial year they expected to have 
between L20 and £30 to send over to their colleagues i 
America. 

(2) NBDI, 27 March. 
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rally at the Rev. Gilfillan's church in Dundee, and the 
following day Appeared at the City Hall in Perth. Then he 
returned to speak at another demonstration in Edinburgh on the, 
30th-(l) Eliza Wighem's report on Thompson's Edinburgh 

appearances indicates that he was not in beat form - "He has 

given us two lectures in Edinburgh, very helpful and full of 
information in themselves, and it is affecting to find the E 
want of voice in their delivery. We hope, however, as our 
dear friend's health-becomes further restored he will be able 
to resume his old power of thrilling audiences. 8'- We are 
very hopeful that good may result from the information George 
Thompson has been able to give. His mind seems to Us 

remarkably clear, and his perception of the exact information 

required to meet every circumstance is very Wonderful*" 
(2) 

At the same time the April edition of the British Frtend, 
edited by William Smeal, expressed its pleasure over 'ThompsoAs 

recovery of health, and, after praising his speeches\'in 
Edinburgh and elsewhere, announced his coming visit tý 
Glasgow. 

(3 

The Glasgow meeting took place in the City Hall n3 

April with Councillor Thompson as ohairmnn. Thompso 

announced that he had challenged Douglass by letterýtö\ a 
friendly debate, but that Douglass had declined to'' km up 
the challenge. He asserted that Douglass had not a, 

äingle 

authority for his statements and, to the applause of his 
x 

audience, challenged him to produce one. Taking up Douglass' 

charge that he had made false statements, Thompson reiterated' 
that the President was required by the Constitution to)? ýuppresf 

it, as "quite unworthy of consideration". The speaker , then 
entered further/ 

(1) ASR, 3rd ser., VIII, 97-98. 
WE, Wigham - Saml. May Jr* 94 April 1860. 
(3) British Friend, April 1860, 

--i-. 00 
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further into the involved arguments over the "persons in 

service" or "fugitive slave provision" clause. Thompson 

went over the Pinkney and Butler resolution of 1787 and 
Madison's speech to his constituents defending the Consti- 

tution and asserted that they proved that the clause had 

been inserted to satisfy the alaveholders that their fugitive 

slaves would be recaptured. Thompson accused Douglass of 

giving a false picture of the drafting of the -Constitution 

and said that unless the American could clear himself of these 

charges "he was unworthy to appear before a British audience: 
The speaker went on to declare that no lawyer would agree 

with Douglass' interpretation of the Constitution, and further 

more, that if any leader of the Republican party were to put 

forward Douglass' views, the party would collapse. Thompson 

maintained that Douglass had "palmed a chimera on the public 
for which, were he not known to be a sane man, his mind might 
be questioned". After disclaiming any uncharitable feeling 

toward his opponent, he concluded amid loud applause, and a 

vote of thanks was proposed by William Smeal and carried by 

the gathering. 
(') 

The Examiner expressed its hope that the controversy 

was now at an end, It praised the ability and sincerity of 
both men, but criticised Thompson for presenting "dry facts 

- read in an undertone" and described the speech as "one of 

the least interesting he has yet made in Glasgow. " 

Thompson's defence against Douglass' charge of falsifying 

the facts was praised, however, as "eloquent and impressive", 

but the article pointed out that the general dispute could 

go on for years without reaching any-definite conclusions. 
"Both/ 

(1) NBDti, 4 April; Glasgow Examiner, 7 April; Glasgow Eman- 
cipation Society Minute Books, 3 April. 
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"Both the disputants are men of no ordinary ability, both 
have a body of highly respectable men na their supporters, 
but the public do not care very much about the letter of the 
American Constitution. They know its working - they know 
that slavery is sheltered under it, and they know that the 

people of the U. S. could emancipate the slave if they were ao 
willing. Statutes there as here are binding only no long as 
the people and the government are willing to submit to them; 

and a vote today can make that legal and constitutional which 
was illegal and unconstitutional yesterday. This sen- 
oible observation brought the contest to a close. Thompson 

went on to speak in Dublin, 
(2) 

and Douglass returned to 
America, where the persecution of the Abolitionists had 

abated somewhat. 
(3) 

The latter had evidently been pnrticu- 
larly disturbed by the problem of Abolitionist factionalism, 

for, after his return, we find him lamenting thnts"Little 

progress has been made in twenty-five )rears of anti-slavery 

effort. There have been many mistakes to be corrected. 
And there has been much force used up by needless faction 
between/ 

(1) Glnogow Exnniner, 7 April 1660. 
(2) E. Wigham-Samt. May Jr., 4 April. 
(3) A letter from New York to the Examiner, written during 

this campaign against the Abolitionists, declaredt "How 
it would rejoice the could of the Senatorial Investi- 
gating Committee to get Frederick Douglass into their 
power and examine hire concerning hie knowledge of the 
Harper's Ferry raid. I am not sure, however, but that 
he is telling them all they wish to know where he now is; 
and if your journals will only agree to report his 
speeches faithfully, it may save a great deal of trouble. "', 
(Glow Examiner, 3 March 1860). 

-00 
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between contending parties. "(1) 

The Douglass - Thompson controversy illustrates several 
important points connected with the Abolitionist movement 
and the relati,; na between Scotland and America. It reveals 
the bitter factionalism that existed between many of the 

active Abolitionists and gives come picture of the hectic 

embattled lives which they led. Certainly, the years of 
incessant abuse to which many of them had been subjected, 
particularly in America, had helped to make them hyper-sen- 

sitive and sometimes querulous. This was especially the 

case with the Garrisonians, who were increasingly on the 
defensive as the Republican Party gained ground in America. 

The fact that what was essentially an American quarrel could 
flourish so vigorously on Scottish coil, illustrates the close! 
tie between the Scottish and the American sections of the 

"Abolitionist international" -a tie which reflected the inter-I 

locking economics of industrial Britain and the slave states 

of America. 
It is interesting to compare the position of the Scottiax 

denominations during the appearance of Douglass and Thompson 

with their position during the "send back the money" campaign. 
The U. P. Church continued to be the most active supporter of 
Abolitionism and the chief religious spearhead of the move- 

ment. The U. P. clergy were active in anti-slavery work and 
U. P. churches/ 

(1) The specific subject which he had been discussing in this 
article was the "Progressive Friends", a Quaker Abolition- 
ist group in America led by Oliver Johnson. However, he 
obviously had his recent Scottish encounter in mind. 
(Douglass' Monthly, June 1860, quoted in J. Balme, 
American States, churches and Slavery, Edinburgh, 1862, 
p. 442. 

1 
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U. P. churches served as m1eeting places for the speakers and 
focal points of activity, ' particularly in adLaller towns where 
there were no Permanent Abolitionist organiaations. The 

chief new factor is the e4ergence of the Free Church as an 

anti-slavery force -a fapt which indicates the easing of 
denominational tension in; $Scotland, and in particular, the 

end of sectarian bitterness over the "send back the money" 
issue. Garrison's anti-clerical tendencies, however, 
(together with dark hints from American sources that he 

intended to overthrow the Christian Church) as well as humi- 

liating memories of 1846, inclined Free Churchmen to ptefer 
to work with the New Abolitionist groups, which helped to 

gather representatives of the various bodies on to a common 

platform. 
Another interesting aspect of the controversy was the 

fact that it was confined entirely to Glasgow. Basically, 

this was no doubt due to the fact that Glasgow, with its { 

cotton industry and its trading ties with the United States, 

was more sensitive to American currents. The U. P. Church 

was a mediating force - Dr. Anderson and other ministers of 
this denomination associated themselves publicly with both 

parties, and so did Duncan M'Laren, although he favoured 
Douglass through his newspaper, the Caledonian Mercury. 
I'Laren's influence also probably helped prevent the contro- 

versy from being taken up by the Edinburgh Abolitinnistß; he 

appeared on the platform with both speakers and, although 6"ýý 
Douglass' programme, ave strong support to the Edinburgh 
Emancipation Society. 

Douglass' second tour of Scotland was also influential 
in/ 

(1) e. g. Cal. Mer. 10 April 1860. 

i 
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in combatting the racialism which had developed perceptibly 
in Britain during the previous decade. Douglass reported 
that in 1846 he had found no trace of colour prejudice, 
whereas he encountered a good deal of it in 1860. "Nqw, " he 
stated, "American prejudice might be found in the st'eetc of 
Liverpool and in nearly all --- commercial towns. "', 
Douglass attributed this to the increasing contact ofd ritonu 
with Americans from the slave states -a contact which had 
been facilitated by the development of steam navigation. " He 

also blamed "that peatiforous nuisance, Ethiopian minstrels", 
for introducing "the slang phrases, the contemptuous sneers ;.. 

all originating in the spirit of slavery". He went on to 

maintain thatt "It was necessary, when we had seen the negro 

represented in all manner of extravagances, contented and 
happy as a slave, thoughtless of any life higher than a more 

physical one - it was meet and right that some slave should 
break away from his chains and rise tkp and assert his manhood 

and the manhood of his race in the presence of those preju- 
dices. "(1) Some of the Scottish comment on Douglass also 
brings to light the struggle being carried on by Protestant 

orthodoxy against the "rgcial science" which had sprung up 
during the mid-century and was strengthened by the work of 
Darwin, whose magnum opus had appeared a year before Douglass' 

second Scottish tour. Eagerness to maintain the Scriptural 

doctrines/ 

(1) ASR, 3rd ser., VIII, 124-27. The "stage negro" presented 
by the minstrel shows undoubtedly contributed to the 
spread of colour prejudice, but to some extent these 
shows, in so far as they brought to the world some of the 
distinctiveness of negro music, had the effect of encou- 
raging respect for American coloured people. An interest- 
ing sidelight on Douglass' visit to Glasgow was the fact 
that while he was speaking there, an "African Pera Troupe" 
appeared on the Glasgow stage with what is described as 
"refined negro music". Uncle Tom's Cabin was also pro- 
duced in Glasgow while Douglass was there. (Glace 
Examiner, 31 March 1860). 

-#0, 
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doctrines concerning the unity of the human family was un- 
doubtedly a leading motive behind the enthusiastic end e£ e- 
ment of Douglass by Protestant leaders and newspapers. 

The Douglass - Thompson controversy gave a thorough 

airing to the ideological, positions of the Garrisonian and 
New Abolitionist camps. As was generally agreed by the 
Scottish press, the two different approaches to the slavery 

question were both of value in furthering the Abolitionist 

cause. Garrison and his followers had certainly given the 

original impetus to Abolitionism and continued to serve 
throughout as the moral watchdogu of the movement, denouncing 

all deviations and compromises, drawing upon themselves the 

major share of the persecution instigated by the pro-slavery 
forces, and, in general, serving as an avant But, 

the arguments propounded by Thompson indicate that, however 

valid the Garrisonian policy may have been at one time, it 

was increasingly out of touch with the realities of American 

political and economic developments. Under the pressure of 

these developments the Garrisonians became increasingly 

doctrinaire and refused to examine critically their basic 

assum tions. 
(2) 

1 e. g., the examiner declared: e would indeed be bold 
who could look upon that manly figure and intelligent 
countenance and listen to the just and subtle reasoning 
and exalted Christian sentiment and commanding eloquence 
of Frederick Douglass and at the same time entertain the 
idea that a dark skin indicates inferior intellectual 
capacity. -- He was surrounded by white men who have 
travelled the mazes of ancient and modern philosophy, who' 
have had their minds drilled and disciplined in the 
schools and colleges and who are justly famed among us for 
erudition and eloquence, yet who amongst them could have 
been entitled to regard this escaped slave of an American 
planter as his inferior? " (Glas. Exara. ,4 Feb. 1860). See 
also the Brit. and Forei van el. Review, Oct. 1863, 
pp. 816-820 (article on Slavery and the Bible". It con- 
tains a probable reference to Douglass. ) - also the oppo- 
sition gf.? the (U. P. ) Scottish Press to discrimination 
against ne; roes on the Cunard line (20 Dec. 1859). 
(for continuation see next page, also f. n. 2. ) 

- ----- ------ 
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assumptions! 
') They consequently overlooked the signifi- 

cance of the shift in the balance of power in America 

occasioned by the increasing economic preponderance of the 
free states. They could present a strong negative criti- 
ciom of slavery, but no positive, practical course of action. 
On the other hand, Douglass and the New Abolitionists, by 

identifying themselves with the Republican Party, could offer 

a practical policy designed to end the political domination 

of the slaveholders, as a necessary step towards eventual 

emancipation. Subsequent events were to prove this to be 

the correct approach. I As Douglass had pointed out, 

secession was now the watchword of the pro-slavery extremists 

and his complaint that the Garrisonians were playing into the 

hands of the Southerners was to be vindicated by the fact 

that pro-Southern propagandists 1-ter made effective use of 

Garrison's doctrine that secession was necessary to bring 

about emancipation. 
(2) 

On the whole, the interest aroused 
by/ 

(co atIH- ; ii 6o-57f'5ajjogfio, Qlj; 3y6oua jjgjA significant, in 
this respect, that the two papars which most emphatically 
sided with Douglass in the controversy (the Caledonian 
Mercury and the Gins. Examiner) supported the lorth 
during the War, while the N_ was pro-Southern. 

(Z) Assumptions 
. 
baoed to a large extent on the teachings of 

Rousseau, which were an important formative influence on 
the "American Mind", and were particularly influential 
in New England, the chief stronghold of Garrisonianism. 
(e. g. Thoreau). Thompson's speeches illustrate how the 
Constitution was regarded as a social contract which 
conscientious individuals and stat4s should repudiate, 
rather than as a document shaped and continually altered 
by economic and political realities. 

(2) e. g., v. d. Spence, The American Union, London 1862, pasoim. 
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by the two speakers helped gr`atly to further the general 
anti-slavery revival in Scotland, and Douglass' oxforts, in 

particular, helped to lay the ground for the popular support 

. _f the North during the Southern Rebellion. (1. j 

In the ensuing months Radical and Protestant rapers 
continued to focus public attention on Azerican developments 

and gave considerable notice to atrocities ngainst n©groes 

and the increasing suppression of civil liberties in the 
South 

(2) 

The emissaries of the Buxton Mission in Canada continued; 
to encourage popular support in Scotland for their work. 
A large rally to raise funds to feed, clothe, and educate 
fugitive slaves was hold in the Merchants' Hall In Glasgow 

on May 15. The Lord Provost presided and spoke out strong- 
ly against slavery, maintaining that every means oust be 

used to end the system. John M'Dowall of the Now Associa- 

tion was on the platform, together with ministers of the 
U. P. and Free church (including Principal Fairbairn) : rid 
Rev. . 6y©ington of the Reformed Presbyterian Church. One of 

the speakers was Rev. William King of the Buxton Misai.; n, a 

veteran of the Abolitionist movement who had been active in 

the ALiorican Underground Railway. He declared that Christ- 

ianity and slavery could not continue to exist together in 

America, and that one must eventually destroy the other. 
He strongly deplored the Abolitionist schism as seriously 

weakening the caASe and stressed the urgent need for money 
to/ 

(1) vid. Quarles, op. cit., 184. 
(2) The Glasgow Examiner and the Caledonian Mercury_ in par- 

ticular gave a large amount of space to these develop- 
ments* Vid. the Mercury, 3 May 1860, which spoke of a 
coming "day of retribution for slnveholderu and slave 
states -- the wish of every friend of hu: innity and 
religion must be tnat it will come quickly. " 
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to aid the growing number of fugitive slaves in Canada, 

who, he asserted, h99d already shattered the myth of negro 
racial inferiority by their rapid educati nnl progress. 
Another speaker was a Louisiana minister who had liberated 
his slaves and joined the Abolitionist rnoveient. He des- 

cribed the deleterious moral influence of slavery no he had 

seen it, and urged the development of free cotton and sugar 
cultivation on the African coast by liberated slaves, He 

was followed by a Mr. Johnston, a fugitive slave studying 
medicine at the University of Edinburgh with the intention 

of becoming a medical missionary to the negro refugees in 
Canada. He described his experiences under slavery and 
his escape, and stressed the fact that the slaves were 
denied access to Christianity and education by their zas- 
ters. He was applauded with emtiusiasm throughout his 

speech by the gathering. Dr. Symington also spoke and at 
the end of the meeting a coLamittee was formed to work for 

the Buxton Mission in Glasgow. (1) 
On June 12, a similar 

rally was held in the Free North Church in Stirlin at 

which Dr. Burns and several local ministers mPoke. 

ý2) 
At 

the same time Scottish ministers were continuing their 

efforts for Dr. Cheever. (3) 

The meeting of the Church eoulCts in the spring of 1860 

saw another clash between the Abolitionists and their 

opponents. 

(1) rim, 15 May 1860. 
(2) Ibid, 13 June. 
(3) For instance, on May 20, the Reverend Jonathan Watson 

of the Dublin $t. Baptist Church in Edinburgh, preachedI 
"On the Anti-Christian and Inhuman Inotitution of 
American Slavery" and took up a collection for Dr. 
Cheever and his aaaociates. (Scoteman, l9 MIny) 
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(1) 
opponents. Two emissaries of the American United 
Presbyterian denomination, a strongly Abolitionist body, 

appeared in Edinburgh for the session of the Scottish U. P. 

Synod. They addressed the Synod and their letters of 
introduction, containing denunciations of slavery, were 

read to the gathering. They were also scheduled to appear 
before the Free Church General Assembly, but at the last 

minute the Business Committee of the Assembly, which was 

evidently dominated by the anti-Abolitionist remnant in the 

Free Church, refused to allow their anti-slavery letters 

of introduction to be read. As a protest against this ac- 
tion, the American ministers refused to speak before the 
Assembly. When this episode became known it aroused 
strong indignation among Free Churchmen. Letters were 

written to the press protesting in the name of the mass of 
free Churchmen against the arbitrary action of the committee, 

which was held to be a violation of basic Free Church prin- 

ciples, and asoert g that the majority of Free Churchmen 

deprecated the act. As one writer declared, the anti- 

slavery letters should have been "an additional fraternal 
'(21 bond, instead of chilling the flow of Christian sympathy. 

William Stephenson, Secretary of the Edinburgh Young Men's 

Anti-Slavery Society, criticised(2)Dr. Buchanan for not 
having opposed the suppression of the letters, particularly 

after/ 

(1) The Rev. Dr. Kerr, Professor of Church History at the 
U. P. Seminary in Pittsburg, and the Rev. Harper of Ohio. 

(2) Nom, June 15, et seg. 
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after the latter's strong anti-slavery opaeeh at the Glas- 

gow Cheever meeting. 
To the intense indignation of Edinburgh Abolitionists, 

the Free Church Business Committee proceeded to accept the 

credentials of Dr. Murray, anti-Abolitionist American 

minister, as well as those of Layburn and Stuart, two of 
Murray's associates. 

(') 

The fact that the General Assemblies were this year 
celebrating the Tercentenary of the Scottish Reformation, 

attracted a number of American clergy, both anti-slavery 
and anti-Abolitionist. One American anti-slavery minister, 
the Rev. Northrop, who was in Edinburgh at this time, 

preached to a large congregation in Dr. Begg's Church in 
Newington on April 1, and that evening he preached at Free 

8t. Luke's at a crowded service from which hundreds had to 
be turned away. Collections were taken up for Dr. Cheeveý2 
In his sermons the American minister attempted to counter- 
act the false impression that the American Church, with n 
few heroic exceptions, endorsed and natively supported 
slavery. This impression was encouraged, inadvertently, by 

the propaganda of the Garrisoniana, who sometimes gave the 

impression that America and its institutions were hopelessly 

corrupted, except for those circles supporting Garrison's 

doctrines. This picture subsequently provided convenient 

material for the conservative elements which were later to 

aul: I: ort the Rebellion. 
The Tercentenary Roformnticn celebration, in which all 

of the Protestant denominations were to participate, was 
being planned for August, and both pro-slavery and Aboli- 
tionist ministers/ 

(1) Letter of W. Stcphenoon, NB. UM, 30 June. The Edinburgh 
Garrisonians waged an intensive campaign against these 
three minister - E. Wigham-Saml. Kay Jr. t9 June. 

(2) Witness, 4 April, 1860. 
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ministers from America were anxious to be represented. In 

the committee in charge of arrangin the celebration, it was 
suggested that Dr. Gardiner Spring, 

"l)an 
Old School Presby- 

terian minister of New York, who was a noted apologist for 

the slaveholders, should be invited as a guest speaker. 
As in the case of Dr. Murray, the Abolitionists responded 

vigorously to this move. They were particularly fortunate 

in being able to enlist the support of Adam Pearson, a 
Scottish-American merchant resident in Edinburgh, who had 

been an older in Spring's church in Phew York City. In a 
letter to the Witte, the official free Church organ, 
Pearson criticised Spring's attitude toward the slavery 

question, and declared that Spring, on one occasion, when 

repeating the 58th Chapter of Isaiah, had omitted the 6th 

verse because of its anti-slavery implications* 
(2) 

A heated controversy ensued in the columns of the 
Witness, as Spring, through the medium of a friend, issued 

an angry rejoinder. 
(3) Pearson continued to press his 

charges against Spring and all ministers who apologised for 

slavery. 
(4) 

At the same time Pearson completely repudiated 
"the infidel views of Garrison and his party" in terms which 
indicated that considerable ill-feeling toward the latter 

group lingered on in Free Church circles. 
(4) The Edin burgle 

Garrisonians/ 

(1) See article in Dictionary of American Biography (hence- 
forth DAB). 

(2) Witness, 11 April. 
(3) Witn_, 9 Juno. 
(4) Ibid, 13 June. 
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Garrisoniann, however, supported wholeheartedly the cam- 
paign to exclude Spring and other pro-slavery representa- 
tives from the Tercentenary col©brations. 

(l) 

The disputes centring on the Tercentenary celebrations 
provided excellent opportunities for Abolitionist propagan- 
dists, who made good use of them to extend the anti-slavery 
revival. 

(2) 
The increasing involve. aent of the Free Church 

in the Abolitionist cause is illustrated by the fact that 
the Witness joined the controversy with an editorial 
rebuttal to Spring's defender, and asserted, on doctrinal 

grounds, that the points raised by Spring's friend were 
erroneous and un-Christian, and concluded that: "It is a 
bad argument --- that slavery, defended and practised for 

its gain in not a sin per ne - is not an evil fruit of an 

evil tree - is not the working of the Wicked One - but is 

the will of our Father in Heaven, who made of one blood all 
nations. It is this error creeping up in the free states 
that needs to be met and warred with; for it is an error 
that insults not only our common manhood --- but misre- 

presents Heaven itself. ºe have all individual and natio- 

nal sins. Many of them may be equal to this slave system; 
but we admit them at least to be iniquitous. We do not 
defend them; we do not lay them at trio door of other nations 

wo do not take all the others and cast the. responsibility 

on others; 

(1) E. Wighan - Saßl. May Jr., 6 June. (Garrison Fapera). 
This bears out our contention that the split between the 
two factions was not as serious in Edinburgh as in 
Glasgow. 

(2) Eliza Vighan declared: "It (i. e. the controversy over 
Spring et al. ) is very useful as a means of keeping the 
natter before the public, althou h it may not keep these 
men from the pulpits. " (loc. cit. ) 
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others; and thankful are we that as yet we do not call them 

consistent with the will of God. "(lý 

Having entered the fray, the Witness published a number 
of further anti-slavery articles which gave further proof of 
the changed attitude of the Free Church toward Abolitionist 
These editorials developed the Witness's doctrinal arguments 

against slavery and called for the linking of Abolitionist 

propaganda with efforts to develop free cotton in the West 

Indies, India, and particularly in the area of Africa opened 

up by Livingstone. Although not offering this as a quick 

solution to the slavery question, the Free Church organ 

maintained that as free cotton was developed in Africa and 

elsewhere, the value of the American slaves would decline, 

thus undermining the political power of the slave holders 

and paving the way for emancipation. At the same time, the 

development of cotton cultivation would help to bring an 

end to tribal warfare and the slave trade in Africa and 

would also raise the living standard of the natives. The 

paper criticised British capitalists for neglecting to 

support free produce efforts, and also urged that, in Africa, 

missionary work should be combined with the efforts to deve- 

lop cotton production. This programme was, of course, not 

original, but it is significant that official Free Church 

circles should now give it such emphatic support. 
(3) 

The support given by the Free Church to Abolitionism 

was disconcerting to the pro-slavery party in America. Dr. 

Leyburn/ 

(1) Witness, 9 June. 
(2) e. g., Ibid, 13 June, 4 August. 
(3) Livingstone's connection with the Free Church should be 

remembered in this connection. 
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Dr. Leyburn, (one of Murray's associates, who had been recei- 
ved by the free Church Assembly) wrote a series of articles 
on his Scottish visit for the Philadelphia frosbyterinn (the 

paper which had attacked Dr. Guthrie earlier in the year). 
Leyburn denounced the "harebrained radicals" in the Free 
Church, but attempted to reassure the pro-slavery element by 

affirming that the Free Church also contained: "some who have 

good sense enough to know that they are not precisely quali- 
fied to stand here and dictate to Christians all over the 

world their precise duty in every case. " He attacked 
Guthrie and Cheever, (and by implication, Candlish) but 
declared that their anti-slavery views were not supported by 

all in the Church. (') 

Although Eliza Wigham had reported that the attempt to 

have Spring invited to the Tercentenary celebration had been 

defeated, Samuel May Jr. was dubious, for he was convinced 
that the pro-olavery forces would use all of their Vowerful 
influence to gain admittance for Spring and Murray. 

t2 

The controversy developed at a meeting of the committee 

arranging the celebrations. The Rev. Jonathan t'(atson, the 
Edinburgh Baptist Abolitionist, put forwnrd a resolution to 

exclude all pro-slavery ministers; he woe opposed by vr. Begg, 

the prominent Radical Free Churchman. The committee was 
fairly evenly divided on the subject, and the final decision 

on the clatter was postponed. However, liberal and anti- 
slavery elements kept the issue before the public eye. 
William/ 

(1) Quoted in the Witness, 18 July 1860. A considerable 
corresiondence in the press followed the publication of 
Leyburn's remarks in 6cotlando bloat of the letters were 
critical of the business committee of the Free Church 
General Assembly for admitting the pro-slavery ministers. 
(vido e. g., Csle r. ,7 July, 3 August)* 

(2) 5aß1. May Jr. - Webb, 17, July 1860. 
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William Stephenson, Secretary of the Edinburgh Young Mon's 
Anti-Slavery Society, called for popular resistance to the 
admission of the pro--slavery ministers and warned that "pro- 
slavery toils are being silently wound around us. " He 
called upon the Abolitionists to bring strong pressure to 
bear to prevent the reception at the celebrations of any 
American minister who could not produce evidence of anti- 
slavery antecedents. 

(') 
Stephenson's appeal received strong 

support from the Dnily MMaill, which ae©erted: "This in a 
subject of great importance -- and the decision of this 
meeting will either vindicate the character of the Scottish 

people in relation to the question of negro slavery or 
seriously compromise it in the eyes of the world. The 

question calla for no discussion. " Agreeing with Stephenson 

that slavery was basically contrary to Reformation doctrine, 

the Main advised the Scottish ministers that they had a clear 
duty to denounce slavery and called on the Scottish people 
to take actienagainat the admission of the pro-slavery 
ministers. 

(2) 

The final decision on the quegtion of admitting; pro- 
ulavery ministers was postponed until the very eve of the 
Tercentenary celebrations. However, under pressure from the 
Abolitionists and an aroused public opinion, the committee in 

charge of the celebration finally voted to exclude all slave- 
holders and their apolo, iets. (3ý 

(1) rBD: d, 30 June 1860. 
(2) iii, 2 July. The editorial was strongly critical of 

Dr. . egg and other ministers who adopted his position. 
(3) Letter, Rev. Watson - ars. June 41dnaa, printed in 

Anti--Slnnvery Advocate, September, 1860. 
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The victory of the Abolitionists in the struggle 
centring on the Tercentenary was finally clinched in the 

course of the opening sermon delivered by Dr. Guthrie. On 
this occasion the leading preacher of the Free Church deli- 

vered one of his greatest sermons - and one in which denun- 

ciation of slavery was a principal theme. 
(') 

Speaking on Protestant truth and its opposition to lies 
Dr. Guthrie stressed the need for preaching the social 

aspects of the Protestant faith and for opposing tyranny and 
persecution everywhere. 

"It has been well said, " proclaimed Dr. Guthrie, "that 

prayer will put an end to sin or sin will put an end to 

prayer; so to me it appears that the blessed gospel will 
put an end to slavery, or slavery will put an end to it. 
What saith the Lord? 'God hath made of one blood all 
nations. ' 'Do unto others as you would have others do unto 
you., Love thy neighbour as thyself. ' You think there. is 

nothing beyond that, but there is still a higher thing, 'Love 

one another as I have loved you. ' I will sit in judgement 

upon no man; but I hardly think that the devil himself has 

sophistry enough to make any man not given over to believe a 
lie, believe that these truths -- are for one hour consisten 
with slavery. It is the invisible source of many cruelties, 

oppressions, adulteries, robberies, and murders, or as worthy 
John Wesley said of it, it is the sum of all villainies. 
What doth God require of you? -- to do justice, to love 

to love mercy, to walk humbly before your God. My dear 
friends, it appears to me from this and other passages we are 
taught there is sin in slavery as there is slavery in sin. 
Take/ 

(1) On the following day the Caledonian Mercury declared: 
"Seldom have we seen an and ence so spellbound and elecý- 
trified. " CR1_. Me_r. , 15 August. 
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Take the last words of our blessed Lord I have quoted. 
'Love one another as I have loved you. ' If I saw a man 
running for liberty, I would open my door to him; and more 
than that, if I did what was right, I would wash his blis- 
tered feet. -- Don't tell me the crime is old. The older 
it is the more horrible. Like a dead body, the older it is 
the more disgusting. Age is no excuse for crime. Murder 
is older. Rocks and trees, even man, grow venerable with 
age, but sin never, Don't tell me that men have lost their 
rights. Lawyers say thT! t crown rights are never prescribed. 
Well, I don't know but these are better rights; they are my 
birthright and cannot be prescribed. Don't tell me that it 
is an inferior race -- Paul says, 'God made of one blood 

all nations. ' -- -" 
(1) 

Dr. Guthrie's sermon profoundly moved his audience and 
marked a further stage in the great resurgence of Abolition- 
ism in Scotland on the eve of the Civil War. The emphatic 
support of the greatest preacher of the Free Church heartened 
the veterans of the antitislavery movement. The Rev. Watson 

persuaded the Tercentenary committee to publish Dr. Guthrie's 

sermon with a view to circulating it in America* 
(2) 

Some weeks previous to the Tercentenary celebrations, 
the Edinburgh Ladies' Emancipation Society had issued their 

annual report. Among the contributions which the Society 
had made wore £ 60 to Dr. Cheever, £52.10a to the American 
Anti-Slavery Society, and also a sum to George Garrett, the 
director/ 

(1) NBDM, 15 Aug; Witness, 15 Aug. 1860; A. S. Adv. , Sept. 1860. 
Note Dr. Guthrie-rscontinued concern to refute racialist 
doctrine. 

(2) Anti-Slavery, Advocate, loc. cit. 
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director of the Underground Railway. After the publication 
of the annual report, Miss Wigham and her associates became 

concerned that the report had included in its appendix a 
number of letters describing Scottish aid to various 
American anti-slavery activities. She was finally persun- 
ded to write to Saml. Mai Jr. to request him not to republic 
any of the material in America; she expressed the fears of 
Edinburgh Abolitionists that "it might do harm if it were 
known that British money, even to no small an extent, were 
used. " It should be remembered that George Thompson had 
been the object of considerable violence during his visits 
to America, as he was suspected in some quarters of having 

introduced Abolitionism into America in order to diaru t the 
Union for the purpose of furthering British interests. 

fl) 

The report of the Ladies' Society, after praising the 

struggles of Dr, Cheever and other Americans active in the 

cause, went on to define the Society's position in regard to 
John Brown. "Differing as we do from him, " the report 
stated, "and his associates as to the mode and wisdom of 
their enterprise and regretting its bloody termination, we 

cannot but acknowledge the disinterestedness and devotedness 

which has characterised them throughout. " The report main- 
tained that the desire to free the slaves was not wrong and 
denounced Brown's executioners. 

(2) 
The Society also praise 

Redpath's biography of Brown, although Eliza Wigham had 

originally not been completely satisfied with it. However, 

the book had aroused great interest in Edinburgh, where 
people/ 

(1) See Raymond English (of Kenyon College, Ohio), George 
Thompson and the Climax of Philanthropic Hadicsl 
1 -42, unpublished . The 1 5U a in America were cha- 
racterised by extensive xenophobia and persecution of 
minorities under the auspices of such groups as the 
Know-nothing movement. Harper's Ferry had naturally 

encouraged this trend. 
(2) - baton. 13 April 1860, 
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people not only desired to read the book but also naked the 
Emancipation Society for photographs end busts of John 
Brown. (1) 

The Caledonian Mercury hailed the report in terms which 
underline the close conL. ection between Abolitionism and 
feminism. "Its bulk is small but it is the record of 

great deeds. Henceforward let no man speak of woman as the 

weaker vessel. Here is a society trat has existed, yea, 
flourished, for 27 years, trat k}ae managed its owh affairs 
without any male assistance and that may take highest rank 

among all the philanthropic. schemes of the day. It is not 

an association for the promotion of talk. It has a balance 

sheet. Its funds are not swallowed up by salaries to so- 

cretaries or to anyone else. " (2) 

The weeks following the Abolitionist victory at the 
Reformation Tercentenary were marked by a visit to Scotland 

by Lord Brougham. The Old Radical had been carrying on a 

strong campaign in the House of Lords against the slave trade 

and in favour of free produce in Africa and the 1npire. 

The occasion for his Scottish visit was the annual meeting 

of the Social Science Association in Glasgow. This asso- 
ciation was a pet project of Brougham's which flourished 

remarkably during the mid-century period. The annual 

meetings, often held in Scotland, attracted "social aeien- 
tists" and reformers from all over the world, and papers were 

read by various leading thinkers on the social problems of 
the/ 

(1) H. 'Iigiiam - Saml. May Jr., 23 March-8 June, and 4 April. 
Hcdpath's book was still not completely accepted in Abo- 
litionist circles; Saal. May Jr. wrote to Webb on 17 
July: "I quite agree with your opinion of Redpath's Life 
of Brown. Its defects and faults are glaring. we need 
another Life of Brown. " 

(2) Calmer., 10 April. The Mercury also declared that the 
report "refers to facts to disprove the deductions of the 

Times, as if the Times cared for facts. " 
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the day. (') 
Addressing the Association on 24 September, 

flrouggham, in discussing world conditions, devoted consider- 
able time to the problem of slavery and its impact upon 
America. lie attacked the current efforts for the South to 
reopen the African slave trade and called for speedy eman- 
cipation in America, predicting that the alternative might 
be civil war and possibly a slave rising. Although Lord 
Brougham attacked slavery, he was strongly opposed to pro- 
moting Abolition by means of a slave insurrection. He 

expressed hie hope that the Republicans would win the coming 
American elections and confine slavery in the South an the 
first step toward a peaceful emancipation. 

(2) 

At the same time the Bev. T. M., Linneard paid another 
visit to Glasgow, to raise funds for the fugitive uluves in 
Canada. He addressed a large Abolitionist rally in the 
Free Gaelic Chapel(3) and, acme days later, preacOed at the 
Renfield St. U. P. Church where a collection was taken up for 

missionary work arnon& the fugitive clave3. 
M 

Vie have already observed the growth of racka-, lism in 
Britain during the decade or so before 1860 -a growth en- 
couraged partly by increasing contacts with prejudiced 
Americans and partly by the writings of pseudo-scientific 
theoreticians, such as Gobineau. A further clash between 
this trend andthe Protestant conscience of Scotland occurred 
in connection with Sara Remond, a prominent American ex- 
slave and Abolitionist. Miss Remond was in Britain in 
1859, / ` 

(1) In outlodk and method it was a precursor of the Fabian 
Society. 

(2) Scotsman, 25 Sept.; f, 25 Sept. 
(3) I BDM, 25 Sept. 11860. 
(4) Ibid, 13 Oct. 
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in 1859, and in the latter part of that year the American 
refused to give her a visa to visit France. At about the, 
came time, her sister (Mrs. Putnam) and a party of coloureI\ 
friends were segregated while sailing to Britain on the 
Cunard liner El ropa. Miss kemond reported these two inci- 
dents in a letter to the(U. P. )(Scottish Press, in which she 
denounced the spirit of racial prejudice current in America, 
"-- the spirit which enslaves four million men and women 
and insults the free coloured population of the United 
Ststeo. You may read the fzicts, but no words can express 
the mental suffering %e are obliged to bear because we 
happen to have a dark complexion. " The Scottish Press 
responded to Miss femond's appeal for support with a strong 
leader attacking American discriminatory practices and 
calling for legal action against the Cunard line and for a 
press campaign against racial discrimination. 

(l) Other 

papers, including the Free Church Witness, took up the cam- 
paign against the Cunard racial policy. When Mra. Putnam 

and her friends returned to America in Juno of the following 

year, they were regret; ated again by the Cunurd company. 
The fact was brought to the attention of the public by the 
Abolitionists who called on the people "to protest loudly 

against such sinful prejudice and to insist that a company 
receiving the pay of our Government shall not thus outrage 
the national faith that God hath made of one blood all 
nationo. 'i (2) The N. H. Daily Mail and the Witness responded 
with/ 

(1) Scottish Press, 20 Deo. 1859. Eliza Wighßn sent the 
article to America with the suggestion that it be quoted 
by Abolitionist papers there (1. crißhan - Saal. May Jr., 
22 Dec. 1859)" 

(2) Letter signed Imo, 28 June 1860. See also 
Witness, 23 Juno. 
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with articles citin the facts of the case and censuring 
the Cunard company. 

fl) 

In September, Miss Remond attended the meeting of the 
Social Science Association in Glasgow, and the Edinburgh 
Ladies' Emancipation Society took the opportunity of her 

presence in Scotland to arrange for her to speak at a 
meeting in the Bright St. Chapel, on 6 October. On the 

evening of the rally, the chapel was filled by a crowd of 
two thousand, and many others were unable to enter. Dr. 
Guthrie acted as chairman of the meeting and opened the 

proceedings with a speech in which he denounced slavery and 
its supporters, defied his American critics, and called on 
the American denominations to condemn slavery outright. 
Mentioning the fact that his books, once popular in America, 

were no longer on sale there, he asserted that he did not 
care, since he did not "worship the almighty dollar. " He 

then explained how his Abolitionism derived from his basic 

religious and political convictions. 

Mies Remond then addressed the audience for an hour and 
a half and was frequently interrupted by outbursts of en- 
thusiastic cheering. She declared that she was a pure 
Abolitionist and not attached to any partisan faction of the 
movement, and that she supported the God-given right of 
everyone to personal liberty. She asserted that America 

was controlled by the 247,000 slave holders and described 
the brutality attendant upon the operations of the Fugitive 
Slave Law and the cruelties inflicted on the slaves. She 

praised/ 

(1) NDDM, 7 July; Witý__ness, 11 July. Sir Samuel Cunard had 
replied curtly to letters of protest, and refused to 
discuss the matter. See also Anti-Slavery Advocate, 
Aug. 1860, article "The Cunard Company and the American 
Doctrine of Caste. " 
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praised the work of the Abolitionists and the Underground 
Railway, but warned against the spread of colour prejudice 
in Canada. She concluded by eulogising John Brown and 
called upon British Christians to use their moral influence 
in support of the Abolitionist movement in America. At the 

conclusion of her speech she was cheored enthusiastically for 

several minutes. Dr. Guthrie then spoke again on the teit 
"God has wade of one blood all nations" and on the basis of 

\ 

this injunction, urged the Abolition of colour prejudice 

generally, as well as of slavery. 
(') 

Another coloured speaker who appeared before the Scottit . 

public in the autumn of 1860, was Dr. M. K. Delaney, a promi- 
nent American negro. 

(2) Dr. Delaney proposed to colonise 
Africa with free negroes, who would develop cotton cultiva- 
tion on that continent and thus provide a source of free 

cotton and also bring an end to the slave trade by encoura- 

ging the tribes to engage in productive work. "V1 
When Dr. 

Delaney spoke in Glasgow on October 23, a number of prominent 
Abolitionists and merchants joined hin on the platform - 
among them were Henry Dunlop (who acted no chairman), 
William Smeal, W. P. Paton, and Messrs. Smith and Stevenson. 

Among the several ministers present was the Rev. Kinnenrd. 

Dr. Kinneard/ 

(1) Scotsman, 2 Oct. 1860. 
(2) NDI, 18 Oct. M. R. Delaney studied medicine at Harvard 

and was associated with Frederick Douglass for two years 
(1847-49) in editing the North StRr. Because of the 
increased repression of the J: nerican negroes during the 
1850's, he came to support a policy of negro emigration 
to , Africa. He was appointed a commissioner of the 
National Emigration Conference and led an exploring 
expedition in the Nicer area during 1859-60. During the 
Civil War he became the first negro to attain the rank of 
major in the American army and was later active in the 
Radical cause in South Carolina during the Reconstruction 
period. He was the author of The Condition of the 
Colored People of the U. S. (contd. next page) 
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Dr. Delaney described several journeys of exploration 
he had made in Central Africa and gave a glowing account 
of the potentialities of the area, emphasising its mineral 
wealth, good soil, and jeaceful, hardworking inhabitants. 
He also claimed that more cotton could be grown per acre 
in Africa than in America and predicted to his applauding 
audience, that five million free workers could be obtained 
for the African cotton fields, which would spell the doom 

of the African slave trade. He went on to discuss the 
danger of dbpending on America for cotton, and pointed to 

the possibility of an Anglo-American war or of a successful 

slave rising along the lines attempted by John Brown. 

Either of these possibilities, he predicted, would mean disc.; 

aster for the British working class and for the British 

economy as a whole. His speech was received with great 

applause by the audience and at the conclusion, Hugh 
Tennent moved a resolution to the effect "that this mjeting 

-- being persuaded that the resources of Central Africa 

are only waiting development by intelligent and Christian 

coloured men in order to open up most important commercial 

relations with that country - -". The meeting agreed to net 

up a committee to support Delaney's work in Central Africa 

and to collect money for the African Aid Society, which 

money would be lent to coloured men who wished to set up 
"as traders on the African coast". 

(1) 

Public interest was also aroused during the autumn by 

the second visit of Dr. Cheever to Scotland. Dr. Cheever 

had sailed from Now York in July for another intensive 

campaign/ 

(contd. f. n. 2 from previous page) 
Phila. 1852), Offieinl Report of the Niger Valle Ex lorin 
Party t1861), 

and rinei is of i thno 01y vido 
article in DAB and references in Garrison, op. cit. ). 
(1) N BDM, 24 Oct. 1860, 

j 
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campaign in Britain. (') 
He hryd been fortunate in effec- 

ting a reconciliation with Ward Beecher, and on the eve of 
his depnrture the Independent carried an article praising 
the work of the American minister and calling upon the 
British public to support him, 

(2) 
On the other hand, the 

wealthy minority in his congregation and other pro-slavery 
forces commenced a further intensive campaign to discredit 
the Reverend Doctor by means of newspaper advertisements, 
pamphlets, letters to the press, rind malicious rumours. 

(3) 

However, the Protestant and liberal forces in Scotland 

again rallied strongly to his side. 
(4) In October, Dr. 

Cheever came to Glasgow, where on the 14th, he preached 
in the Rev. Batchelor's Church and at the Free Tron ChurcO) 
On the 17th he spoke at a large rally in the City Hall at 
which W. P. Paton presided and a considerable number of 
ministers of the Free, U. P. 0 Independent, and Reformed 
Presbyterian deno. 4n©tions Appeared on the platform. Dr. 
Cheevor was welcomed by the Reverend William Arnot of the 
Free Church and the Rever#nd Batchelor, and was received 
by the'audience with loud cheering as he appealed in 

ringing/" 

(1) Saal. May Jr. - Webb, 17 July 1860. 
(2) Anti-S1nvery Advocate, Sept. 1860, 
(3) vid. Cheever'a speech reported in NBDM, 18 Oct. 
(4) e. g., Nom, 11 Oct., article on his coming vi-sit to 

Glasgow. 
(5) NEW, 15 Oct. 

i 

Si 

J" 
ý 
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ringing terms for aid in his campaign against slavery. 
I include here a typical example of Dr. Cheever'a 

oratory, drawn from this speech, in order to make clear the 

powerful appeal which Dr, Cheever, and the other leading 
Abolitionist speakers made to their Scottish audiences. 

"I stand here tonight", declared Cheuver, "to appeal 
in behalf of the freedom of God's t`(ord against the ein of 
American slavery. I appeal in behalf of four million 

slaves and their posterity for your prayers, your sympathies* 

your remonstrances, without ceasing, ugainst the infinite 

ana complicated system of such oondage. I appeal in behalf 

of equity and justice outraged on so terrible a scale - in 

behalf of the interests of humanity everywhere at stake - 
in behalf of Africa ans its millions - in behalf of an out- 

raged piety for the honour of the Cross - in behalf of 

universal Christendom insulted by the sanction of this 

appalling sin - in behalf of nearly the whole world, revol- 
ting against the despotism of a system of such indescribable 

cruelty and wickedness. " 

Dr. Choever went on to describe the march of the slave 

power in America since the Dred Scott decision, its control 

of the national government, and its influence in the Church. 

After discussing the steady advance of the slave power in 

America since the Dred Scott decision, Dr. Cheever discussed 

hin campaign for the excommunication of slave holders 

within the Church and described the opposition which this 

policy engendered and the campaign being carried out against 
him in Britain. He declared that his appeal for funds 

would, if successful, remove his church from dependence on 
the wealthy pro-slavery minority who were behind the agita- 
tion against him. Warning the Scottish Church not to be 
taken/ 

1 
i 
{ 
1 

_J 
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taken in by the propaganda and false religiosity of the slave 

power, he pointed out the strong effect which their opinion 
had in America, as evidenced in the furious reactions of the 

pro-slavery press. fie concluded by telling his audience 
that to compromise with slavery for the sake of cotton would 
be a complete violation of Christian duty. 

The Reverend Henry Calderwood of the U. P. denomination 

then moved a resolution expressing support for Dr. Cheever 

and "reasserting the well-known and unabated position of this 

city to the anti-Scriptural system of slave holding in the 

United States of America. " lie declared that the Abolition- 

ist movement must not be hindered by the elements opposing 

the Inerican minister. Dr. Symington, the concluding 

speaker, expressed the support of his denomination, the 

Reformed Presbyterian Church, and aeceribed its historical 

and consistent abolitionist policy, based upon the conviction 

that "slavery was an infraction of the inalienable human 

right to liberty. 
"') 

At the same time Dr. Cheever had succeeded in uniting 

more strongly behind him the rival Abolitionist factions in 

Scotland and thus helped to alleviate the tension aroused by 

the Douglass - Thompson controversy. On 18 October he 

addressed a large meeting of the Glasgow New Abolitionist 

Society which passed a resolution strongly endorsing his 

work. 1 At the same time the Garrisonians were co-opera- 
ting actively with him. 

(3) 
Eliza Wigham wrote to America, 

"We have been much impressed by his earnestness and devotion 

to/ 

(1) NBDM, 18 Oct. 1860. 
(2) R': 19. Oct. 
(3) Scots:. mmn, -7 Dec. 
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to the cause. . . He has vindicated Garrison well on all 
occasions. " She promised the help of her Society in, 
raising funds for the minister. At the same time she 
asked the American Garrisoninne not to "think that anything 
given to him will be withdrawn from the Old Guard, it will 
be either additional or from quarters which would never 
have the courage to stand by the Old Guard. "tl) This 
letter indicates that Dr. Cheever was drawing support from 

circles which were normally out of the reach of the Aboli- 
tionist societies. On the 19th Dr. Cheever preached 

(2) 

at Dr. Buchanan's Free College Church and at the U. P. 
Greyfriars Kirk where a collection was taken for his 

mission. Two days later, the American minister spoke to 

a large meeting in the Merchants' Hall, with Bailie Blackie 
in the chair and a number of prominent ministers and others 
on the platform, including the Rev. Kinneard and Dr. Delaney 
Bailie Blackie, in opening the meeting, declared that the 

effectiveness of Cheever's work was indicated by the 

pamphlet and newspaper campaign being carried out against 
him, and urged the audience to strengthen Cheever's hand 
by supporting his abolitionist work. Dr. Cheever's speech 
was devoted largely to analysing the economics of slavery. 
In making this analysis, he raised the matter of the dig- 

nity of labour, an issue which was later to be of great 
importance in influencing Scottish opinion concerning the 
Civil War. 

He described the degradation of free labour which 
slavery entailed, and asserted that the right to strike was 
fundamental/ 

tll Z. Wigiam - bamt. Ltay Jr. , 15 Lec. lö6O. 
(2) "Exclaiming against the wrongs of the slaves and 

bespeaking sympathy for them. " N_, 20 Oct. 
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fundamental to a free society. He accused the slaveholders 
of being "robbers defrauding the slaves of their just 
earnings" and urged that the introduction of free labour 

with purchasing power derived from wages, would greatly 
improve the economy of both the North and the South. 
Dr. Cheever's speech was received with strong applause and 
a committee was formed to support his work. The Rev. 
Kinneard and Dr. Delaney spoke in support of the American 
minister, Dr. Delaney declaring that the position of the 
American minister in regard to slavery was the only one 
supported by the American negroes. 

(l) 

The Glasgow committee to aid Cheever met on Nov-2 and 
the treasurer, Bailie Black, presented the American minister 
with a hundred pounds. He also told him that a further 

sum was expected and that they intended to raise £50 per 
year for the next few years from Glasgow eycapathisers. 

(2) 

Dr. Cheever then went on to Edinburgh where he preached on 
Abolitionism to crowded congregations in a number of the 
leading Free and U. P. Churches, which presented him with 
large coilections. 

(3) On the 15th, a number of the leading 
Edinburgh ministers met in the queen St. Hall to welcome 
Cheever to the city and discuss measures to be taken to 
further his cause. Among the prominent figures at this 

gathering were Drs. Guthrie, Candlish, Begg, Rev. Jonathan 

Watson and other Free Church and U. P. clergymen. Dr. 

Cheever described his campaign against slavery, and a 
committee was appointed to arrange further lectures and 
meetings/ 

(1) N_, 24 Oct. 1860. 
(2) Ibid, Nov. 3. 
(3) Scotsman, 13 Nov., et seq. 
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meetings on the subject. 
(') 

On the 21st, Dr. Cheever spoke on "The Slave Power in 
America and its Bearing on the Church of the Puritans" at a 
rally in the Free Assembly Hall. The Lord Provost opened 
the proceedings with an address praising Cheever. Dr. 

Guthrie also spoke in Favour of the American minister and 
described the American press campaign against himself. 
Cheever, after attacking slavery from a Christian standpoint, 
recounted his unsuccessful efforts, backed by Mrs. Beecher 
Stowe, to induce the American Missionary Board to outlaw 
slavery and ban slaveholders from the Church. He was 
accorded an enthusiastic vote of thanks by the audience and ý2) 
a proposal that he give further lectures was applauded. 
During the following days he spoke at a number of other 
meetings and religious services. 

(3) 

The resounding success of Cheevor'a appeal to the 
Scottish Church was not long in provoking counter moves by 

his enemies. On the 26th, a letter signed "Lover of Truth" 

appeared in the Scotsmmn, renewing the attack which had been 

made on the American minister in Glasgow during the previous 
spring. The letter claimed that Cheever wan raining money 
to carry on a partisan quarrel within his own church which 
had "no connection with the question of slavery in any 

sense". The writer reiterated the charge that Cheever'a 

appeal was not sanctioned by his church and urged the people 

of/ 

(1) Scotsman, 16 Nov. 
(2) Scotsman, 22 Nov. 1860. 
(3) For his itinerary, see advertisements in Seotamon, 

24 Nov. et seq. 
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of Edinburgh to "pause before giving aid". 
") "Lover of 

Truth" was in fact the pseudonym of J. Hitchcock Carroll, 

on Irish minister who had immigrated to South Carolina, and 
was at the time on a trip to Europe. (2) 

Carroll's description of the effectiveness of his 

attack on Cheever seems to be somewhat exaggerated. A 
long letter by a group of Edinburgh Abolitionista(3)denied 
Carroll's accusations and denounced hin anonymity as "use 

of the mask and stiletto". The writers pointed out that 
the accusations were not new and had been refuted by 
Cheever at his Glasgow meeting on his previous visit. They 

declared that the dispute in Cheev©r'o church was concerned 

solely with the slavery question and was occasioned by the 

wealthy minority within the congregation who were attemp- 
ting to silence the minister. The abolitionists listed 

a number of testimonials supporting Cheever's mission from 

pastors/ 

(1) Scotsman, 26 Nov. 
(2) Thomna Smyth, D. D., Autobiographical Notes Letters, and 

Reflections, edited by Louisa C. Storey, Charleston, 
b. G. 9194, p" 559-60. For Smyth's hostility to Cheever 
ace Complete Works of Thomas Smyth, ed. J. Flinn, 10 vols 
Columbia, 2. Carolinu, 190U-12, It 547. Upon his return 
to South Carolina, Carroll wrote to Dr. Thomas Smyth 
(who was shortly to help engineer a schism in the 
American Presbyterian Church): "Is there nothing I can 
do for the brave little state, the home of my adoption? 
You are not aware how I gloried in the opportunities 
afforded, und they were legion, when abroad, of defen- 
ding the South and her rights, especially when in 
Edinburgh, whore Cheever's advent afforded ample oeca- 
: iion. -- How about a chaplaincy in the army of "The 
Republic of South Carolina. " Thomas Smyth, D. D., op. cit. 
p-573. 

(3) The authors of the letters were: William Duncan, J. Burne 
Murdoch, H. D. Dickie, and William Lillie. 
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(1) pastors and church bodies of various American denominations. 

Carroll replied with a second letter on December 3, 

accusing Cheever of various acts of dishonesty and claiming 
that Cheever's opponents within his congregation were 

abolitionists. He repeated the old charge that Cheever had 

initiated the appeal to Britain secretly and did not bring 

the matter before the congregation until months afterwards. 
Carroll also brought up an old accusation that Cheever had 

allowed a wealthy ©lileholding woman to remain within the 

church and quoted an Independent article criticising 
Cheever's mission to Britain. (2) On the same day, the 

anti-Cheever faction within the Church of the Puritans had 

an advertisement inserted on the front page of th0 Scotsman 

urging the ministers and people not to support Cheever, 

whose mission, it was alleged, was not authorised by the 

church. 
(2) 

Replying in defence of Choever, William Lillie 

declared that Cheever was struggling against the slave 

power in New York and referred to'the fact that the Free 

Church Synod of America had endorsed Cheever's mission. 

The campaign against Cheever woo unable to halt the 

triumphal course of his campaign and the Scottish clergy 

remained loyal to him. On November 28 he spoke at a rally 
in the queen St. Hall where he was joined on the platform 
by a number of ministers and other notables, including Dr. 

Candlish and the Reverend Watson. (4) The chair was taken 

by/ 

(1) Scotsman, 29 Nov. 1860. 
(2) Scotsmsn, 3 Dec. 1860. Their appearance on the same day 

suggests collusion between Carroll and the anti-CbLeever 
faction in the Church of the Puritans. 

(3) Ibid, 6 Dec. 
(4) Also on the platform were Revs. Goold, Ritchie, and 

Anderson of Loanhead; Rev. Professor Duncan, General An- 
derson, Sheriff Cleghorn, Mr. Craigie of Falconhall, 
John Dunlop of Duddingston, Dr. Greville, Wm. Duncan, 

Robert Paul and Burn Murdoch Jr. 
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by Adam Black, Whig b2. P. 
Mfor 

Edinburgh and publisher of 
the Edinburgh Review. In his opening address, Black 

inveighed against the fear that total erancipation in Ameri- 

ca would cut off the cotton supply of the British factories. 
He asserted that, on the contrary, abolition would stimulate 

cotton cultivation in Africa and other parts of the world 

with the result that.. Britain would be able to obtain 

cheaper cotton in greater quantity than was at present ob- 
tainable from America. Dr. Cheever, speaking on "American 

Slavery and Slaveholding", discussed the evil effects of the 

various laws and court decisions which extended the influence 

of American alavery. 
(2) 

On November 30, Dr. Cheever spoke 

at a meeting of the Edinburgh Ladies' New Anti-Slavery 

Society; in the course of his anti-slavery address, he 

expressed his conviction that abolition would come within 

twenty years if a sufficiently large section of the American 

clergy would come out definitely in favour of it. In the 

meantime he held that Christian olaveholders should be in- 

duced to free their slaves and pay them a just wage. He 

concluded his address by stressing the evil social and 
3ýoral 

effects of slavery on both white and negro American©. 

Meanwhile, the Edinburgh Cheever Committee, on which 
Eliza Wigham, William Stephenson, and other active Aboli- 

tionists were serving(4)carried on its campaign with a 

public/ 

(1) Black, an Independent by denomination, had taken a stand I 
against the Free Church during the "send back the money" 
campaign - Shepporson, "The Free Church and £herican 
Slavery". . . 130, f. n. 4. 

(2) Scots©nn, 29 Nov. 1860. 
(3) Scotsman, 1 Bee, 1860. Present at this meeting were 

Charles Cowan (a leading Edinburgh Radical) and Rev. Cox 
and Peter Scott. 

(4) Other Abolitionists active in the committee were William 
Duncan, Wm. Lillie, H. D. Dickie and J. Burn Murdoch. 

(Scotsman, Dec.?. ). 
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public appeal for a "general, prompt and energetic" effort 
to raise funds to help Cheever's mission and to counteract 
the attacks of the pro-slavery party. Subscription lists 

were issued to sympathisers to collect from one shilling 
upwards. 

(1) 
Many churches supported the effort by con- 

tinuing to invite Cheever to preach at services and taking 

up collections for him. Even the Establishment, which 
tended to be apathetic to Abolitionism and other radical 
causes, showed interest. On Dec. 2, for instance, Cheever 

preached at St. Georges in Charlotte Square, where a 
collection was taken up "to sustain the Church of the 
Puritans in its warfare with the Word of God against 

slavery''. 
(2) 

He also extended his campaign to the provin- 

cial towns; the N. B. Daily Mail recorded that he had 

preached three times in Ayr on the 16th, and that "in the 

evening the Old Church was densely crowded to listen to the 

eloquence of this uncom romising advocate for the freedom 

of the African race. '' 
{ 3ý 

As the year drew to a close, the two Abolitionist 

groups engaged in further fund-raising, mostly to aid their 

respective counterparts across the Atlantic. The Edinburgh 

Ladies' ELnancipation Society sent L65 to the American 
Anti-Slavery Society (C60 for the subscription anniversary 

of the society and the rest for subscriptions to the 

Liberator and the Anti-Slavery Standard. ). (4) In Glasgow, 

the 

(1) Advertisement in Scotsmsn, 7 Dec. 
(2) Ibid, 1 Dec. 
(3) NBDM, 19 Dec. Large collections were t! ken up for Choever, ', 

at all three services. At the same time a pamphlet en- 
titled -"Statement on behalf of Dr. Cheever and his 
Church - with letter of concurrence by ministers of va- 
rious denominations"- was advertised as being on site at 
all Edinburgh booksellers. (e. g. Scotsman, 5 Jan-1861) 

(4) E. Wigham - Saml. May Jr., 15 Dec. 1860. 
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the New Anti-Slavery Society held their annual bazaar on the 
25th and 26th of December in the Trades Hall. The bazaar, 
one of the major social events of the season in Glasgow, 

attracted large crowds, and raised between two and three 
hundred pounds, mostly from the sale of handwork by the 
Lady Abolitionists. (l) 

Meanwhile, ominous developments in America were forcing 
themselves on the attention of the Scottish public. The 
Edinburgh Review, in a discerning article published during 
the Presidential campaign, warned its readers of the over- 
whelming importance for Britain of the American crisis and 
deplored the fact that Britons were too wrapt up in epheme-_ 
ral developments in Europe to be aware of this importance. 
At the same time, the Mercury recognised the quality of 
Lincoln and championed him from the first. The now Presi- 
dent was viewed as embodying those ideals of Radical demo- 

cracy which the paper espoused and now felt to be seriously 
threatened by the Southern rebellion. "From his history, 
his character, and hin great popu'arity", declared the 
Mercury prophetically, "we are satisfied that if any man can 
save the Union, Lincoln is that man"; and his first inaugu- 

ral address was characterised as "a most masterly production 
admirably suited to the crisis and one that has raised our 
high opinion of Lincoln still higher. "(2) 

The deepening crisis in America increased the concern 
of Scottish commercial circles over the question of the 

cotton supply, and Abolitionists attempted to take advantage 
of this anxiety to press schemes for economic warfare 
against/ 

(1) Ný, 26 Dec.; Ibid, 27 Dec. 
(2) Cal Mer. , 20 March. 
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against slavery. On December 5, the Glasgow Chamber of 
Commerce met with W. P. Paton in the chair to hear an address 
on the cotton supply by J. Lyons II'Leod, Honorary Secretary 

of the African Aid Association. t'Leod reiterated Dela- 

ney's proposals for colonising the West African coast with 
free American negroes who would develop an alternative cottoi 
supply there and also bring civilisation to the natives. 
His address was received with approval by the Chamber, 

although both Paton and another merchant, James Watson, 

expressed concern as to whether the settlers would be recei- 
ved cordially by the natives. 

(') 

the The Mall, in particular, expressod., growing concern 
of Glasgow business men over the safety of the cotton supply; 
and devoted many articles to warning of the need for deve- 
loping alternate sources. It was particularly sympathetic 
to the plans of the African Aid Association to colonise 
West Africa with free negroes who would grow cotton. 

(2) 

A great number of articles on the development of alternate 
cotton supplies were reprinted from other papers by the 
Mail during 1860-61. The favourite source of these 

articles was the Cotton Supply Reporter, organ of the Cottons 
Supply Association, a ginger group of Manchester business 

men who aimed at developing cotton production in Africa and 
India. 

(3) 
The 11nil warned continually that a civil war in 

America/ 

(1) I1BDM, 6 Dec. 1860. 
(2) e. g. 23 July 1860. 
(3) tvrosample' of the titles of articles published during 

1860 from the Cot. Su . RQ orter and other journals are: 
": Cotton from India" 20 Aug. , 7"Cotton Growing in Turkey 
and Syria" (12 Oct. ). 
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America would be disastrous to the British economy(l)and 
deplored the fact that Glasgow and West of Scotland manu- 
facturers were apathetic towards the efforts of Lancashire 
business men to develop Indian and African cotton. 

(2) 

Sarah Remond was meanwhile continuing her Abolitionist 

campaign in Scotland and was presonting her audiences with 
her own interpretation of American events. On December 28, 

she spoke at an Edinburgh rally sponsored by the Ladies' 
Emancipation Society. Andrew Fyfe, a leading Edinburgh 
Radical, opened the proceedings with a denunciation of the 

secession movement, which, he hoped, would be opposed by the 

entire civilised world. Miss Remond then delivered a 
militant speech attacking the South for its arrogant attempts 
to dictate to the rest of the country, and the North for its 

cowardice in the face of Southern threats. She professed 
little faith in Lincoln, whose anti-slavery policy was far 

too mild for her to accept him as an Abolitionist. 

She described Buchanan as "a consistent hater of the 

negro", and feared that his message to Congress might form 

the basis for another compromise which 'would settle the 

sectional dispute at the expense of the slaves. Taking a 
Garrisonian view of the Union, she expressed no concern over 
its dissolution, but only feared that the North might, be led 

into another compromise to prevent secession. She main- 
tained that "the dissolution of the Union would not be 
the calamity many believed. -- The experiment of a Republic 
had been a most consummate failure. It had never been a 
republic/ 

(1) e. g., N_, 23 July 1860. 
(2) Ibid, 10 Oct. 
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republic for freedom; it had ever been a republic for 
olavery. "(1) 

Another speaker was William Chnmbers, publisher of 
Chambers Journal, who had travelled in America in 1853 and 
had been converted to Abolitionism by watching a slave 
auction. 

(2) 
Ile agreed with Mica Remond that the Norh was 

largely to blame in the present crisis for not opposing the 
extension of slavery from. the start. Ile told how he had 
formed the opinion when in America tnot the slavery clues- 
tion could only be settled by a civil war or a slave insur- 

rection, which he believed would occur if the secession 
movement were carried through. He warned that the slave- 
holders were now putting forward the doctrine that slavery 
was not only for coloured people but was the normal condi- 
tion for all labour. He concluded by criticising British 
dependence on slave produce, and called on the Government 
to support the efforts of the Manchester men who were 

attempting to develop cotton in India. Resolutions were 

passed condemning American slavery and culling for Aboli- 

tion and support was also expressed for Dr. Cheever. (3) 

(1) Scotsman, 29 , Dec. 1860. 
(2) Chambers wrote two discerning books on the American 

situation in he 1650'a: Thin go , as they are in America 
(London and Edinburgh 1654)t and Auiericnn Slavery and 
Colour (London, 1857). In these works Chambers gave a 
highly unfavourable picture of slavery and warned that 
America was heading for a catastrophe. For Chambers' 
account of his conversion to Abolitionism in a Rich- 
mond slave market, see Things as they are in America, 
273-869 Chrnmbar>' Journal frequently carried articles 
and stories based on anti-slavery themes, and during 
the Civil War was one of the few Scottish periodicals 
with pro-Federal leanings. 

(3) Scotsman, 29 Deo. 1860. Also on the platform were Rev. 
Kirk, Itev. Dickie, C. Blair (a George St. confectioner):, 
William Lillie, and George Laing. 
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On January 8 Miss Remond spoke at a large rally in the 
Glasgow Trades Hall on the "present Disunion Crisis in the 
United States. " The meeting was evidently arranged by the 
Garrisonian party, for William Smeal took an active part in 

it. Miss Remond made an eloquent plea for the slave and 
demanded that "the nation which so long has oppressed her 

people shall be brought to the bar of public opinion and be 

made to render up an account. -- The American people have 

never recognised the black man as a brother or the black 

, voman as a sister. " She again denied, that Lincoln or the 

Republican party were connected with the Abolitionist move- 

ment and maintained that there was a great difference in the 

approach of the two groups to the slavery question. How- 

ever, she declared that the Abolitionist movement had been 

steadily advancing and that this fact was the underlying 

reason for the secession. 
(') 

During this period the Scottish Church continued its 

efforts in behalf of Dr. Cheever. In February a crowded 

rally was held in the Queen St. Hall to express support for 

the American minister in the face of the efforts of the pro- 

slavery forces to discredit him. Guthrie and Candlish 

spoke for the Free Church and the Reverends Alexander and 
Andrew Thomson for the United Presbyterians. Dr. Guthrie 

who as principal speaker was frequently cheered by the 

audience, praised Cheever as "one of the noblest advocates 

of freedom that America has ever produced" and called upon 
the people of Edinburgh to respond in the manner of the 

Quaker/ 

(1) `' s p9--, 90 6o. A" NB. UM, 9 Jan. 1361. 
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Quaker who said, "I sympathise £500, how much do you sym- 
pathise? " Turning to the American situation, Dr. Guthrie 

expressed the hope that the crisis would not lead to blood- 

shed, but added that history showed that the oppressed 
"never got their rights until they took the wrong-doer by 

the throat. --I never heard of any oppressor giving 

people their rights until he was forced to do so by the 

strong arm of power. '! Dr. Guthrie deplored the possibili- 
ty of the dissolution of America and expressed his admira- 
tion for American democratic institutions. He concluded 

with the hope that America would "let the oppressed go free. 

Dr. Alexander, in moving a resolution of support for Cheever 

declared that Christianity was being discredited by the 

anti-Abolitionist American clergy, and rejoiced that there 

were no pro-slavery Christians in Scotland, although some 

were lukewarm on 'the subject. A resolution, moved by 

Sir Henry Moncrieff of the Free Church, expressing the 

conviction that the American crisis was caused by slavery, 

was passed unanimously. 
(') 

At a Glasgow Liberal meeting, a few days prior to the 

latter gathering, the anxieties felt by Scottish liberals 

over the threatened dissolution of the Union were given 
further expression. Mr. Buchanan, one of the city's 
M. P. s, expressed his anxiety over the American situation. 
"It must be a 'Matter of great regret for all who are inte- 

rested in the great Republic to see it threatened with 
dissolution at the hands of its own citizens, " the M. P. 

told a gathering of his constituents, deploring the dis- 

appointment of hopes for a "great and rapid development 

of 

F 
a4 
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of America. "(1) Attacking the violence and rashness of the 

slave states, he expressed the hope that mod©ratidn might 
still prevent a disruption. He further warned America 
that she would have no peace until she, abolished slavery. 

The workings of the American slavery system were 
further underlined for the Scottish public by the Anderson 

case which first came into prominence in the early weeks 
of 1861. Anderson was a fugitive slave who had killed one 
of his pursuers in the course of his escape to Canada. 
The American government then charged Anderson with murder 

and attempted to extradite him under the Webuter-Ashburton 

Treaty. A Canadian court ruled in favour of extradition. 
The British and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society thereupon took 

up the case and sent out a circular to the various Aboli- 

tionist groups calling for protests. On January 10 Smeal 

and Paton drew up and forwarded to, the Colonial Office 

a memorial urging that Anderson should not be given up. 
(3) 

Journals of all political shades joined in protesting 

against the Canadian ruling. The Daily Mail called for a 
4 halt to the extradition proceedings and the Scotsman 

declared: "That one black man, even if he does not have the 

law on his side, has a nation at his back. " 

During the winter, Scottish hospitality was extended 

to another fugitive slave, Franoii Fedrio. Fedrio, who 
had been a slave for fifty years in Virginia and Kentucky, 

described/ 

(1) This seems to reflect the fears of the many capitalists 
who had invested in America, particularly in state bonds 
and railway shares. 

2 NBDM, 24 Jan. 1861. 
3 GTE nute Books, 10 Jan. 1861. 
4 "M, 16 Jan. 1861. 
5) Scotsman, 10 Jan. See F. Landon, "The Anderson Fugi- 

tive slave Case", Journal of Negr, Hi story, vol. for 
1922, pp. 233-43" 

/ 
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deacribad his experiences under slavery, and his eventual 
escape, to a large meoting in the Richmond 5t. Chapel in 
Edinburgh. (1) 

At about the same time the political scene was further 
enlivened by a clash between two leading anti-slavery 
figures. Lord Broughcim, who had evidently become alarmed 
at the trend of American events, had spoken out strongly 
ngainst violent attempts at abolition, insisting that the 
law paust always be observed by anti-slavery people. His 

stand wan challenged by James Redpath, a lender of the 

extreme school of Abolitionisto in America and author of the 

controversial biography of John Brown. In a letter to the 
Scotsainn, RedLath quoted againatBrougham some of his earlier 
radical speeches calling for revolt against oppression and 
resistance to unjust lawfl. (2) The challenge was taken up 
by a Brougham sympathiser aho dofendod t1ha old Radical's 

right to change niu mind and quoted person on Consistency* 

To the more conservative press, the events in America 

came as an unexpected confirmation of their political 
theories. Even before the secession of the South had,. 

attracted public attention to the political issues at stake 
in the /inorican crisis, Blackwood's was looking to the 

society of the Southern states as containing many desirable 
features. An article on the South at this period drew a 
very/ 

(1) Scotsman, 20 Feb. 1361. 
(2) Ibid, 13 Feb. 
(3) Ibid, 15 Feb., letter signed "Leo". 
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very favourable picture of a society governed by cultured 
country gentleman and described tree ulaves as ignorant, but 
happy and contented. The writer predicted that the South 

. vould not allow itself to be coerced oy the vulgar dezne- 

cracy of the Forth, and expressed the opinion that it 

would bo Dotter for transatlantic trade if North and SÖuth 

viere separated into "two noble republics". 
(1) 

The Tory 

Edinburgh Courant also expressed great od. uiration for the 

southern aristocracy although it was, at first, not uncri- 
ticbl of clavery(2)cnd particularly deprecated the racialistl 

(3) 
theories which were used to justify eiavery. 

The Presidential campaign of 1860 did not arouse any 
unusual interest in Scotland, in spite of the general 

awareness of growing crisis in Americas Most of the 
Liberals as well as the Garrisonian Abolitionists had for 

long regarded the major parties in America as hopelessly 

tainted with slavery. For instance, the liberal Daily 

; nil, which had long been critical of the pro-slavery policy 

of the Buchanan adninistration, saw little hope for the 

s1nve in the election of any cendidntes. 
(4) 

Only the Edinburrh Review greaped the exceptional 

nature of the contest. In a discerning article on the 

campaign, the Edinburgh warned its readers of the over- 

whelming importance for Britain of the American crisis 

end/ 

(1) binckv. ood' eq Jan. 1860,103-16. 
(2) rte,.. 

ý, ., Of ierrftHtr (see tit bielno- in iýietieltmt 
{-hcncefor-th--D B). 

($) e. g., it attacked Buchanan for defending slavery in his 
message to Congress (21 Dec. 1860) 

(3) e. g. Courant, 21 Nov. 
(4) e. g. NBDM, 12 Juno 1860. 
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and deplored the fact that Britons were too wrapped up in 

ephemeral developments to be aware of this importance. The 

article warned of the grave threat to the cotton supply and 
referred to Soward'a preaietion of "irrepressible conflict" 
as well as to the Southern threats of secession. The 

writer set forth at length the wave of terrorism and re- 

pression which was being carried on by the slave holders 

against political and rellSioua dissenters. Explaining 

trat the issue of the campaign was wnether slavery should 

continue to expand or to be restricted, the writer came 
down strohgly on the aide of the Republican Party, "which 

has now char ed itself with the ancient liberties of the 

Republic"The liberal press hailed Lincoln's victory. 
The Caledonian Mercury reacted with "n thrill of pleaourablell 

excitement", and expressed the belief that "it may be the 

herald of many coming changes", ouch as the reversal of the 

Drod Scott decision and the repeal of the Fugitive Slave L&r, 

The N. B. DUi. ly Mail suspended its Garrisonian aloofness for 

long enough to describe Lincoln's election as a great 

advance for the Abolitionist causes-"A gleam of worldly 

prosperity hau fallen on the banners of the noble army of 

anti-slavery martyrs". The paper called upon the Republi- 

cans for moderation and advised them to restrict the expan- 

sion of slavery and repeal the x'u itive slave Law but not to' 

attempt outright legal abolition. 
The/ 

(1) Edinburgh Review, CXII, 545-582 (Oct. 1860). Lincoln was 
described as "a shrewd and sensible politician of the 
homely sort - put forward by the ambition of the great 
Northwest which wants to send a i=r©sident to 4aahington 
os the North and 6outh have so olten aone. " 

(2) Coles., 20 Nov. 1860. 
(3) Ibid, 24 NNov. 1860. 

a 
.ý 
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The Secession movement was originally attacked by all 
sections of the press which first minimised the movement 
as a bluff. The liberal Daily Mail, for example, denounced 

the separatists and expressed confidence that a compromise 

could be effected whereby slavery could be gradually and 

peacefully abolished. 
1) The paper dismissed the idea 

that the Rebeli. could maintain themselves against a deter- 

mined military effort by the Federal Government. 
(2) 

The 

Whig Scotsman was consistently hostile to all American 

institutions - slavery, democracy, and in particular to the 

new high tarriff policy of the Republicans. 
(3) The paper 

therefore found little good to say for either section, and 

expressed the hope that it would not have to choose between 

free trade and the rights of man. 
(4) 

At the same time, 

the Scotsman predicted that an independent South would be 

harried by slave revolts and by a Federal blockade and 

expressed the belief that these possibilities would give 
the Rebels second thoughts. The Tory Courant was equally 

opposed to the secession movement in its early stages, but 

on the ground that it representedta Rebellion against esta- 

blished authority. 
(5) At the same time President Bucha- 

nan's pro-slavery policy and his vacillation in the face of 

secession were the subjects of much scathing comment in the 

Scottish press. 
(6) The Radical Caledonian Mercury main- 

tained that conflict between North and South was inevitable, 

the/ 

(1) i1ý, 20 Dec. 1860. The Mail suggested a programme for 
gradual abolition involving money compensation and an 
apprentice scheme. 

2 Nw, 24 Dec. 
3 e. g. Scotsman, 12 Dac. 1860. 
4 Ibid, 8 March 1861. 
5) Scotsman, 4 Dec. 1860. 
6)e. g., Scotsmen, 21 Dec. 1860; Cal_Tder. ,9 Jan., 10Jan. , 

29 Jan., 1 1. On 13 March the Mercury_ summed up 
Buchanan's policy as "utterly corrupt and unprincipled': 
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the only question being, whether the struggle would be 

economic or military. In either case the cotton industry 

might come to grief for failing to heed the pleas for the 
development of sources of free cotton. 

(lý 
The Mercury 

also foresaw that British public opinion would "be one of 
the elements determining the result" of the struggle(2), 

and warned that the Rebels would try to gain British support 
with the bait of free trade. (3). The Mercury asserted that 
Abolition should be the chief aim of the struggle and that 
the preservation of the Union should be secondary. 
Attacking the policy of the Palmerston Government for not 
expressing the anti-slavery feelings of the masses, the 

paper warned that the. people vzould accept no 
'solution 

to 
the American crisis which did not involve emancipation. 
The Mercury argued that the Rebels were deluded in their 
belief that they'ciight maintain themselves with British 

support and called upon the North not to be "cowed or oven 
borne. "(4) Comparing the relative strength of the North 

and South, the paper concludes, "The nature of the verdict 
is undoubted. It must run to the effect that the 
Secessionists have no chance. "(5) 

(1) Cal. Mer. 10 Jan. 1861. 
(2) Ibid, 20 Feb. 1861. 
(3) Ibid, 5 Dee. 1860. Declaiming against this stratagem, 

the Mercury asserted: "Commerce must stand aside until 
Justice be satisfied. Cotton is good, but liberty is 
better. " 

(4) Cal. bier., 5 Dec. 1860. 
(5) Ibid 2b Jen. 1861. 
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As the Secession spread and consolidated itself in 

the ensuing weeks, the liberals grew increasingly pessimis- 
tic over the possibility of saving the Union. By the end 

of the year the Mail declared that the South would have to 

be put down at once by force or allowed to go in peace and 

urged the British Government to encourage an amicable 

settlement. Reverting to its usual Garrisonian position, 

the U` asserted that secession would remove slavery from 

the protection of the Union and advised the North to let 

the South go in the interest of the slaves. 
(l) 

By March, 

th"e Mercury was arguing that the Union could only be pre- 

served by civil war, and that, although the North would win 

because of its superior resources, Lincoln could not rol 

on popular support for the suppression of the Rebellion. 2) 

Although praising the firm stand taken against the Rebels 

by Lincoln, the paper reluctantly concluded that civil war 

was a worse evil than the dissolution of the Uniono( 

The Mercury wan the one major paper in Scotland to 

recognise the quality of Lincoln and champion him from the 

first. The new President was viewed as embodying those 

ideals of democracy held by the Scottish Radical party. 
"Frog his history, his character, and his great popularity, " 

the Mercury declared prophetically, "we are satisfied that 

if any an can save the Union, Lincoln is that man. " His 

first inaugural address was characterised as "a most master- 
ly production admirably suited to the crisis, and one that 

has raised our high opinion of Lincoln still higher. 
(4) 

For most Scottish conoervatives, whether Whig or Tory, 

the events in America ap, ýoared as an unexpected confirmation 

of/ 

(1) NNBDM, 31 Dec. 1860. 
(2) Cal. Mer. , 13 March 1861. 
(3) Ibid, 20 March. 
(4) Ibid. At the same time the Scotoman attacked Lincoln's 

addressfor being too compromising on the slaXHY rW` 
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of their political theories. Even before the secession 
of the South had attracted public attenion to the issues 

at stake in the American crisis, Blackwbod's was describing 
the society of the South as containing ºnany desirable 
features. The Southern ruling class were viewed as cul- 
tured country gentlemen and the slavest', pictured as ignorant 
but happy and contented. The Ma a. predicted that Vie 
South would not allow itself to be coerced by the vulgar 
democracy of the North and expressed the opinion that it 

would be better for transatlantic trade if North and South 

were separated into "two noble republics. "(l) The Edin- 
burgh Evening Courant also expressed great admiration for 

the Southern aristocracy although it was at first not 
uncritical of slavery. 

(2) 
and deprecated the racialist 

arguments used to defend the institution. 
(3) Setting the 

key for the subsequent Tory attitude toward the war, the 
Courant declared that the American troubles were due to 
"unbridled democracy", and maintained that the country had 

become hopelessly corrupted by its political system. 
From the start the attitude of the Scottish Tories had 

strong domestic implications. At the outbreak of the war, 
for instance, the Courant was carrying on a furious campaign 
against the Free Church and the Scottish Radical party, both 

of which were described as representing the same nihilistic 
forces which were destroying Ameriea. 

(5) The liberals were 
forced/ 

(1) Bleckwood's, Jan. 1860,103-16. 
(2) Courant, 21 Dec. 1860. This same article also denounced 

Buchanan for defending slavery in his message to Congr. 
(3) e. g., Ibid, 21 Nov. 1860. 
(4) Courant, 30 March 1860. 
(5) e. g., Ibid, 8 March 1861. 
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forced, at some immediate disadvantage, to take up the 

challenge. The N. B. Daily Mail, for example, which had 

consistently advocated an extension of the franchise, 

answered th t the conflict was caused by slavery and not 
by the workings of democracy or by any supposed depravity 

of the American character. 
(') 

Regretting the fact that 

events in America "have given certain writers renewed 

opportunities for dunbfoundoring themselves and their rea- 
ders with dreary disquisitions concerning aristocracy and 
democracy", the Mail described the secession as an attempt 
by the Southern aristocracy to destroy American democracy 

rather than as an example of democracy destroying itself. 3) 

This survey has brought us to the verge of the Civil 
War, and we may now briefly recapitulate the significant 
developments. After years of comparative failure, internal 

division and public apathy, the anti-slavery movement 
emerged to enjoy the most successful period since the 

emancipation of the Went Indian slaves. The revolt and 

subsequent martyrdom of John Brown and the appeal of Dr. 

Cheever for aid Against the persecution of the slave power 

evoked a powerful response from the Protestant conscience 

of Scotland. The Choevor case brought home to the Free 

Church the threat to religious freedom involved in the 

continued existence of the slave power, and thus led that 

denomination, the most powerful and vital in Scotland, to 

align itself with the anti-slavery forces. The sympathy 

of the new leaders of the Free Church was the most signifi- 
cant development for the Abolitionists during this period 
and/ 

(1) e. g. NBDM, 29 Nov. 1860. 
(2) Ibid, 12 Jan. 1861. 
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bad contrasts sharply with the collision between the two 
forces which occurred during the anti-slavery revival of 

1I 

1846-47. The concern of business circles over the threat 
to the cotton supply which was implicit in the American 

crisis, was another factor which lay behind the great public 
interest in the slavery question, and the Abolitionists 

strove to channel this concern into constructive efforts 
to develop sources of free labour cotton in the colonies 
and also in the newly explored areas in Africa. 

The anti-slavery revival was developed still further 

by the appearance in Scotland of such internationally-known 

Abolitionist orators as George Thompson, Frederic1 Douglass, 

and Sarah Remond. The Thompson-Douglass dispute showed the 

sharp divisions within the movement, but in this case the 

antagonism was a productive one. The public interest 

aroused by the two great orators was more than sufficient 

compensation for the passions aroused by the controversy, 

which was in any case confined to Glasgow. It did not 
leave such a legacy of bitterns and schism as the 1847 

collision between the Free Church and the Abolitionists had 

left. One reason for this was the campaign in behalf of 
Dr. Cheever offering the rival Abolitionist groups a common 

platform upon which they could co-operate without any need 

to dispute over doctrinal differences or past wrongs. 
However, up to the very outbreak of the Civil War there 

continued to be a divergence of opinion between those who 
believed that the disintegration of the Union would serve 
the cause of emancipation, and those who, concerned over the 

fate of the American experiment in democracy as well no over 
Abolitionism, believed that the collapse of the Union would 
be radically detrimental to both causes. 
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CHAPTER II. 

CLYDESItE AND THE WAR AT SEA. 

The growing shipbuilding industry of Clydeside was 

affected by the American Civil War and played an important 

part in the progress of the struggle. The Southern Con- 

federates possessed little in the way of shipping or ship- ; 
building facilities, and Clydeside stepped forward to satis-ý 
fy the needs of the Rebels in this field. Glasgow and the 

neighbouring shipbuilding ports furnished the largest pro- 

portion of the blockade-running fleet which kept the 

Rebellion supplied for four years and also built four ships 

of the Confederate Navy, as well as two other formidable 

warships which were eventually prevented from getting to 

sea. 

Immediately upon the outbreak of the Rebellion in 

April 1861, Lincoln proclaimed the entire coastline in RA%4: 1i 

possession to be under a state of blockade. A few days 

later the blockade was extended to cover the coast of 
Virginia, North Carolina, and Texas - which states had 

joined the Confederacy subsequent to the initial proclama- 
tion of blockade. Only once before had there been a 
blockade on such a scale, namely during the Napoleonic War, 

when the British Navy had blockaded most of the European 

Continent. Lincoln's action seemed particularly foolhardyi 

in view of the small numbers and obsolete nature of the 
American Navy, coupled with the fact that the European 

powers had pledged themselves against paper blockades by the 
Declaration of Paris in 1856, which might provide a further 

reason/ 
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reason for intervening in the American conflict. 

At first, of course, the blockade was practically 
nominal and could be run with little risk by almost any 
type of ship. However, the Northern shipyards responded 

with surprising energy, and within a few months a steady 

stream of up-to-date warships were steaming to sea to join 

the blockading fleet. At the same time, the Federal 

forces commenced a policy of launching amphibious attacks 

against the Southern ports and strategic coastal points, 

with the result that the American Navy was increasingly able 
to concentrate its forces along the contracting coastal 

areas occupied by the Confederacy. By the end of 1861 this 

economic stxhglehold had already become uncomfortable to 

the Confederacy, and it tightened inexorably with each 

succeeding month. 

In the face of this unexpected threat, the Rebel leader 
were forced to improvise hurriedly. Their primary object 
was, of course, to obtain warships powerful enough to 

engage the blockaders in open battle and, if possible, sink 

or disperse them. In the second place, the Confederates 

sought for cruisers which could attack the large and far- 

flung American merchant fleet and retaliate against the 

blockade by striking a damaging blow at the American eco- 

nomy, as well as drawing off warships from the blockading 

fleet. Several mediocre warships fell into Confederate 

hands at the outbreak of the Rebellion, and the Rebels 

contrived to build a few first-class warships in Southern 

parts during the course of the war. However, they were 
forced to look abroad for the bulk of the navy and particu- 
larly to Britain. A group of Confederate Officers under 
the/ 
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the leadership of J. T. Bulloch, established themselves in 
Britain for this purpose during 1861. 

Bulloch's attentions were first drawn to Clydeside in 
the autumn of 1861 when he was being pressed by the Rich- 

mond authorities to obtain a merchant ship strong enough 
and swift enough to bring out a large shipment of arms for 
the Confederate army in Virginia, which was at that time 
"very poorly armed At Greenock, Bulloch discovered 

a suitable ship, the newly built Fingal, which he bought 
for the Confederate Government, - she was, in fact, the 
first blockade runner to be owned by the Confederacy. On 

her outgoing voyage she took the largest shipment of arms 
ever to be brought into the Confederacy. C') The Fingal 

attracted/ 

(1) She carried on account of the Confederate War Dept.: - 10,000 Enfield rifles, 1,000,000 ball cartridges, 
2,000,000 percussion caps, 3,000 cavalry sabres and 
other equipment; a large amount of clothing material 
and medicine. 

On account of the Navy Dept.: - 1,000 short rifles with bayonets, 1,000 round of 
ammunition per rifle, 500 revolvers and ammunition, 
two 4j inch rifled cannon with traversing carriages 
and equipment; 200 made up cartridges, shot and shell 
per gun; two 22 steel rifled guns for boats or field 
service, with 200 rounds of ammunition per gun; 400 
barrels of gun powder; a large amount of seaman's 
clothing. 

For the State of Georgia: - 
3,000 Enfield rifles. 

For the State of Louisiana: - 1,000 Enfield rifles. Ibid, 112. 
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attracted the attention of the American intelligence 
service while she was still loading at Greenock. Ben- 
jamin Moran, the First Secretary of the U. S. Embassy noted; 
on 7th October she was "taking on a heavy cargo of contra-! ' 
band in great haste at Greenock", (l)and 

an American 
intelligence agent drew a sketch of her which was sent on 
to the U. S. to be copied or photographed for circulation 
among the blockading ships. 

(2) 

The Fingal was duly loaded and in the late evening 
of 11th October she slipped out of the Clyde into a stormy; 
sea. Her first stop was at Holyhead where she was to pick: 
up Bulloch and other officers, but the weather was so bad 
that she did not reach that port until the early hours of 
the 15th. In entering Holyhead she rammed and sank the 
Austrian ship Sicciardi. Bulloch and his friends were 
awakened by a messenger from the Fingal, and, realising 
that they must leave before the customs men came aboard, 
they managed to get her to sea again before dawn. After 

a stormy voyage she reached Bermuda on 2nd November. 
After some repairs to the ship, Bulloch navigated her 
through the alerted blockading fleet (which nearly managed 
to capture her) and brought her into Savannah harbour. '} 

She was later renamed the Atlanta and transformed into a 
powerful armoured warship. 

(1) Journal of Benjamin Moran, 11,88. 
(2) Official Records of the Rebellion (afterwards referred 

to as 0ER 130 18., Washington 1880-1901, s. 1. VI. 
368 (Morse-Seward, 11 Oct. 1861); the sketch referred t 
is reproduced in F. C. Bradlee, Blockade Running in the 
American Civil War, (Salem, 1926 p. 5 In writing to 
Seward, Morse, the consul at London warned: "Her cargo 
is no doubt far more valuable than appears from the 
invoices of ammunition I sent you and consists of such 
articles as are now greatly needed by the Confederates, 
so say their agents here. " 

3) For information on the Fingal'sblockade running career see/ (contd. next page. 
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Meanwhile the Cinfederates were pursuing their plans 
for acquiring cruisers to attack American marine commerce. 
The Alabama and the Florida put to sea from England in 
1862, and early in 1862 Commander Maury was ordered to 
Clydeside to take command of a third cruiser newly comple- 
tecat Dumbarton. This vessel, called at first the 

Virginia and then the Japan, sailed as the C. S. S. Georgia. 

She was described by the American consul at Glasgow as a 
"screw-steamer - about 500 tons register, built by Denny 

Brothers, Dumbarton - clipper-built - figure head, fiddle 

bow - short thick funnel - got a number of compartments 
forward on both sides from 8 to 10 feet square and stronger, 

than a jail - strong doors to them with hinges about three, 

inches thick and brass gly -a strong padlocecordin 
magazine forward in the bow*"(') Scharf describes her as 

a "swift and powerful vessel of her class. " (2) 

At the time there was serious tension between Britain 

and America over the gViestion of the cruisers built for the 

Confederacy, so that when Maury received information that 

the British Government was concerned about his ship, he 

hastened/ 

(1) Underwood-Seward, 3o March, 1863 (Glas. Cons. Reports). 
Underwood mistakenly surmised that she was intended 
to act as a tender to the Alabama. 

(2) Scharf, op. cit., 803-4" 

(contd. f. n. 2 from previous page): see- Bulloch, I, 111-15; 
Prettyman-Seward, 18 Oct. 1861 (Glasgow consular 
reports in the library of Congress); and references in' 
The Official Records of the Union and Confederate 
Navies in the War of the Rebellion (afterwards referre 
to as O. R. N. ) 2nd series. 

f. n. 3 from previous page: For the naval career of the 
Fingal-Atlanta, see T. Scharf, History of the Confede- 
rate States navy, 637-45" 

7 
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hastened his departure. After the Georgia sailed from 
Greenock on 1st April, orders arrived from London to detain 
her. 

(l) 
Meanwhile the Georgia's crew of fifty had been 

recruited at Liverpool by Jones and Company, a firm which 
had close ties with the Confederacy and handled the finan- 

cial affairs relating to the Georgia, such as the payment 
of enlistment bonuses to her sailors and half 

)pay 
to the 

sailors' wives while the vessel was at sea. Jones and 
Co. sent up a skeleton crew to take her from Greenock to 
Liverpool where the full complement was taken aboard. The 
Georgia then sailed for a rendezvous with her tender, the 
Alar, which she met off Ushant on the French coast. There, 

in a quiet inlet, her battery was shipped aboard - five 
Whitworth guns; two 100 pounders, two 24 pounders, and one 
32 pounder. Several Confederate officers also came aboard 
from the Alar. Maury then officially took command, hoisted 

the rebel flag, and called upon the crew to volunteer for 

the Confederate Service. Much to Maury's chagrin, only 
thirteen of the crew volunteered; the rest demanded to be 

taken back to Britain. However, a number of sailors from 

the Alar were signed on, and those of the original crew 

who refused to join returned home on the Alar and subsequent' 
ly gave/ 

(1) Ibid. It is not stated how Maury received this infor- 
mation, but the circumstances indicate the possibility 
that he may have been informed by some sympathisers £' 
the Government. 

(2) see, Foreign Office Documents, Public Record Office, 
under the heading "Case of the Virginia or Japan". ThesEý 
include affidavits made by various members of the crew 
and their wives concerning the career of the Georgia 
and the activities of Jones and Company in connection 
with her. See also Forei Relations of the United 
States, State Dept. Washington 1663-4, , 21-35. 
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gave evidence on the Georgia to the Americans. 

The Georgia then headed for sea and commenced her 

career as a commerce destroyer. After an extensive 
cruise in the Atlantic and Indian Oceans, she put into 

Cherbourg on October 18. During her voyage she cap- 
tured or d estroyed the following American vessels: 

Date Vessel Type Propertgtgestroyed 
25th April Dictator ship vessel etc. 

1863. 
8th June George Griswold If bonded 

13th June Good Hope bark vessel, etc. 
25th June Constitution ship II 

28th June City of Bath 
16th July Prince of Wales If bonded 

October 
9th October 

John Watt 
Bold Hunter 

11 II 

vessel etc. vessel; etc. 
(l) 

i. After lying in Cherbourg for some months, the 

Georgia was brought to Liverpool, where the Confederates 

decided that she was no longer fit for war service. 
2 

Meanwhile, the American authorities had begun to collect 

evidence concerning the Georgia(3), and a strong protest'' 

was made by C. F. Adams to Lord Russell on December 7. 
(4) 

On 

(1) Scharf, 818. 
(2) O. R. N. 9s. 2,1,518. Barron-Mallory, 10 Nov-1863. For 

further details concerning the Georgia, Morgan, 
op. cit. le 

I 

(3) For. Rel., 21. 
aezjertavAf 

v' 

(4) Underwood-Seward, 24 Dec. 1863. ýezfc r 

0 
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on 1 June 1864, the Georgia, her guns having been dis- 

mantled, was sold to Edward Bates, a pro-Confederate 
buainessmin of Liverpool. Suspecting that this trans- 

action was merely a Rebel stratagem, the American Navy 

seized her after she had put to sea again on August ll. 
ýlý 

The depredations of the Georgia, although not so 
extensive as those of the Alabama and Florida, contributed 
considerably to the tension between Britain and America 

over the ggeation of the British-built Confederate crui- 
sere. For years the American government accused Britain 

of responsibility for the Georgia's work, but at the 
Geneva Arbitration in 1872, Britain was finally absolved 
from all blame in the case. 

(2) 

Two other warships, the cruiser em ero and a power- 
ful ironclad ram, were built for the Confederates by J. &G. 
Thomson/ 

(1) see ORN, .. . 594-5, (Mallory-Barron 24 Feb. l864); 
650-1 (Barron-Mallory, 4 May); 652 (F3arron-Mallory, 12 
May); 663 (Buulloch-iallory, 3 June); 713 (Bulloch-Mallo- 
ry, 21 Aug. ). "Extracts received by Acting Rear Admi- 
ral S. P. Lee", 17 June, 16 Aug., 7 Sept. (Glas. conat. 
records). "Case of the Virginia or Japan" ( ß'R0) , F. O. /. 

O. papers, loc. cit.; 
13 3.; 

(2) see Foreign Relations and F. 
Foreign Office documents relating to the Geneva Arbi- 
tration, F. 0.5/1390-1427, which include the log book 
of the Shenandoah (F. 0.5/1414)9 Subsequent to the 
Georgia's escape, the British Government tried two men 
belonging to the firm of stones and Co. for violation 
of the Foreign Enlistment Act of 1$19. They were con- 
victed and fined f50 each. One of the Georgia's 
officers, J. Morgan, has left a colourfu account of he: 
her cruise. Recollections of n Rebel Reefer, London 
O. M., L. g. lsl . This book was written a number of 
years after the wat, and some of the more hair-raising 
incidents may be treated with some reserve - the tales 
of ancient mariners tend to become embellished over the 
years. However, in the main'"account of life on a Rebel 
cruiser corresponds with accounts of other former Con- 
federate naval officers. See also affidavits of Benja- 
min Connolly, Catherne Stanley at al., For. U le, loc. cit. 
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Thomson of Finnioston. 
(1) In the spring of 1862, 

while the Confederates were developing their policy 

of building warships abroad, Commander North of the 

Rebel Navy received orders to arrange for the building 

of an iron clad in Britain. After some conversations 

with George Thomson of the shipbuilding firm of J. & G. 

Thomson of Finnieston, North decided to place his con- 

tract with the latter firm and wrote to George Thomson 

from London osking him to start on the models, plans 

and specifications of the ship. 
(2) 

George Thomson 

travelled to London to consult with North concerning 

the j ions. As the technique of building armoured ships 

was then in its infancy, considerable alterations had 

to be made before the final plans were drawn up. 
(3) 

The full specifications were finally drawn up on 20th 

May. They provided for a vessel of 3200 tons, which 

would be as powerful as any warship then afloat - the 

two ironclads which Bulloch was laying down at the same 

time/ 

(1) see J. Shields, Clydebuilt, Glaegow, 1949, p"42. 
Owsley in his chapter on 'The Building ofthe Con- 
federate Navy in Lurope" mentions these two chips, 
but he has used only O RN and has not consulted any 
of the source material in Britain (e. g. the F. O. 
papers). 

(2) OHN9 e. 2, II, 182 (North-Thomson, 11 April 1862). 

(3) It was necessary to increase the width of the ship 
to 50 feet in order to get a displacement of weights 
which would prevent the draft of water from becoming, 
so great that the vessel would be unable to operate 
in the shallow waters off the Southern coast. It 
was also necessary to arrange for the coal bunkers, ± 
when empty, to carry 400 tons of water ballast to 
compensateffor the weight of the iron plating. 1 
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time in Liverpool (which were to be known in Anglo-Ameri- 
can diplomatic history as "the Laird rams"), (1) were only! 
about half the size of the Clyde ship. 

(2) E 

--A despatch sent by North to Mallory near the end of 
the year gives a brief but interesting description of the, 
Clyde ram. "Her principal dimensions" wrote North, "are{ 

as follows, viz: length 270 feet on load line; 50 feet 

breadth of beam molded; depth molded to upper deck, 130 
feet, to main deck, 122 feet; tonnage, builders' measuremen 
3200; k*el and stem are made of hammered scrap iron, 14 

x 4. The entire frame will be of iron, her plating on 
bottom from 15/16 to 11/16 armour plating, 4 inches 11"K 
except/ 

(1) E. D. Adams, Great Britain and the American Civil War, 
11,116-51; Bul och, oý cite; Brooks Adams, "The 
Seizure of the Laird Bam , Journals of the Proceed 
in s of the Massachusetts Historical ssociation, 

-V, 1 

208 et seq.; F. Adams, 11 he Laird Rams" ,A XIII, 
177-96) all references to the JPMHA are to the 2nd 
series . See also J. P. Baxter, The Introduction of th 
the Ironclad Warships, Cambridge, . ass., 1933 -te 
definitive work on the subject, and Owsley, 420. 

(2) ORN, s 2, II, 191-2, (Thomson-North, 9 May 1862); 
for the specifications see pp. 193-8. 
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except at extremes, where it will taper off to 3 inches to 

be backed by 18 inches of teak, all secured to inner 

plating - inch thick. The iron plating to extend 4 feet 

below load line. She will also have water-tight bulk- 
heads. Her engines are to be horizontal, direct acting 

of 500 horse power, capable of working up to 2000. The 

coal bunkers to carry 1000 tons of coal. In the con- 

struction of this vessel I have taken my ideas of armour 

plating teakbacking etc. from the Warrior target(l)which 

up to the time of my signing the contract had stood the 

test better than any other. Her armament will consist of 
the Whitworth and Smoothbore, large calibre". 

ý2) 

The contract was finally signed on 21st May, North 

agreed to pay when a certain stage in the ship's construe-' 
(3) 

tion was completed. 

(1) British naval target. 

(2) 0RN, """315-9 (North-Mallory, 22 Dec. 1862). 
(3) The instalmen ts were to be paid as follows: 

about the tim e amount state of construction 
due in months 

1 £18,000 on signing the agreement, 
3 £12,000 when keel of vessel is lair' 
5 £18,000 when vessel is half 

ame,;, 
6 £22,000 when vessel is fully in 

frame, 
7 £22,000 when vessel is half., pläted 
8 £18,000 when vessel is fully 
9 £18,000 when teak backing for 

armour plates is fitted' 
101 £18,000 when vessel is launched, 

£18,000 when vessel is delivered 
complete in accordance witl 
specifications. (ORNN, loc. 
cit. 199). 
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The Thomsons pledged to complete her by 1st June, 1863. 
North paid the first instalment and placed the second so as 
to be at the disposal of the Thomsons when it became due(l)ý 
The building of the ship was then begun. 

The work of the Confederate agents in Britain, how- 

ever, suffered considerably from disagreement and indeci- 

sion. All of them were very anxious to take command of a 
ship at sea and viewed with disdain the prospect of staying 

ashore engaged on the tedious work of supervising the 
building of warships which might end up under the command 

of other officers. As the Alabama neared completion at 
Liverpool, both North and Balloch wished to leave their 

respective ironclads and take to sea in command of the new 

cruiser. Bulloch came to believe that they should concen- 
trate on cruisers of the Alabama class, rather than iron- 

clads, and he was particularly critical of the vessel for 

which North had contracted, as being too expensive and too 

large to be used efficiently in Southern coastal areas. 
At the same time, both men were the object of vague and 

conflicting orders from the Confederate Naval Department, 

the despatches of which were often delayed for weeks by 

the blockade and sometimes never came through. In June 

Bulloch received a letter from the Navy Department asser- 
ting that North was to be given command of a ship. 
Bulloch then wrote to North to come to Liverpool with a 

view to taking over the Alabama. 
(2) 

Before/ 

(1) ORN, loc. cit., 199. 
(2) ORN, loc. cit., 207, (No1äih-Bulloch) 14 June; 208-9. 
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Before going to Liverpool, North went to Glasgow to 

arrange the transfer of his contract to Bulloch. 
(l) The 

Thomsons were disturbed and suspicious over this sudden 

change of plans and warned North that the transfer of the 

contract would disturb their confidence in the transaction 

and cause them to adhere "strictly to the letter of the 
(contract 

in respect of our payment" . 
2ý 

But the threat had no effect on North, who, in his 

eagerness to obtain command of the Alabama, had temporari- 

ly lost all interest in the Clyde ship. 
(3) 

Bulloch 

agreed to take over the contract for the latter as soon as 
Thomson signed an agreement to that effect. 

(4) 
The 

contract was duly transferred to Bulloch in the beginning 

of July(s), but much to North's annoyance, a despatch 

from the Navy Department a few days later awarded the 

command to Captain Sees. (6 

North, in a sulky mood, turned his thoughts again to 

th4 Clyde ram. As she represented something of a pio- 

neering venture in naval architecture, she raised some 

special/ 

(1) op. cit., 208, (North-Thomson) 18 June. 
(2) o. it., 208, (Thomson-North, 18 June). 
(3) op. cit., 209, (North-Balloch, 26 June). 
(4) op. cit., 208-9, (Balloch-North, 28 June). 

(5) op. cit., 212-3, (North-Mallory, 5 July). 
(6) o., 213 (Bulloch-North, 8 July); and 214, 

do. 10 July). 
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special problems. A ram was a warship possessing a 
sharp iron projection on her bow with which she could ram 
into and siner opponents -a favourite naval tactic at 
this period. 

(') 
Up to this time the ram, or prow, had 

been placed at or above the water line; this was the 

contemporary practice in the British Navy, and North 

planned for bis ship to be constructed in similar fashion.; 

George Thomson, however, foresaw that the introduction of 

armourclad warships presented a new problem in this 

respect; the impact of heavy iron plating on an assailin 

vessel might well cave in the whole forward part of the 

latter. Thomson consequently planned to put the prow 

six or seven feet below the water line so that it would 

strike an opponent below her armour. As the prow was 

six feet long, by the time the attacking stem came into 

contact with the armour plate of the opponent, the shock 

would be considerably diminished, and Thomson was con- 

vinced that, with careful strengthening, thO forepart 

would be undamaged by the collision. He also favoured 

a conical shape for the prow so that she could be with- 

drawn from the opponent with less chance of being broken 

off. In submitting these plans to North, Thomson declare 

that: "My intentions are to complete the whole ship, and 

more especially the stem and prow, of such strength that 

it will be almost impossible to crush it when running 

down any other vessel, of the same class even. I really 

think/ 

(1) The development of the torpedo in subsequent years 
put an end to the practice. 

(ý- =tti' 923, (Bu ,gg 
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think the plan I am carrying out is superior to any other 
I have yet seen or heard of. "(') Bulloch, however, 

continued to maintain that she was too large, expensive, 
and deep-drafted for the Confederate service. 

(2) 
North 

also informed Mallory, the Rebel Naval Sec? etary, that 
"In =oontracting for so large a vessel I am not consultingl' 

my own judgement, or carrying out my own view, but those 

of the department, reiterated to me in my instructions. " 3t 

At the same time, Mallory, who had just received the news 
that North had contracted for the Clyde ship, ordered the 

latter to remain in Britain to supervise her constructiög? 
l 

During the latter part of the summer, the problems 

of financing the building of the Clyde ship forced itself 

with increasing intensity on the Confederate agents. 
North had received a remittance forP`5;, 000, with which 
he had paid his first two instalments, and Bulloch was 

sent 0800,000 to be distributed for the various ships 

which were under way, and was promised an additional suý4) 
However, as the Confederate currency was rapidly depre- 

ciating, it soon became practically impossible to purchase] 

exchange. Confederate money bonds received no support 
j 

in Britain, 
(6)and 

at the beginning of August, North warned) 
Mallory/ 

(1) op. cit., 218-20, (Thomson-North, 17 July). 
(2) op. cit., 223, (Balloch-Mallory, 21 July). 
(3) op. cit., 228, (North-Mallory, 25 July). 
(4) loc. cit. (Mallory-North 25 July); the money was sent 

through Fraser, Trenholm & Co., the chief financial 
agents of the Confederacy in Britain. 

(5) op. cit., 223, (Balloch-Mallory, 23 July). 
(6) E. D. Adams. op. cit., II, 156-7. 
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Mallory that his ship would cost between two and two and 

a half million dollars, and that only a quarter of that 

sum was available in Britain for payments. He reported 
that the construction of his ship would be half in frame 
by early September and put forward the suggestion that the 

Rebel government should issue bonds based on cotton, which' 
bonds, he believed, he could dispose of successfully in 

Britain. 
(') 

On 6th August, he informed Mallory that the 

third payment on the ship was due and urged the Naval 

Secretary to send over the remainder of the £200,000 which 
he estimated she would cost. 

(2) 
On 1st September, the 

Thomsons announced that the vessel would be half in frame 

in ten days at which time the third instalment would be 
(3) 

due. 

In September, the Clyde ram first came to the atten- 
tion of the American consul in Glasgow, who reported upon 
her progress after making a personal visit to the shipyard' 
He warned Seward that "she will be a formidable vessel, 

equal in her protection against shot to anything yet 

afloat. " He declared that it was rumoured among the 

workers at Thomson's yard that she was intended for the 

Confederacy, and that she was referred to by the workers 

as the Merrimac. The consul's suspicions were further 

aroused/ 

(1) ORN, loc. cit., 233, (North-Mallory, 3 August). 
(2) loc . cit., 234, (North-Mallory, 6 August). 
(3) loc. cit. 257, (J. & G. Thomson - North, 1 September). 
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aroused when the foreman, who readily provided information 

about the other ships there, refused to give any informa: -- 
tion about the suspected vessel, except that she had no 
name as yet and was not intended for the British, Spanish 

or French governments. 
(') 

Prettyman promised to watch 
her closely and a week later reported that "I have made 
such arrangements as will enable me in the future to dis- 

cover every circumstance that may transpire tending to 
throw light upon her destination. " 

(2 ) 
The Americans were 

indeed developing a very efficient intelligence system in 
Britain to check the activities of the Rebel agents-(3) 
As early as August 1861, Bulloch complained to Mallory 

that all of his activities were known to the Americans and 
that "The U. S. consuls employ special detectives for the 

purpose. $(4) 

Meanwhile/ 

(1) Prettyrpan - Seward, 9 Sept. 
(2) Ibid, 16 Sept. 
(3) This was contemporaneous with the development of 

modern detective work in America under the new 
Republican administrationswhich produced the Pinkerton 
Agency during the course of the war amd later used it 
as a repressive instrument against the labour movement 

(4) ORN, loccit., 84 (Balloch - Mallory, 13 August 1861). 
From time to time, Prettyman received information fromi 
the workers at Thomsons' yard concerning the Confede- 
rate warships building there, (e. g. Prettyman - Seward 
16 Sept. 1862) - see also Glas. cons. Reports, 1861-6,1 
passim. 
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Meanwhile, the Confederates were planning to build 

another cruiser on Clydeside, and in September 1862, Lt. 
George Sinclair arrived in Britain to supervise the project 
Bulloch's shipbuilding fund was by now nearly exhausted(1) 
and the Rebel agents decided to issue cotton bonds, as 
North had previously suggested. James Mason, the Confede- 

rate diplomatic agent in Britain arranged for Lindsay & Co. 
(a Liverpool firm involved with the Confederacy) to place 

a number of cotton bonds to the sum of £60,000 on cotton 

priced at 8d per pound and requested the Confederate go- 

vernment to endorse this action. 
(2) 

Mallory expressed to 

Bulloch his great concern over the difficulty of sending 

money to pay for the warships and attempted later to lay 

the blame for the crisis on the Treasury Department. He 

suggested that Bulloch offer to pay for the ships with 8% 

interest in cotton, or alternatively, to propose that the 

Rebel government should buy and store cotton for the buil- 

ders equal in price to the ships. Mallory's letter indi- 

cates how befuddled the Confederates were in the face of 
the financial and economic problem with which they were 
faced as a consequence of their rebellion. Mallory took 

refuge from these unpleasant realities in a cloud of 

romantic rhetoric and concluded his despatch to Bulloch: 

"Not a day, not an hour must be lost in getting these shipe 

over, and money is of no consequence in comparison with 

the speedy accomplishment of this work. If we can succeed 
in getting them to sea, armed, manned, and equipped, we 

would go to New Orleans at once and regain the Mississippi. 

With/ 

(1) E. D. Adams, op. cit., II, 156-7a 
(2) ORN, loc. cit., 531-2 (Mason - Mallory, 18 Sept. ); E. D. 

Adams, loc. cit. 
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With you, North, and Terry Sinclair who is with you, each 
in command of an ironclad ship, the river would be open 
to you, and you would reap imperishable renown in resto- 

ring tz the Crescent City to our arms. 

Meanwhile, the American consul in Glasgow was conti- 

nuing his intelligence work in regard to the Clyde irong 

clad. On 27th September he reported: "I have everything 

connected with the ironclad steam frigate under close 

surveillance, and I hope to collect-sufficient evidence 
to enable me to arrest and condemn her before she is ready 
for her native element. "(2) For this purpose Underwood 

employed a number of agents to watch the 30 mile length 

of the river and the 24 shipyards on it(3) and also hired 

detectives to follow Confederate agents. 
(d He continued 

to make personal visits to the ironclad from time to time 

in order to keep the State Department informed about her 

progress. In October he reported that: "No further in- 

formation has yet been procured, but the train is laid 

that will explode the secret. " 

During October, Lt. George Sinclair, who had arrived 
in Britain the previous month, was making arrangements 

with J. & G. Thomson for the building of the new Rebel 

cruiser, which was,, to be _; ter named the Pampero. She l`r 

was/ 

(1) ORN, loc. cit. 269-371, (Mallory - Bulloch, 20 Sept. ). 

(2) Prettyman - Seward, 27 Sept. 
(3) Ibid, 30 Sept. 
(4) Ibid, 20 Oct. 
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was to be built along thr' lines of the Alabama, although 

she was to be larger and of greater horsepower. The 

ultimate ownership of the vessel was disguised by 

making use of several intermediaries. The initial 

contract for the ship was signed between the Thomsons 

and Edward Pembroke, a London shipping broker, who 
(1) 

agreed to pay £46,000 in five equal instalments for her. 

Pembroke then contracted to sell her to Sinclair for 

Z51,250, payable in the form of 246 cotton certificates 

teach valued at £208: 6: 8d). Sinclair was to pay the 

certificates in five instalments: when the contract was 

signed; when the ship was half in frame and the cylinder 

cast; when fully framed and the planking half on; when 

launched and the machimery ready; and when delivered 

after the trial trip. Pembroke also agreed to buy 

further eighteen cotton certificates at a total price of 

93750. Pembroke then transferred most of his interests 

in both contracts to a group of pro-Southern capitalists: 

Smith/ 

(1) Thomson-Pembroke, 10 Oct. 1862; Pembroke-Thomson, 

17 Oct. (F. 0. papers). 
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cl) 
Smith Fleming & Co. of London, Robert Simpson, London; 

Edgar Pinchback String, London; Alexander Collie of Gla 

gow and Manchester, (one of the leading blockade running 

profiteers and contributors to pro-Southern agitation in 
(2) 

Britain) ; James Galbraith of Glasgow; and Peter 

Denny, the pro-Southern shipbuilder of Dumbarton. 

This group took also over the eighteen cotton certifi- 

cates. 

Work upon the Pampero was thereupon commenced. She 

was to be built along the lines of the Ala, although 

she was to be larger and of greater horse power. She 

had the makings of a truly fdmidable warship, and North 

was justifiably proud of her as he watched her steadily 

taking shape. 
(4) 

Work was also proceeding steadily on North's iron- 

clad. When forwarding the-drawings of the ship to 

Mallory,. he expressed the hope that she would be finished 

by the following May and urged that a full complement 

of/ 

(1) A firm with Scottish connections. 
cit., 101. 

See Marwick, op. 

(2) See Bradlee, o . cit., passim, also Adams, op. cit., 
11,189; also Shields, op. cit., 104. 

(3) See Marwick, op. cit. 
.9 

51,62,65-6t 104,151,162, 
166,174-5 1 22. Also D. McLeod, Dumbarton, Vale', 

Leven and Loch Lomond 
, Dumbarton, 1884. 

(4) see following page. 
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of officers be sent out in time. 
(1) 

In November, North 

sent out to Richmond a copy of the contract for her. He 

referred to the looseness of its construction (a fact which', 

he was later to regret) but mentioned in extenuation the 

fact that the Thomsons were a first class firm and that at 

the time of entering into the agreement he had had no 

money, and the Thomsons were willing to allow him a certain 

amount of leeway in the payments. North had now moved to 

Scotland to supervise in person the work on the vessel. 

Captain Wilkinson, a prominent Confederate naval officer, 

who later commanded the famous Clyde-built blockade runner, 

the R. E. Lee, came to Glasgow to inspect the ironclad, and 

North gave him a wooden model of her to take back to Rich- 

mond. 
(2) 

®n 18th November, George Thomson asked for the 

next instalment, announced that the plating of the forebody 

had begun, and predicted that, if the weather remained good 
(a) 

she would be half plated by New Year. The instalment 

was/ 

(1) Ibid, 269, (North - Mallory, 26 Sept. ). 

(2) ORN, loc. cit., 295-6 (Noth -Mallory, 11 Nov. ) 

(3) Ibid, 301, (North 
- Bulloch, 24 Nov. ). 

f. n. 4. previous page : ORN, loc. cit. , 295-6 (North-Mallory, 
11 Nov. ). Bullocks memo Crs, written twenty years later, contain an error concerning the Pampero. He 
asserts that Sinclair came to Br tain and contracted for her "in June or July 1863". 

tBulloch, 
o . cit. II, 272-3) This error is repeated by S. A. Wallace and E. --! Gillespie in The Journal of Benjamin Moran, lýe1ü, I', 21,4" iss 
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(1) gras paid out or Bulloch's fund. 

The cotton bonds which were sent over for Spence to 

sell, were intended to pay first of all for the ship on 

which Bulloch and North had contracted, but Bulloch warned 

North to submit a fairly specific estimate of the amount 

of money he would need, for a number of other Confederate 

agents were anxious to draw upon the proceeds of the bonds. 

While Spence was attempting to sell bonds, it was undesir- 

able that other Confederate agents should attempt to raised 

money in similar fashion, but Bulloch warned that his own 

funds were nearly exhausted and that, if Spence failed to 

sell the bonds quickly, he (Bulloch) would have to try to 

raile money from Southern sympathisers on his own initia- 

tive. 

Bulloch was dubious over Mallory's plans to finance 

the warships by selling cotton. He warned that: "The 

uncertainty of the transaction seems likely to deter 

buyers. They fear the continuance of the blockade and thel 
i 

casualties of the war and are loth to risk their money ' 

except on such terms as will be ruinous to us sholld there 

be a continued demand for money. There is a difference 

between/ 

(1) Ibid, 301 (North-Bulloch, 24 Nov. ). 
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between the present circumstances and those under which the 

cotton warrants were issued for Lt. Sinclair's ship. The 

amount required was comparatively small; the parties who 

ostensibly bought the cotton were in fact the contractors 

for the ship. I believe no money has yet been actually 

paid and the ship will always remain as security for final 

payment or the delivery of cotton. The contracts of 

Uommander North and myself, as well as those of the War 

Department, require cash and cash only, so that sales on (1) 
our account must be bona fide and for money. " 

While the Rebel agents were casting about to acquire 
the funds necessary to complete their projects, a new 

threat loomed on the horizon. The defeat of the Confe- 

derates at Antietam had shaken the faith of the British 

ruling class in Southern invincibility, and Lincoln's 

Emancipation Proclamation stirred the sympathies of the 

British masses. The Cabinet began to listen more closely 

to C. F. Adams' persistent diplomatic campaign against the 

Southern warships in British ports. At the end of 

November, Bulloch wrote to North: "Heretofore I have been 

very sanguine about getting the first of my ships to sea, 

but/ 

(1) Ibid, 309-11, (Bulloch-Mallory, 18 Dec. ). 
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but something of vital importance to us is brewing at 

the Foreign Office, and I fear the English ministry are 

about to forbid any ghtpment of supplies or the sailing 

of vessels for the service of either belligerent, and they' 

will, I fear, issue restrictions in such a form as will 

prevent any British subject aiding us. "Cl, Mallory also 

wrote of his concern over this matter and urged North to 

"deprive the British Government of all decent pretexts for, 

intervening". 
(2) 

By the latter part of November, the forward state 

of the ram encouraged North to begin negotiations for 

acquiring arms and other equipment for her. His interest, 

was drawn to the work of the Whitworth Ordnance and Rifle! 

Company of Manchester, who were pioneering in the manu- 

facture of rifled artillery and also experimenting with 

steel shot and shell. 
(3) 

North admired their work but 

wrote to Bulloch: "I must confess his charges frighten 

me. To think of £700 for each gun and £5 for each flat- 

head shell almost takes away one's breath. If you are 

flush/ 

(1) Ibid.. 303-5 (Bulloch-North, 26 Nov. ). 

(2) Ibid, 308 (Mallory-North, 13 Dec. ). 

(3) ORN, loc. cit. , 300 (North-Bulloch, 21 Nov. ). 
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(1) flush in funds I shall certainly order some of them". 

North proceeded to negotiate with Whitworth for four 

70pdrs. together with ammunition, carriages and other 
(2) 

equipment, to be delivered in four months time. 

The Richmond authorities had meanwhile agreed to 

honour the bonds issued to pay for the Pampero and also 

issued a number of cotton certificates (or "warrants") 

based upon cotton in the possession of the Confederate 

Government. Mallory wrote to Bulloch on 3rd November, 

modifying his suggestion of 20th September, and describ- 

ing the issue of the cotton certificates by the Treasury 

Department, He promised to make advances "to a limited 

extent" to the Confederate agents abroad, but instructed 

Bulloch to make use of the certificates if they were 
(3) 

needed to make payments on the warships. James 

Spence, the leading pro-Southern apologist in Britain, 

was named as the official agent to dispose of these 

bonds although he did not actually sell any. About 

one million dollars worth were sold by other Confederate 

agents. / 

(1) Ibid, 301, (North-Bulloch, 24 Nov. ). North had now es- 
tablished himself at Bridge of Allan. The flatheaded 
shells mentioned in this letter were intended for use, 
against the new armoured warships. (vid. article "Whit 
worth Guns vs. Steam Rams", Ti, 23 Sept. ) 

(2) Ibid, 301,303-5,308,309,319-20,323-42. 

(3) Ibid, 288-9 (Mallory-Bulloch, 3 Nov. ). 
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(1) agents. In order to systematise the policy of raising 
I 

loans on cotton, the Confederates entered into negotiations 

with the European firm of Erlanger and Co. for the floating 

of a fifteen million dollar cotton loan, which would be 

used to support the Confederate activities in Europe. An 

agent of Erlanger went to Richmond to negotiate with the 

Confederate Government, but nothing was heard of him for 

some time, and on 18 December Bulloch warned that they 

would have to sell cotton certificates by the end of the 

month. He believed that enough money might be raised 

from the certificates to pay for the three ironclada, but 

not enough to support all the other activities of the 

Confederates in Europe. He wrote to North that: "People 

seem reluctant to risk their money upon so uncertain a 

speculation as buying an article shut up by a blockading 

fleet and subject to the casualties of war. The cotton 

certificates given out by Mr. Mason for Sinclair's ship 

(the P_ampero) do not appear to have been a sale strictly 

speaking, because no money has been paid and the contractor 

will always have the ship as a security for the money ex- 

pended. Our necessities require cash to be actually paid 

in/ 

(1) E. D. Adams, op. cit., II, 158; ORN, loclcit. , 530, 
(Mason-Benjamn, I8 Sept. ). See also F. Owsley, Kiln 
Cotton Diplomacy, 387-406. 
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in hand for the certificates of cotton ownership on the 

other side of the Atlantic, and I am very fearful that we! 

cannot realise the amount we desire, because of the wants 

of others that must be provided for at the same time". 

He added that Mallory, in his latest despatch, did not 

seem to be aware that he (Bulloch) was paying for North's 

ship. Bulloch proposed to borrow small sums from 

Southerners who had made money on the rise of cotton 

prices and wait to see whether Spence sold any bonds or 

whether the Erlanger loan was negotiated. As a last 

alternative he would try to sell cotton himself through 

Fraser, Tfenholm & Co. "to the speculative men in Man- 

chester and elsewhere. " He urged North to send an 

estimate of what he needed so as to stake out a claim 
(1) 

for money made by any of these methods. 

North agreed with this plan of action. He was 

particularly concerned because his ship was expected to 

be fully plated by the end of January, at which time 

therefore, another payment would become due. He was 

impatient at the fumbling financial tactics of the Con- 

federacy and disputed the contention of Bulloch and Mason 

that if they went ahead and sold cotton on their own 

account they would be competing against each other on the 

market. / 
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market. This would not be the case, he argued, as long 

as they agreed beforehand on the price of any certificate 

they might issue. 

"I could have raised all the money I wanted and 

more when I was in London and think I can do so now... 

I am willing that anyone may be the agent to raise 

funds, but I am not willing to risk my reputation by the 

failure of my contract, and although I may be willing 

to weigh the opinion of others, still I do not consider 

myself bound by those opinions... In London I yielded 

to thQ to the general voices and have regretted it ever 

since as I am sure I saw my way clear to a much larger 

sum than I really wanted. Pray, whatever is to be done; 

let it be done quickly as my wants are many and most ýý. "ý, ý 

urgent. In the rough estimate I have made I think 

even after the payment you are about to make I shall 

require for my wants about £150,000. 
Cl, 

North also argued that Mallory was aware of the 

money that was needed to complete the Clyde ironclad 

and that it was to come out of funds assigned to 

Bulloch/ 

f. n. l previous page : ORN, 1oc. citj 311-2 (Bulloch 
-North, 18 Dec. ). 

(1) Ibid, 313-4 (North-Bulloch, 22 Dec. ). 
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(1) Bulloch. Due to the financial uncertainty North 

had still not contracted for his guns, and he realised 

he would have to put the order in quickly if the guns 

were to be ready for June. On 22 December he wrote to 

Whitworth asking for four 120pdrs. with ammunition and 

equipment if these could be finished by 1st June, and 
(2) 

if not he agreed four 70pdrs. 

(3) 
Bulloch welcomed North's proposal to sell cotton 

and declared he would not have opposed the latter's 

proposal to sell cotton (made at the council of Confe- 

derate agents mentioned above), had he known the latter 

had received a specific offer. He urged North to go 

ahead and sell immediately, but to insist on cash 

payment for the certificates. Bulloch reported that 

he himself had met a number of people generally interes- 

ted in the cotton certificates but had received no 

cash offers. 
(4) 

A few days later the money shortage 

became more acute and Bulloch was unable to draw any 

more on Fraser, Trenholm & Co. before the end of the 

year. He was thus forced to inform the Thomsons that 

he/ 

(1) Ibid, 313-4 (North-Bulloch, 22 Dec. ). 

(2) Ibid, 315, (North-Manchester Ordnance & Rifle Co. 
22 Dec. ). 

(3) 08 to 10 cents per pound. 
(4) Ibid, 319, (Bulloch-North, 23 Dec. ). 
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he could not pay them any more of the money due them for 

the Clyde ram until after 1st January 1863. He was 

attempting to raise money privately, and asked North to 

submit a statement of how much he needed for an acttal 

cash deposit. Captain Maury supported North's proposal (1) 
to sell certificates, as long as payment was made in cash. 

At the end of the year news came that the Erlanger agents 

had reached Richmond and Mason then ordered Fraser, Tren- 

holm & Co. , James Spence and others to cease the efforts 

to sell certificates until informed of tht(outcome OF the 
(2) 

negotiations in Richmond. North, who believed him- 

self on the verge of a great financial coup, followed 

these instructions reluctantly, reporting to Bulloch: 

"In obedience I have stopped and the result is I have no 
(3) 

money. 11 

(1) Ibid, 322, (Buiioch-North, 28 Dec. ). A number of un- 
scrupulous financiers and business men were hanging 
about the Confederate agents in Britain and taking 
advantage of their comparative innocence in financial 
matters (e. g. the activities of Isaac, Campbell & Co. 
- ORR, 4s, II, 623-31 et al. ). Bulloch advised North: 
"The character of the person buying is nothing if he 
purchases for cash, but Mr. E. P. S. (Edgar Pinchback 
String of London, one of the ostensible owners of the 
Piro) is something. " 

(2) Ibid, 325 (Bulloch-North, 31 Dec. ). 

(3) Ibid, 329, (North-Bulloch, 2 Jan. ). 
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money. Her armament will consist of the Whitworth and 

smoothbore, large calibre. The contract provides that 
(1) 

she will be ready in all respects by the first of June. " 

North reported that the work was proceeding, and that', 

she world be fully plated (not armour) and ready for teak 

backing by the end of January. The armour plating would 

then be put on. At the same time the work on the engines 

(also being done by the Thomsons) was proceeding ahead of 

schedule. North urged that the full complement of office, j 

for her be sent out by 1st June, and asked for Southern 

pilots to be sent out, as the ironclad would be operating 
(2) 

chiefly along the Southern coasts. 

The ram had now come under the attention of Under- 

wood, the new American consul in Glasgow, who took over 

his duties in November. In one of his first despatches 

to Seward he pleaded for more money in order to expand 

the intelligence activities initiated by his predecessor. 

"My salary, as I said to you frankly, is inadequate to my 

support/ 

(1ý ORN, loc. cit., 315-9, (North-Mallory, 22 Dec. ). 

(2) Ibid. North wrote that the ship would need six 
ieutenants, one paymaster, one surgeon, one or two 

assistant surgeons, one master, one engineer with six 
assistants, one marine officer, and eight or ten 
midshipmen. 
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support and therefore affords me no means to purchase (for 

you have to purchase it) the earliest and most reliable 

information of facts like these. 
(1) 

I think the Govern- 

ment ought to know them early and specifically and there- 

fore ought to pay for them - and really, unless I am 

furnished the means to pay for it, or rather to employ 

agents to find out, it will pass before my eyes, and I 

cannot see it. " He pointed out further that if the 

American Government wished to take diplomatic steps to 

prevent the sailing of the ram and the Pam ero, it would 
(2) 

need thorough and authentic information about them. 

The American Government was not yet ready to take up the 

question of the warships in the Clyde, although Charles 

Adams was disputing with Lord Russell the question of the 

Alabama and the warships then being built at Liverpool. 

Adams was demanding that the ships should be detained on 

the suspicion that they were intended as Uonfederate war- 

ships, whereas Russell insisted at the time that there 
(3) 

should be"full proof" before detention. The latter was 

almost/ 

(1) Underwood was not always a reliable observer, and his 
reports were sometimes unduly alarmist - particularly 
when stressing his need for more money. For instance, 
at this time he reported: "An iron plated frigate and 
ram are in process of construction and nearly completed (Underwood-Seward, 6 Nov. ). 

(2) Ibid. 

3) E. D. Adams, o cit. , II, 119-24. 
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almost impossible for the Americans to obtain on their 

own initiative because of the precautions taken by the 

Confederates to disguise their activities. 

In view of the growing diplomatic tension over the 

warships, and the efforts of the Americans to obtain 

evidence of the Confederate activities in this field, both: 

Mallory and. Bulloch agreed that it would be too risky to 

send naval officers for the Mersey and Clyde warships 

directly to Britain. Mallory suggested that the officers 
(1) 

should be picked up by the ships in France. Mallory 

was very anxious to speed the delivery of the ships and 

suggested to North that he offer the Thomsons a bonus of 

five or ten thousand pounds for an earlier completion of 

his ironclad, and, if possible, for her delivery outside 

of British jurisdiction. However, he could offer no 

immediate financial help, except to instruct Commander 

Maury to make use of part of his supply of cotton certi- 
(2) 

ficates to help North. 

On 9 January Bulloch paid £22,000 to the Thomsons 

and informed North that it was the last payment he could 

make unless bonds could be sold or money obtained in some 

other/ 

(1) ORN, loc. cit., 332-4 (Mallory-Bulloch, 7 Jan. ). 

(2) Ibid, loc. cit. ; Ibid, 334 (Mallory-North, 7 Jan. ). 
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other way. He suggested that North try to borrow from 
(1 

W. S. Lindsay & Co., through whom the contract had been 

made, and who had promised to help smoothe over any 

difficulties that might arise. Although both Mason and 

Spence were confident that money would soon be forth- 

coming, Bulloch and North were becoming increasingly 

pessimistic. 
(2) 

North regretted strongly that Mason 

had prevented him from going ahead and raising cotton 

sales on his own and sent Bulloch a note from "one of thell 

large European banking houses in London", which expressed', 

an interest in loaning North £130,000 on cotton providing', 

the loan were endorsed by responsible Confederate authori- 

ty. 
(3) 

As another instalment of t; l6, uuu was couli"g 

due, and as he had so far been able to confirm his order 

for the guns by making an initial payment to Whitworth, 
(4' 

North attempted to press Mason into some positive action. 

However/ 

(1) Lindsay was a wealthy shipbuilder and a leader of the 
pro-Southern party in Parliament. 

(2) ORN, loc., 337 (Bulloch-North, 9 Jan. ). 1 
(3) ORN, 337-8, (North-Bulloch, 12 Jan 1863; also include 

the note from the London banking house, dated 30th 
Dec. 1862) : (All further references to ORN are s2, II, 
unless otherwise noted. ). 

(4) Ibid, 338-9, (North-Mason, 13 Jan. ). 
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However, Mason was difficult move and only advised 

North to continue waiting. 

A few days later Sinclair received news that G. 

Sanders, the agent for the Erlanger loan, had failed in 

his first attempt to run the blockade and was going to 

make his second attempt from Texas, which meant a lengthy 

detour. North then warned Mason in stronger terms that 

the Thomsons might stop work on the ship if the next pay- 

ment were not made and also that if the guns did not get 

underway shortly she would not be able to sail on schedule, 

but again the Confederate envoy failed to respond. 

Bulloch lamented the fact that North had not proceeded with 

his negotiations with the London bankers, and reported thati 

since the sale of cotton certificates had been halted by 

the Confederate authorities, their main hopes were positive' 

news of the Erlanger loan or else the sale by Spence of 

Confederate State securities. Bulloch had been given a 

two million dollar draft on the latter, and promised that 

if any substantial proceeds should come from this source 

hd would send some to North. He reiterated that Mallory 

had given him no instructions concerning the payments for 

the/ 

(1) Ibid, 339 (Mason-North, 16 Jan. ). 
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the Clyde ram, and did not seem to be aware that the 
(1) 

contract had been turned over to Bulloch. , The latter 

probably influenced to a large extent by the financial 

difficulties involved, had been anxious for some weeks to 

transfer the contract of the Clyde warship back to North, 

who in his turn had been equally reluctant to accept it. 

Bulloch insisted that he could not accept responsibility 

for the ram unless he could inspect it frequently, and 

declared that he coýi. ld not do this and at the same time 

pay proper attention to the ships being constructed at 

Liverpool. The contract was eventually transferred back 
2) 

to North on 26 January. 

Meanwhile, Underwood was continuing to look for 

positive evidence concerning the ram. On 10 January he 

reported: "Her ownership and destinatination are disguised 

by contradictory reports, intentionally circulated. Little 
(3) 

doubt, however, is felt that she is for the Confederates. " 

A few days later he again mentioned his rather premature 
(4 

apprehension that she was about to be launched. At the 

same/ 

(1) Ibid, 342-3 (Bullock-North, 20 Jan. ). 

(2) Ibid, 290-1,337,342-3,347. 

(3) Underwood-Seward, 10 Jan. 

(4) Ibid, 16 Jan. 
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same time information began to leak out from other sources. 

Southern papers published reports about the shipbuilding 

operations in Britain, and the British press was beginning 

to pick up relevant information. Bulloch bewailed the 

fact that: "Indiscreet persons, who should have known better 

have written to private persons in the South on such 
(1) 

matters, and I am not surprised at the result. " 

Subsequently, Palmerston ordered customs collectors to 

examine and report on all ships building in their respective 

districts. This made it inevitable that the ironclads, at 

least, would come to the official attention of the govern- 

ment. 
2) 

As this threat to their activities was developing, Norb 

and Sinclair were busy looking for artillery for their 

respective ships. North opened negotiations for the pur- 

chase of from twelve to twenty 8 inch smooth bore cast steel 

guns and despatched enquiries to several English munition 
(3') 

firms. Sinclair, unembarassed by the necessity of 

making cash payments for the Pampero, went to England to 

contract/ 

(1) 1b4ä, ORN - 345 (Bulloch-Mallory, 23 Jan. ). 

(2) Ibid, loc. cit. 

(3) Ibid. 342. The firms were: John Brown & Co., Sheffield: 
the ýSersey Steel -& Iron Co., Liverpool; and William 
Butcher, Jr. & Co., Shef E'ield. 
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contract for three 8 inch guns. After conferring with 

the Confederate agents in England, Sinclair reported to 

North th,, t: "Mr. Mason seems to be aroused as to the 

necessity of action, but Bulloch thinks the chance a 

little blue. " 
(1) 

Ltommander Maury, however, managed to 
(2) 

send on a sum of money for the Clyde ram. Sinclair 

had evidently promised to attempt, while in London, to 

influence Mason on North's behalf. He interviewed 

Mason on 2nd February, but the latter's only response was 

to repeat that North must wait. Sinclair wrote: "I 

shall see him again in a day or so and do all I can to 

stir him up, but I don't think there is any hurry in 

him. "(3) North then reminded Mason that a payment of 

£18,000 was nearly due and, quoting Mallory's order that 

the three ironclacts were to go to sea as ueariy at the 

same time as ppssibie, inquired: "May I ask how it will 

be possible to carry out the above orders from the 

Department if I have no means to get things ready?... 

With me pretty much everything is at a standstill for the 

want/ 

(1) Ibid, 347-8 (SinelaTt -North, 29 Jan. ). 

(2) Ibid, 348 Maury-North, 1 Feb. ). The money (amount 
unmentioned was probably left from the sale of the 
cotton certificates used to purchase the aeon. 

(3) Ibid, 349-50 (Sinclair-North, 2 Feb. ). 
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cl) want of means. " Mason replied that Slidell had 

informed him that the Erlanger loan had been arranged 

and that money would shortly be available. He advised 

North : "If you are dunned, therefore, you may say with 

safety that you know the money will be in hand in veryc2, 

few days but without saying where it is to come from. " 

Now that the Erlanger loan had been definitely 
3 

arranged, 
) 

Spence urged that Bulloch and North go 

ahead with the contracts for their guns and promised that! 

the necessary money would be available in time. At the 

same time, Bulloch finally received definite orders from 

Mallory/ 

(1) Ibid, 350-1 (North- Mason, 3 Feb. ). 

(2) Ibid 353 (4 Feb. ). This illustrates the significant 
contrast between the business psychology of the 
planter and that of the capitalist and links with th 
vagueness and confusion over financial problems whic 
Mallory and other Confederate leaders exhibited- in 
fact it goes a good deal of the way toward explain- 
ing the failure of the "King Cotton Diplomacy". 
The Southern planters were used to owing money to 
Northern and foreign capitalists, so being in debt 
did not worry them. The contract with Erlanger was 
signed on 28 Jan. 1863. 

(3) (E. D. Adams, op. cit. 11,158. ). 
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Mallory tpay for the Clyde ram out of the funds supplied 

to him. 
C 

North and Bulloch, however, continued to 

squabble over this point. North officially requested 

Bulloch to furnish him with £150,000, some of it as soon as U 

possible in order to meet impending payments. He also 

made a statement of his financial needs to Fraser, Trenholm 
, 

& Co. Bulloch passed the enclosed letter on to Fraser 

and Trenholm, but North had not intenddd Bulloch to do this 

and evidently feared that the latter might thus attempt to 

evade responsibility fo1 paying for North's ship. North 

protested that he had not requested Bulloch to forward the 

enclosure and informed Bulloch that he was in urgent need 

of money to make an initial payment for his guns since the 

contractors required one third cash to be paid before they I 
(3) 

would accept the order. Bulloch had written that it 

might be some weeks before money from the cotton loan came 

in because the Erlanger agent had not yet returned from 

Richmond. 
(4) 

Bulloch also regained the enclosure from 

Fraser, Trenholm & Co. and returned it to North. He in- 

formed North that when new payments became due he intended 

to appeal/ 

(1) ORN, s2, II, 352-3, (Bulloch-North, 4 Feb. ). 

(2) Ibid, 356-7 (North-Bulloch, 5 Feb. ). 

(3) Ibid 358, (North-Bulloch, 10 Feb. ). 

(4) loc. cit. , 
(Bulloch-North, 9 Feb. ). 
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appeal for short term loans from "certain acquaintances", 

and suggested that North do likewise. He added that it 

was necessary for him to keep some money on hand for he 

was expected to pay some of the expenses connected with 

the Georgia. 

On 12 February the Thomsons notified North that his 

ship would be plated in ten days, at which time the next 
(2) 

instillment would be due. North reported the critical 

state of his project to the various Confederate authori- 

ties and asked that immediate steps be taken to obtain 

money for him to meet the payment on the ship and to 

start to manufacture her guns. After reviewing his 

financial needs he wrote to Bulloch increasing his re- 

quisition from £150,000 tq £180,000. He asserted that 

the extra £30,000 was necessary for armaments, spare 

engine parts, and other accessories, and he had also 
decided to add a tttiret to the ship for the use of the 

4 
captain when she was in action. From Richmond, 

where the effects of Federal blockade and naval superio- 

rity were increasingly felt, Mallory continued to utge 

North and Bulloch to hasten the completion of their 

warships and suggested that they offer bonuses for 

earlier/ 

I 1-bid, 359 (Bullock-North, 11 Feb) 
2 Ibid, 360, (J. & G. Thomson-North, 12 Feb. ) 
3 Ibid. 364,365 (North-Mason, 19 Feb. )(North-Mallory 

Qv r"e a. ) (4) Ibid, 362 (North-Bulloch, 16 Feb. ) 
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earlier aeliVery. The Laird rams, the Clyde ironclad, 

and the Pampero were intended to play a major role in 

Confederate naval strategy. It was planned that they 

should put to sea at approximately the same time, cross 

the Atlantic, break the blockade and then attack and 

recapture New Orleans, in concert with the Confederate 

ironclad fleet in Mobile. The Glasgow and Liverpool 

warships were undoubtedly superior to most if not all 

of the Federal warships and their departure would pose 

a serious threat to the continued Northern command of 

the sea, and thus, in the long run, to all hope of sub- 

duing the Rebellion. Mallory, at any rate, placed 

complete confidence in the four British built ships and 

assured Bulloch- "You do not overrate their ability to 

cope with the blockading force of the enemy. He copes 

with vast expenditures in the effort to produce service- 

able and invulnerable ships, but except for smooth (1) 
water his ships are comparativ&cly useless. " 

On 21 February Mason promised Bulloch that funds 

would be in hand in a few days and ordered him not to 
(2) 

attempt to sell cotton certificates in the meantime. 

While waiting for further news on the Erlanger proposi- 

tion, Bulloch was foredd for the time being to hope for 

J_ j 1. viu, --vuu Lo UL Vü, a.. r Cu. 1Lv1u. i1Vi'y- 
North, 20 Feb. ) 

(2) Ibid, --366 (Mason-North) 
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fund, i from the sale of Confederate State Securities, which 
(1) 

of course found no takers. lianon continued to promine 

North that money would be coming in from the loan within 

a few days, 
(2) 

and North was forced, to put off the 
3 

Thornoonc with similar asnurRnceo. North wce, hotiveye , 

nble to make e payment on his punß by borrowing C1800. 

North' n non1 tion immorovel -'omewha when ttason, on 23 (51 

March, outhori eed him to drag P; 26,000, Thhi ch enabled 

him to mß'ce hie eixthepeyment of 0'18,000. He then 

wrote to Bulloch that he intended to make a requisition 

for £174,000 to complete his ship and naked to whom he 

th, )uld look for funds. Mason instructed him to make the 

requisition to Bulloch and send it -to himself (Mason) 

On 4 April North made a reduced requisition of £154,000 
(8) 

to Bulloch. 

Towards the end of printer, the work on the Clyde ra. m 

had/ 

(1) Ibid, --(Bulloch-North, 17 I-larch) 
(2) Ibid, --(375 (Mason-North, 18 March) 

(3) Ibi d, --376(North-J. G. Thommon, 19 r. "arch) 

(4) probably from pro-Southern capitaliate. (Ibid--374, 
North-T. &C, hood, 13 March- 398, North-Mallory, 3 Apri: 

(5) Ibid, 393' (Mason-North, 23 March) 

(6) Ibid--394, (North-P. Henierson & Co., 25 March) 

(7) Ibid--398 (Manon-North, 1 April) 
(8) Ibid. (North-Bulloch, 4 April) 
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had begun to fall behind that on the Laird rams. The weat1 

conditions had been severe, and the Thomsons' yard, like 

most of the Clyde yards at the time, had no sheds. By the 

beginning of April, however, the gun and berth decks were 

nearly finished, the wood backing was almost half done, and 

the work on the guns was progressing. North asked Mallory 

to appoint the officers for the ship, but warned that there 

might be difficulties when the ships were ready to sail. 

He was alarmed at the scope of American intelligence acti- 

vity and suspected that there might be an attempt by the 

Federals to seize the ram and the Pampero. He suggested 

that Mallory send out a marine guard to forestall any possibd! 

attempt of this nature. At the same time work on the 

Pampero was progressing and North promised that she "will be 

most formidable, not only in her armament but in all respects 

and would render great service in assisting to raise the 

blockade. 
l) 

The Erlanger bonds were finally put on the market on 

19 March. Their price rose rapidly at first, as a good deal 

of speculative money had been waiting to invest in cotton. 

The rise was further stimulated by the victory of the pro- 

Southern/ 

(1) Ibid., --394/5 (North-Bulloch, 26 March); 398 (North- 
Mallory, 3 April); 400/2, (North-Mallory 11 April). 
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(i) 
pro-Southern party in the debate in Parliament on 27 March. 

However, on 5 April the British Government seized the 

Alexandra, a Southern warship in Liverpool, - an act which 

portended a less sympathatic policy towards the Rebellion. 

The price of the bonds consequently dropped sharply. 

On 13 April Bulloch Deported that he had been finable to 

raise any fuilther money for the ships; no monetary bonds 

had been sold, and'no money had come through from the 

cotton loan. 
(3) 

Despairing of receiving anything from 

Bulloch, North turned again to Mason for money to meet the 

next payment on the ship and pay gun carriages and other 

necessary equipment. 
(4) 

Reason replied that he would 

confer personally with Erlanger and again promised to do 
(5) 

something within "a few days". Mason probably sent 

some/ 

(1) Hansard, 3s, CLXX, 33-83. During the debate, John 
r gl read a list of the ships being built for the 

Confederacy in Britain. The informant, a Liverpool 
man who published a shipping list, mentionilthe Glas- 
gow ironclad: "George and James Thomson, at Glasgow, 
are building a monster ram, iron clad, for the Con- 
federate Government. She is over 3000 tons burden. 
She is not yet launched. " (Hansard) 

(2) E. D. Adams, II, 160/2. 

(3) ORN, --403 (Bulloch-North, 13 April) 

(4) Ibid, --404, (North-Mason, 16 April) 

(5) Ibid, -- (Mason-North, 20 April) 
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some money in answer to this appeal, for on 22 April 

North sent an order to the Elswick Ordnance Works in(r w- 

castle Vor two iav pounder guns and two 12 pounders. 

A few days later he ordered a third 150 pounder from the 
(2) 

same company. 

Mason's promise of assistance in "a few days" had., 

however, not been carried out. North continued to plead 
(3) 

for funds., declaring: "My hands are tied and I can do 

nothing for want of money, Bills are due and orders of 

great importance not yet given out. I again beg to urge 

upon you the necessity of placing me in funds as soon as 
(4) 

possible". 

North was forced to borrow from wealthy sympathisers 

to pay for his guns and some other equipment. At the 

end of May, he eventually got in touch with McRae, the 

Confederate agent who was disbursing the proceeds of the 

Erlanger loan, and submitted a requisition for £30,000 

at once to pay for instalments due on the ram, and a furthe 

£130,000/ 

(1) Ibid, --408 (North-Elswick Ordnance Works, 22 April) 

(2) ORN, --413 ( I'll It 

(3) Ibid, --408, (North-Mason, 

" lt 94 May) 

23 April), 413 (Ibid, 18 May). 

(4) Ibid, --413. 
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(1) 
£130,000 later on to complete the) contract. McRae Sent 

the £30,000 the following week.. In a speech on 23 110ycl 

calling for Anglo-French Intervention in the American war, 

Lord Campbell, a leading pro-louthern Scot, inrtaneed the 

rtronp support initially given the loan an proof that 

European capitalists believed the Rebellion to be eucceoa- 

ful. After a3! `ing whether the Issue could still be con- 

ri(lered doubtful, Lord Campbell declared- "The capitalists 

of London, Frankfurt, Paris and Amsterdam are not of that 

opinion. -Within the last few days the Southern loan han 

renehed the highent place in our market. 

required- £9,000,000 were subscribed for". 

.:.. 

ýý. . "1 

`31000,000 were 
3 

r, i 

TJ 

A week later Underwood wrote to "ewnrd-. "I think that 

loan might have boon defeated -I am happy to nay "an defent 

in Glasgow, where too it was offered. It was to the Con- 

foderacy a success, to the purchasers under it a distinct 

failure. / 

(1) Ibid, --433/4, (North-Mallory, 6 jTune) 
(2) ORN,... 459, (I�nnar, et ' al. ' North, 13 June) 

(3) Hanßard, 3rd n. , CLXIX, 1721. According to John Bigelow, 
or Campbell was a chief cubacriber to the loan (J. 

Bigelow, Lent We Forget, N. Y. , 19O5, ýP;; 
) 

. 
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failure. It was sold at a premium of as high as 5%. It 

is vibrating now on a decline ranging from 4-lu%. 
" (March 

30). 
(l) 

McRae finally sent the £30,000 in the middle of 

June. 
(2 ) 

During this period the Confederate authorities were 

increasingly eager to get the ships building at Glasgow 

and Liverpool to sea. Mallory continued to lay plans for 

an amphibious attack on New Orleans, foi" which he felt that 

these vessels would be the decisive factor making for 
(3) 

success. Bulloch envisaged not only the capture of 

New Orleans, but the ending of the blockade and the congaes' 

of the Mississippi valley, where General Grant was then 
(4) 

closely investing the Rebel stronghold. at Vicksburg. 

North reported on the Pampero in glowing terms, asserting 

that Ehet", lat she "will be quite formidable of her kind 

and could do valuable service -- in aiding to raise the 

blockade and making captures of some of their vessels (5) 
which may prove valuable additions to our little navy. " 

During the early spring the work on the ram had made 

steady/ 

(1) ORN -- 431 (North-McRae, 28 May). 

(2) Ibid-3)439 (Lamar, et al. - North, 13 June). 
(3) Ibid--407 (Mallory-Bullocb, 21 April); 428 (Mallory- 

Bulloch, 26 May). 

(4) Ibid--423/5, (Bulloch-Mallory, 16 May). 
(5) Ibid--415 (North-Mallory, 6 May), 
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steady progress, but about the beginning of May, unforseen 

difficulties arose vrhiah resulted in seriously delaying her 

construction schedule. The laying on of teak backing for 

the armour proved to be ah unexpectedly difficult task, and 

a further complication was added when Thomson's shipyard was 

caught up in a wave of strikes which swept over the Clyde 
(1) 

yards during 1863.. The Rebellion had greatly stimulated 

the expansion of the shipbuilding industry, and therefore 

the production of iron and steel and coal mining. The 

demand for labour in turn strengthened the hand of the trade 

union movement, which made use of the opportunity to stri. 'ke 

for higher wages in a number of industries. Thomsons' yard 

was consequently idle during a good deal of May and June, 

with the result thpt North finally despaired of having his 

ironclad finished before October. (2) The work on the 

Pampero was of course similarly delayed. 

At the same time the Radical and working class agitaticr. 

against the pro-Southern policy of the Government, the con- 

Sequent seizure of the Alexandra by the Government, and the 

American/ 

(1) Ibid-- (433/4 North-Mallory, 6 June) Mallory had 
ordered on 7 May that £3,000,000 from the Erlanger loan 
be placed on credit to Bulloch to pay for the Pampero 
and the ram. 

(2) Ibid--656/7 (Thompson-North, 19 May 1864). 
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American efforts to obtain evidence against the other Confederate 

warships in Britain were increasingly worrying the 

Confederate agents aud syiupatnisers. pro-Northern sympathi- 

sers were co-operating with Underwood in his efforts to stop 

the two ships in the Clyde. The consul reported to Seward 

t at he had a conference "with an excellent and enlightened 

gentleman, whose name I deem it unneccessary to give but who 

is a decided friend of the United States". Underwood praisd 

this unnamed gentleman for his efforts to halt the Clyde 

warships, and passed on to him information concerning the 
(1) 

ships, for use by the pro-Northern party in Parliament. 

The Britidh Government also began to take greater interest 

in Confederate shipbuilding activities, and North complained 
that: "This Government, together with'the many Federal spies, 

have become so very vigilant that everything is mos(2jlosely 

watched wherever there is the slightest suspicion. " 

At the same time, pro-Northern mass meetings were deman- 

ding that the Government halt the Rebel fleet which was 

about to sail from Liverpool and Glasgow. On 28 April, a 

large rally in Glasgow was addressed by George Thomson and 
the Reverend Massie, both of whom praised the American 

(3) 
Unionists and called for action against the Southern vrarshilz 

The/ 

(1) Underwood-Seward, z2 April. 

ý2) _, --433/4, (North-Mallory, 6 June). 
(3) Glasgow Herald, 29 April. 
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The liberal North British Daily Mail, which, after at first 

backing the Federals, was now strongly pro-Southern and was 

generally believed to be controlled by the Clyde shipbuil- 

ders, replied by denouncing the Federal Intelligence acti- 

vities in the shipyards. In an article entitled "A Yankee 

Spy -A Caution to Shipbuilders" the Mail denounced the 

"mean tricks" of Federal agents on the Clyde and purported 

to describe the activities of one of them. He was por- 

trayed as having a "full share of Yankee 'cuteness -- yet 

not able to impose upon the shrewd and long-headed builders 

of the Clyde. " The article proceeded to describe visits 

paid to various shipyards by this agent, who, the article 

claimed, would pretend to want to buy a ship, while actuallZ 

looking for evidence of Confederate warships. The builä. erf 

however, were suspicious and gave no information, although 

a Greenoci« shipbuilder informed the agent that he was buil- 

ding three ships that could be used as warships. The Mail 

inferred that this information was false and only intended 

to confuse the agent, but that the latter would repeat it 

to the Foreign Office, which would "exchequer the 13,000 

tons of shipping now in the course of construction by this 
(1) 

firm. " The incident described in this article seems to 

be/ 

(1) NBDM, 29 April. The Greenock firm referred to was 
Scott & Co. Thy fact that Confederate warships were 
believed to be in the course of construction on the 
Clyde was reported by the Glasgow Sentinel on 9 May. (The Sentinel was a working class paper, but pro- Southern. ). 
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be the same one as that mentioned in North's despatch to 

Mallory on 8 May, in which he reported that "But a few weeks 

since a Federal spy was detected in visiting some of the 

building yards of the Clyde. " North described the increase 

in American Intelligence activity and also his fears that 

the British Government agents had begun to investigate Rebel 

activities. He attributed these developments to the cap- 

ture of seci'et Rebel documents and despatches, and criticise 

the Confeder-te authorities for their carelessness with 

secret papers, remarking: "I acknowledge that I begin to 

fear that we shall have great difPic'ulty in getting our (1) 
ships finished. " 

In the face of growing threats that their activities 

would be disclosed and their ships seized or arrested, the 

Confederates thought of transferring the o? tensible owner- 
2 

ship of their vessels to some French firm. Sinclair 

went to Brie to confer on the matter with Slidell, the 

Rebel Commississioner in France. Slidell suggested that, 

since the price of a transfer to the French flag was very 

heavy, Sinclair should attempt to work out an ostensible 
transfer through a Hamburg firm. He advised North that sin 
ce the ram would not be ready for sea in the near future, 

he/ 

(1)ORN, --419/20 (North-Mallory, 8 May). 
(2) Ibid., --413 (North-Slidell, 2 May). A similar ruse was tried by Bulloch (vid. Ow 1c t 
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he should wait until the future of the Laird rams, (which 

had been nominally transfer±ed to the French firm of M. 
(1) 

Bravay & Co. ) was decided. In Paris, Sinclair and 

Slidell discussed the situation in regard to the warships, 

and Slidell emphasised the Rebel Government's desire for 

the vessels to sail at about the same time, in order that 

they could coordinate their operations wneu reacning 

America. 9i. uciair tnen entered into negotiations with 

a Hamburg firm for a nominal transfer of the Pam2ero, but 

no agreement seems to have been reached. 

In early June, a conference of Rebel agents 
(2) 

was 

held in Paris and attended by North for the purpose of 

assessing the position of their warships under construc- 

tion in Europe. They came to the conclusion that the 

recent trend of British policy, 'culminating in the seizure 

of the Alexandra, indieated that it was doubtful whether a: 

any further Rebel warships could put to sea. This con- 

clusion was confirmed by the intensity of American Intelli" 

gence activity and the attempt to halt the Lord Clyde. 

The latter, a Clyde built blockade runner, had sailed 

from Greenock to Cardiff, where, at the request of the 

American consul, the Controller of Customs came aboard and 

searched/ 

(i) Ibid, --414 (Slidell-North, 5 May); Owsley, 441-2. 

(2) Lamar, Slidell, and Mason. 
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searched her while, she was being loaded. She was, however 

allowed to sail, but the cooperation between the Customs 

controller and the American consul was considered an ill 

omen by the Rebels. It was decided that North should sell 

the ironclad as the only means of saving the large amount 
(2) 

of money which had been invested in her. The Rebel 

agents suggested that North approach certain Russian repre- 

sentatives who were at the time in Britain looking for war- 

sgkips. It was also tentatively decided that North should 

move to Prance and there start work on another warship. 

North proceeded to get in touch with the Russian agents, 

cusi who looked ober the ironclad, but declined to buy her bZ3) 

she was not near enough completion for their purposes. 

At this juncture the Court decision on the Alexandra was 

rendered; a verdict was entered against the Government and 1 

the owners were exonerated. The Government, however, con- 

tinued to hold the ship under arrest and prepared to appeal. 

(4) After the Alexandra decision, ltlason wrote to North in 

a more optimistic vein, instructing him not to hurry the 
(5) 

sale of the ram. The prospects for the Rebel ships 

now/ 

(1) Glasgow Sentinel, 6 June 1863. 

(2) ORN, --439, (Lamar et al. - North, 13 June). 

(3) Ibid. --443 
(North-Mason, 26 June). 

(4) E. D. Adams, loc. cit. et seq. 
(5) ORN, --443 (Mason-North, 27 June). 
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now appeared greatly enhanced. North wrote to Thomson: 

"I have been reading over with much interest the case 

of the Alexandra and after such a speech as that of Sir 
(1) 

Hugh Cairns and such a charge as that of Chief Baron 

Pollock to the jury, I see nothing to prevent us from 

going ahead. I should think we were allright, so pray put 

on additional steam so that I may be off doing something 

for myself and country.... I think how we shall soon read 

of the sailing of the others and my great wish was to have 

been ready at the same time. ---. " 

North subsequently reported to Mallory that: "The 

general opinion is now that the ships cannot be-prevented 

from sailing, 
(3) 

the laws" 

provided that the agents do nothing to violat 

Meanwhile, the teak backing on the ram had been fini- 

shed and the engines and boilers completed and ready to be 

installed. The Thomsons now commenced work on the iron 

plating; / 

(1) A leading Tory M. P. (from Belfast) (see article In 
D. N. B. ) He had been Solicitor General in the previous 
Tory Government and was associated with the efforts to 
build Rebel warships. He was chief counsel for the 
defence in the Alexandra case 

e(the 
D. N. B. article makes 

little reference to his pro? Confederate attitude). 
(2) ORRNN, -- loc., (North-Thomson, 27 June). 

(3) Ibid, 450-1, --(North-1Zallory, 3 July, 1863). 
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plating; the fitting of the plates, however, proved to 

be a formidable task and promised a further delay in the 

completion of the vessel. The work on the Pampero also 
(1) 

continued to lag behind schedule. However, the 

Alexandra case decision encouraged North and Sinclair to 

go ahead with the ordering of their guns and equipment. 

Sinclair went to England to inspect the construction of 
(1) 

the artillery he had ordered. North(B5oceeded to 

order gun carriages and other equipment. The income 

from the Erlanger loan had by now eased the financial 

staaits of the Rebel agents, and McRae sent on 218,00 
(3 

to enable North to pay his next instalment in time. 

At the beginning of July, the Rebels were decisivel3 

defeated at Gettysburg and Vicksburg. The outcome of 

these two major battles revealed fully for the first time 

the military strength of the Federals and induced Britisk 

ruling circles, which had hitherto accepted the success 

of the Rebellion as unquestioned, to reconsider their 

position/ 
(1) ORN -- 450/19 (North-Mallory, 3 July). (Mallory, 10 July 

(2) Ibid. --449 (North-C. C. Williams, 1 July); 470-1 (NOrt 
Na ton 22 July); 471 (North-T&C. Hood, 25 July); 
472-3 tNorth-G. B. Tennant, 29 July); etc. The corres 
Dondence published in ORN is not complete, and it is 

mpossible to ascertain exactly how many guns North 
contracted for altogether. The ram seems to have 
been constructed with a capacity for carrying up to 
twenty cannon. Sinclair returned to Glasgow highly 
pleased with the guns which he and North had ordered 
from Whitworth, but North did not 1mw expect the ram to be completed before November. (Ibid, 457 North- Mallory, 10 July) 

(3) Ibid--, o; & (2dorth-J&G Thomson, 6 July). 
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position in regard to the American war. On 17 July, 

Gladstone hinted strongly to the House of Commons that, 

pending a final judgement on the Alexandra, the British 

Government would seize any Southern warship launched in 

Britain. 
(1) 

On the following day Mason F+r9f4d Sinclair 

not to launch the Pampero or have anything further done on 

her which would indicate her warlike character until the 

Alexandra case was settled. He also advised him to counto 

termand if possible the orders for the officers for the 

Pampero to come over from the Confederacy. If that shoub 

prove impossible. Mason advised thAt they should be maint 
tained for the time being at Amsterdam. (2) Radical and 

working class agitation against the Southern warships 

continued and an important section of the business commu- 

nity was also opposed to the Government's pro-Southern 

policy which they feared might lead to war, thus not only 

endangering the large British investments in the Northern 

states, but also exposing the British merchant navy to 
(3) 

attacks by American cruisers. The shipowners (as 

distinct/ 

(1) Hansard, 3rd s., LLXXI, 990-2. 

(2) ORN--466 (Mason-Sinclair, 20 July). 

(3) The pro-Northern section of the BritiAcapitalist class 
played an important part in keeping the peace between 
Britain and America, The preservation of the American 
market was of course another major consideration in- 
fluence in their attitude. The influence of this ele- 
ment had already helped to ease Anglo-American relation following the Trent case. (vid. M. P. Claussen, Peace 
Factors in Anglo-American Relations, 1861-5, Mississippi B. Valley Histor3. cal Review, XXVI., (1939-40), 511-22. ssen con next naaP_ 
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distinct from the builders) now aligned themselves with 

the campaign to strengthen the Foreign Enlistment Act in 

order to prevent the sailing of any further Southern war- 

ships. 
(1) 

The military disasters suffered by the Confederacy 

resulted in a serious depreciation of the Erlanger bonds, 

and the Rebel agents again found themselves in straitened 

financial circumstances. Following the conference in 

Paris at which it had been decided to sell the Glasgow 

ram, Bulloch had proceeded to contract for two more iron- 

clads in France, intending to pay for them out of the 

proceeds from the sale of North's vessel. Bulloch had 

not been informed off the decision to proceed with the 

latter ship; he wrote to North at the end of July asking 

what steps had been taken to sell her. "Your ship, " 

asserted Bulloch, "would bring enough to build a ram, and 
2) 

equip two more. " North replied that he was proceedin 

with her construction, under orders from Mason, and that 

twenty or thirty of the armour plates were now on. He 

asked/ 

contd. f. n. 1 previous page: Claussen, like Owsley and 
other Southern historians, attempts to. minimise the 
influence of the working class on BritiA policy). 

(1) E. D. Adams, o . cit. , II, 137-45. 

(2) ORN -- 471-2, (Bu11oCh-North, 28 July). 
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aoked where the money wan to come from for further pay- 

menta. 
(l) 

The Richmond government had designated 

5,200,000 dollars from the proceeds of the Erlanger logn) V) 

for the payment of the Rebel naval contracts in 'Europe. 

The fluor was to be put to Bulloeh'e credit and payed out 

to him in insf alments. He was elao sent 2,000,000 dollar 

worth of Confederate money bonds, which were now, of 

course, more useless than ever. 
(3) 

He warned Mallory 

that unle-s the entire 5,200,000 from the loan were made 

available to him it would be impossible to complete the 

Glasgow ram. He wrote further to North thate "I still 

think the chances of getting ao large and formidable a 

ship out are hopeless and that you will sooner get to sea 
4, 

by putting the money in another ehip elsewhere. " 

As the controversy over the Foreign Enlistment Act 

of 1819 was now reaching a climax, the legal aspect of 

the/ 

(1) Ibid, 475-6, (North-Bulloch, 1 Auguat). 

(2) Ibid, 476-8, (Bulloch-Mallory, 7 Aug. ). 

(3) Ibid, 479, (Bulloch-North, 9 Aug. ). 

(4) Ibid, 476, (Bulloch-North, 4 Aug. ), In the latter part 
of August the Glasgow rann was inspected by the G1as- 
go71 Customs Surveyor. He does not appear to have 
discovered any evidence of Confederate ownership. 
(Cane of the Pampero, Hart-Alison, 24 Oct. ) (F. O. Papers) 
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the question came increasingly into the foreground. The 

above act was modelled closely on the American Neutrality 

Law of 1818, but differed in one important respect, in 

that the American law made specific provisions for the 

seizure of a vessel on suspicion. The British Act did 

not mention this procedure, and 'Lar1 Russell insisted 

throughout on submitting suspected vessels to trial by 

jury. This meant that in order to obtain a conviction, 

it was necessary to present full proof of a vessel' o 

belligerent character, and this was almost impossible to 

obtain because of the steps taken by the iebt1 agents to 
(1) 

conceal their activities. 

(]) E. D. Adams, op. cit., 117, f. n. 1. During the war 
between Mexico and Texas, two warships, the Montezuma 
and the Guadeloupe, had been built for Mexico in 
Britain. After protests from Texas the Montezuma'n 
arms were dismantled before she left port, but the 
Ousdeloupe sailed fully armed. Both vessels were 
manned by personnel of the British Navy. The officers 
resigned their commissions after the Texan protests, 
but remained in command of the ships and resumed their 
former rank in the British Navy at the conclusion of 
the war. 
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The vagueness of the Act thus made possible a policy 

distinctly favourable to one of the belligerent parties. 

At the beginning of the American Civil War, the Rebel agents 

were advised by British lawyers that the construction of 

Confederate warships in Britain would be permissible pro- 

viding the vessels were not "equipped. ", - regardless of 

whether the vessels were obviously intended for belligerent 

purposes. The Rebels were further advised that they would 

not violate the Foreign Enlistment Act providing they 

enraged their crew outside the British waters, Aid not take 

any guns or other war equipment, and concealed the Confe- 

derate ownership of the vessels. 
(1) 

Up until 1863, the 

vagueness of the Act had assisted Earl Russell to follow a 

pro-Southern policy in the same manner in which Lord Aber- 

deen had been enabled to favour the Mexicans twenty years 

previously. (=-) During 1863, however, the British Government 

was being subjected to increasing; pressure to adopt a poli- 

cy of stricter neutrality. During the summer, Bullochts 

two rams at Birkenhead (nominally transferred to a French 

owner) became a focal point both for the radical and working 

class pro-Northern agitation and for the American diplomati( 

efforts, which were now re-inforced by two great Union vic- 

tories. Charles Praneiih Adams sent a series of strong 

notes/ 

(1) o. eit, II, 118. 
(2) SO-0-p-7193 t f. n. (1). 
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notes on the rams to Runse11, culminating in hin denpatch 
5 iopternber 1eC1R"ing, "It would be auperfluouo for me to 

(1) 
point out to your Lord: thip that this to war. " 

Although the alaygo ironclad ßid not fituro in Adame 

despatches, it had come to the attention of the Abolitioni 

and other pro-Union groups who were pressing the Qovernmer 

on the subject of Rebel 'rnrshipa. The London Einaneipatic 

3ocioty, in a memorial calling for the arrest of the Birke 

head rams, mentioned also the Olyde ironclad and called fc 

its detention. A similar memorial wan cent by the G1e 

9011 Emancipation society on 8 September. The Seotti 

preps, including newopaporo which were sympathetic toward 

Rebellion, now joined in the demand that the t}overrm ent hE 

the ram n. The cflantoi Citi^on, which wan normally pro- 

Confederate, warned of the danger of war resulting from tt 

growing intensity of American feeling over the ©uapocted v 
ships and urged the Goverment to "beware of giving roaaot 

(4) 
grounds for offence. " 

The/ 

(1) Adams, op. cit., II, 144. 

(2) uln a ovi Har ld, 27 AuRust, 1863. 

(3) G1asgolw Emancipation 9ocioty minute books. 
(4) ßlangow Citir. ©n, 29 August. 
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The Glasgow Herald reprinted a letter to the Times 

on the Liverpool and Glasgow rams, declaring that the Con- 

federates were using the ships to start a war between 

Britain and America, which would be inevitable if the 
(1) 

ships should sail. 

At the same time, Mallory wrote to North warning of 

the difficulties which the Federals were likely to put in 

the way of the sailing of the Glasgow ram, in spite of 

the Alexandra decision. Mallory sucgested that North 

arrange a nominal transfer of the ship to a French citi- 

zen. He was to give details of the plan, whereby 

Mallory would transfer the ship to a French agent (at the 

price of a large commission), take careful measure to 

conceal the real nature of the transaction, and retire to 
(2) 

the Continent until the ship was ready to sail. 

By the beginning of September it had become increa- 

singly diff-ieult clear that the Alexandra decision had not 

definitely cleared the way for Confederate shipbuilding in 

Britain. Bulloch reported that "Federal spies have rathe: 

increased than otherwise, and I am convinced that nothing 

mote/ 

(1) Glasgow Herald, 1 September. 

(2) ORN-- 482-3, (Mallory-North, 29 August). 
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more should be attempted in England. ---A vessel 

cannot clear for an island, even though it be a British 

island contiguous to the Confederate States, without 

enquiry, interruption and delay, and a ship building 

anywhere in private yards with the external appearance 

of a man-of-war is not only watched by Yankee spies but 

by British officials and is made the subject of newspaper 

discussion, letters and protests from lawyers and men(Off 

position and even petitions from the Emancipation Society 

North also anticipated serious difficulties in getting 

out his ram, which he did not think would be ready before 
(2) 

December. 

Bulloch was also disturbed over the shortage of 

money and urged Mallory to send out cotton to pay for the 

warships, before all the money on the contracts became 
(3) 

due. 

At the end of the summer, Earl Russell finally 

effected the change in British policy for whicn ootn Lne 

American Oonernment and British radical opinion had been 

pressing/ 

(1) Ibid, --487-9, (Bulloch-Mallory, 1 September). 

(2) Ibid, --489-90, (North-Mallory, 4 Sept. ). 

(3) Ibid. --487-9. (Bulloch-Mallory, 1 Sept. ). 
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(1) 
pressing. Already on 3 September (two days before 

Adams' "this is war" despatch) Russell had made out an 

order to halt the Birkenhead rams, although it was not 

immediately endorsed by Palmerston and the rest of the 

Cabinet. In the course of the two important speeches 

which he made while visiting Scotland in September (deli- 

vered at Dundee and Blairgowrie respectively) the Foreign 
(2) 

Secretary outlined his revised policy towards America. 

Speaking at Dundee, Russell emphasised the importance of 

enforcing a strict neutrality in regard to the American 

conflict and promised that if the Foreign Enlistment Act 

proved inadequate for this purpose, he was prepared to call 

upon/ 

(1) E. D. Adams (o 
. cit; j'; ) maintains (in his chapter on the 

Laird rams) that the basic change in policy toward the 
Confederate warships had already been made by Russell 
in March-April 1863, when the Alexandra was seized following the American threat to send out squadrons of 
privateers. Brooks Adams (op. cit. ) holds to the tradi- 
tional theory that the real c sis came in September 
over the Laird rams. I do not believe thst the change in Russell's policy was as clear cut as either of these 
authorities mace it out. From a study of the Scottish 
cases discussed here and from T? ussell's own subsequent 
statements, it seems evident that the Foreign Secretary 
treated each case, to a large extent, according to the 
amount of pressure, domestic and foreign, which was 
exerted on him at the time. 

(2) Times, 7,10,24,28 sept. On the other hand it is impor- 
an to note that in the course of the Blairgowrte de- 

claration, Russell repudiated the chief American criti- 
cisms of his enforcement of neutrality, supported the 
right of the Southerners to rebel, compared it to the 
English and American Revolutions and maintained that 
Southern warships co-ild legally be built in Britain, 
providing they received their arms elsewhere but that the/ (contd. next page) 
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upon Parliament to pass additional legislation. Adams felt 

that the speech represented a turning point and observed to 

Seward: "This is at last the true tone. I confess that I 

have more hopes of our prospect of being able to preserve 

friendly relations than at any moment since my arrival In 
(1) 

England. " Adams believed that the speech would greatly 

assist his efforts to prevent the sailing of any more Rebel 

ships. In regard to the Glasgow ram, Adams wrote: "There is 

however, still one very large and formidable steam ram on 

the stocks at Glasgow, which I am led to believe to be in- 

tended for the Rebels. " 
(1) 

Russell's position was, however, still equivocal in 

some respects, for on the following day in reply to Adams' 

protests on the Liverpool warships, he wrote: "A ship or a 

musket may be sold to one belligerent or the other, and only 

ceases to be neutral when the ship is owned, manned, or 

employed in war, and the musket is held by a soldier and 

used/ 

(cont. of f. n. 2 previous page) : thesteam rams should be 
seized since they were already per se vessels of war. (Times, loc cit,, the Glasgow Sentinel praised the 
speech -- as pro-Southern Glasgow Sentinel, 3 Ocr. ). 

(1) Foreign Relations, 1862-3, I, 423 (Adams-Seward, l7 Aug) 
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(1) used for the purpose of killing his enemy. " Here, 

Russell appears to have reverted again to his previous 

doctrine which equated the building of warships for the 

Rebels with the manufacture of and sale of arms to the 

belligerents. Any major concession to adais on this point 

would of course have meant implicitly admitting British 

responsibility for the depredations of the Confederate 

warships which had already put to sea. 

Russell qualified the above position in his speech 

at Blairgowrie. Here, after a resume of Anglo-American 

relations during the war, he declared: , if you are asked 

to sell muskets, there can be a sale of muskets to the one 

party or the other; and of gunpowder, shells, and cannon 

in the same way. If you are asked to sell a ship, you car 

sell a ship in the same manner; if you, however, on the one 

hand train or drill a regiment to go out with arms in their 

hands to one of the belligerents, you violate your neutra- 

lity; and so in the same way in regard to ships. If you 

allow a ship to be armed and go at once to make an attack 

upon a foreign belligerent, you are yourself, according to 

your/ 

(1) Ibid, --424, (Russell-Adams, 11 Sept. ). 
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your own law, taking part in the war and that is an offtnoe 
(1) 

which is punishable by this law. " Its also intimated 

that ironclad ramp would be considered per se as belli- 

gerent. 

"'he Caledonian Mercury greeted Russell's declaration 

as a sign that he had t'inally acceded to the position of 

the pro-Northern Radicals. "Here, in fact, " the Mercury 

declared, "is the whole position as in a nut shell, and as 

we have püt it over and over again. --- All that we have 

maintained, and that the Foreign Secretary. now confirms, is 

that what we would not allow to be done to ourselves, we 
t? ) 

should not allow to be done to America. " 

By September the Rebels were again plagued with finan- 

cial difficulties. The period of optimism over monöy 

, nattero which had begun with thu initial cucce of the 

urlanger loan, can:: to an end with the Confederate military 

disasters in midsumm r. Mallory warned North that: 

The / 

(1) Cal. Her., 28 September. 
(2) Ibid; for examples of the Mercury's appeals to the 

government to halt the Rebel warships, see Ibid. 15 & 23 
Sept. The Duke of Argyll, who sympathised to a conaider- 
able extent with the Federals, acted as a mediating 
influence between the British and American Governments 
during this crisis. H. G. Pearson, Letters of the Duke 
and Duchess of Arcºv11 to Charles Sumner. Massßchusetta 
Historical Soc. Proceedings, Boston, Mass. (1914, 
XLVII, 66-106). 
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"The efforts of this department to construct vessels abroad 

have been and must continue to be greatly curtailed and 

trammelled by the inability of the Treasury Department to 
(1) 

supply the neceszary funds. " Bulloch was disturbed 

over the shortage of money and urged Mallory to send out 

cotton to pay for the warships before all the money on the 
(2) 

contracts became due. North also was faced with an 

urgent need for more money and was highly irritated to 

discover that Bulloch had not passed on the requisition for' 

the money to complete the Clyde ram to General McRae, when 

the latter, who was disbursing the proceeds from the Er- 

langer loan, had asked Bulloch for a statement on the finan. 

cial needs of the Confederate Naval Department. North 

insisted that Bulloch make arrangements with McRae to pro- 

vide the necessary funds for the Clyde ironclad; he re- 

quested £5000 immediately, £34,000 on 1 November, and 

£70,000 on 1 December. In the anticipation that Novemeber 

would bring a final decision in the Alexandra case, he 

concluded: / 

(1) ORN -- 482-3, (Mallory-North, 29 Aug. ) e. g. On 4 
he wrote Russell pressing him to seize the rams. 

Sept. 
87) 

See also E. D. Adams, op. cit., ap ssim, esp. I, 212,215, 
229,238. 
On 9 Sept. the rams were ordered not to make their 
trial trip. E. D. Adams, I, 146. 

(2) Ibid, -- 487-9, (Bulloch-Mallory, 1 Sept. ). 
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concluded: "I think it as well for me to try and have my 

ship completed, so that I may be ready to slip off as cool 

thereafter as possible. " 
(1) 

The following day he redei- 

ved notification from the Thomsons that one third of the 

armour plates wore fitted and that the eig h instalment 

was therefore due. 
(2) 

McRae subsequently warned the Con" 

federate Secretary of the Treasury that the Clyde ironelat 

would have to be abandoned unless North were sent £30,000 
(3) 

immediately. 

The Richmond government, in order to meet the needs 

of its agents abroad, now entered the blool-ade running 

business on its own account (much to the annoyance of the 

private interests which had hitherto monopolised this 

lucrative trade). 
(4) 

Mallory sent Bullooh a draft for 

2,000,000 dollars worth of cotton certificates to be 

drawn on McRae in Paris and promised to send more certi- 

ficates and drafts later. 
(5) 

Fie further promised to 

assign to Bullooh all money coming to the Navy Department 

(1) ORN, -- 499, (North-Bulloch, 24 Sept. ). 

(2) Ibid, -- 999-500, (J. &G. Thomson-North, 25 Sept. ). 

(3) ORN, --4th s, II, 982, (McRae-Vemmingar, 2 Oct. ). 

(4) 'Owsley, op. cit. ',, 384 -.. 417. .. 
Hobart Paaha, 

Sketches m Life, 172, Before the end of the yeas 
the Richmond Gvt. decreed that one third of the cargot 
in all outpoinr ships should be composed of cotton foe 
the Navy and War Departments. 

(5) ORN, -- 500, (! iallory-Bulloch, 28 Sept. )* 
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form the Erlanger loan and from sales of cotton. He made 

out a list of the various naval projects in order of im- 

portance, to guide Bulloch's expenditure. The projects 

were given the following order of precedence; the Birken- 

head rams; pay for officers and men; the Pampero; the cor 

vettes and tronclads which Bulloch was building in France; 

and finally the Glasgow rams. He added: "I name Sinclair' 

ship third in order and before your own cor(ejtes because 

I presume that she is quite ready for sea. " 

Mallory was increasingly impatient to get the Pampero 

to sea, ant, due to the delay and capture of many of the 

despatches sent to him, he was not fully aware of the 

difficulties and delays which North and Sinclair had en- 

countered on Clydeside. He ordered Flag-Officer Barron, 

who had taken Bulloch's place in Liverpool when the latter 

went to France, to get the Pampero to sea immediately. 

"Her delay, " wrote the Secretary, "is not only protracted, 

but it is to me. incomprehensible. --- You will with a 

view alone to the public interest, look at her condition 

and Commander Sinclait, 's plans and exercise all necessary 

authority/ 

(1) Ibid, -- (Mallory-Bulloch, 29 Sept. ). 
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authority to get the ship to sea at the earliest practi- 

cable moment. " 

Sinclair was at the same time concocting his own plan 

for getting the Pampero to sea about the 10th of November. 

He planned to advertise her to take on cargo for a neutral 

port, and to meet her en route in another ship carrying the 

artillery and a small crew. He expected to recruit a full 

complement of men from captured American ships. Originall 

he intended to ship his arms in a French port, but Slidell 

advised against this, to case it should give, publicity to 
(2) 

other Confederate schemes in that country. 

About this time the Pampero first came to the atten- 

tions of the American consul in Glasgow. On 9 October he 

reported that in Thomsons' yard: "there is nearly ready to 

be launched a finely rigged clipper screw sail steamer, 

much, I am told, after the manner of the Alabama. She, 

like the ram, is being built according to universal report, 

for the Confederate Government. But Sir, you will doubt- 

less be surprised to learn the impenetrable secrecy which 

masks 
-- 501 (Mallory-Barron, 29 Sept. ). 

2 Ibid. 2nd s, III, 922, (Slidell-Mason, 7 Oct. ). On 17 Oct 
Mallory, who had still received no recent information 
about the Pam ýero_, wrote to Barron in even stronger 
terms, criticising Sinclair and ordered Barron to take 
in hand the business of completing her and betting her 
to sea as soon as possible. He offered to send a detai 
of men to complete her complement to meet her off Ber- 
muda or Nassau, and told Barron: "Get her to sea in 
fighting condition as soon as possible. " ORN, --507, (Mallory-Barron, 17 Oct. ). 
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masks all the operptions here in regard to movements fa- 

vourable to the Rebels. No access to the shipyards is 

obtainable, and the experience in the case of the Alexandra 

has taught the naturally secretive Scotch builders of these 

vessels the most profound silence. Every effort of which 

I am capable, has been and will be directed to penetrate 

the masks which hide these transactions. --- In my opinio: 

it would not be unwise for the Government of the United 

States to send here a skilful detective so conversant with 

ships as readily to ascertain their purpose and character, 

and to send both a detective and a naval officer to coope- 

rate with the civil representatives of the Government in 
(1) 

Great Britain in reference to these matters. " 

A few days later. Underwood furnished further parti- 

culars to Adams concerning the Pampero. He described her 

as being 280-300 feet long with a beam of 36 feet, a frame 

of iron boarded up with teak wood about five inches thick, 

eight large and eight small portholes - the large ones 

suitable for the use of pivot guns, sidepockets between 

decks to carry the coal so as to give an unobstructed pas- 

sage between the firerooms, a draught of fifteen feet, barli 

rigged/ 

(1) Underwood-Seward, 9 Oct. 
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rigged, and of twelve to fifteen hundred tons burden. 

In general, he reported, she was sim- lar to the Alabra, 

except that the latter had a wooden frame. A particular 

ly suspicious feature was the fact that until a few days 

previously, she had had eyebolts and other fixtures 

running guns out of her portholes. However, there had 

latdr been attempts to hid& these belligerent features; 

the bolts had been taken out, their holds stopped up, and 

shutters had been built over the portholes. Underwood 

expected that as soon as she was launched she would take 

on her boiler and heavier machinery and then be taken 

elsewhere to receive the rest. He reported that she was 

only waiting for the spring tide for her launching. He 

deplored the fact that: "I have no power to compel anyone 

to give me his testimony; and such is the terror that th 

the associated building and money power of this community 

inspire, led on no less with the spirit of secession than 

with the profits of blockade running and pro-Confederate 

shipbuilding, that it is next to impossible to find a 

man who will nobly bear the dangers of making a volun- 

tary affidavit of facts which are known to nearly all. " 

Pointing out that the owners of the Pampero were attemp- 

ting to make use of the vaguiess in the Foreign Enlist- 

ment Act which had in the past allowed such warships to 

sail/ 
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sail providing they did not carry their arms with them, 

the consul urged Adams to press the British Government 

to take action against her: "Since her hostile intent is 

as flagrant and clear as if she had guns on board. " He 

reminded Adams that, unlike English and American procedure 

Scottish law allowed for a preliminary examination of 
1 

implicated iarties under oath. 

On 17 October, Adams sent a note to the Foreign 

Office calling Russell's attention to both the Glasgow 

ram (which he described as "not yet so fully advanced as 

to fully disclose her character) and the Pampero, (which 

he referred to as the Canton - the name which she had bee' 

given temporarily). He enclosed extracts from Underwood 

report and expressed the hope that there would be an offi 
2 

cial investigation. At the same time he remarked 
to Underwood that "It (Underwood's despatch) seems a litt 

le to lack directness and that business-like character 

to which value is attached in this country. I do not 

perceive that you anywhere affirm your own convictions 

from such evidence as you possess that this vessel is 

intended for the use of the Rebels in carrying on war 

against/ 

(1) Underwood-Adams, 15 Oct. 

(2) Adams-Russell, 17 Oct. 
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against the United States. This is the point upon which 

the case must turn. It is needless to deduce any details 

of construction... unless you can more or less clearly 

connect with an intent to use that vessel against us. I 

call your attention to this point, the more particularly 

that I have found it frequently made secondary and some- 

times altogether overlooked in the representations trans- 
(1) 

mitted for our use.,, Underwood, in reply, strongly 

affirmed his conviction that the Pampero wgs intended to 
(2) 

serve as a warship for the Confederates. 

On the 19th, Russell promised Adams that immediate 

enquiries would be made in regard to the vessel. The 

Foreign office mentioned Adams' suspicions to the Admiralty 

and asked that the senior naval officer on the Clyde should 
(3) 

have his attention drawn to the Pampero. At the same 

time, he requested the Treasury and Home office to make an 

enquiry. On 20 October, the Sheriff of Lanarkshire was 

ordered to prevent any breach of the Foreign Enlistment 
(4) 

Act. On the same day, Tdevor, the Glasgow Customs 

Collector/ 

(1) Adams-Underwood, 17 Oct. 
(2) Underwood-Adams, 19 Oct. 

(3) F. O. - Admiralty, 19 Oct. 

(4) F. O. - Treasury and H. O., 19 Oct. On 20 Oct. the 
Sheriff of Lanarkshire ordered the Procurator-Fiscal to investigate the Pampero "without delay". (Aliston 
- Grey, 20 Oct. 
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Collector, after, as he put it, "accidentI ly hearing 

a rumour" that the Pampero was intended for a warship, 

ordered the measuring surveyor to visit her and make a 
(1) 

report. 

The surveyor reported that the Pampero 4ad fohlt 

large portholes and five small ones and that the bulwark 

were to be covered with planking from deck to rail 

except for the large poiltholes. He noticed peculiari- 

ties in the bulkhead of the top gallant forecastle, whicl 

was hinged so that it could be folded up and either 

secured to the underside of the forecastle deck or re- 

moved. He added that : "Her fittings as far as cabin 

accommodation etc. are concerned, are to say the least 

unusual, but in the present unfinished state of the ship 

it is difficult to say for what purpose they are inten- 

ded. " Her dimensions were reported as "Length, 231 feel 
(2) 

Depth at midship as taken for tonnage, 18.85. " 

When the Government orders to enquire into the 

P___ perO reached him, Trevor interviewed Thomson, who 

agreed to let him inspect the ship and informed him that 

she was to be launched within a week and then taken to 

Finnieston/ 

(1) Trevor-Customs Commissioners, 20 Oct. 

(2) Costello - Treasury, 20 Oct. 
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Finnieston Quay to receive her engines. Thomson declared 

that she was being built for Patrick Henderson & Co. of 

Glasgow, acting as the agent of a London firm. Trevor 

informed him that she would not be allowed to sail until 

directions were received from the Government. He further 

informed the Commissioners that: "In her present state she 

has no appearance of armament, but there is little doubt 

that she could be converted into an armed vessel. " 

He enclosed a statement from the Thomsons that "vessel 64" 

(2) was being built for Patrick Henderson & Co. and offered 

to exhibit the contract and specification when required. 

On the following day Trevor announced further that Patrick 

Henderson & Co., whom he described as "highly respectable 

merchants in this city". were acting as brokers for Pem- 
4 

broke of Austin Friars. 

The Home Office meanwhile launched its own investi- 

gation of the suspected vessel. The Sheriff of Lanark- 

shire was immediately informed of the matter and two Crown 
(5) 

agents were put on the case. 

of/ 

On 21 October, Hart, one 

(1) Trevor-Customs Commissioners, 20 Oct. 

(2 i. e., the Pampero. 
3 G. &3. Thomson - Trevor, 20 Oct. 
A Trevor-Treasury, 21 Oct. 
5 Sheriff of Lanarkshire - H. 0. , 20 Oct. 
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one of the Crown agents, went to Thomsons' yard and 

questioned George Thomson. The latter asserted blandly 

that he was certain that she was not intended for a war- 

ship and that: "it is anything but probable that she is 

intended as a war vessel for the service of either of the 
(1) 

parties in America. " 

The Admiralty had also taken steps in response to the 

appeal of the Foreign Office. Captain Farquhar, Comman- 

der of the gunboat Hogue, which was stationed in the 

Clyde, scrutinised the Pampero and reported his convictionf 

that Underwood's suspicions concerning her character were 

probably correct. "She is evidently built for aggressive 

purposes and from her fine lines will probably have great 

speed. " He described the great difficulty he had in dis- 

covering to what use the owners intended to put the ship 

and asserted that the Thomsons were not readily forthcoming 

with information. 
(2) 

After further investigation Farquhar 

reported: "Although being fitted up as a passenger ship 

there are several peculiarities which show that when the 

occasion arose she might easily be converted into a vessel 

for aggressive purposes, not perhaps so much into a regular 

man-of-war, her upper deck projection being rather slight 

- as into a second Alabama. Her ports are being planked 
inside/ 

1 Tiart-Alison, 23 8ct. 
2j Farquhar-Admiralty, 22 Oct. 
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inside and concealed as much as possible outside, but no 

eye or ring bolts are visible along her bulwarks. Her 

agents will give no information as to her ultimate desti- 

nation or employment. " 

While these investigations were proceeding, prepa- 

rations for the launching of the Pampero were begun and t 

the launching itself was planned for the 28th. Under- 

wood consulted Adam Patterson, a leading Glasgow lawyer, 

in order to find out what steps could be taken to pre- 

vent her from sailing. Patterson advised the American 

consul to obtain depositions from Thomsons' workers, as 

well as from anyone else who might have relevant infor- 

mation concerning the vessel. The lawyer also suggested 

that the American Embassy urge Russell to avail himself 

of the provision under Scottish law for preliminary exa- 

mination under oath of witnesses. Adams, however, 

felt that it was not proper for him to 'age any particu- 

lar form of action upon the government. He did, 

however, pass Underwood's suggestion on to the Foreign 

Office/ 

(1) Ibid, 25 Oct. 

(2) Underwood-Adams, 24 Oct. 

(3) Adams-Underwood, ý&t; Oct. 
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Office, which in turn called on Sir George Grey, the Home 

Secretary, to institute a full investigation under the 
(1) 

Scottish provision. 

Two interviews were held between Trevor and Underwood 

on the 27th and 28th respectively, to discuss steps to be 

taken subsequent to the launching of the Pampero, which 

Patrick Henderson & Co. now announced would take place on 

the 29th. Underwood repeated his conviction that the vesse 

was intended for a Rebel cruiser: Trevor answered that a 

full investigation was being made and that the Thomsons 

had offerdd to show him the contract and specifications. 

Trevor also observed that there were no armaments aboard 

the Pampero, although she might later be converted into a 

warship. He further promised the consul that if at any 

time the latter wished a further investigation of the 

Pamnperoo or any other ship on the Clyde, he, Trevor, would 
2 

see that it was carried out. 
) 

Underwood wished to know 

whether the suspicious details of the Pampero had been in- 

eluded in the Surveyor's report, but Trevor refused to dis- 

close the nature of the latter. Underwood inquired whether 

he could see the contract, specifications, and financial 

accounts/ 

(1) F. O. - H. O., 27 Oct. 

(2) F. W. Trevor - Customs House (London), 28 Oct. 
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accounts relative to the Pampero, to which Trevor replied 
that he would show them if officially requested. Under- 

wood felt that it might not be appropriate to mace such 

an official request himself, but in reporting the inter- 

view to Adams, he suggested that the latter might do so 

if he thought it necessary. Underwood also asked Adams 

to pass on a copy of the Surveyor's report if he had 

received one, so that no time would be wasted ascertaining 
tl) 

facts that were already known. 

On the 29th, the Treasury pointed out to Lord Russell 

that it was now too late to prevent the launching, but 

that since the Pampero was still lacking her machinery, it 

suggested that action be deferred for a few days, to see 
(2) 

whether further facts might come to light. Russell 

agreed to wait for a few days but advised that the Pamoerc 

be watched in the meant4me and asked that the Home Office 

make known anything that they discover concerning the 

ship. 
(3) 

At the same time, the Home office instructed 

the Lord Advocate of Scotland and the Sheriff of Lanark- 

shire to make use of the power of investigation under oatt 

provided/ 

(1) Underwood-Adams, 30 Oct. (Glagow. Cons. Recs. ) 

(2) Treasury-Russell, 29 Oct. 
(3) Russell-Hamilton; F. O. - Treasury, 29 Oct. 
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(1) provided for under Scottish law. 

The American Intelligence network was also now 

focussing its attention on to the Pampero and managed to 

intercept a letter from Slidell in France to Sinclair in 

Glasgow. Slidell believed that the interception had been 

effected in Britain rather than France and complained to 

Richmond that: "The agents and emissaries of the Washing- 

ton Government, not satisfied with the establishment of 

a vast organised system of espionage and the subornation 

of perjured informers, now unblushingly h je recourse to a 

theft and gorgery to attain their ends. " At the 

same time Underwood was making efforts on his own to ob- 

tain evidence on the Pampero. He approached Benjamin 

Haynes, the draughtsman who had drawn up the plans for the 

suspected vessel. Haynes was offered £500 for an affi- 

davit giving full details concerning the Pampero. Haynes 

brother was traced to Cadiz, and the American consul at 

that port arranged to send him to Glasgow to nelp per- 

suade Haynes to make the desired affidavit. Haynes 

accepted the American offer at first, but then began to 

waver - concerned, no doubt, with the repercussions which 

such/ 

(1) Bruce-Hammond, 30 Oct. 

(2) ORN, 2nd s. III, 960, (Slidell-Benjamin, 29 Oct. ). 
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such an affidavit would have on his future career on the 

Clyde. He finally refused to make an official affidavit, 

offering instead to give information confidentially to 

Hart, the Procurator4. Fiscal. He eventually did so testi- 

fy to the Procurator-Fiscal and was paid £250 by the 

Americans. 
Cl, 

Meanwhile, the Procurator-Fiscal, Hart, commenced his 

own enquiries. He questioned the Thomsons, Patrick Hen- 

derson & Co., and Forbes of the legal firm of 1 oncrieff, 

Paterson, / 

(1) The bargaining with Haynes took place during November 
1863. The American Government was evidently not spen- 
ding very liberally on this sector of its "vast orga- 
nised system of espionage" for Eggleston gave him a 
draft for £250 on Dudley, the American consul in Liver- 
pool, who had conducted the investigations on the 
Rebel ships which had been built in that port and seems 
to have been officially in charge of all the American 
Intelligence work. The latter, however, refused to 
honour this draft, and a lengthy squabble ensued 
between the three consuls as to who should pay the 
money. The dispute was finally referred to Seward - 
with what results the Glasgow Consular Records do not 
indicate. 
Underwood-Eggleston, 30 Nov 1863; Ibid, 18 December. 
Eggleston-Underwood, 23 December: Underwood-Eggleston, 
4 January 1864: Underwood-Seward, (? ) June 1864. 
(Glagow Consular Records). 
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Paterson, Forbes, and Ban, which had drawn up the contract. 

They all assured the Procurator that the ship was for 

Edward Pembroke of London and all gave it as their firm 

opinion that she was intended for merchant service and 

asserted that they were unaware that there was intention 

of delivering her to either party in the American war. 

Hart then informed the Sheriff that he did not see how the 

matter could be further pursued, except by enquiries in 

London. He added that the Pampero had been launched and 

was now at the Finnieston Crane in the Clyde Harbour where 

she was to take on her engines, and that she was expected 
1 

to be ready for sea in about six weeks. 

Federal sympathisers in Scotland were now growing 

alarmed at the dilatory nature of the Government's investi- 

gation and feared that the Pero, which was being hurried 

to completion at Finnieston Quay, would be allowed to slip 

away to sea as the Alabama had done the previous yeah. 

On 4 November, the Glasgow Emancipation Society despatched 

an urgent memorial on the Pampero warning Lord Russell 

that her machinery was being "rapidly placed with the view 

of hurrying her out to sea, which will probably be done 

immediately, although in a very incomplete condition. " 

William/ 

(1) Hart-Alison, 3 Nov. 
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William Smeal and Andrew Paton, who drew up the memorial, 

drew attention to the fact that she had originally been 

fitted up with gun ports, ring bolts for gun tackle, power 

magazines and shot racks; but that the fittings had been 

taken out and the gun ports temporarily boarded up "and 

their appearance as much as possible disguised by the seams 

puttied and pointed over. " The memorial also reported that 

her construction had been superintended by Southern agents, 

and that Captain Maffitt, who had commanded the Florida, was 

in Glasgow waiting to take command. In conclusion, Smeal 

and Paton urged Russell "to take immediate steps to prevent 

the departure of this vessel until a satisfactory investi- 

gation has been made into her character, ownership, and 

destination. 11(1) 

The day after receiving the Abolitionist petition, 

Russell enquired of the Home Office whether any reports had 

been received on the Pampero, "namely the contract under 

which the vessel is being built, and the facilities afforded 

by the Scotch Law for enquiry into a matter of this des- 

cription. " Russell requested that, if the reports had not 

come/ 

(1) Glas. Emancipation Soc. Minute books and F. O. papers, "Case of the Canton or Pampero. " the petition asserted 
erroneously tithe ship had been contracted for by 
W. S. Lindsay & Co. 
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come in, they should be asked for irnmediately an the vessel 
(1 

is launched and is now being provided with her machinery. " 

r 
On the same day, the report of the Lord Advocate and 

the Solicitor--General for Scotland . gras submitted. The 
document raised several interesting legal and procedural 

points. It wan pointed out that the statute was drawn up 
in reference to English procedure, and that there was there. 

fore some doubt as to the method of enforcing it in Scot- 

land. It appeardd doubtful, for instance, whether the 

Sheriff (the Officer through whom the Public Prosecution 

in Scotland acts) could interfere in the matter. The 

report suggested that the beat course for the Government was 

to assemble a prima facie case concerning the intent and 
destination of the vessel, then to apply for andinterdiet 

against her sailing and at the same time to apply in a civil 

court for her forfeiture. In the course of these proceed- 

ings, the court would determine whether the facts alleged 

against the owners were In violation of the Act. The 

document also asserted that Tinderwood was mistaken in think- 

ing thst 1cottioh Law permitted the Procurator-Fiscal to 

exsmine/ 

(i)P. O. -H. 0., 6Nov, 

( 
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examine an accused person under oath before before he had 

come to trial. The suspect could volunteer to make a 

declaration before the Prosecutor, at which time the latter 

could ask questions which the accused could answer or not 

as he chose. In exceptional cases the Fiscal could apply 

to the Sheriff for a warrant to examine a suspect under 

oath, but this procedure was rarely permitted, especially 

since the accused was generally considered to be exempted 

thereby from further prosecution. The report concluded 

by suggesting that if a prima facie case could be establi- 

shed against the ship, the court would probably order the 

seizure of relevant books and papers and would interdict 

the departure of the ship while the case was subjudice. 

At the same time the Lord Advocate gave instructions for 

the examination of Underwood to determine whether there was 

a prima facie case, so as to apply for a court order as 
(1) 

suggested in the legal opinion do the case. On the 

following day, the Foreign Office sent copies of the 

Sciety's memorial to the Treasury Glasgow Emancipation 
(2) 

and the Home Office, and the document was published in 
(3) 

the Scottish press. On 7 November, another pro-Nor- 

thern organisation, the Glasgow Union and Emancipation 

Society/ 

(1) Moncrieff- Grey, 6 Nov. 

(2) F. 0. - Treasury; F. O. - Home Office, 7 Nov. 

(3) e. g. Calms, 
,9 Nov. 

, Glas. Herald 
, 

10 Nov. 
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Society also sent a petition to the Foreign Office con- 

cerning the Pampero. It was similar to the memorial of 

the Emancipation Society, except that it asserted that 

the Pampero had facilities for eighteen guns and that the 

portholes, which had been boarded over, were of double 

size to give the guns a large traverse which would be 

useful in chasing or running, (thus indicating that she was 

a commerce raider). The memorialists urged Russell that 

"peremptory orders may be given without delay for the 

stoppage of this vessel of war until a thorough investi- 

gation is made into her ownership, character, and desti- 

nation, that the strict and impartial neutrality of this 

country may be maintained. " (1) James Sinclair, the 

Secretary of the Society, also sent a separate letter to 

Russell expressing his "own personal anxiety that your 

Lordship may comply with the prayer of the memorialists 

without delay as great exertions are making to get the 
(2) 

Pampero off to sea. " 

The Home office meanwhile forwarded its copy of the, 

Emancipation Society's memorial to the Sheriff of Lanark- 

shire, with a request that he furnish any further infor- 
3} 

mation he could obtain on the, Pampero. A copy was 

also/ 

(1) P. O. papers, "The Case of the Canton or Pam ero"; the 
memorial was signed by the following off cers of the 
Union and Eman. Soc.: Jw. " Smith, chairman; Robs Paterson, 
convener; Js. Sinclair, secretary. (2) Sinclair-Russell, 7 Nov. (3H. 0. - P. 0.2 9 Nov. 
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also sent to the Customs House, which ordered the Collec4 

tor at Glasgow to investigate the Pampero in the light 

of the Emancipation Society's warning that she might 
(1) 

escape to sea. At the same time the Foreign Office 

had obtained the specifications of the Pampero, which wer 

sent to the Admiralty for investigation to determine 

whether there were any indications that she was a warshii 

(2). The Admiralty reported that it was unable to dis- 

cover any positive evidence of warlidke purpose in the 

specifications. It declared, however, that the upper 

deck was unusually thick and that certain undefined partE 

of it were to be laid with oak, which was necessary to 

absorb the shock of artillery fire; and also that the 

bulwarks were to be fitted according to some plan not 

described. The Admiralty report concluded: "These 

passages of the specification afford some ground for 
(3) 

suspicion. " 

The Rebel agents were, in the meantime, highly 

satisfied with the progress of the Piro, but somewhat 

concerned over the threat of legal proceedings against 

her. Barron wrote to Sinclair: "All seems to be going 

on prosperously with you thus far, but do you not think 

in view of/ 

1 Customs House-Treasury, 11 Nov. 
2 F. 0. - Admiralty, 8 Nov. 
3 Admiralty-F. 0. , 11 Nov. 
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of the Yankees' watchfulness and unscrupulous use of all 

means to hinder us from getting our vessels, that you had 

better disappear from the scene of your late successful 

operations, and bring all your papers with you. The ship 

will almost certainly be interfered with and you may be 

made to appear on the witness stand; and if you be, there 

is no counting the mischief that may ensue to us every- 

where in the realm of Great Britain. Consult Galbraitýl, 

on this point. At all events send your piers over to me. " 

Early in November, a new development in the Alexandra 

case occurred which had a bearing on the legal problems 

connected with the Pampero. In the course of the trial 

of the Alexandra in the Court of the Exchequer, the Chief 

Barron had directed a verdict of acquittal based on the 

narrow interpretation of the Foreign Enlistment Act, lees 

that as long as a ship sailed without guns on board, it was 

not belligerent. Disregarding the question of intention, 

the Chief Barron had ruled that the words "fitting out", 

and "equipping" in the Act were equivalent to "arming". 

Now, however, the Chief Barron gave permission for a new 

trial/ 

(1) 0_RN -- 515-6, (Barron-Sinclair, 10 Nov. ). 
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trial of the case by the Court of Aý3peal. 

The Caledonian Mercury, which had all along advocated 

the broad interpretation of the Act, declared that the 

Chief Baron had been forced to authorise a new trial by the 

wave of popular feeling which had arisen against the threat 

t$ neutrality involved in the narrow interpretations. The 

Mercury declared that the intention of the ship was the 

crucial point and went on to hail the detention of the 

Alexandra and the Birkenhead rams as a victory for the 

forces of democracy. 

"If we had drifted into war with America over this 

miserable question, they (the Government) knew full well 

that the people would then have come into power - not the 

idiotic scribblers in the pro-Confederate newspapers, or 

the bow-wow diners-out who get their politics stuffed into 

them by the newspapers just as they supply themselves with 

soup. The people whose blood would have been required 

from whose children's mouths the bread would have been 

taken, the people none of whose interests that we ever 

heard of lie in the direction of war with the bountiful 

Republic which makes them all welcome to its shores - they 

would very soon demand to know what the war was for, who 

were/ 
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were to benefit by it and by whom it was undertaken. 

The Ministry --- would have been contemptible poltroons 

indeed if they refused to do right because of the politi- 

cal menaces so liberally supplied by the base journaslists 

who lie wallowing in the mire at the feet of the slave 
(1) 

holders. '? 

Russell still did not believe that there was suffi- 

cient evidence to proveed against the Pampero. However, 

he passed on the Admiralty report to the law officers of 

the Crown, and asked if there were any objection to 

questioning Pembroke concerning the destination of the 
(2) 

ship, and to try to discover whether Pembroke had any 

dealings with the Rebels. On the 13th the Home Office 

asked the Lord Advocate if there were sufficient evidence 

to construct a prima facie case against the Pam ero and 

requested him, if there were sufficient evidence, to 

apply to the Court for an interdict against hhr. The 

Lord Advocate was also requested to attempt to disroýer 

whether Captain Maffit was actually in Glasgow. On the 

same day the case was turned over to the Home Office. 

Sir George Grey called upon the Customs Officers on the 

Clyde/ 

(1) Cal. bier. , 11 Nov. 

(2) Russell-Admiralty, 11 Nov.; Palmerston was also con- 
sulted on the case, and he concurred in the course 
followed. 
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Clyde to watch the Pampero and report to the Lord Advocate 

if they suspected that she was about to go to sea. The 

captain of the Hogue was also asked to give the Customs 

Officers any assistance they might need. 
(1) 

Russell 

concurred in the course which they recommended. 
l 

Captain Farquhar of the Hogue was keeping a close 

watch on the Pampero, and on the 14th reported that she was 

"being rapidly equipped for sea" and within several days 

was to be taken down the river to some unspecified point 

to complete her fittings. Farquhar reported that she 

still showed no signs of a belligerent character, but, he 

declared, "She certainly could easily be converted into a 

formidable vessel of the Alabama class. " He wrote that 

there were widespread but unproved rumours in Glasgow that 

Captain Maffit and a number of the crew-of the Florida were 

in Glasgow with the intention of sailing on the Pam ero. 

The Collector of Customs informed Farquhar that he would 

not allow her to sail without fulfilling all the conditions 

of the Merchant Shipping Act (e. g. obtaining a certificate 

from the Collector) and promised that if the Pampero's 

agents attempted to move her secretly he would inform the 
(3) 

Captain immediately. 

Efforts/ 

(1) H. 0. - F. 0. , 13 Nov. 

(2) F. 0. - H. 0. , 14 Nov, 
(3) Farquhar - Admiralty, 14 Nov. 
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Efforts to obtain evidence against the Pampero had 

now been intensified. On the 14th, Adams sent Russell 

a number of depositions which Underwood had had taken 

before the Glasgow Uollector - "All going to corroborate, 

asserted Adams, "the evidence at ptesent touching the 

outfit and preparation of the steamer Canton, alias 

Pampero, for objects similar to those prosecuted by the 
(1) 

Japan, alias the Georgia, issued from the same port. " 

On the same day Russell wrote to Lyons, the British am- 

bassador to the United States, declaring that the trial 

of the Laird rams was due in January, and mentioning also 

"another suspicious vessel on the Clyde. " "We shall. " 

asserted Russell, "keep strictly to our neutrality as a 

Government. ii 

In the ensuing clays rurther evidence on the case 

was collected/ 

(1) Adams-Russell, 14 Nov. The texts of this group of 
depositions do not appear to be extant. Their 
headings are: Depositions of Underwood; affidavit of 
Thomas H. Dudley; deposition of John Latham; dep. of 
William Dayer: dep. of Archibald McLellan; copy of 
the National Intelligencer of 17 Jan. 1863. " Adams' 
letterind3ca es that he had previously sent other 
depositions on the case to Russell. 

(2) Russell-Lyons, 14 Nov. (Russell Papers, PRO. ). In the 
same despatch Russell discusses with interest and 
concern the growth of American military power, and 
declared that Britain should have military and naval 
observers at the scene of the fighting. He also refen 
to his efforts to save the 'Zeciprocity Treaty with 
the U. S. The fact that Russell included the two latt 
er points in the despatch referring to the seizure of the rams and the Pamoero, suggest that they were influ 
ential in changing 'Russell's policy toward the 
Southern warships. 
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collectdd. On the 16th a deposition was made by Robert 

Mitchell, a shipping agent who had previously made two 

voyages to New York. A month previously Mitchell at a 

Masonic Lodge Meeting, had met a . Tohn ! "urray, who was intrc 

duced to him as a New York P. Tason. The two met almost dai- 

ly during the three weeks which Murray remained in Glasgow. 

On ,- -1_-,. y, their first meeting, Murray told 

Mitchell that he had been serving on the Florida and wished 

to know how he could collect 200 dollars back pay. 

Mitchell arranged for him to collect it through Thomas 

Lynch, a Liverpool agent. Murray later told Mitchell 

thae he had seen his former commanding officer, Maffit, 

in St. George's Squafe. According to Mitchell: "Murray 

described the Captain Maffit to me as a young man, rather 

lower in stature than myself (I am 5'6" in height) middling 

stout and dressed in a blue Yankee overcoat, reaching down 

past the knees, with a velvet collar, and was wearing a 

glazed cap with a large scoop in front, and as having 

large black whiskers and mustache, and his hair which was 

of the same colour, inclined to curl, and Murray mentioned 

that he had been drinking very hard. " Mitchell attempted 

to find out whether Muff was scheduled to take command 

of the Pampero, but Murray was uncommunicative on this 

point. 

Murray/ 

i 
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Murray later shipped aboard the Glasgow blockade 

runner, Will o' the Wisp. On the i th, Mitchell declared 

that he "saw a man passing along the breast or quay a 

little east from the Customs House, and he answered so 

completely to the description of Captain Maffit which 

Murray had given him, that "I immediately concluded in 

my own mind that he was Maffit. I went up to him and 

addressed him as Captain PZaffitt and he shook hands with 

me. He did not deny that that was his name and asked how 

I knew him. I told him I thought I had seen him in VVir- 

ginia, but he told me I was wrong. --- After we had 

talked together for a time he said 'I am not Captain 

Maffit but a on of his. ' I tried to find out what he 

was here for, and he said he did not know. " Mitchell 

had also observed the Pampero at Finnieston Quay and repor 

ted that she was pierced for 18 guns, but that the port- 

holes had been temporarily covered up. He also declared 

that she had a telescopic funnel. Mitchell declared 

that Maffit was well known to George Julius Make, a Rebel' 

soldier who had been captured early in the war and later 

released (probably on parole). Mitchell saw Make fre- 

quently and the latter mentioned meeting Maffit in the 

Queen's Hotel, Glasgow. On the day the deposition was 

made, Make had been sentenced to thirty days imprisonment 

by/ 
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by the Gorbals Police Court for the theft of a watch and 

other articles. Murray also told Mitchell that several 

of the Florida crew were waiting in a boarding house on 

the Broomielaw for the purppdse of serving on some vessel 

on the Clyde, although Mitchell did not know whether it 
(1) 

was the Pampero. 

The Pampero now had her boilers and heavy machinery 

on board and was being rapidly finished. The Collector 

estimated that she could be got ready for sea in 48 hours 

and made arrangements with Captain Farquhar to prevent her 
2) 

from escaping. The Lord Advocate instructed the 

Collector to detain the Pampero, should any attempt be 

made to remove her from the harbour. It was also arran- 

ged for a telegraph clerk to remain on duty all night for 

the ensuing week, in order that, in case she should escape 

from Glasgow, a message could be sent to the Collector `t, 
3 

Greenock so that the Hogue could take steps to stop her. 

On the 16th, Underwood, who had been growing increa- 

singly impatient with the slow development of the case, 

made out an official application on behalf of the American 

Government/ 

(1) Deposition of Robert Mitchell, 16 Nov. 
(2) Trevor-Customs House, 16 Nov. 
(6) Ibid, 17 Nov. These precautions were approved by 

Lord Russell, (F. U. -Treasury, 17 ivov. ). 
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Government for the seizure of the Pampero under the 7th 
ci ) 

section of the Foreign Enlistment Act. The Lord Ad- 

vocate, however, did not believe that there were yet 

sufficient grounds for seizing her under the latter Act; 

he urged the. Home Office to press the interrogation of 

Pembroke, which had been previously discussed. The Lord 

Advocate believed that Pembroke's reply would indicate 
(2) 

whether therd was a prima facie case against the Pampero. 

We have already observed in the case of Haynes that i 

it was difficult to obtain evidence from people who knew 

something of the Pa mpero, because of the fear of reprisal 

from employers. On the 17th, Underwood informed the 

Collector that he was in contact with several people 

professing to have relevant information which they were 

afraid to divulge voluntarily. Underwood therefore r(e-) 
3 

quested the Collector to summon these people to testify. 

The Collector replied that he did not have the power to 

take this step, but referred Underwood to the Crown Agent, 

who had been sent by the Lord Advocate to Glasgow to su- 
(4) 

pervise the investigation of the case. 

The/ 

(1) Underwood-Trevor, 17 Nov. 

(2) Mioncrieff-Waddington, 16 Now. 

(3) Underwood-Trevor, 17 Nov. 

(4) Trevor-Underwood; Trevor-Customs House, 17 Nov. 
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The Procurator-Fiscal, at the instigation of Underwood, 

now proceeded to question George Julius Make. Make admitted 

that he had seen Maffit a week previously at the Queen's 

Hotel, Glasgow, in company with two blockade-running cap- 

tains, Grey and Hoffmann. On the whole, Make was not very 

cooperative. In a deposition taken by the Procurator-Fiscal 

he asserted that he had met Maffit at Nassau, but added: "As 

I feel an interest in the Confederate cause, I am unwilling 

to say anything that might prove injurious to the Confederate 

cause, and in particular I will mention no connection or 

communication that I may have had with Confederate captains 

or agents, and I will not mention whether or not I saw Cap- 

tain Maffit In Glasgow, and I may say that I do not believe 
(1) 

he is in Glasgow at the present moment. " 

Hart, the Procurator-Fiscal, now went to the queen's 

Hotel. He found it was a haunt of "American ship captains" 

- most of them apparently engaged in blockade-running. Thee 

was no record of anyone staying there under the name of 

Maffit, but the porter remembered that two men had come to 

stay there from time to time called North and "St. Olair. " 

Hart/ 

(1) Statement of G. J. Make; Hart-Moncrieff, 17 Nov. Make de- 
clared that he was 24 years old, a native of Louisiana, 
and had been a captain in the Rebel army until November 
1861, when he had resigned his commission. 
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Hart reported these statements to Underwood who promised 

to supply evidence that North and "St. Clair" were Rebel 
(1) 

agents. From this point onwards Maff it no longer 

figured in the case. Maffit, after his period as comman- 

der of the Florida had come to Glasgow where he was off and 

on during the investigation of the Pampero. It was natu- 

ral that Underwood and others should suspect him of being 

intended commander of the new Rebel ship, but, in fact, he 

was preparing to go to sea as a blockade runner. At the 

end of the year he took command of the newly-built blockade 

runner, Florie, and sailed for the West Indies. 

On the instructions of the Lord Advocate, the Crown 

Agent spent the 16th and 17th in Glasgow inspecting the 

Pgmpero and consulting with the various officials concerned 

in the investigations. He found that, although it would, 

take a month to complete her, the Pam]2ero would be ready to 

sail in a few days. However, he was convinced that the 

precautions taken by the Collector ensured against her 

escaping. Should there be any attempt to take her to sea, 

the Collector would detain her under the 19th and 102nd 

clauses/ 

(1) Hart-Moncrieff, 17 Nov. 

(2) Underwood-Seward, 8 Jan. ; DAB, article on Maffit. 
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clauses of the Merchant Shipping Act of 1854, whereby a 

new vessel required certificate of Registry and a declara- 

tion of Nationality before sailing. A gunboat was kept 

in readiness in case the Pampero did manage to get away 
from her berth at the Bro! mielaw, and another gunboat was 

stationed at Gourock, which would be signalled in case the 

Pampero had got past the first one. After a personal 

inspection of the vessel, the Crown Agent reported his 

conviction that: "From the appearance of the vessel it is 

plain that she is not intended for purposes of merchandise. 

She is constructed to accommodate with comfort a very 2rge 

crew, and her cabin accommodation is not unlike that of 
(1) 

an ordinary vessel of war. " 

The Collector, however, now discovered that the Pam- 

Pero, due to her exceptionally shallow draught, would be 

able to sail down the Clyde at any state of the tide. Thij 

meant that the forces watching the river to ensure against 

the escape of the Pampero would have to be kept on the 

alert twenty four hours a day rather than just during the 

high tide periods. At the same time, the Collector heard 

a rumour that the cVew of the Pampero was engaged to be on 

board/ 

(1) Murray-Moncrieff, 18 Nov. 
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(1) board within the next few days. Captain Farquhar now 

became seriously concerned over the possibility that an 

attempt might be made to get the Pampero away to sea at 

night and grew doubtful that the precautions which had been 

taken would necessarily prove successful in halting her. 

It is quite likely that he heard a rumour that an attemp- 

ted escape was being arranged. At any rate he ordered the 

gunboat Goldfinch to Glasgow and had her moored in the 

vicinity of the Pampero with orders to prevent the latter's 
(2) 

escape. 

In reviewing the evidence which had been so far collec- 

ted., the Lord Advocate was per31exed as to what proceedings 

to take in regard to the suspected ship. In the first plac 

he did not believe that he had a prima facie case against 

the Pamoero, and secondly he was doubtful whether, even if 

he had unlimited information about her, it would affect the 

lerral aspects of the case. He was faced with the conflict 

between the narrow interpretation of the Foreign Enlist- 

ment Act which had hitherto been accepted and the broad in- 

terpretation urged by the radicals and the Americans, the 

acceptance/ 

(1) Trevor-Murray, 18 Nov. 

(2) Farquhar-Admiralty, 21 Nov; Ibid, 22 Nov. 
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acceptance of which would justify her seizure. She was 

obviously not a regular ship of the line and possessed no 

arms, or indeed any overt sign of belligerency. On the 

other hand, the fact that she was built for great speed and 

to accommodate andexceptionally large crew, indicated that 

she could be used as a commerce raider, after certain mino1 

alterations had been made to her. However, in the strict 

sense of the Act, no one had equipped her as a warship, al- 

though her peculiar construction might possibly be inter- 

preted as evidence that the builders had "aided or assisted 

or been concerned in equipping" her as a warship. He re- 

ported to the Home Secretary that: 

"These difficulties occur to us so strongly that on 

the whole matter we are of opinion that any application 

to the Court for condemnation of the vessel would probably 

fail, and that mainly beaause the characteristics of this 

particular vessel in the state in which she will leave the 

Clyde, are insuffi cient to bring her within the description 

of the Act. --- 

"I own I do not see how we are to reach her, and yet 

she is so suspicious a craft that I am loath to let her go. 

The fact seems to be that she has been built expressly to 

avoid/ 
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avoid the Act; but I fear has done so successfully. It 

will be impossible to detain her indefinitely without 

either seizing her or obtaining an interdict, and I do not 

think we have suf: Pinient grounds for an interdict. But 

If the Government think it right to go on, I am ready to 

take steps at once to stop her and try the question. " 

If the Government decided in the affirmative, he requested 

that they give him permission to gVLestion Pembroke and his 

Glaggow agents as to her destination. They could legally 

refuse to answer, but such a refusal would confirm the 
(1) 

suspicions in regard to her intent. 

Sir George Grey immediately authorised Moncrieff by 

telegraph to question Pembroke and his Glasgow agents. He 

subsequently instructed him by letter that if he failed to 

obtain any further evidence from them he should not attempt 

to bring the case to Court as it would be almost impossible 

to obtain a condemnation. However, if he acquired enough 

evidence to build up a prima facie case, he should prose- 

cute the case with a view to getting a settlement on the 
(2) 

legal point of the issue. 

The/ 

(1) Moncrieff-Grey, 19 Nov. (two despatches). 

(2 Waddington-Moncrieff, 20 Nov. 
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The Procurator-Fiscal then proceeded to question James 

Galbraith 
Cl, 

about the owners and the destination of the 

Pampero. Galbraith gave the names of the legal owners; 

Smith Fleming & Co. of London: Robert Simpson of London; 

Edgar Stringer of London: Alexander Collie of Manchester 

(originally of Glasgow: L. D. Findlay of Glasgow; Peter 

Denny of Dumbarton and Galbraith himself. He stated that 

the owners would either sail the ship themselves or sell 

her. 
C 2, 

Other witnesses were also examined. John McGibbon, 

a riveter who had been employed for eight months at the 

Thomsons' yard, described the Pampero as having eight port- 

holes, besides two large ones, one on each side. He men- 

tioned the ring bolts for use in moving guns backwards and 

forwards, which had been put on and later removed when the 

vessel came under suspicion. He described other aspects 

of her construction which were peculiar in a merchant ship; 

she had a larger number of stop-cocks and valves - six or 

seven on each side with grating on the outside - which was 

Mof, e than necessary for the engine and other normal purposes 

but/ 

(1) for further details on the business career of James 
Galbraith (1818-85) see Marwick, o . cit. 104, Galbraith 
became managing partner of Patrick Henderson & Co. which in 1867 engaged in shipping for New Zealand and Burma. 

(2) Galbraith-Hart, 25 Nov. 
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but could be used in drawin a magazine: she was heavily 

plated about her boiler and engine; a magazine had been 

installed in the after tart of the ship; there were at lea 

st 150 lockers on the ship and four of five water tanks 

between decks; she had no cargo space and her hatches were 

smaller than was normal for a merchant ship; and her 

rudder and propellor were made of brass rather than cast 
(1) 

iron, as was the norma' material in merchant ships. 

Two other witnesses who also gave evidence were John 

McQueen Barr and James Ross, private detectives who had 

been shadowing North and Sinclair. Barr declared that 

he IIýýwainclair, North and Tel°nant(2 by sight and identi- 

fied them in a photograph. He related that they had 

lived in India Street, Glasgow, and at Bridge of Allan, 

and that he had seen them at various times in both places. 

He also described them as Confederate naval captains. 

Barr recounted that on 31 October he had examined the 

Bridge of Allan Reporter and had made extracts from the 

lists of visitors which mentioned the dates when and places 

where North, Sinclair, and Tennant had stopped at the Bride 

of Allan. He also reported that he had seen Sinclair 

several/ 

(1) deposition of John McGibbon, For a Rel., 186391935-6. 
(2) G. B. Tenia nt - in civil life a merchant of Charleston, 

South Carolina, with connections with Fraser, Trenholm A 
Co., the British pro-Confederate and blockade running firm. 
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(1) 
several times in Glasgow during November. 

James Ross described investigations he had made at the 

yard of Danach & Elspie, boat builders of Ardgower Street, 

Glasgow. They were just completing two life boats and two 

long boats for the Pampero. These boats were of unusually 

strong construction; the long boats had special work on 

the stem, and b6tween the stem and the aft cross beams there 

was a thick transverse piece of black birchwood streng- 

thened and kept in place by four diagonal pieces. In the 

centre of the beam was a hole which a ship wright who had 

been working on the boats, stated was intended for a swivel 

for a gun. The ship wright, Duncan McDiarmid, had stated 

that they had recently been hurried to get the boats 
(2) 

finished but that now they were no longer being pushed. 

As the evidence accumulated, the Lord Advocate became 

more optimistic over the prospects of the case. On the 

24th he informed Sir George Grey: "We shall have to try the 

matter at some disadvantage, but I expect to prove with 

reasonablexeestainty that she was built with a view to Con- 

federate service. " 
(3) 

At/ 

(1) deposition of John McQueen Barr, 23 Nov. For. Rel. 1863-4 
I, 37. 

(2) Ibid, 36 deposition of James Ross, (23 Nov. ). 
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At thr same time, the Federal sympathisers continued 

their agitation against the Southern warships. On the 18th 

a mass meeting was held to form an Edinburgh branch of the 

Union and Emancipation Society. Peter Redford Scott acted 

as chairman and Peter Sinclair, the official agent for the 

Manchester Union and Emancipation Society, was the chief 

speaker. Sinclair described the origins of the Society in 

the Lancashire working class and went on to assert: "In such 

towns as Paisley and Glasgow in Scotland, the great mass 

of the working classes were thoroughly with them. When 

the working man took this great question in hand, they should 

soon have the middle and upper classes on their side also. " 

Sinclair then referred to the Pampero, which he described 

as counterpart of the Alabama. He declared that it was 

known that the Confederate agents who had ordered the ship 

were in hiding in Glasgow and that the ship was undoubtedly 

being built for the Confederates. He told his audience 

that he had come "to ask them to prevent it leaving the 

Clyde. " A committee was then appointed to draw up a remon- 
(1) 

strance on the subject to the Government. 

The Caledonian Mercury kept the case before the atten- 

tion of the public reporting on the investigations and on 

the/ 

(1) Cal. Mer. 19 Nov. 
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the correspondence between the Government and the Emanci- 
(1) 

pation Society. The Mercury also followed development 

in the related case of the Alexandra and continued to 

denounce the shipbuilders in league with the Confederates. 

On the 23rd the Mercury declared: 

"It was fitting that a lawless rebellion to set all 

constitutional rights and legal limitations at defiance 

should attract to its side those elements of lawlessness 

which exist in every community. A privateer builder is 

one who is utterly reckless of all national and interna- 

tional obligations - one who care for no objects however 

sacred and shrinks from serving no cause however dishono- 

rable. There is one department in which this specimen 

citizen excels - he can lay the most adroit plans to evade 

the law of his own country. --- We have confidence that 

the full investig-tion now taking place will result in the 

settlement of the law forever in such a shape that it wil] 

not be left to the unpatriotic money grubs of London, 

Liverpool or Glasgow to involve their country in inter- 

national difficulties or even war itself, in order that 

their reprehensible practigej may have free scope and them- 

selves be fully rewarded. " 

(1) e. g. Cal`Mer. 23 and 25 Nov. 

(2) Ibid, 23 Nov. 
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On the same day, in a speech to his constituents, 

Murray Dunlop, Liberal 1M7. P. for Greenock, took a similar 

line. He also a--tacked the building of Rebel warships, and 

expressed the hope that a legal decision on the Alexandra 

wo'ild settle the cases of all the disputed ships. He warned 

(as the Mercury had done on a number of occasions) 

that if Britain were involved in any future war, she would 

be especially vulnerable 

TO ae DUl. Lt in ner ports 

ships which had sailed f: 

before had expressed his 

lion, now announced that 

if 

as 

rom 

be 

he 

America allowed enemy cruisers 

a reprisal for the Rebel war- 

Britain. Dunlop who the year 

liof in the success of the Rebel- 

believed that the Union would be 

victorious and that slavery would be destroyed. 

While the investigation of the"Pampero had been going 

on, North had continued to supervise the work on the other 

Confederate warship in the Clyde. He was, as we have seen, 

seriously short of funds by the end of September, but on the 

begirning of October Bulloch informed him that unloorked-for 

cargo of cotton had arrived, on which the Confederate Navy 

Department had a contingent lien. It will be remembered 

that on 24 September North had requested £5000 immediately, 

and further instalments of £34,000 at the beginning of 

Novernebr and V0,000 a month after that. Bulloch sent him 

^5000/ 

(1) Ibid, 24 Nov. ; Glas. Herald, 24 Nov. ; Glas. Sentinel, 2BNov. 
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, 5000 drawn from the proceeds of the cargo of cotton, but 

warned him that he had li4'-le hope of being able to pay 

him the other instalments, unless money were sent over in 

some way from t', e Confederacy. He emphasised that he had 

no means of getting money except from the Erlanger loan 

and that, as he had no Government wa-rants on that, McRae 

was only paying him on requisitions made a long time pre- 

viously. In view of the stricter British attitude, he 

now doubted whether any of the rams could be got out, and 

lamented the fact that North was tying up so much capital 

in his ship at a time when they were seriously short of 

funds. Bulloch wished to spend any further income in 

bu. ' 1din ships on the Continent, but promised to send on (1) 
money for the Glasgow ram if any came In. 

A fei days later Bulloch announced that I1c,? ae was _oiii 

to s+}end the entire remainder of the Erlanger loan In 

France, so tTtat North's only remaining source of revenue 

no vi ý. ýras from the proceeds of any cotton belonging 'o the 

Navy Department that might get through the blockade. 

Faced with both the lack of funIs and the possibility of 

seizure, North began to doubt whether he could get his ship 

out. He complained to I-T_allory treat McRae and Bulloch had 

failed/ 

(1ý ORN-503 Bulloch-North, 1 Oct. ). 
2O N-503 

(Bullock-1ýTorth 

, 11 Oct. ). 
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failed to send him money, acting on the unwarranted assump- 

tion that he was going to sell the ram. 

"The loss to the Confederacy, " wrote North, "would be 

such at this time that no amount of money in my opinion 

could replace her. All who have seen the ship, acknowledge 

her to be a most formidable, superior, and well-built vessel: 

and if we should be so fortunate as to get her out, I am 

sure to do good service in our glorious cause. " 

The construction of the ship had been slowed down until 

the decision should be announced. North felt that if she 

were finished quickly she would only be detained by Lord 

Russell, whereas he believed she would not be stopped if the 

Government lost the Alexandra case. In reply to Mallory's 

suggestion that the ram be transferred to a French citizen, 

North asserted thttt this would be impracticable as Bulloch's 

rams had been actually sold to a French firm and yet still 

detained. He concluded by lamenting the number of despat- 

ches which had been intercepted by the Federals and declared 

that : "We have already been more injured by intercepted 

despatches than anything else. " He reported that half of 

the plates were now on the ram and that as soon as the 
(1) 

plating was completed, she could be finished rapidly. 

Bulloch/ 

(1) Ibid, - 504-7, (North-Mallory, 16 Oct. ). 
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Bulloch himself warned Mallory that work on the 

Glasgow ram might come to a halt unless the Navy Departmen 

could get cotton through the blockade. He urged the 

Richmond Government to take over the export of cotton, 

rather than let the profits go into the hands of foreign 

capitalists. "At present prices, " he wrote, "200,000 

bales of cotton would yield more than double the net 
(1) 

amount of the Erlanger loan. " Bulloch here put his 

finger on one of the main errors of the Confederates, and 
*41 

one of the factors which contributed to their failure. 

The investigation of the Pampero also brought atten- 

tion to the ironclad. While inspecting the Pampero at 

the Thomsons' yard, Captain Farquhar noticed the ram, but 
(2) 

reported that her construction was proceeding very slowly. 

Later, the Procurator Fiscal also noticed her and questiO- 

ned George Thomson, who replied that ehe was being built 

for "a party in London. " Thomson offered to show the 

contract and to give any further information that he 
3 

possessed concerning her. 
, 

Thomson had given the same 

answer to the Customs Collector when he had investigated 

the ram two months previously. Neither official made 

any/ 

(1) ORN, - 511-3, (Bulloch-Mallory, 22 Oct. ). 

(2) F. O. Papers, Farquhar-Admiralty, 22 Oct. 
(3) Hart-Alison, 23 Oct. 
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any effort to check any further on the vessel, so that 

the Government possessed no evidence on her actual desti- 

nation. 
(1) 

On 29 October, North informed McRae that two pay- 

ments of £91,000 each, were due on the ram and that he 

would need another £20,000 in November. Money was also 
(2) 

due for the guns and other equipment. On 10 November, 

Barron reported that the ram, which he described as "a 

splendid ironclad frigate" would be difficult to get to 

sea, "and should we succeed in doing so, she is so large, 

has such a draught of water, requires so many men to man, 

sail and fight her, will expend such an immense quantity 

of fuel, and will be so altogether extravagant a vessel 

that I-am forced to doubt the propriety of ever owning 

her. " He suggested that she be sold and the proceeds 

i spent elsewhere. 
3 

In the latter part of November, the agitation and 

investigations centering on the Pampe ro brought increasing 

pressure to bear upon North. Writing to Mason for ad- 

vice, North complained "The plot thickens every day. -- 

Spies are dodging round in every direction. From one to 

two are generally on watch about this house. " His land- 

lady had been summoned to answer questions in the Sheriff 

Court/ 

(1) Sbid, 24 Oct. 
2 ORN, 515, (North-McRae, 29 Oct. ). 
3ý Ibid 

-5 17-9 (Barron-Mallory, 10 Nov_) 
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Court, and he began to think that it would be better fo11) 

Sinclair and himself to leave Glasgow for the Continent. 

On the 28th, the N. B. Daily Mail reported that the in- 

vestigations "still drag their slow length along. " Bate el, 

of witnesses continued to be examined and the ship was 

surveyed by the Procurator-Fiscal. Meanwhile the Thom- 

sons were putting the finishing touches on her(a d she was 

expected to be finished in two or three weeks. Among 

other witnesses giving evidence was William Mcaambridge, 

who had been ship wright for 13 years and had worked on 

both merchant and war ships. He had worked on the Pam ero 

as he had been employed by the Thomsons until the previous 

February, when he went to work for another yard. McCam- 

bridge testified that while the Pa mpero was taking on her 

machinery at the Broomielaw "having some curiosity to see 

her fittings, etc., from the reports that I had heard con- 

cerning her, I went on board of her and went over nearly 

the whole of her making such examination of her as I was 

able. 11 

He proceedetto describe further peculiarities in the 

Pampero's construction which were not found in normal 

merchant vessels but were present in warships. Her engines 

and/ 

(1) Ibid, 519, (North-Mason, 21 Nov. ). 

(2) _, 28 Nov. 
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and boilers were below the water line; there were donkey 

engines fitted at each end of her engines room; her decd 

beams were placed very closely together; the decks were 

constructed out of red pine, 42" thick; she had two 

double steering wheels, and her steering equipment was 

similar to a warship (when he inspected her subsequent- 

ly, one of the wheels had been removed but the fittings 

remained) ; the cabins on the upper deck (i. e. gundeck) 

were hinged for removal so that the deck could be clearer 

for action; she had 8 port holes on each side raised 

16 or 18" above the main deck, so that they could not 

be intended to carry off water. 

"I give it as my opinion, judgement and belief as 

a shipwright, " affirmed McCambridge, ".... that the Pam- 

P_ois built and intended as vessel of war, and to be 

used for war purposes and not as a merchant vessel. 

She has been held and reputed to be in the yard of Messrs 

Thomson ... by all hands and to be intended for the 

Confederate States of America, being known in the yard 

as the second Alabama, second 290(1) and such like names. 

I have frequently seen two persons pointed out to me as 

Captains North and Sinclair giving directions and appa- 

ently supervising the work; and I recognise and identi- 

fy the/ 

(1) original designation of the Alabama. 
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(1) the two persons in the photograph shown to me. " 

Similar testimony was given by another shipwright, 

William Carrick. Carrick had worked for the Thomsons for 

three years and had also inspected the Pampero. He, too, 

gave it as his professional opinion that the Pampero was a 

warship. 

The Lord Advocate was now pressing Galbraith for 

further information. On the 27th, the Procurator-Fiscal 

wrote to Galbraith inquiring how those whom the latter had 

named as owners, had obtained their interest in her, and 

requesting him to send copies of all documents relating to 

the transaction. 

Galbraith had in the meantime been taking legal ad- 

vice. The owners had now decided to take their stand on 

point of law, for Galbraith replied on the 30th, admitting 

that the Pam ero had been ordered by Sinclair for the Con- 

federates. He, however, claimed that Sinclair had recentl; 

broken off the contract and submitted (among other docu- 

ments) some correspondence purporting to have passed betwee1 

Sinclair and Pembroke between 24 September and 14 October. 

These letters, five in all, appeared to represent negotia- 

tions leading up to the breaking of the contract. In the 

first/ 

(1) Forr., 1863-4, I, 37-8, deposition of Wm. McCambridge 
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first letter dated 24 September Sinclair declares that the 

British Government has apparently now determined to prevent 

any more Confederate warships from leaving port and that 

consequently he had decided to close the contract and go 

somewhere where he could have "more liberal action". He 

further asks that Pembroke return the cotton certificates 
(1) 

which Sinclair had paid to him. Pembroke replies on 

the 29th: "I have seen the parties connected with this 

vessel and laid before them your proposal for cancelling 

the contract with me. They are desirous that said con- 

tract should be carried out; but if you do not see your 

way to such, I am authorised to cancel it., relieving you 

ott8) from further payment but retaining the vessel and thZ2) 

ce rtificates already delivered to account of price. " 

This appears plausible on the surface, but it will be no- 

ticed that Pembroke here states that he personally consul- 

ted with those who had interest in the ship.. As some of 

these people were in Manchester in Glasgow, this would 

mean that, unless by some improbable coincidence they all 

happened to be in London at the time, Pembroke would have 

had to go to Manchester and Glasgow for the consultations. 

Assuming that Pembroke received Sinclair's first letter at 

the earliest on the 25th, he would have had to visit Man- 

chester and/ 

(1) F. O. Papers, Sinclair to Pembroke, 24 Sept. 
(2) F. O. Papers, "Case of the Canton or Pampero", Pembroke Sinclair, 29 Sept. 
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and Glasgow, consult with the various owners, and return to 

London from where he is supposed to have written his letter 

of the 29th. He could hardly have accomplished all of this 

in so short a time, and, of coursd, had he gone to Dlasgow 

to consult Denny and the rest, he would almost certainly 

have conferred personally with Sinclair, who was there at 

the time, rather than return to London to write his letter 

of the 29th. 

In the next letter dated 2nd October, Sinclair writes 

that he is "utterly astonished" at Pembroke's failure to 

return the certificates and berates him for unfairness. He 

now asserts that he has received orders to leave England on 

account of the hostile attitude of the British Government. 

He maintains that it is the fault of the British Government 

that he has to break the contract and appeals for a more 

liberal offer. 
(1) 

On the 10th, Pembroke replies "I have 

consulted the parties interested in the steamer and they 

instruct me to intimate to Iaou their regret that they cannot 

deviate from the decision come to -- "Though you naturally 

look upon the certificates as equal to money for their nomi- 

nal value, the holders must view them with a difference, and 

taking the present market value of the securities they 

certainly do not think they have in them more than the heed 

ful margin/ 

(1) Sinclair-Pembroke, 2 Oct. 
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margin to provide for the risk of loss in disposing of a 

vessel which, though suitable-in other respects for mercantile 

purposes, is so very much more expensive in construction 

than is required for such - -11 
Cl, 

In the last letter of the 

series dated 14 October, Sinclair complains further of harsh 

dealing and maintains that the special construction of the 

Pampero adds to her durability and hence to her value. He 

informed Hart that the contract with Sinclair had been can- 

celled on 21st October and that if the British Government 

hip, the owners would would be interested in buying thZ2) 

probably be willing to negotiate. 

The letters 
(3) 

submitted by Galbraith are clearly spur- 

sous in the sense that they were composed to induce the 

Government to believe that Sinclair had actually broken off 

relations with the owners of the Pampero. The occasional 

references to Sinclair and the Pampero in the latter pages of 

ORN, 2s, II, 
(4) 

indicate that the Confederates remained in clos' 

relations with the owners of the Pampero and had definite 

plans for ultimately gaining control of her. The exact 

nature of these plans are not known, but can partly be de- 

duced. If the case were brought to trial and the owners 

won/ 

(1) Pembroke-Sinclair, 10 Oct. 

(2) Galbraith-Hart, 3 Nov. 
(3) Galbraith declared that they were copies but that Hart could see the originals if he wished. 

772,789. 
-- --' 

(4) e" ,. ORN, 2s, II, 574_ AC: 
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won the case, it might be fairly easy to transfer the ship 

to the Confederates. If on the other hand the Government 

won, the owners would proceed to offer the ship for sale 

in a public manner. Galbraith's offer to sell to the 

British Government was in line with this policy; even if 

the Government did happen to buy her, then the owners would 

have made their profit and the Confederates would have lost 

nothing, as they had paid no cash in the first place. 

However, Galbraith and Sinclair must have realised that an 
Wh«ti 

expensive commerce raider was a type of ship for, the British 

Navy would have little use, and they most likely hoped that 

if she were offered for sale, a transfer to the Confederacy 

could be arranged through some third patty. 

The Lord Advocate was now satisfied that he had suffi- 
(1) 

cient evidence to bring the case to trial. Describing 

the new evidence to Grey he, declared: "Indeed more is avowed 

in the documents than I should have expected, seeing that 

when these letters were written and after, according to 

these letters, the contract was at an end, Captain Sinclair 

was in Glasgow and in daily communication with the owners 

as well as the builders. This is clearly proved by the 

enquiries I have made. It would have been quite easy to 

have broken off the contract without according so distinct- 

ly the original objects which the parties contemplated. 

Stint/ 

(1) Moncrieff-Grey, 1 Dec. 
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Still, I have no reason to doubt in the main the truth of 

these documents or the fact that for the present at least 

the Confederate agent has relinquished the vessel and that 

the owners are ready to treat for her sale in the market. 

It is today reported that she is sold to the Prussian Govern- 

ment... 11 
C lý 

The Lord Advocate described the legal position of the 

Pampero as "entirely novel" and decided at first to wait for 

the decision in the Alexandra case, which was expected 

within several days, before seizing the Pampero and insti- 

tuting proceedings. 
(2) 

Sir George Grey concuured in this 
3 

decision. 

Meanwhile a cry was being gxxm#m1 raised by Confederate 

sympathisers against the investigation of the Pampero. 

James Goldie, a draughtsman and nephew of the Thomsons, John 

Gilchrist, a foreman joiner, Robert Kinloch, a carpenter, 

and James Gray, an iron shipbuilder, all workers at the 

Thomsons' yard, made depositions before a J. P., concerning 

attempts which they alleged had been made to obtain infor- 

mation concerning the suspected ship. They claimed that t1ý 

had all been offered either large sums of money or paid 

passages to America and good Government jobs there. They 

accused/ 

1) Ibid, 2 Dec. 
2 Waddington-Hammond, 3 Dec. 
3) for these and other statements relevant to the dispute, 

see appendix. 
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accused several individuals by name, including Comb, A. W. 

Inglis, a rival shipbuilding firm, John Reid, a foreman 
(1) 

joiner, and Archibald Brodie. 

Commenting on these depositions, the Glasgow Herald 

denounced what it called. "tampering" with the Thomsons' 

workers. 
(2) 

The N. B. Daily Mail also took up the compalint, 

and waxed indignant over the prevalence of "Yankee spies" 

and the offering of bribes to the workers. The Mail asser4 

ted accusingly that: "Extreme friends of the Nortiiern party 

in the States forced an investigation by the Procurator- 

Fiscal. " The Mail went on to express indignation at the 

thy charges levelled against the Pampero and at the lený3) 

pr oceedings which were taking up the workers' time. 

"Latterly, by dint of reiterated assertions extreme friends 

of the Northern party in the States have succeeded to get thf 

Procurator-Fiscal to take up the matter". The Mail com- 

plained that the wörk at the Thomsons' yard was being 

seriously interfered with because of the summoning of 

workers to testify and asserted further that "Now and again 

have/ 

(1) for these and other statements relvant to the dispute 
see appendix. 

(2) Glas gow Herald, 1 Dec. 

(3) N. B. Daily Mail, 2 Dec. 
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have Yankee spies forced themselves into Messrs. Thomsons' 

counting house, occupying valuable time by their mendacious 

and libellous tale bearing regarding men and things. How 

all this hubbub should have arisen we cannot understand. 
We have seen the specifications of the ves^el, and we have 

fully inspected her as she lies at Lancefield Quay and we 

could observe nothimg that could lend the least colour to the 
(1) 

idea that the Pampero is intended for warlike purposes.. " 

The pro-Confederate Glasgow Gazette denounced what it 

called "the spy system" operating in the docks and shipyards 

and asked: "Are honest tradesmen to be entrapped and conta- 

minted by execrable wretches, prowling amongst us in a garb 
2 

alien to all true Scotchmen ?", In describing the officio 
investigation, the GazettQ reported optimistically "There 

being, we understand, no good grounds(f)or detaining her, she 

will shortly proceed down the river. " 

The Gazette also thundered against the "parcel of spied' 

operating in Glasgow and claimed that the investigations were 

being furthered by some of the Thomsons' business. rivals. 

The Gazette declared that: "One shipbuilder looks with a 

jealous eye upon his neighbour. 

secrets/ 

They are eager to learn the 

(1) NBDM, 3 Dec. 

(2) Glasgow Gazette, 5 Dec. 

_ý 
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secrets of the ship, that they may manage to influence the 

Government one way or another... Spies are now going about 

to invade his neighbour's premises and tell all about it 

to the Government, pro and con. This is very despicable.. 

If Messrs. Thomson are building a ship or steamer in broad 

daylight and if some scoundrel in disguise should get accesE 

to their counting house to learn their plans or measurementf 

so as to take advantage of them to their prejudice, what is 

the treatment he or she ought to receive ? Tie him up, we 

would say to the ILalberts, and give him at once a good 

sound thrashing .. . We require no domestic traitors, no 

liars with pitch upon their hands or blood upon their 

skirts, and our Clyde steamers should sail as freely 
(l) 

without our own landmarks as the waters which waft them. " 

The anti-Confederate Glasgow Examiner observed simply 

that if the Thomsons were not violating the law then they 

had nothing to fear from an investigation: whereas, if they 

were indulging in illegal activities then it was necessary 
(2) 

that these should be uncovered. 

Controversy continued over the depositions which 

Thomsons' worker's had made concerning the approaches made to 

them/ 

(1) Jbid 12 Dec. The Mail was generally believed to speak 
or the shipbuilders. The Gazette appears to have been 

closely connected with that section of the capitalist 
class which was supporting the rebellion. The latter 
paper had previously (31 Oct. ) praised the work of the 
shipbuilders that had built the Southern warships and urged that they be given contracts for Brit. war vessels (2) Qla_QZ am oir 12 Dec. 
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them for information. Goldie, Gray and Gilchrist protes- 

ted to the Herald that the account of their evidence had 

been distorted and that the Herald's article had implied 

that they had insinuated that it was actually agents of the 
(1) 

British Government who had approached them. Comb and 

John Reid who had been accused of soliciting information 

from the Thomsons' employees made lengthy public statements 

denying the accusations and presenting their own versions 

of the matter. 
(2) 

Comb who was a foreman iron shipbuilder 

at the yard of A. &T. Inglis denied the accusations of Mc- 

Gowan and Ylnloch that he had offered them any money for 

information. Comb declared that he had only asked a few 

casual questions about the Pampero and the ram, but denied 

that he had offered them any money for information. He 

admitted that he had asked a few questions of Goldie and 

that he had introduced the latter to an individual who was 

investigating the Pampero, but denied that he had offered 

money for drawings or models. He affirmed that he acted 

for himself alone without the sanction or knowledge of 
1 

A. M. Inglis. Reid, a foreman joiner, admitted having 

brought Kinloch into contact with two individuals investi- 

gating the ship, but denied offering Kinloch money or soli- 

citing any information from him. 

(1) Glas. Herald 3 Dec. 
(2) Ibid, 4 Dec. 

.ý 
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On the other hand, Archibald Brodie, another man 

who had been accused of making enquiries about the Pam- 

Pero, took quite a different line. Describing himself 

as a Federal sympathiser, he declared boldly to the 

Herald that he had done his best to discover whether the 

Pampero was intended to be a Confederate warship. He 

maintained that he was motivated by a desire to preserve 

peace between Britain and America by preventing a repe- 

tition of the Alabama episode. He also denied that he 

was acting in behalf of the American Government or that 
(1) 

he had made any offers to the workers on its account. 

(2) 
These depositions and letters contradictory as they 

are, give some picture of the subterranean intriguing 

which had centered on the Pampero. The assiduous 

Intelligence work directed by Underwood contributed to a 

large extent to the ferretting out of information con- 

cerning the suspected ship. As Underwood had predicted: 

it had been necessary to "buy" infor mation, and the 

workers who contributed evidence were of course under the 

threat of reprisals and blacklisting by their employers. 

However, / 

M Ibid, 4 Dec. 
On 10 Dec. Underwood received an order form £200 from 
the State Dhpt., and promised Seward: "Those funds shall be sacredly applied to the use for which it has been, 
with so much trust and confidence, confided to me. And 
I shall endeavour to guard it with the utmost caution 
against frauds ... which are resorted to by unprincipled 
persons to enrich themselves by pretended service. " (contd. next page) 
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However, it seems clear from the welter of conflicting 

evidence that the effort against the Pampero was furthered 

by business rivalry and the feverish stage of competition 

engendered on Clydeside by the American Wsr. At the same 

time, Archibald Brodie's statement shows that local Federal 

sympathisers were playing an important part in the efforts. 

From Underwood's co-respondence, and from the circumstances 

surrounding the memorials sent to the Government by the 

Abolitionist and pro-Federal societies, it is clear that 

thee was close collaboration between the American consul 

and the local sympathisers with the United States. 

The Garrison; --ns, in fact, credit the Glasgow Abolitionists 
(1) 

with playing a major part in preventing her sailing. 

Russell/ 

(cont. f. n. 2 previous page) (Underwood-Seward, 10 Dec. ) 
A few days later he wrote of the "quite heavy expendi- 
ture incurred in stopping the Pampero, and added "Yet 
I have reason to believe that this expenditure, so far 
as incurred or authorised by me, does not reach one 
third of that expended in other cases". (Underwood - 
Seward, 14 Dec. ) 

. 

f. n. 3 previous page : See appendix. III. 

(1) "In Glasgow the vigilant and energetic measures of 
Mr. Garrison's steadfast friends, Andrew Paton and 
William Smeal and a few others, prevented the sailing 
from the Clyde of a Confederate war vessel that would 
have been formidable, more so even than the Alabama. " 
Garrison, op. cit., JV, 67, f. n. 
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Russell was now increasingly concerned over the mea- 

sures taken to safeguard the Pampero. A short time pre- 

-iously, a suspected vessel had been spirited away in an 

unfinished state by the Rebels - much to Russell's chagrin. 

He was now convinced of the necessity of giving no further 

offence to America or to the British Radicals and workers, 

and he warned the Home Office to press the Admiralty "not 

to omit any precaution to prevent the Pampero escaping from 

the Clyde while the Court of Exchequer is deliberating upon 

the judgement which it may perform in the case of the 

Alexandra" and insisted that it was "indispensible that the 

Utmost vjgilance shout be employed in the case of the Pam- 

pero. 11C1 On 5th December, Adams despatched a note to 

Russell drawing his attention to the Pampero and enclosing 

five of the depositions collected by Underwood, indicating 

her belligerent character. 
(2) 

The Foreign Office assured 

Adams that the Government would take the pqers submitted 

under consideration, and sent on the evidence to the Home 
3 

Office. 

At this juncture the Court of Exchequer announced that 

its decision on the Alexandra case would be postponed until 

the/ 

(1) F. 0. - H. 0, ,4 Dec. 

(2) Adams-Russell, 5 Dec. The letter and depositions are 
also printed in For. Rel. ý"'.; r. 

(3) F. 0. - Adams, 5 Dec. 

ý_/ 
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next term. Sir George Grey now decided that "It would be 

inexpedient to incur the long delay of waiting for that 

judgement", if Russell thought that there were sufficient 
(1) 

grounds far seizing the Pampero immediately. Russell 

agreed, and on 9th December, the Lord Advocate instructed 
2 

the Glasgow Customs Collector to seize her. The 
(3) 

seizure was effected on the following day. For greater 

security, the Collector prepared to move-a her to Bowling 

Bay and reported to the Customs House that since all of the 

Pampero's was on board, it would be advisable to employ an 
4 

engineer to look after it. 
, 

Russell advised the Treasur; 

and Home Office that "the seizure should be maintained 

until the questions bearing on it are settled in due course 

of law, and that no overture for the purchase of the vessel 
(5) 

should be entertained. " 

Patrick/ 

(1) Waddington-Hammond, 5 Dec. 

(2) Waddington-Hammond, 10 Dec. 

(3) Trevor-Customs House, Trevor-Patrick Henderson & Co., 
Admiralty-Hammond, 10 Dec. 

(4) Farquhar-Admiralty, 11 Dec. Underwood-Seward, 14 Dec. v Owsley, 442-3. 

(5) F. O. -Treasury and H. O., 11 Dec. The seizure was widely 
feported in the Scottish pjl,. Ris_; in r; -i: rs at rre`: iiock'- (e. g. 
Glasgow Herald, 11 Dec.; Glas. Examiner, 12 Dec. ). 
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Patrick Henderson & Co. protested to Trevor "that 

your seizure of that vessel is not authorised by the 
(1) 

statute to which you refer, that the owners deny the -is 

right of the Lord Advocate to give you the directions 

under which you profess to be acting, that they also 

deny your right to act upon these instructions and that 

they hold His Lordship and you and all concerned liable 

in the heaviest damages caused and to be caused by your 
(2) 

proceedings. " The Glasgow Gazette was inspired to 

lament in curious verse the fact that: 

"Arms and munitions in plenty are sent 
To the North and no edict goes forth to prevent. 
Empty ships are sequestered with doubtful propriety 
To please the great Emancipation Society. 
The law was invoked til each hairsplitting word (3) 
Has shown the whole thing is immensely absurd. " 

Although the seizure of the Pampero came as a blow to 

them, the Rebel agents did not give up hope of regaining 

possession of her. Barron reported from Paris to the 

Richmond Government: "It i. s impossible to make even a 

conjecture as to the possibility of her bein restored 

to her owners and our chances of purchase. " 
4 

The seizure of the Pampero by the British Government 

also 

(1) The Foreign Enlistment Act. 

(2) Patrick Henderson & Co. - Trevor, 14 Dec. 

(3) Glasgow Gazette, 26 Dec. 1863. 

(4) ORN - 567, (Barron-11allory, 15 Dec. ). 

-- -- -- -- - ------- --- 
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also affected the destiny of the ironclad. On 14th 

DelSember, Underwood resorted that the work on her was 

progressing änd promised to take steps to have her 
(1) 

arrested as soon as she was launched. 

At the end of Novemebr, Sinclair and North had fled 

to Paris to escape the net which was being drawn relent- 
(2) 

1 lessly about them. When the news of the seizure of 

the Pampero reached Paris, North met with Slidell, Mason, 

Barron and McRae to discuss the fate of the Glasgow iron- 

clad. Bulloch, as well as the others of the Rebel 

agents, had long regarded North's activity on Clydeside 

with jealousy and disapproval. Now they were able to 

force his hand. Slidell in particular was especially 

strong in urging the sale of the ram, and the meeting 

agreed that the step was necessary in view of the fact 

that the ship would probably be seized upon being 

launched, and the capital tied up in her was urgently 

neede for other projects. Galbraith (according to North 

account of the meeting) was chosen to be the agent for 

this transaction, and the advice of the ex-Solicitor- 

General was sought. 
3 

Cairns, who had acted as attor- 

ney for/ 

W1 Underwood-Seward, 14 Dec. W2 
North told Mallory: "I was forced to leave Glasgow in 
consequence of the system of espionage carried on 
there both by the authorities and agents employed by 
the Yankee consul". (ORN -587/8 North-Mallory, 18 Feb. (3) see next page. 

If 
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for the defence in the Alexandra case, suggested that the 

ironclad be transferred to the Thomsons and then sold as 

soon as possible. North then went to London where he made 

arrangements to carry out this policy. Upon returning to 

Paris, North quarrelled violently with Slidell, who wanted 

Erlanger (who was Slidell's son-in-law) to be the agent for 

the sale of the ram. According to North, Slidell grew ver; 

excited, demanded to know what was the use of asking for 

advice and not following it, and ordered that North never 
(1) 

consult him on anything in future. " In the latter Fart 

of January, the vessel was finally sold to the Danish 

Government for £240,000 (without her armament). The 

Thomsons promised to deliver the ship between 15th April 

and 1st May, unless there was a delay due to further strikeE 

Since Denmark was then at war with Germany, the contract 

anticipated the temporary seizure of the ship by the Britis1 
(2) 

Government for the duration of the war. 

The/ 

f. n. 3 from previous page: - Cairns was a leading Belfast 
Conservative and had been solicitor-General in the 
previous Tory Government (vid. D. N. B. ). He was strongly 
pro-Confederate, and was closely associated with the 
Rebel agents in Britain and their shipbuilders. 

(1) from North's memorandum of the meeting and sequel, (ORN, 
326-7) This memo. is not dated and is placed in the 
wrong chrono], order in ORN. (i. e. at the end of 1862 
instead of 1863). See also ORN, 587-8 (North-Mallory, 
18 Feb. 1864). 

(2) ORN, 327-9 (Bill of Sale of the ram to Denmark - signed 
by/ contd. next page. 

---4 
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The Glasgow authorities now prepared to transfer the 

Pampero to Bowling Bay for greater security. Before taking 

this step, the Crown Agent offered to allow the Thomsons to 
(1 

complete their work on her. Galbraith replied that the 

owners would not have any more work done to her until it was 

decided in Court whether the seizure was legal. It was 

proposed by Galbraith that the Crown should allow the owners 

in order to avoid financial loss, to sell the ship, and depostt 
(2) 

the proceeds in a bank as a surrogation for her. 

The Lord Advocate, in passing the proposal on to the 

Home Office, declared that if the ship were simply o"fered hr 

sale on the market, she would most likely fall into the hands 

of Confederate agents. However, he suggested that the Go- 

vernment might allow her to be sold to some third party, not 

connected with the belligerents, of whose good faith they 

were satisfied; then the Government would have fulfilled its 

duty as a neutral and the loss would be lessened in the evert 

of the legal decision going against them. He suggested 

further/ 

cont. f. n. 2 previous page: - signed by James and George Thom- 
son and 0. Suensen and C. F. Tietgen, n. d. ) This is also 
printed in the wrong chronological order; see also Ibid, 
587-8 (NorthrMallory, 18 Feb. 1864), 605, (North-Mallory, 
16 March) (Underhill-Seward, 25 Jan. ). See also Owsley, 
442-3. 

(1) Crown Agent-Messrs. Thomson, 15 Dec. Ibid, 19 Dec. 

(2) Galbraith-Murray, 24 Dec. 

_-. F 
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further that the Government should give no opinion until 

presented with a specific offer of this kind by the owners. 

(1) The Foreign Office then suggested to the Admiralty 

that they make a survey of the Pa mpero to see whether she 
(2) 

would be suitable for purchase by the British Navy. 

The Admiralty, after inspecting her, replied that she would 

not be of any use to them. 
(3) 

Russell then advised 

Grey to adopt the Lord Advocate's suggestion that the 

Government should express no opinion on Galbraith's sugges- 
(4) 

tion until a specific proposition be made by the owners. 

The American officials in Britain had meanwhile re- 

ceived information which led them to believe that the 

Rebels were still planning to get possession of the Pampero 

On 28th December, Adams sent an urgent note to Russell 

informing him that "A number of persons, not less than 

thirty, have lately arrived from the U. S. with the inten- 

tion to embark in the steamer Pampero now at Glasgow , on 

a hostile expedition against the United States. Of these 

persons, some eleven or twelve, including one Dr. Vallan- 

digham from the State of Delaware, are now in Liverpool, 

and/ 

(1) Moncrieff-Waddington, 30 Dec. 
(2) P. O. -Admiralty, 6 Jan. 1864. 

(3) Admiralty-F. 0., 8 Jan; Ibid, 18 Jan. 
(4) F. 0. - H. 0.23 Jan. 

__ o.. 
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and the others are either in London or Glasgow. Captain 

Sinclair, who as been here for mote than a year, is desig- 

nated to take command. He has left Glasgow from fear of 

enquiry and is now living elsewhere under an assumed name.. 

I am further informed that these are the most daring and 

reckless set of men, who at one moment contemplated the 

project of seizing the Pampero and running her out of the 

port of Glasgow either by force or fraud. This scheme is 

however for the present abandoned, especially as hopes have 

been inspired by Lieutenant Maury, who has lately visited 

those remaining at Liverpool that the object will be accom- 
1 

plished in a similar way. " 

The Foreign Office passed on Adams' warning to the 

other deparment in the case, and Captain Farquhar was aler- 
(2) 

ted to prevent any possible attempt to seize the PRmpero. 

The Customs officials in Liverpool launched enquiries con- 

cerning the Confederate group mentioned in Adams' desia tch, 

but was unable to trace them. Dudley, who had provided 

Adams with the information contained in his despatch, asser- 

ted that they were all living in private lodgings under 
(3) 

assumed names. The exact nature of the Rebel plans in 

regard/ 

(1) Adams-Russell, 28 Dec. 1863. 

(2) F. 0. - 11.0.,, Admiralty and Treasury, 29 Dec; Russell - Adams, 29 Dec.; Moncrieff - H. 0,30 Dec.; Admiralty - P. O., 31 Dec. 

(3) Morgan - London Customs Commissioners, 1 Jan. 1864; Customs House - Treasury, 2 Zan. -10 
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regard to the Pampero at this particular moment are not 

exactly clear, but undoubtedly they were plotting to gain 

possession of her. Trevor reported to the London Customs 

Commis'ioners: "There is every reason to believe that, had 

it not been for the effective steps taken to prevent the 

vessel's removal, an attempt would have been made to take her 
(1) 

to sea. " That the Rebel agents were collaborating close 

ly with the legal owners of the Parnpero is clearly indicated 

in Barron's x gxk despatch of January 22nd from Paris to 

Mallory: "Just now, however, he (Sinclair) is on beam ends 

and unable to make a move of any kind; silence and inaction 

are now absolutely necessary with him. He is in this city 

with the advice of his English and Scotch friends and with 

my full approval ... She (the Pampero) is now in the Courts 

in Scotland, but the owners think she will be able to be 

cleared of any intent ibnai-1violation of the Foreign Enlist- 

ment Act. In this event, we may yet succeed in getting 
(2) 

her. " On 8th January, Underwood reported to Seward 

that a 
suspicious character who had been associated with the 

Confederates in the building of ironclads on the Continent, 
(3) 

had arrived in Glasgow. At the same time, Trevor secure3 

the/ 

(1) Trevor-London Customs Commissioners, 31 Dec. 1863. In this 
letter he describes Sinclair's supervision of the con- 
struction of the Pampero. 

(2) ORN, 574-5, (Barron-Mallory, 22 Jan. 1864. 

(3) Underwood-Seward, 8 Jan. 
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secured the vessel in Bowling Bay and took ashore part (01T 
her stearing gears as a further precautionary measure. 

The legal proceedings over the Pam ero began on 16th 

January 1864, when the Crown laid an appraisement of sti- 

zure before the Court of Session. The Thom ons manoeuvred 

to get possession of her by claiming that £16,000 was due 

to them as builders , and claiming that she should be 

restored to them as security for this sum. The following 

day, another claim for possession was lodged by Smith 

Fleming & Co., Robert Simpson, Edgar Pinchback Stringer, 

and others, asserting that they were the owners and clai- 
2 

ming possession. 
( 

On 28th January, an information of 98 counts alleging 

violation of the seventh section of the Foreign Enlistment 

Act. The counts mostly resembled each other, with only 
(3) 

slight variations in wording. Then following a proce- 

dure permitted under Scottish law, the defenders challen- 

ged the relevancy of the information to the Act. This 

proved to be the decisive episode on the legal side of the 

Pampero affair. 
(4) 

The lengthy arguments which ensued, 

raised/ 

(1) Trevor-London Customs Commissioners, 7 Jan. 

(2) Session cases, 3s, II, 1033. 

(3) Ibid, 1033-5. 

(4) for the arguments see Ibid, 1037-41. 

_ý 
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raised a number of highly abstruse legal and procedural 

questions for which there is not the space to discuss 

here. The owners based their case upon the claim that it 

was permissable under the Act for them to build and sell 

warships to belligerents as long as they themselves did 

not sail in them and commit hostilities. The Lord Ad- 

vocate, on his part, dwelt at length on the strict inter- 

pretation and enforcement with which the Americans had 

applied their similar neutrality Act, particularly during 

the Crimean War. He went on to propound the broader 

interpretation of the British Act which had been demanded 

by the anti-interventionists during previous months. 

"It was argued by the defenders. " declared Moncrieff in 

his summing-up "that it was lawful to sell a vessel 

however armed; but that would not be material even if 

sound in law, for the object of the Act was not to put 

down sales but to get rid of the danger of war. Put an 

extreme case and suppose Fleming to keep a store of 

armed ships and advertise them for sale and the Confedera- 

tes to come and buy, and bring their crew here and put 

them on board, surely the risk of collision in the Clyde 

and the danger of this country being involved in war 

would be quite as great as from any of the things the 

claimants say are contemplated and intended to be put 

down/ 

_. --0 
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(1) 
down byxthi s statute. " 

Of the four judges in the first Division of the 

Court(2)Lord Curriehill alone held that the information 

was irrelevant. The Lord President (the Rt. Hon. Duncan 

McNeill), Lord Deas and Lord Ardmillan, accepted the in- 

terpretatiön of the Crown. In the closing passages of 

his opinion, Lord Ardmillan summed up the majority opin- 

ion most succinctly. 

"Suppose a man walks into a druggist's shop, " Lord 

Ardmillan declared, "and proposes to purchase poison to 

destroy a person whom he names, The druggist, whose 

poverty and will alike consent, afraid of selling the 

poison, sells him two separate ingredients, neither of 

which itself is a poison, but informs the purchaser that, 

by a further process in combination of these ingredients, 

he will obtain the poison for his purpose. If the in- 

tent to use for murder of a particular person and a sale 

with a view to that intent be proved, can there be doubt 

that the druggist would be guilty of murder? The 

proved intention would morally and legally bind together 

the separate acts furnishing the separate elements whose 

combination/ 

(1) Session Cases, s3, II, 1040-1. 

(2) for the Judges' opinions, see Ibid, 1042-61. 

.i 
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combination would be fatal... So it may be in this case. 
The proved intent brings out the reality instead of the 

semblance of the proceeding. The truth may not always be 

discernable, it may be concealed by disguise, or escaped 

from by cunning evasions; but if the truth is discovered, 

then by the truth and not by the fiction the character of 

the transaction must be determined. " 

Applying this principle to the case of the Pampero, 

Lord Arämillan concluded: "How can that case be disposed of, 

except by referring to the intent? The intent explains 

the equipment.... The intent, when clearly proved guocungue 

m=, is the discovering agent which rends away the mask 

and dispels the fiction and brings forth the truth by which 

the character of the operations on the ship must be deter- 

mined; that proved, the intent is the cohesive agent which 

morally and legally combines 'the element of armament', 

that proved intent is the premonitory agent, pointing to 

purposed wrong and coming danger, by aid of which this im- 

portant statute may be worked with justice and effect, as a 

remedial and preventive measure to protect from peril the 
(1) 

'Peace and Welfare of this Kingdom'. " 

In spite of the decision of the Court on the relevancy 

of the case against the Pam ero, Fleming and his associates 

were still/ 

(1) Ibid, 1061-2. 
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still confident that she would not be condemned. They 

remained in close touch with the Rebel agents in Paris who 
(1) 

were still scheming to get possession of her. At the 

same time, the Tories launched a sdries of strong attacks 

in Parliament against the Government's policy of detaining 

the Rebel warships. On the 11th, 15th and 23rd of Febru- 

ary in particular, there we^e acrimonious debates on the 

subject and Russell was accused by the Tory leaders of sub- 

servience to Washington. On the 23rd, Sir Hugh Cairns, 

who, we have seen, was closely associated with the Rebel 

Naval agents, delivered an able phillipic, summing up the 
(2) 

Tory case against the Government's new policy. 

Immediately after the Count of Session had decided 

on the relevancy of the information, the Crown moved for 

a diligence to obtain from the defenders various documents, 

sketches, models, 
(3) 

deuce. 

and articles of equipment for use as evi- 

On 23rd February, the Lord Ordinary grahted the 

Crown a diligence for the material they desired, and the 

defenders/ 

(1) On 15 Feb. Barron wrote to Mallory: "Our friends in 
Scotland are of the opinion that she cannot be con- 
demned. Should she escape legal forfeiture, it will 
require great skill and dexterity of management in orde'i 
to get possession of her. " (ORN, 581) (2) Hansard, s3, CLXXIII, 427-41-9', 544-59 955-602: Cairns 
speech was subsequently published and circulated as a 
pamphlet by the Rebel propagandists. D'Israeli, sig- 
nificantly, took no part in this Tory offensive. 

(3) Session Cases, s3, II, 1061. 
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defenders immddiately counter-claimed. The case was con- 

tinued until the next day when the Court upheld the dili- 

gence, although making certain exceptions. A number of 
1, 

counts against Fleming and his associates were dropped. 

At the same time, Underwood was co-operating with the Crown 

in compiling evidence. On 29th February, he reported to 

Seward that he had "placed in the Hands of the Crown Offi- 

cers all the information necessary for the conde mnation of 
(2) 

the Pampero. " 

Meanwhile, at the end of February, the ram had been 

finally launched, and the Thomsons were anxious to discover 

the Governments intention in regard to her, since her sale 

to the Danes had been made upon condition that she were 

not seized. Consequently, Dalgleish, one of the Glasgow 

M. P. s, was induced to ask in Parliament on 29 February 

whether the Government intended to follow the same policy 

in regard to her as that in regard to the Pampero. 

Layard, the Under-Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, 

replied that he had informed the Foreign Office of the 

ownership of the ram and offered to stop the work on her 

if the Government felt that she might threaten British 

neutrality/ 

(1) Ibid.. 1061-2. 

(2) Underwood-Seward, 29 Feb. 
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neutrality in the war then about to begin between Denmark 

and Germany. Russell had advised that the work be stopped, 

but the Thomsons had complained that they would lose heavily 

if they could not get her off the stocks. Ultimately an 

agreement was reached whereby Russell gave permission for 

her to be finished and the Danish Minister gave his word 
(1) 

that she would not leave the Clyde while the war continued. 

The announcement of this agreement between Russell and 

the Danish Minister now seemed to offer to Fleming and his 

associates the chance of effecting a similar bargain with 

the Foreign Secretary and thus getting possession of the 

Pampero. as a possible prelude to reselling her to the Con- 

federates. On 7 March, Dalglish asked Layard in the 

Commons whether the Government would accept an assurance 

from the owners of the Pampero similar to that which they 

had accepted from the Danish Minister. 

proposition in scathing terms. 

Layard rejected the 

"I think, Sir, the House will see, " he declared, "that 

the cases are not at all similar. In the one case the 

Danish Minister, before hostilities commenced, wishing to 

spare H. M. Government all the embarrassment possible, came 

forward and gave the fullest information that a vessel was 

being/ 

(1) Hansard, s3, II, 1251-2. 
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being constructed for the Danish Governmet. In the other 

case every kind of subterfuge, not to use a stronger word, 

was used, and every means of evading the law had recourse 

to, and as a last resort the parties concerned wished to 

enter into a similar arrangement to that which they had 

entered into with the Danish Minister� but H. M. Government 

declined. In the case of the Danish Minister, he gave his 

diplomatic guarantee upon which H. M. Government placed the 

fullest reliance; but in the other case I doubt whether 

any guarantee could beCgiven upon which H. M. Government 
1 

could place reliance. " 

Undoubtedly, Layard's reply represented a genuine exas- 

peration on the part of the Government with the tactics 

which the Rebels and their British associates had pursued 

in their efforts to get Confederate warships to sea. It was 

also a reaction against the Tory attacks of the previous 

month. By making the warships a party issue, the Tories ha3 

strengthened the Government's determination on the question 

and helped to rally Liberal opinion behind it. It was al- 

most a reversal of the situation in 1862, when Russell and 

Gladstone/ 

Hansard, 3s, II, 1544-5. Owsley's interpretation of the 
arFn rp case is totally inadequate. (op. cit. 442-3) He 

accuses the of discriminating against the Con- 
federates, but makes no ref. to this material in Hansard 
or to the fact that the Danish ram did not leave the Clyde until the Danish-German War came to an end. 
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Gladstone appeared to be trying to unite the Liberal Party 

in support of Southern independence, as they had rallied them 

to support Italian independence in 1860. 

The owners of the Pampero then approached E. P. Bouverie, 

M. P. for Kilmarnock and Renfrew, with a view to effecting a 

compromise settlement with the Government. Bouverie sugges- 

ted to Galbraith and Denny that they make out a proposition 

in writing which he would submit to the Government. After 

much profession of their honest purpose, Galbraith replied 

that if the vessel were released, he and Denny, on behalf of 

themselves and the other owners, would make certain that "by 

no chance could she pass into service of the Confederate 

States since we view your action on our behalf in this matter 

as tantamount to a guarantee of our good faith. So I am 

prepared to engage that the Pampero be kept under our control 

in order to prevent the possibility which might arise if so13 

by us even perfectly bona fide, of her ultimately passing inb 

an employment antagonistic to the neutrality our government 

desires to maintain to belligerents.... We should proceed to 

make such alterations without delay as may be by the authori 

tie;? thought requisite to satisfy them that the ship can only 

be used in peaceful commerce, and then we should employ her 

in the ordinary course of trade and in the meantime that the 

legal proceedings, which are costing the owners so large an 

amount, / 

_� 
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(1) amount, should be at once stayed. " 

Bouverie laid this proposition before the Lord Ad- 

vocate, for his consideration. In the meantime, the 

Court pronounced an interlocutor officially upholding the 

relevancy of the remaining counts and appointing the 5th 

of May as the date for the trial. The Crown then moved 

for a commission to examine an American citizen in Paris 

concerning the authenticity of the handwriting of cer- 

tain documents in the possession of Dudley, the American 

consul in Liverpool who was directing the American In- 

telligence work in connection with the building of Con- 

federate warships. The documents referred to were pro- 

bably some of the despatches of Sinclair and his asso- 

ciates which had been intercepted by Dudley's agents. 

Dudley had shown the documents to the Crown agents but 

had refused to let them take possession of them for use 

at the trial. The Court commissioned a Crown agent to 

examine the witness and take copies of the documents. 

After consulting with Russell, the Lord Advocate 

delivered his reply to the owners' proposal for a settle 

ment s. He pointed out to the owners that "The facts 

on/ 

(1) Galbraith-Bouverie, 17 March. 
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on which the proceedings depend, admit of being easily esta. 

blished, and the legal questions involved, even were they 

more doubtful than they are, could not arise for decision 

in a more favourable ford. " Although rejecting the owners' 

proposition, he expressed the desire not to bring any heavy 

loss upon the owners from the working of a law which, at the 

time of its alleged breach, had never been interpreted by 

a Court. He therefore submitted the following counter- 

proposal- "The Crown to take a verdict on one of the counts 

in the information. The defendants may select the Court 

in which the verdict is to proceed, and state, if they thins 

fit, the circumstances under which they violated the sta- 

tute. No further proceeding to take place on the part of 

the Crown, with a view to the appreciation of the verdict, 

provided the rest of the arrangement is duly carried out. 

The owners therefore to execute on the vessel such altera- 

tions as the Crown may require to make her in all respects 

a merchant ship. These alterations being completed, the 

Crown to permit the owners to trade with the vessel for the'± 

own behoof, they giving bond for the due employment of the 

vessel under such penalties as may be fixed. The amount 

to be arranged before this arrangement is completed. The 

registry of the vessel to be 

owners from transferring her 

Crown.... Lastly, after such 

and provided the above stipu 

been faithfully carried out, 

as/ 

so effected 

without the 

interval as 

lations have 

the Crown t 

as to prevent the 

consent of the 

may seem reasonable 

in the meantime 

o release the vessel 
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as far as the title acquired by the i, i1rement is con. 

cerned, the bond still r; uubsirtinpr should the Crown ©o 
i) 

require. I nufrgest two yenrs as the proper interval. 

Givi n, hin unqualified approval to ! i "oncrieff's proponi- 

tion, Ru^'ell declared, "I think the taking and recording (2) 
of a verdict for the Crown quite ensential. " 

An agreement vras then effected on the basin of this 

propoaal, and on 5 April the owners stated to the Court 

of 9ersion that: "Although they adhered to their state- 

went thnt all the counts were unfounded in fact, they had 

ascertained that George T. Sinclair had attempted to fur- 

nish the vessel with the intent mentioned in the 37th 

count 
(3 

and being, advised that the vesnel might be liable 

to seizure, although the owner: had not themnelvos in- 

fringed the ýtntute, they had agreed with the pursuer for 

a settlement of the case. " Both the Crown rind the de- 

fendants agreed that a verdict would be taken on the 37th 

count without a jury trial, and that no liability or ex- 
4 

pensea would be imposed upon either party. 

On 5 ?. ay, the Court formally pronounced the def©n- 

dent guilty/ 

L Moncrieff-Bouverde, 24 March.. 
ti Russell-Woncrieff, 26 4. l3rch. 
$ Charging that the defen3nnts "did attempt an3 endea- 

vour to furnish" the Pnmvero : tor belligerent purpose, (4) Session Cases, s3, TI,, 100663 5. Ttnderwrood-Seward, 13 
rt2q III, 1088, (Hotze-i3enjnnitn, 16 Apr, ) 

C% 
1) 

resaion agen, 13, II9 1066. 
Vvs 
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guilty o(n1)the 37th count, but imposed no liabilities or 

expenses. The decision in the Pampero case was a signi- 

ficant one, generally overlooked by historians of the Civil 

War period. A curious situation was produced in regard to 

the Foreign Enlistment Act. The English Courts, in the 

similar case of the Alexandra, gave a narrow interpretation 

of the Act, which, in effect, sanctioned the building of 

Confederate warships, whereas the highest Scottish Court 

applied a broad interpretation, stressing the "intent" of 

the builders rather than the technical "arming" of the 

vessels and thus outlawed the building of Confederate ships 

in Scotland. The Scottish decision provided an effective 

handle for the Americans at the time of the Geneva Arbitra- 

tion. 
(2) 

It/ 

(1) Session Cases, s3, II, 1066. 

(2) See F. O. papers, Geneva Arbitration, the American Case, 
p. 70, which, in discussing e Pam ero case declared: 
"At the trial, which took place in 184, it appeared 
that the Scottish Courts were not disposed to follow the 
English Courts in depriving the For. Enlistmt. Act of oil 
force. The insurgents therefore ceased to contract for 
the construction or fitting out of vessels within the 
Scot. 'ingdom. A similar course in the Englik. Courts 
might have produced similar results in EngI4141 The 
American Case is not strictly correct in stating that 
the Con e crates made no further efforts in Scotland, 
as will be seen in the case of the gunboats Ajax and Achilles, although the latter was a much less serious 
matter than the Pero. E. D. Adams does not mention 
the case of the Pampero in Great Britain and the Americs 
Civil War, while Scharf declared erroneoV. sly in 

_H_i_s_t_o_ry o nfederate States' Navy, in ref. to the lA exan- 
ra case is was e only decision ever made during 

the/ contd. next page. 

ý. 
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It appears, from fragmentary references to the Pampero 

during the final year of the war, that the owners continued 

to intrigue with the Rebel agents, although it is difficult 

to reconstruct the exact nature of their dealings. On 12 

May Barron wrote- "The case of the Pampero has been given 

up by the defendants upon conditions which secure the buil- 

ders and owners the property value in the vessel, but how, 

where, and when the money can be had is not known to me. 

£80,000 of the money received for the ironclad built on the 

Clyde, has been placed to the credit of Commander North, 

which I shall not hesitate to draw on should circumstances 
(1) 

render it necessary. " On 23 November he reported to 

Mallory: "Commander Sinclair has arranged his affairs in a 

manner as satisfactory as can be under the peculiar circum- 

stances. I understand you wish not to sell the vessg1j 

We lose nothing by her: no money has been paid out. "t 

In January 1865 Sinclair was put in command of a blockade 

runner carrying military and naval supplies for the insur- 

gents, and Barron informed him that : "Mr. Mallory's instruc- 

tions to you 'not to sell the property' but to take proper 

measures/ 

f. n. 2 contd. from previous page: - the war by a Brity& court 
upon this subject, and it justified the proceedings of 
Captain Bulloch. " (Scharf, 784). The however, 
managed to delay the Alexandra case by keeping it before 
the Appellate Courts until the end of the war, while 
continuing to detain the vessel by executive order. 

(1) ORN, s2, II, 652-3, (Barron-Mallory, 12 May). 
(2) Ibid, 772, (Barron-Mallory, 23 Nov. ). 
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measures 'for its safe keeping and future use' are in accor 

dance with my own understanding of his wishes: consequent- 

ly I do not feel authorised or inclined to issue any order 

for her sale. Should you, however, deem the property 

value in the ship unsafe and strongly recommend sale, I 

might be induced to ask the advice of our commissioners 

abroad about the propriety of taking such a step, not 
(1) 

without. " From this correspondence it appears certain 

that Fleming and his associates secretly transferred the 

ownership of the vessel to the Rebels, who were then only 

waiting for an opportunity to get her tosea. The American 

authorities do not seem to have been aware of the trans- 

action, for there is no further mention of the Pampýero_ in 

the Glasgow Consular Despatches. It is quite possible 

that the Lord Advocate had some inkling of those Rebel 

manoeuvres subsequent to the seizure, for the agreement 

between the Lord Advocate and the defendants was never put 

into effect, and the Pampero remained in the hands of the 

Clyde port authorities until after the end of the war. 

On 22 September 1565, the Admiralty informed the Treasury 

that they were still holding her under seizure in the Clyde 

and/ 

(1) Ibid, 789, (Barron-Sinclair, 10 Jan. 1865. ). 

s 
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enquirtc(g if it were still necessary to keep men in charh 

of her. 
(i) 

Both the Treasury and the Foreign Office 

expressed surprise that the arrangement proposed by the 

elaring: Lord Advocate had not been carried out, Layard t2) 

"I thought the case had been settled long ago. " 

Russell, unaware of her continued seizure, complained 

over the Admiralty's failure to refer to him in the 

matter and wrote: "It was understood that the owner of 

the Pampero was to enter into a-ertain engagements now (3) 
rendered unnecessary by the termination of the war. " 

She was released from arrest and returned to "her owne(rs4ý 

(presumably Fleming and his associates) a few days later. 

The ram had meanwhile been launched, but her comple- 

tion was delayed for some time chiefly by a strike of the 

Clydeside joiners which lasted between two and three 

months and ended in the granting of major wage increases, 
(5) 

much to the annoyance of the employers. In May, the 

Thomsons began work on her again; the transaction with 

the/ 

(1) Admiralty. -Treasury, 22 Sept. 1865. 

(2) Treasury- P. O., 25 Sept.; P. O. -Treasury, 6 Oct. 

(3) F. 0. -Treasury, 6 Oct. 

(4) F. 0. -Moncrieff, 12 Oct.: h'oncrieff - P. O., 19 Oct. 

(5) ORN, -ss; ý47 9m, ýýo'1F, 5''I41ýýý 
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the Danes was not to be finally implemented until the ship 

was completed, and North had not yet received any money 

from the Thomsons. While waiting for a settlement on the 

ram, North made arrangements for sending the rifled guns, 

which he had ordered, to the South, where the Rebels planned 

to mount them on gunboats to defend the ports under their 
l) 

occupation against amphibious attacks. Soon an intrigue 

was proposed somewhat similar to the one involving the Pam- 

pero. A Rebel sympathiser, named O'Sullivan, who had been 

the American ambassador to Portugal during the administratia: 

of Buchanan, had introduced Bulloch to a Copenhagen banker, 

who claimed to have considerable influence in government 

circles in Sweden and elsewhere. He had already made se- 

veral offers to obtain warships for the Rebels in Sweden and 

other countries, and he now proposed to turn over the Clyde 

ram, through the medium of Russia, to the Confederates. 

Prioleau, of Fraser, Trenholm & Co., offered to put up the 

necessary cash. fof the transaction. Bulloch expressed 

inter-' sf in the proposal, but he had become chronically 

suspicious of the crowd of European financiers and sharpers 

who had swarmed about the Rebel agents since they first 

arrived from America, and the transaction was never carried 

through. 

(1) ORN, - 663,664,668,670,693,774,765,772. 
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(1) through. 

North did not settle accounts with the Thomsons over 

the ram until November. We have seen that at Cairns' 

advice, North had turned the ram over to the builders, who 

now determined to profit from North's deli? ate situation. 

In August they returned £105,000 to North, but delayed 

repaying the rest of the money until October, when they 

presented North with what he descibed as "exorbitant bills 

of extras, bills for articles clearly provided for in the 

contract, and even bills for the entertaimmnt given on the 

trial trip, and finally a charge for his trouble in the 

sale of the ship of £12,000, when I had already paid to the 

broker employed for that purpose his brokerage fees. With 

all these charges, " North continued, "there still remains 

in the hands of Mr. Thomson a considerable amount against w: 

which he makes no charges yet. So far I have not been abl, 

to induce him to regard the obligation sufficiently to hand 

that balance over to me. I am forced to the conclusion 

that/ 

(1) ORN -- 661, (Bulloch-Mallory, 3 June, 1864. ). Bulloch 
reports: "This is not the only occasion upon which 
he has generously offered to advance me large sums of 
money under certain contingencies which might have 
demanded extraordinary expenditure. " 

(2) Ibid, - - 699, (North-Mallory, 10 Aug. ). 
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(1) 
that Mr. Thomson means to act improperly. " After 

(2) 
North h-d threatened to take the dispute to Court, 

a compromise was finally worked out by Galbraith, whereby 

Thomson retained £17,719-6-9, and returned £25,280 to 
3\ 

North. The ship was eventually incorportated in the 
(4) 

Danish Navy at the end of the Danish-German War. 

In February, 1864, Bulloch finally abandoned hope 

of getting ironclads out of European ports. However, 

his versatile mind continued to occupy itself with 

schemes for striking at the American Navy and Merchant 

Marine. On 18 February, he suggested to the Insurgent 

naval authorities that they should take over the blockade 

running business and also urged that they build a new typ 

of blockade runner which could be armed temporarily for 

aggressive/ 

(1) ORN, 737-8, (North-Mallory, 24 Oct. ). 

(2) Ibid, 737, (North-MalloP3r Thomson, 21 Oct. ). 

(3) ORN 742, (North-Thomson, 24 Oct. 1864). The amount 
refhined by the Thomsons was itemised as follows: 

Accounts for alterations, etc. £13,225 
it it spare machinery 2,669 
it " copper tanks 1,417-10-0 

law expenses 407-16-9 

9179719- 6 -9 
(4) For the correspondence on these final episodes see OR. N, 656-8,670-80,686-7,699,704-6,730-1,734, 

7341-8,742,763,812. 
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aggressive purposes. These ships, wrote Bulloch, should 

be "so constructed as to have their engines and boilers 

well protected either by coal when the bunkers were full, 

or cotton when they were empty. The beams and decks of 

these steamers could be made of sufficient strength to bear 

heavy deck loads without arousing suspicion, and then, if 

rdgistered in the name of private individuals and sailed 

purly as commercial ships, they could trade without inter- 

ruption or violation of neutrality between our coasts and 

the Bermudas and West Indies. When three or more of the 

vessels happened to be in harbour at the same time, a few 

hours would suffice to mount a couple of heavy guns on 

each afldeat early dawn a successful raid might be made 

upon the unsuspecting blockaders. From time to time, two 

or three of them might be filled with coal and sent out 

for short cruises off Hatteras and the Gulf of Mexico from 

Mobile to pick up transports, etc. After a raid or cruise, 

the vessels could be divested of every appliance of war and 

resuming their ., rivate ownership and commercial names, 

could bring out cargoes of cotton to pay the cost of the 
(1) 

cruise, or to increase the funds of the Government abroad. " 

In accordance with Bulloch's suggestion, several of 

these specially reinforced blockade runners were subse- 

quent ly built/ 

- (1) ORN, 588-90, (Bulloch-Mallory, 18 Feb. ). 
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built on the Clyde. They presented a -p rticularly aggra- 

vating problem to the British and American officials who 

were endeavouring to halt potential Confederate warships. 
(1) 

One of the first of these double duty ships, the Hawk, 

owned ostensibly by the London blockade running merchant, 

Thomas Begbie, was made a test case by Underwood and Adams, 

who made efforts to have her detained as a warship by the 

British Government. In spite of certain highly suspicious 

aspects of her construction, as well as the fact that while 

under investigation she escaped from the Clyde to London, - 

the British Government refused to detain her. She was 

shortly afterwards allowed to sail to Bermuda with a cargo 

of "hardware" (i. e., arms) under the command of Lt. Knox 

of the Confederate Navy. She also carried a number of 

sailors who had served on Confederate warships.. For some 
2' 

reason she remained idle at Bermuda for six months, 

returning to London at the beginning of 1865. On 14 Jan. 

Adams again raised the matter of this ship with Russell, 

asserting that she was taking on board a crew for a Con- 

federate cruiser, for which she was intended to act as 

tender. / 

(1) The dimensions of the Hawk were as follows: 531 tons 
register; 250 h. p.: 230 ft. long; 14 ft. draught; iron 
plates 31 thick; screw-propelled; one funnel; (Grey - 
Baring, '19 Jan. 1865., `_. pR0, F. O. 5, /1050). 

(2) While in Bermuda, she was probably being closely 
watched by American warships. On 5 Aug. the American 
consul in London warned the commander of the blockade 
fleet that if the Hawk managed to enter Wilmington, she 
would come out as a cruiser. (alas. Cons. Recs.: "Extracts 

-of orders & notices to the commds. of the blockd. fleet, ' 
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tender. After further investigations, and correspon- 
(1) 

Bence, Russell refused to take any action in the case. 

Another ship of this class, the Edith, did actually 

become a warship. The Edith, built on the Clyde, was 

partly owned by the Confederate Government and operated 

for a time as an ordinary blockade runner. In the 

autumn of 1864 she was armed at Wilmington with a 12 

pounder rifled gun forward, a 64 pounder amidships, and 

a 32 pounder rifle aft - all on pivots. She was renamed 

the S. S. Chickamauga, placed under the command of Captain 

Wilkinson, who had previously commanded the R. E. Lee, 

and sent out on a commerce destroying cruise along the 

north--eastern coast of America. She destroyed several 

ships before running the blockade back into Wilmington. 

Her captain described her in the following terms: "She 

was more substantially constructed than most of the 

blockade runners and was very swift, but altogether unfit 

as a cruiser, as she could only keep the sea while fier 

supply of coal lasted. She was schooner rigged with 

very short masts, and her sails were chiefly serviceable 

to steady her in a sea way. " Wilkinson believed that 

in/ 

See letters of Russell, Adams, Underwood, et al., in 
P. 0. archives, (The case of the Hawk", PRO, P. 0.5/1050) 

(2) Quoted in Bradlee, 82-3, (from Wilkinson's Narrative 
of a Blockade Runner). 
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in the end the Chickamauga did more harm than good to the 

Insurgents, in that she attracted Federal attention to Wil- 

mington and possibly precipitated the amphibious attack 

resulting in the captuie of Fort Fisher, which controlled 

the port of Wilmington. She was subsequently scuttled by 
(1> 

the Rebels. 

The two other Insurgent warships built on the Clyde 

during the last year of the war were the Ajax and the Achil 

les. On 30 July 1864, Mallory wrote to Bulloch asking him 

to construct two small gunboats for the defence of Wilming- 

ton. They were to have exceptionally light draft (7'6") 

and each was to be armed with one large nine inch pivot gun. 

Mallory did not believe there would be any interference from 

the British authorities, as the ships would resemble commer- 

cial vessels except for the fact that they would have extra 
2 

strong decks. 
) 

Bulloch contracted for the two boats to 

be built at Denny's shipyard at Dumbarton, and by the middle 

of November he was able to report that they were "progressir 
(3) 

very favourably. " Mallory followed their progress with 

interest/ 

(1) See ORN, 2s, I and II, 725, (Mallory-Bulloch, 19 Sept. 1864) 
and 773-4, (Bulloch-Mallory, 26 Nov. ); Porter, 820; Brad- 
lee, loc. cit.; Scharf, 818. She sank the Albion Lincoln, 
Emma mall, and Shooting Star, and destroyed the cargo 
or t lie 1. L. Potter Scharf, loc_cit. ) 

(2) ORN, Mallory-Bulloch, 30 July. 

(3) ORN, 767 (Bulloch-Mallory, 15 Nov. ); on 17 Nov. Mallory 
wrote to Bulloch that the two vessels were "urgently 
required". (Ibid). 
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interest; on 16 December he announced to Bulloch that 
(1) 

they were to be renamed the Olustee and the Vicksburg. 

Early in January 1865, the Ajax was completed and 

Bulloch made preparations for lending her to Nassau. 
I 

Denny was registered as the ostensible owner and the vessE 

was put under the command of a Captain Adams. However, 

a Confederate naval officer, Lt. John Low, was ordered 

aboard her with instructions to take command when the Aa3 
C2 

reached Nassau, and attempt to run her into Wilmington. 

The Ajax sailed a few days later. The American consul, 

unaware of her belligerent character, described her as 

"a small double screw, reported to be built for a tug 

boat, 340 tons gross, 202 tons customs hou se register, 
(31 

with a crew of 27 men. " 

John A4e11ey, one of the sailors who had been recruit 

by Captain Adams, noticed gun breaches and other suspi- 

cious indications as soon as he arrived on board, and 

immediately suspected that the Ajax was a warship. His 

suspicions were confirmed when, on the night that the 

vässel sailed from Dumbarton, several suspicious cases 

were brought surreptitiously on board. Finally, Melley, 

who had served/ 

(1) ORN, 779, Mallory-Bulloch, 16 Dec.,. 

(2) ORN, 787-8, (Bulloch-Low, 8 Jan. 1865). It was arranged for Low to draw on Patrick Henderson & Co. to pay for his coal etc. 

(3) Cook-Seward, 18 Jan. 
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served previously on blockade runners, recognised Lt. Low 

as a former commander of the Fingal. When the Ajax 

arrived at Kingston in Ireland, Melley told Adams of his 

suspicions, accused him of having arms and ammunition 

aboard, and asserted roundly that he "was not going to be 

shanghaied". He demanded to be released from service, 

and when Adams refused, he threatened to make a depositio3 

before the American consul in Dublin with the aim of 

getting the vessel seized as a Confederate warship. 

Adams eventually released him, but not before he (Melle; 

had communicated his suspicions to the rest of the crew. 

Fifteen of the crew then refused to do duty, declaring 

at first that the ship was unseaworthy. They were pro- 

secuted, and at their trial the harbour master declared 

that the Ajax was"entirely seaworthy". Robert Browne, 

the spokesman for the dissident section of the crew, then 

declared that the real reason for their faction was that 

the Ajax was a Qonfederate gunboat. Browne was senten- 

ced to a month in prison, and the others were ordered to 

return to duty. The majority of the objectors still 

refused to return, and two of them, Thomas Barnes and 

Duncan Morrison were then sentenced to six weeks in pri- 

son. At their trial, the latter two gave evidence con- 

cerning structural/ 

!: 

'1 

(1) Deposition. of John Melley, 6 Feb. 1865. 
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structural features indicating that "she is not constructed 
(1) 

for cargo, but purely for war purposes. " The Ajax was 

then investigated by the Dublin Customs Surveyor, who 

declared that she would need alterations before she could be 
2 

used as a gunboat. The Dublin Customs Collector repor- 

ted that although the Ajax might be a blockade runner, he 
(3) 

did not believe she was a warship. The Irish Law Offi- 

cers then asserted that there were no grounds for Govern- 
(4) 

ment action, and the Ajax sailed from Kingston on the 
5 

25th. 
) 

Several days later the American consul attempted 

to visit Browne at xilmainham prison in order to take a 

deposition on the Ajax. He was, however, refused permis- 

sion by the prison authorities, who were sustained in their 
(6) 

action by the Home Office. On 7 February, Adams sent 

a strong note to Russell protesting against the British 

refusal to halt the A ax and failure "to restrain the 

commission of this systematic abuse of the law of neutrality 

(7). On 9 February Adams expressed the belief that the A ax 

was/ 

(1) Report of Armstrong (Dublin police officer), 18 Jan. The 
defendants testified that the Ajax had 3 decks, berths 
before the funnel a1 for males, and engines and boilers 
with 2 safety valves under the waterline. 

2) Report of Dublin Customs Surveyor, 19 Jan. 
3ý Gardner-Larcom, 19 Jan. 
4, Dublin Castle - Home Office, 19 Jan. 
5) Baring-Hammond, 25 Jan. 
6) West-Cannellan, Baring-Hammond, Larcom-Insp. General of 

Prisons, 21 Jan. 
(7) Seward--Cardwell, 11 Feb. 
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was already cruising as a privateer, and submitted to 

Russell several depositions concerning the vessel, inclu- 

ding one by George Smith, iron shipbuilder at Denny's yard. 

Smith declared that the Ajax and the Hercules were the 

strongest ships for their size that he had ever seen, that 

they had portholes for guns, that their decks were strong 

enough to take the recoil of heavy artillery, that their 

sides were very thick and strong, being composed of layers 

of iron, wood and cement, and that the vessels were referred 

to as gunboats in the yard. At Seward's request, the 

Governor of the Bahamas promised to investigate the Ajax 

and when she arrived at Nassau on the 11th March, two 
(1) 

customs officials were placed aboard. The Governor 

subsequently reported 

about the Ajax except 

command of a Confeder 

picked up papers late 
(2) 

Louisa Ann Fanny. 

that not' 

that she 

ate naval 

at night 

Rawson, 

. ing suspicious was discovere( 

had been placed under the 

officer and that she had 

from the blockade runner 

however, suspected that she 

might be intended as a tender for a Confederate ironclad 

which was then in a Spanish port, and when the Ajax sailed 

fof Bermuda, he requested the Acting Governor of that 
3 

colony to watch her. As soon as the Ajax arrived in 

Bermuda, 

(1) Rawson-Cardwell, 8 and 11 March. 

(2) Ibid, 1 April. 

(3)Rawson-Acting Governor of Bermuda, 29 March. 
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Bermuda, an application was made to ship guns aboard her. 

This was refused by the Lt. Governor on the grounds that she 

might be used as a warship. After two lengthy sessions 

devoted to the case, the local privy council upheld the Lt. 
(1) 

Governor's prohibition. 

Meanwhile, the Hercules had come to the attention of 

the American authorities. Cook received some confidential 

information on her from some people in Glasgow which caused 

him to summon Dudley from Liverpool to help in investigat- 

ing the case. Dudley reported to Adams that he believed 

the Hercules was intended to be a Confederate warship, and 
(3) 

sent along several depositions concerning fier. 
(4) 

On 7 

February, Adams submitted the evidence to Russell. 

Russell promised to give immediate attention to the Herculef 

but protested that Adams did not give him much time in the 

matter, since the Hercules was due to sail within a few 

days. 
(5) 

/ 

1 Hamley-Cardwell, 5 May. 
2 Cook-Seward, 9 Feb. (alas. Cons. Rec s. ) . 3 Dudley-Adams, 2f4 Feb. Dudley reported that the Her- 

cules had been ostensibly for the Glasgow firm of 
ac eese & Knott, and described her thus: "She is a 

double screw boat of 220 tons reg. and 500 tos. burden, 
with 2 engines, combining 150 h. p. nominal; the hull 170 
feet long, 25ft. beam, 112ft. depth of hold, drawing 
about 8 ft. of water, 1 funnel, 2 masts, the fore one being rigged, the last schooner rigged, the decks flush, 
fore and aft. The timbers are of angle iron, heavy and 
very close, so as to give her great strength, plated 
over with iron plates, hull 6 in. thick besides the iron 
plate, deck beams strong enough to hold guns of any size 
bulwarks low so that guns can be fired over them, water tight compartments in hull" etc. 4) Adams-Russell, 7 Feb. ý5) 

see following page. 
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(1) 
days. The next day, Adams sent to Russell several 

further depositions on the Ajax and Hercules, including 

the affidavit of George Smith, refdrred to above, which 

contained evidence of the warlike character of the 
(2) 

Hercules. On the same day Russell ordered inquir6es 

to be made into both ships. On the llkh, the Treasur: 

Solicitor reported that although the Hercules was clearly 

a warship, there was no evidence that she was intended 

for the Confederates, so that he had no legal grounds far 
(4) 

detaining her under the Foreign Enlistment Act. The 

Glasgow Customs Collector declared that the Hercules was 

a tug and had no warlike charac{eristics whatsoever, and 

further accused Smith of making a false deposition. 

Smith's deposition had been made before John Watson, and 

Trevor asserted that there was no J. P. by that name. On 

the basis of this accusation the British Government then 

attempted to prosecute Smith, but were unable to obtain 

the original deposition from any of the American represen- 

tatives in/ 

(1) Russell-Adams, 8 Feb. In his note Russell referred tc 
the successful action against the Pero and the fact 
that more advance notice was given in that case. 

(2) Deposition of George Smith, 6 Feb. 

(3) F. O. - H. O., 9 Feb. 

(4) Greenwood Hamilton, 11 Feb. 1865. 
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in Britain. As the deposition was the chief oiece of 

evidence, the Crown was finally forced to nol nrosse the 
(i) 

case. The Rebellion collapsed before either the Ajnx 
(2) 

or the Hercules could be brought into action. The 

nroseeution of the workers and sailors giving evidence in 

the cane of the two vessels is interesting evidence that, 

even at this late stage of the war, the Palmerston-Russell 

Government had not adopted a consistent policy of co-ope- 

rating with the American representatives in halting Con-- 
3) 

federate warships. 
( 

One further Clyde-built warship must be mentioned 

to complete the picture of the relationship between the 

Scottish shipbuilding industry and the American Civil War. 

This vessel was the Shenandoah, described by Porter as "tY 

last und most dangerous of all the Confederate cruisers*" 

The American admiral describes her as "a full-rigged ship 

of about 800 tons, with so-called auxiliary steam power, 

and/ 

(1) Waddington-Hammond, 18 June I. iulvaney-Williamson, 
13 &Tune: Russell-Adams, 28 June. 

(2) See also 0 N, 805-6, (L allory-Maffitt, 24 Feb. ) and 
808, (L allory-Bulloch, 1 March). 

(3) Adams makes no mention of the case: he gives a pic- 
ture of close Anglo-American collaboration on the 
question of Confederate warships from the detention of 
the Laird rams to the end of the Rebellion. Trevor's 
assertion (Trevor-Liurfay, 14 Feb. ) may likely have 
represented merely a local collaboration between the 
Glasgow shipbuilders and officials, rather than conni- 
vance on the Fn rt of the Foreicrn Office. lee log 
book of Ajax (PRO-. F. 0.5/1411); "Case of the A ax" 

(F. O. 5/1050). 
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and very fast under either sail or steam. " Under favoura- 

ble conditions she was able to make 320 miles in 24 hours, 
(1) 

and was thus faster than any ship in the American Navy. 

The Shenandoah was originally named the Sea King and had 

been built for the China Trade. In the summer of 1864, the 

Insurgent agents were attracted to the Clyde-built Sea King, 

which was at that time in London harbour, and she was soon 

purchased to replace the Alabama which had recently been 

sunk. For some time the Rebel naval strategists had been 

planning an attack on the American whaling fleet in the 

North pacific and the new vessel was rapidly fitted out for 
2 

this project. Despite elaborate precautions on the A rt 

of the Rebels, the American authorities discovered that a 

new enemy warship was preparing to sail. Tke American war- 

ships were stationed off the mouth of the Thames, but the 

Shenandoah managed to elude them and slip away to sea at the 
3 

beginning of October, 1864. 

She/ 

(1) Porter, 817. 

(2) ORN, 701-2, (Mallory-Bulloch, 10 Aug. 1864); 707-8, 
mid), 19 August); 713 (Bulloch-Mallory, 27 August); 
723-4, (Ibid, 16 Sept. ). 

(3) ORNN, 736-7, (Bulloch-Mallory, 2 October). 

- 1.0 
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She met her tender, the Laurel, off Funchal, and took 

aboard her arms and supplies,, as well as her commanding 
(1) 

officer, Lt. Commander Waddell. Her battery consisted 

of four 55 cwt., eight inch smooth bore guns, two Whit- 
(2) 

worth (rifled) 32 pounders, and two light 32 pounders. 

Her progress was followed with great interest by the Rich- 

mond authorities, who gloated over the effects which 

destruction of the whaling fleet would have upon the 
(3) 

economy of New England. The following spring, the 

Shenandoah reached the North 1acific and fell upon the 

whaling fleet, which was practically annihilated in the 

course of a few weeks. The Shenandoah thus had an im- 

portant influence on the American economy in that the 

whaling industry never recovered from the blow. 
(4) 

The 

career of the Shenandoah was a source of Anglo-American 

contention during the years following the war. At the 

Geneva arbitration, Britain was held responsible for the 

damage/ 

(1) ORN, 731-2, (Bulloch-Whittle, 6 Oct. ); 733-4, (Bullock 

-Ramsay, 8 Oct. ). 

(2) Ibid., 736-7, (Bullooh-Mallory, 20 Oct. ). 

(3)l e. g., Ibid, 767 and 778-9, (Mallory-Bulloch, 17 Nov. 
and 16 Dec.. 

(4) It had commenced a slow decline prior to the war. 

J 
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(1) damage caused by this last of the Confederate cruisers. 

Blockade Running and the Clyde. 

Blockade running represented one of the closest links 
(2) 

between Scotland and the American conflict. Glasgow 

made the largest contribution of any port to the blockade 

running fleet, and the business in turn was an immense 

stimulus to the development of the Clydeside shipbuilding 

industry. / 

(ei) The chief general sources for the history of blockade 
running used are : ORN, passim, esp. s. 1. , V-XIXII; 
ORR, s. 4., II-III (et passim) ; F. B. C. Bradlee, 
Blockade Running during the American Civil War, Salem, 
19b; D. D. oar The Naval history of the American 
Civil War, London 1887; J. F. Rhodes, History of the 
United States from the Compromise of 1850, N. Y. , 1904. 

s work Is, oa large extent, out of date, but the 
section on blockade running - V, 396, et seq. - has 
some useful information) ; J. M. Morgan, Recollections 
of a Rebel Reefer, London, 1918; Admiral Hobart Pasha 

ec es From y Life, London, 1887; J. 11. Hill, Sea 
Dogs of the S xt es, Minneapalis, 1935; F. E. Vandiver 
CoMederate blockade Running through Bermuda 1861-5, 
Austin (Texas'), 1947; T, B, Taylor, Running the Bloc 
ades London, 1912; J. R. Solcy, The Blockade and the 
cruisers, N. Y.,, 1883; J. T. Scharf, story of the 
Confederate States' Navy, N. Y., 1887; K. A. Hanna, 
incidents o the Confederate Blockade. Journal of 
southern History, XI 1945 , 214-29; J. D. Bulloeh, 
The Secret Service of the confederate Stares in Europe 
Eoll oi' , 188o, v; see a so U . 

C. Schwab, The Confedera 
te-States of America. 1861-5- A Financial and Indus- 
trial , ., sources, ' the Geneva 
Arbitration Pppers " (PRO : F. 0. , 5/1390-1427) , Glasgow 
Consular Records. Also Owsley, Xing Cotton Diplomacy 
250-91: E. M. Coulter, The Confederate States of 
America, 1861-65, Baton Rouge, 1950, esp. 149-83, 

See appendix I. 

.. ýoýs" - PRO: 
ýe ý3oýK o kcrGwýloli ý. S', lit ýf'. e also astry.. F. Sr 

ft. ký ýiýrý ýy of 1i Ci.. I S. �4 -60 vvlf. - 
F. O. J' e )&'(145 

Gcucýa /ýrb(ýKt. os /), a/! c'- "J. v va(t. - a'0. Sýf 3 Rv 14Oq 6cre, A qýý, fMt. r 
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industry. The blockading fleet kept the Insurgents suppliel 

with arms and other manufactured goods from Europe, without 

which the Rebellion would have collapsed within a few 

months. To illustrate only one of the many contributions 

made by the blockading fleet to the Insurgent cause, the 

European market at the outbreak of the Rebellion was glutted 

with rifled artillery, -Left over from the recent wabs on the 

Continent; these guns were bought up by the Confederates 

and brought into Southern ports by the blockade runners, with 

the result that the Rebels had better artillery than the 

Union army which was hampered in the matter of contracts to 

the native manufacturers who had helped them to be installed 

in office. 
(1) 

Great profits were made by all those engaged 

in the blockade running business as the price of cotton 

soared during the famine period, 
(2) 

and an influential 

group of business men became thus closely associated with ti-e 

Insurgent cause. 

It would probably be impossible to render an exhaustive 

account of the Scottish blockade running fleet, largely 

because of the various devices resorted to to deceive the 

blockaders and the American Intelligence service. Thus, a 

number of the vessels changed their names two or more times, 

while, / 

(1) Bradlee, 90. 

(2) Ibid, 144. 
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while, at times, several ships would be sailing undertb 

same name. It is, however, possible to trace the 
(1) 

history of a number of the more prominent runners, 

as well as some salient features of the economic back- 

ground of the business, which also stimulated the de- 

velopment of a 
_number 

of maritime innovations; Several 

of the first steam ships, for instance, were built for 
(2) 

this trade, as well as the first twin screw steamers, 

while the tactic of the smoke screen and the art of 

marine camouflage generally were developed. 

During the first few months of the war, almost any 

type of ship, including sailing vessels, was able to get 

into the Southern ports, but as the blockade was 

tightened, aspecial type of ship was required. The 

first leg of the journey from Europe to the West Indies, 

continued to be made by ordinary steamers and sailing 

ships, but the final dash from the West Indies to the 

Southern ports had to be made in ships with high speed 

and exceptionally light draft - the type of vessel 

which the Clyde yards specialised in turning out. 

It/ 

(1) This account deals mostly with the Clyde built 
blockade runners, but there were a few from other Scottish ports - e. g.. the Stanley, a 376 ton iron 
screw steamer from Aberdeen, whic was bought by the 
financiers behind the blockade running. (ORN, s. l, 
VII, 463-4). 

(2) Bradlee, 33-4,116. See also J. H. Clapham, AN Economic History of Modern Britain, vol. II, Free TI-Rue ana ee, Cambridge, 1932, p. 56- 
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It should be added that the fastest ships were not always 

the, most successful: the Kate, which could not make more 

than 7 or 8 knots, ran the blockade 60 times. 
(1) 

A number 

of the ships were commanded by British naval officers, who 

went out to further their professional experience and share 

in the ir"ofits which the trade yielded to all concerned in 

it. Towards the end of 1862, one of the Rebel agents 

reported that it was "highly important that light draft 

steamers should be purchased and used solely for the trans- 

portation of cargoes" from the West Indies to the Southern 

ports. 
(3) 

This policy was generally adopted by the Con- 

federates, and so many fast ships were bought up on the 

Clyde that the Scotsman complained: "There will soon, be 
(4) 

scarcely a swift steamer left on the Clyde. " 

We have already traced the career of the Fingal, first 
40 

of the Clydeside blockade runners, which sailed toward the 

end of 1861. From early in 1662, a steady procession left 

the Clyde to serve as runners between the West Indies and 

the/ 

(1) Morgan, 99. 

(2) Ibid, 87. 

(3) Vandiver, (Gorgas-Seddon, 5 Dec. 1862). 

(4) Nassau Guardian, 23 Dec. 1863 (quoted in Vandiver, be. 
sit. ) 
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the ports occupied by the Insurgents. 

By the summer of 1862, the blockade running boom in 

Glasgow was in full swing, as more and more ships were 

being built or taken over for the trade. One of the 

leading Glasgow firms which came quickly to the fore in 

the blockade running business, was the firm of McLeash 

and McNutt. 
. 

This firm had already established close 

relations with the South, and Prettyman reported that boti 

partners were naturalised Americans, McLeash having lived 

in Charleston for twenty years. The consul described 

them as violent sympathisers with the secessionists, -- 

"they having done all they could to forward the cause of 

the secess16nists in th; s country and also to send them 

relief and assistance". They were engaged in running 

"ironware" and supplies into Charleston and also owned 

the bark Leesburg, which traded between Glasgow and 

Nassau with goods to and from the Insurgents. The firm 

made a large profit when the Bermuda, a vessel on which 

they owned a large quantity of goods, ran into Charleator 

In July, Prettyman reported that they had received a 

consignment of 498 barrels of turpentine and 36 barrels 

of resin from Charleston on the schooner Sue, which 

entered the Clyde 
CT 

flying the Rebel flag. On 1 August, 

Prettyman/ 

(1) Pretty4ian_Seward, 16 July 1862. 
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Prettyman reported that IvicLeash and McNutt had 300 bales of 

cotton registered at the British consulate in Charleston as 

payment to them on account of goods which they had sunceeded 

in running into the port. The Insurgent authorities were 

encouraging this type of business arrangement - i. e.. the 

acquiring by foreign capitalists of cotton in the Southern 

ports - in order to increase interventionist pressure on the 

European governments. Loans by British merchants to the 

Confederates were covered by cotton to be held by the 

merchants' agents in the Southern states and consigned for 
(1) 

sale to them when the blockade was lifted. A number of 

Clydeside merchants and manufacturers acquired cotton in 

Rebel territory which was later seized or destroyed by the 

advancing Federal armies. Among these firms was that of 

Cairns & Co. , Brown & Sharp, Kelly & Co. , Clark & Co. , 
(spinners and manufacturers), 

(2) 
& Co., and William McLean. 

Fleming and Whelys, J. Wright 

The merchants of Liverpool and Glasgow were indeed 

looking forward to taking over the Southern trade from those 

of New York, and this anticipation was carefully encouraged 

by the Rebel authorities, who hoped thereby to increase their 

influence/ 

(1) e. g. , ORR, 4s, II, 845-6, (Benjamin-Forstall, 17 Jan. 
1862. ). 

(2) See papers relating to the cotton claims arising from 
the Civil War. - PRO, F. 0. s 305/84. 
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influence with the British Government. As one Confederate 

agent reported: "They (the British merchants) as a mass are 

friendly to the Bouth, are looking forward eagerly to the 

future 600,000,000 dollars of annual reciprocal trade 

between Europe and the Confederate Stet es, and are exceed- 

ingly desirous of placing themselves favourably with our 

people and will contribute to an export fund, the induce- 

ment being the placing of interest so important to their 

future trade. " 
(1) 

Judah Benjamin, in his letter to Isaac 

Campbell & Co., summed up the policy of his government in 

the following words- "We prefer leaving the very large 

profits to the merchants, (made from shipping produce), 

being desirous of satisfying your government and people 

of the folly of allowing their trade to be cut off from a 

country capable of furnishing such rich fruits to commer- 

cial enterprise. " 
( 

Contracts were also being established between the 

rising iron manufacturers of Glasgow and the Confederate 

states. Scotch pig iron was in particular demand in the 

South during the war 
(3) 

as well as iron manufactured goods 

For instance, D. C. Lowber, the New Orleans agent of Richard 

& Co. of New York, came over early in the war to establish 

business/ 

(1) ORR, s. 4, I, 844-5, (Bi sbie-Benjamin, 16 Jan. 1862. ). 

(2) Ibid, 845, (Benjamin- I. Campbell & Co., 17 March, 1862. 

(3) e. g. , ORN, s. 2., II, 95, (Mallory-Bulloch, 26 Sept. 1861). 
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business relations in Glasgow and arranged for shipments (11 
of iron pipes from Glasgow manufacturers to the South. 

The growth of commercial relations between Glasgow and 

the South parallelled the development of blockade running 

as a large-scale enterprise. 

In September, the Cornubia, a new scc w steamer of 

650 tons, took on a cargo of munitions and other supplies 

at Greenock in preparation for running the blockade. 

Because of damage to her boilers, her departure was 

delayed for some weeks, during which time Prettyman 

attempted to induce the Greenoa'k Customs Collector to 

search and arrest her. Most of the runners deprting 

from the Clyde had their true destination concealed from 

the Customs authorities as well as cargo, if arms aboard, 

and were officially registered as proceeding to some 

West Indian port - in this instance, the Cornubia was 

bound ostensibly for Havana. Prettyman urged the 

Collector to search the papers and letter 'gags aboard the 

vessel for evidence of her intent to sail for the Con- 

federacy. The Customs Officials, however, refused to 
( 2) 

interfere, and she finally sailed in December. She 

was commanded/ 

(1) ORR, s. 2, II, 580-1,585-7. 

(2) Prettyman-Hodder, 1 Sept. 1862; Prettyman-Seward, 
1 Sept. ; Ibid, 5 Sept. ; Ibid., 16 Sept. ; Ibid, 4 Oct. ; Ibid, 14 Oct. ; Ibid.. 24 Oct. ; ORN, s. 2.. II9 340-1, (Hamilton-North, 17 Jan. 1863). 
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commanded by Capt. Davidson and was captured in November, 

1863. 

During the autumn of 1862, as the tightening of the 

blockade began to be felt in the South, and the cotton 

famine in Britain became acute, the rebel agents and their 

capitalist sympathisers stepped up the blockade running 

efforts. It was becoming increasingly necessary to 

acquire a special type of vessel to run the blockade, and 

business men began to byy up the Clyde river steamers, 

which, due to their speed and light draft, were especially 

suited to the trade. In September, John Wilkie, marine 

engineer and ship broker, Glasgow agent for a group of 

Liverpool capitalists, Cunard & Wilson of Liverpool, 

bought two of these river boats, the Iona and the Pearl. 

The Iona, a fast paddle ship of 500 tons, shipped a crew 

of 12 men under the command of Capt. Copper, and left the 

Clyde at the end of the month. She was rammed and sunk 

by the Chanticleer off the Scottish coast shortly after 
1) 

her departure. The river boats were not at all 

suitable for ocean voyages, and the transatlantic crossings 

of some of them were something of a nightmare, according 

to several accounts extant in the P. O. papers. The Pearl 

a 500 ton river paddle steamer similar to the Iona, with 

a/ 

(1) Prettyman-Seward, 16 Sept. " Ibid, 20 Sept.: Ibid, 27 Sept.: Ibid, 4 Oct. 
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crew of 14 men commanded byCC1jpt. Irving, whom Prettyman 

believed to be an American. She sailed on 15 October, 

ran the blockade to Charleston, and was captured the 
(2) 

following year. Two other speedy Clyde river paddle 

steamers, the Ruby and the Eagle, sister ships to the Pearl 

were bought by John Wilkie for the blockade runners at 

about the same time. The Ruby passed into the hands of 

Alexander Collie & Co. The Eagle made six runs, and the 

Ruby five before being captured. 

In October, Collie bought the Giraffe, an iron paddle 

steamer of 600 tons burden and 290 h. p., which had been 

engaged on the Glasgow-Belfast run. She was one of the 

fastest ships afloat at that time, her speed being about 

132 knots. As the Robert E. Lee she became the most 

famous of all the blockade runners. Collie subsequently 
(3) 

sold her to the Confederate Government. 

The/ 

(1 He described the captain as "rather under medium size, 
with black hair and whiskers on the side of his face 
and chin but no mustachioes and a little stooped in the 
shoulders. His eyes are also dark and he chews tobacco 
furiously. His age is about 30-32. " (Prettyman- 
Seward, 14 Oct. ). 

(2) Prettyman-Seward, 16 Sept., 20 Sept., 4 Oct., 14 Oct., 
16 Nov., etc. She also was the subject of an Anglo- 
American diplomatic dispute - see PRO: F. 0.5/1154. 

(3) ORR, s. 4, II, 601-2. (Seddon-Cranshaw). The Confederates 
considered that they had struck a very favourable bar- 
gain in the transaction, and orders were given that 
special preference should be shown to Collie's steamers. 
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The Insurgent agents were at the time busy buying up 

lithographic material for the Richmond Treasury Department, 

and were also recruiting lithographers (as well as engineer 

and other technicians) in Scotland. When the Robert E. Lee 

sailed from the Clyde early in November, she carried a 

large amount of lithographic material and 26 Scottish litho. 

graphers, as well as a large quantity of military stores 

and ammunition. The lithographers spent the war in Rich- 

mond turning out paper notes for the Insurgents. Under 

the command of Capt. Wilkinson, the Robert. E. Lee ran the 

blockade 21 times, carrying out between six and seven 

thousand bales of cotton. In October 1863, Wilkinson was 

transferred, and the Lee was captured off Wilmington on her 

next voyage. 
Cl, 

The Rebel Government also purchased the 

Thistle, a 500 ton screw steamer at about the same time. 

During the spring a boom developed in blockade running, 

stimulated, no doubt, by the Rebel victories at Fredericks- 

burg and Chancellorsville. On 13 May, Underwood reported 

that- "Within the last three weeks..... not less than thir- 

teen of the fastest and best light draft steamers of the 

Clyde have been purchased by various parties to run into the 

blockaded ports on our coast. Some of these purchases have 

been made, I have reason to believe, by agents of the Con- 

federate Goverbment and for it. Most of them, however, 

have/ 

(1) Bradlee, 72-8. 
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have been made as bold and gambling ventures by private 

parties, allured by the enormous, but in most cases no 

doubt falsely reported, profits of the enterprise. One 

successful venture fires the minds and excites the compe- 

tition of hundreds, especially where capital is so abundant 

and unproductive, whilst innumerable failures conceal them- 
(1) 

selves in the silence that follows defeat. " 

So many of the Clyde paddle steamers had been bought 

up by now, that there were public protests against the dis- 

ruption of travel and commerce involved in the withdrawal 

of these ships from the usual service. At the same time, 

the Clyde shipbuilding industry was steadily expanding, 

stimulated in large measure by the demand for blockade 

runners and by the destruction of American ships by the 

Rebel cruisers. In the first quarter of 1863,29 ships 

were launched on the Clyde, weighing a total of 16,000 

tons. During April, 11 vessels, totalling 12,000 tons, 
1 

were launched. 
) 

Among the fleet of runners which left the Clyde in the 

spring, was the Lord Clyde, 
(1) 

She left Greenock on 22 

May with a cargo of ammunition. When she touched at Car- 

diff, the American consul attempted to have her detained, 

but/ 

(1) Underwood-Seward, 13 May, 1863. 
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(r but the Controller finally allowed her to clear for Nassau. 

The Insurgent Government of the state of North Carolina owned 

25% of the Lord Clyde, which was soon renamed the A. D. Vance, 

(the name of the Confederate Governor of the st, -te). After 

making eighteen successful runs, she was captured in Sept. 

1864, and incorporated into the American Navy as the U. S. S. 
2 

Advance. 

The military disasters suffered by the Rebels in July 

1863, discouraged for a time the activities of the blockade 

runners on the Clyde, but with the temporary revival of 

Rebel military fortunes in the early autumn, the fitting out 
3 

of runners commenced again. 

The joint stock companies formed to speculate in blocks 

de running, took an increasingly direct hand in the trade 

from the beginning of 1864. In February and March, 1864, the 

Rebel legislature passed laws pre-empting one-third to one- 

half of the cargo space on all blockade runners for goods 

on government account. Necessary supplies were imported 

in the pre-empted space on the inward voyage, and on the 

return trip, cotton was shipped out on government account 

to pay for more supplies in Britain and elsewhere. The 

Insurgent/ 

(1) Glasgow Sentinel, 6 June 1863. 

(2) Bradlee, op. cit., p. 129 et seq. 

(3) Glasgow consular reports, July-October, 1863. 
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(1) Insurgent government also bought a number of runners. 

The Rebel finances in Europe were finally rationalised, 

about the beginning of 1864, and a central fund was esta- 

blished to make necessary purchases and disbursements. 

The badly deflated Erlanger bonds were now used as colla- 

teral and bills of exchange by the Rebel agents in Europe. 

An elaborate attempt was made, beginning at the end of 

1863, to rehabilitate the loan by linking it to blockade 

running. The London financier, Thomas Begbie, formed a 

number of associations to buy up the Confederate loan. 

These associations then combined with other blockade run- 

ning capitalists and with the Insurgent agents to send out 

runners to the West Indies, where they took on cargo for 

Confederate ports. The Confederate stock was used, with 

the cooperation of the Confederate authorities, to procure 

cotton which made up the vessels' back load. Vast profits 

were reported to have been made in these operations, with 

one successful run compensating for three or four failures. 

Under the new regime, the bonds made a remarkable reco- 

very in the market during 1864, and for a time were priced 

higher/ 

The oer vt. gained great profits by means of some 
of these ships. The profits gained from the voyages 
of the Co uette, for instance, helped to pay for the 
Shenandoa ORN, s. 2, II, 713, Mallory-Bulloch, 17 Aug. 

(2) Report American consul in London to Acting Rear- 
1 S. P. Lee, enclosed in Underwood-Seward, 22/1/64. 
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higher than United States bonds. The new Rebel regulationE 

offered preferential treatment to bondholders engaged in 

blockade running. For every £100 a certificate for 4000 

lbs. of cotton could be obtained in Paris by the bearer. 

We have mentioned above, how bondholders were encouraged to 

form blockade running companies by being offered the chance 

to redeem their bonds in cotton if they could bring their 

ships into Rebel-occupied ports. These developments 

greatly stimulated the demand for blockade runners and kept 
(1) 

the Clydeside shipyards busy during 1864. 

The demand for blockade runners reached a new peak 

during spring of 1864, and the trade continued to prosper 

in spite of a heavy loss of ships. Security measures to 

frustrate American Intelligence taken on the Dart of the 

builders were increasingly strict. Underwood complained 

that: "There is not a shipyard on the Clyde that is not ., 
impenetrable to outside observation..... and should an un- 

lucky workman dare to speak of anything progressing in the 

yard, he is instantly blackballed and expelled. Vessels 

are/ 

(1) See Schwab, chapts. I and II; Coulter, The Confederate 
States of America, 1861-65,149-83,285-308. Hobart 
Pasha an others engaged in the trade, complained bittet 
ly that the new regulations "reduced profits so much, 
that the ventures hardly paid". (Hobart Pasha, 179),. 
Owsley, 406-17. 
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are frequently launched with steam up and scarcely stop 

before proceeding to sea. Hence it is next to impossible 

to keep up with the operations going on on this line and 

extending over a distance of more than twenty miles. At 

this time, (mid-April), between this and Renfrew, six miles 
(1) 

off, there are upwards of 50 ships building. " 

From this time onward, those in charge of the blockade 

running practically ceased their practice of buying up 

Clyde river boats and concentrated on acquiring ships 

specially constructed for the trade. Underwood described 

the class of ship building in the spring of 1864 as being: 

"between 300 and 600 tons burden, with three masts, one 

chimney, long, low and clean decked, made invariably of 

iron plates painted black, of great speed and strength, 
(2) 

rarely drawing more than twelve feet of water". 

The Lilian, for instance, a 550 ton, 150 h. p. , new 
(3) 

paddle steamer, was built by J. & G. Thomson for Lafour 

& Co. of Liverpool. She sailed on 30 April, made two runs 

of the Wilmington blockade, and was captured on 23 August, 

1864. / 

(1) Underwood-Seward, 13 May, 1864. 

(2) Underwood-Seward, 21 April, 1864. 

(3) The Thomsons built a number of blockade runners. (See 
ORN, s. 4, II, 658. ). 
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A new series of five blockade runners made their 

appearance in June, the first of them, the Falcon, leaving 

in the middle of the month. These ships were built'to a 

special plan and were somewhat peculiar in. appearance. 

Underwood informed Seward that: "Their three funnels are 

'all in a row' near the middle of the boat and ranging fron 

stem to stern. They draw eight feet of wafer and are buil 

for speed to the sacrifice of almost every other conside- 

ration. In the trial trip of the Falcon, she is reported 

to have made 21-Iff m. p. h. - not quite so much as was expected 

of her....... She and all her class, and indeed all blocka- 

de runners that go from this, escape their steam under 
(1) 

water, for purposes well understood". The building of 

blockade runners tapered off somewhat during the latter par 

of June, but soon revived and continued unabated during the 

summer and, indeed, until nearly the end of the year. 

The American consul estimated that during 1864 the Clyde 

shipyards sent out at least fifty blockade runners, repre- 
(2) 

senting a total of approximately half a million pounds. 

In July, great interest was aroused on the Clyde by 
(3) 

the return of the Fanny, which had left a year before to 

run the blockade. She was covered with Rebel flags and 

caused/ 

1 Underwood-Seward, 18 June, 1864. 
2 Cook-Seward, 15 Dec., 1864. (Glas. Cons. Reports) . 3) The Fanny was owned by the Bee Co. and, surviving the 

war, returned to the Clyde. 
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caused a considerable stir along the river, particularly in 

view of a current report that she had run the blockade 

between ten and fourteen times, each time clear1 g profits 

worth three times the cost of herself. 

The production of blockade runners petered out early in 1865. 

As late as the beginning of March, the American consul repor 

ted that the Bella and the Louisa Wallace were preparing to 

leave, and another blockade runner was launched by Thomson's 

at about the same time. 
(1) 

None of these can have actually 

engaged in any blockade running. Some of those who had 

been speculating in the trade, suffered heavily when the 

war came to an end. Taylor described the effect of Lee's 

surrender as follows 

"The liquidation of our affairs was generally a 

diastrous one: our steamers were practically valueless; 

as a matter of fact, the Banshee and the Night Hawk, which 

I sent home, and which had cost between them some £20,000, 

we sold for £6000; two or three other boats which I sent 

to South America for sale realised miserable prices so that 

this, combined with the enormous stakes we had imprisoned 

in/ 

i 

(1) Bailey-Seward, 2 March. 
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in the South and which were confiscated, took the gilt 

considerably off our gingerbread. " On the whole, it 

was undoubtedly the small and medium-scale investor which 

suffered rather than the large capitalist. 

The Imogene, although she was still fitting out in 

January 1865, appears to have mace at least one successful 
2 

run - probably into Galveston. 

Bradlee has included illustrations of several of the 

more famous Scottish blockade runners in his book. There 

is a diagrammatic sketch of the Fingal on p. 33; a picture 

on p. 73 of the Robert E. Lee, which Bradl&e here mistakenly 

identifies with the Stag- a picture of the U. S. S. Admiral 

Dui, formerly the Dawn; the Stag, or Zen___ obis, on p. 93; 

the Jupiter, on p. 113; the Lizzie on p. 121: the A. D. Vanct 

on p. 129; and the Memphis on p. 86. The wrecks of 

several of the Scottish runners could still be seen on the 

Southern coast near Wilmington as late as 1926. The 

Antonica remained stranded on Fryingpan Shoals; the Ella 

on Bald Head; the Hebe between Wrightsville and Masonboro; 

and the Venus on Caroline Beach. 

(1) Taylor, 163-4. Cook also reports losses by Collie & Co, 
and the Universal Co. (Cook-Seward, 9 Feb. ). 

(2) Cook-Seward, 18 Jan. Bailey-Seward, 23 August, 1866. 
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The war resulted in the destruction or dispersal of 

the American merchant navy and accentuated the tendency of 

Clydeside toward supremacy in the field of shipbuilding. 

The connection between the two events is made clearer when 

we observe that the destruction of the American fleet was 

carried out to a large extent by the cruisers which had beer 

built on Clydeside, accounting for a large proportion of 

the American merchant fleet. The Glasgow consular des- 

patches give a running account of these important develop- 

ments. In September 1862, for instance, the American 

consul reported that three-fourths of the trade between the 

Clyde ports and the United States was carried by American 

ships. 
(1) 

However, during the second quarter of 1864, 

only seven American ships visited the Clyde, and only three 
(2) 

of them came directly from the United States. The Clyde 

shipbuilders hastened to fill the gap thus created. The 

American consuls comment on the expansion and prosperity of 

the/ 

(1) Prettyrnan-Chase, 30 Sept. 1862. 

(2) Underwood-Seward, 20 July 1864. He gives the following 
table which illustrates the decline in the American 
carrying trade to and from Glasgow. 

Arrived within the ships tonnage 
quarter ending Dec. 31/62 26 16,922 

March 31/63 11 7,984 
June 30/63 8 5,649 
Sept. 30/63 13 9,123 
Dec. 31/63 4 3,205 
March 31/64 7 4,504 
June 30/64 7 5,455 
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(1) the industry throughout most of the Civil War period. 

In reporting that the Inman line of steamers had added 

two large shins to their fleet (Nov. 1864) , Cook commented: 

"It will be apprent that the void in American tonnage crew 

ted by the destruction of American vessels by British 

built privateers creates a demand for vessels which 

British shipbuilders and shipowners are hastening to 
(2) 

supply. " 

The Glasgow press frequently commented on the growth 

of the industry throughout the Civil War period, reporting 

the establishment of new firms and the expansion of older 
(3) 

ones. 

(1) e. g. Prettyman-Seward, 30 Sept. 1862. In reporting on 
the steady expansion of the industry he asserts that 
there are 27 firms engaged in the business, that from 
eighteen to twenty-five thousand workers are employed 
in the industry, and that several of the larger firms 
employ between fifteen hundred and two thousand men. 

(2) Cook-Seward, 18 Nov. 1864. 
(3) e. g., Glasgow Sentinel, 7 Nov. 1863. In an article 

on the subject, THIs paper declared: "The shipbuilding 
on the Clyde continues to make great strides and al- 
most every month some new feature is observable in its 
progress. In Sept. two new firms sent from their 
stocks their maiden productions, and this last night 
another firm, Messrs. Kirkpatrick, M'Intyre & Co. at 
Port Glasgow, launched their first vessel. " This 
article goes on to describe the expansion of the older 
firms. 
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The firm of Barclay and Curle is an example of a Glasgow 

shipbuilding firm which rose to prominence in this period, 

during which they were engaged in producing blockade 
(l' 

runners. Patrick Henderson & Co., whose association 
0 

with the Confederates we have already noted, opened up trade 

with New Zealand with the formation of the Albion Shipping 

Co., and together with the Dennys formed the Irrawaddy 
(2) 

Flotilla and Burmese Navigation Co. in 1865. The 

profits made from blockade running were undoubtedly an 

important factor behind this great expansion immediately 

after the Civil War. 

The American Civil War thus involved a clash of 

interests between certain business circles in America and 

Scotland. Some of the leaders of the new and rapidly 

expanding heavy industries of Shetland favoured the detach- 

ment of the Southern states from the protectionist capi- 

talists of the North and hoped that the Rebellion would 

give them easier access to the markets and raw materials 

of the South. Although the Rebellion failed, the des- 

truction of/ 

(1) Prettyman-Seward, 17 Oct. 1862. See also Marwick, oP. 
cit., 59. 

(2) Marwick, b . it. , 104. The fact that the Clyde builders 
concentrate o producing iron steam ships from an 
early date was, of course, an im7)ortant contributing 
factor to their rise to supremacy. 
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of the American merchant fleet led to British supremacy 

in the carrying trade of the world -a supremacy in which 

Clyde side played an important part. On the other hand, 

the fact that so many Scots had investments in the Nor- 

thern States, was a 
(actor 

making for peace during and 
1 

after the Civil War. 

(1) e, g. , Marwick, o . cit. After the Civil War, the 
American capitalioncentrated on developing the 
West and made no serious attempt to regain control 
of the carrying trade. 
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Chanter III. 

FROM THE ATTACK ON FORT ILITER TO THE TRENT AFFAIR. 

Before discussing the trends of Scottish opinion on 

American affniro durincr the months which followed the Rebel 

attack on Port Sumter (12-13 April), it In necessary to 

examine briefly the factors in the background which helped 

to form that opinion. One auch factor, which had consi- 

derable influence on British opinion in general, was the 

residue of acrimony left over from the various sharp diplo- 

matic disputes (over the Canadian boundaries, fishing rightE 

spheres of influence in the Caribbean etc. ), which had 

disturbed British-American relations during the mid-century 

period. 
(1) 

They had left a feeling in some (mostly conser- 

vative) circles, that it might not be a bad thing if Americf 

were dealt a hard blow in some form or another, in retalia- 

tion for what was regarded as her arrogant attitude on the 

several que^tionn in dispute. C1one1y related to thin vrnn 

the long-term 
, geo-political threat to the European lower 

system (of which Britain was the traditional arbiter) which 

was presented by the growth of both America and Russin as 

world/ 

(1) The preface to the Journal of Benjamin ? Moran contains 
what Is probably the ea resume o eoe -oint3 of 
contention. 
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world lowers. It was realised - dimly by many, and more 

acutely by such far-seeing statesmen as d'Israeli - that if 

the unchecked development of population and resources of 

these two countries, which posses-ed such sizeable portions 

of the world's land mass, were to continue unchecked, they 

would eventually come to overshadow the European power sys- 

tem in the name way as the Hellenistic and Roman Empires 

came to overshadow the city states of classical Greece, and 

as the rising national states ih Europe had come to replace 

the Italian city states as the centres of power at the time 

of the Renaissance. 
l) 

The American census of 1860, which 

revealed an unprecedented growth of population and economy 

of the United States, undoubtedly stirred these fears, and 

when in the following year the rebellious slaveholders de- 

tached the Southern states from the Union, it appeared for 

a time that the development of American power had received a 

permanent check. A third related factor was the economic 

rivalry between the two countries. The Republican victory 

in the 1860 election signified the rise to lower of the in- 

dustrialists of the Northern states, and one of their first 

acts was the Morrill Tariff (March 1861), which raised a 

high/ 

For an interesting contemporary presentation or tnia 
theme, see C. B. Boynton FnIzlinh and French Neutrality 
and the Ansz1o-French A11iAnce InLnelrffeiat'io eoe 
United states and um n a, nnc nna ,ca fro, 1864. 
(Copy in British Museum), 
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high barrier against foreign manufactures and caused indig- 

nation in many circles in ncotland and England. 

The related question of the cotton supply, which has 

been touched upoti in the firnt chapter, wsa also, of course, 

a vital influence upon Scottish thinking in relation to 

Am erica. 

Literature about America by returned travellers wan 

another important influence on Scottiah thought in regard to 

America. De Toc queville and Dickens are the best known 

today of these commentators and were also probably the-most 

influential at the time, although there was a spate of books 

on America during the mid-century period. E. D. Adams ýa 

discussed these books and their various points of view. 

The attitudes expressed varied widely: generally speaking, 

the more radical writers tended to give a favourable picture 

of the American scene, with the exception of course, of 

^lavery, while the more conservative authors emphasised the 

trevalence/ 

(1) See E. D. Adams, "The Point of View of the British 
Traveller in America, " Political Science Quarterly, 
XXIX, 244-64, (1914). See also a. IL Mutnam, e ndon 
Times and the American Civil War", Putnamts Monthly, V. 
183-91. Putnam declares that Delane persistently dis- 
torted American facts and Isnued in order to further his 
own conservative political ideas, and that thereby he 
contributed to the hostility which existed then between 
Britain and America. Putnam also asserts that pro-Union 
sentiment wa^ far stronger in Scotland than in England. 
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prevalence of corruption and anti-intellectualism, as well 

as other disagreeable features of American democracy. The 

Civil War inspired a number of further books on America, the 

more important of which will be dealt with later. 

The Times exercised a powerful influence in Scotland as 

well as in England. It wan regarded as being almost infall 

able, and its opinions on the war were repeated wltk by a 
(1) 

number of Scottish papers. Its editor, Delano, was 

closely associated with Palmerston, who would sometimes 

"inspire" articles on important occasions. At the beginnin, 

of the war, Delane sent William Howard Russell, the leading 

Foreign Correspondent of the day, to America. Russell's 

articles from America in the fi. rot otageo of the war, and 

later his book, 
(a) 

were widely read and reprinted in 'S"cot- 

land. Although somewhat efitical of the Unioniata, Russell 

was strongly opposed to slavery. 
(2) 

and the Southern ruling 

claaa, and his articles did something to check the growth of 

the Southern Gentleman Myth among the British upper claoaes, 

After writing a vivid account of the disorderly retreat 

made/ 

(1} Delano gras also closely associated with the Blnck zooda. See Black-Qood Papers, 2zational Library of ^cotland. 
(2) e. g.,, his article on slavery in the Tim, 30 May, 1861, 

which was particularly influential - E. D. Adams, on. cit. Is 203. 

(3) fit. H. Russell, My Diary North and South 
i London, 1862. 
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made by several Union regiments after the first Battle of 

Bull Run, he was expelled from the war zone by the American 

Secretary of War, and subsequently returned home. His plac 

as the Times correspondent was taken by Charles MacKay, who 

associated with Confederate sympathisers in the Northern 

states and wrote pro-Confederate articles, in which the news 

was strongly slanted to encourage British support for the 

"Southern Gentlemen" of the Confederacy. His accounts were 

increasingly distorted, not only to encourage sympathy for 

the Confederates, but to create a highly exaggerated and 

false picture of their actual military position and chance 

Of success. After the war was over, Delane wrote to riacVay 

sternly rebuking him for giving a false picture of the 

Rebels' prospects, yet it appears that previously the editor 

had encouraged MacKay to give a favourable 
(1) 

Confederate prospects. 

picture of the 

The pro-Confederite attitude of 

the Times caused considerable resentment in America where it 

was regarded as representing the views of the Government. 

Pro-Union Scots did their best to convince their American 

ftiends thtt the Times did not represent the popular atti- 

tude to/ 

(l) History of the Times, II, (, *., ondon, 1939). 359-91: 
Jordan Pratt, loc. cit. et seq. John Bigelow asserted that Delane (as well as adstone and other Confederate 
sympathieera) had invested heavily in the fleh©'L Cotton 
Loan. (J. Bigelow, Lest Wo For et Gladstone, Morley, 
and the Conf. Cotton an o, Tl. y, �1905, see also 1lge ovJ a Re rosoectione of an Active I, ife, 5 vols.,, 11. Y. , 1909, and , pass m. 
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(1) to the Civ41 War. Bigelow accused De1ane of having 
(together with Gladstone and other leading Confederate sym- 

nathisers' subscribed heavily to the Confederate Cotton Loan. 

loran believed th*'t stock speculation gran the motive behind 

much of the suopreasion and distortion of the nevin on the parr 

of the press. 
(2 

Another' influential reporter, the redoubt- 

able Georare Augustu3 Sala, spent thirteen months in America 

an correspondent for the Daily Telegram. ilia articles were 

also strongly pro-Southern. A third journalist who caused 

considerable damage to the Unionist cause was Joseph Scoville, 

a former secretary to Calhoun. Scoville was associated with 

the Copperhead (pro-Confederate) movement in the Northern 

nlrates, ünd wrote anti-Unionist articles for the c3tandnrd, 

under the pseudonym of "Manhattan". The efforts of these 

three were counteracted to some extent by several pro-Unions' 
(3) 

reporters, such as P. fit. Edge, correspondent for the Sr 

Reuter'e/ 

(1) e. g. Duchess of Argyll - Sumner, 21 Tuly, 1864, (Lettern 
of the Duke and Duchene of Argyll to Ch . rlea Sumner, ed. 
H. G. Pearson, Massachusetts Historical society Proceedin 
(JPuHA), XLVI ,, -. 

(2) Journal of Benjamin Moran, 11,928-9. Biý; eloa! reported 
to eý: ar , Horan, on. c., II, (33, f. n. 16) that Peabody 

Co. were exaggera 1ng Rebel successes (in 1862) in ordc: 
to Induce a panic among European Investors in the United 
tatep in order to make them liquidate, and that Peabody' 

bank was profiteering from these transactions. - Bigelow, 
Retrospections, I, 510-11. 

(3) Jordan & Pratt, op. cit. , 399. 
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Toutar'n rinn a. ccuned by Union nymna. thInera of iernuing neva 
{lý 

re-orto with a conrintently pro-Conf : 1. ernto Man. This 
bin c7no eidoll by the fritInh public, Rho were . renerally not 

very re11 1 nforr^erl about Ancrica. The Hintory y of TImon 

etnteo, with ^omo exaggeration, that "the Britiah public vao 

at once without knowledge and without undorstanding of the 

problema ant the nituntion of the United 3tntoa of America' , 
whilo the 'Minburch Review aDnerted: "Ezglinthon, oven well- 

educnted Engliohmen 
3 

have had for the root art but a faint 

Idea of the real character and peculiar advantagoo or din- 
(4N 

advantrigea of the American govcrnmonto" 

On tho other harm, nyrpathy for tho anion Woa widonprcnd 

among rndicclo and vrork orn. 1iiatcn1 cntropronouro mich no 
Cobden am Andrew Cnrnogio namirod Americo for Ito free enter- 

wino nn3 Its leclk of cuctomc between the vnri u4 etatea, and 

for the abocnce of a hereditary arictoorney. Evangelical 

Prrotertantß ndmired the Constitutional prohibition of an 

Eraatianf 
rrrýrý   rýrrrn r---- 

(l) I-oranr op. cit., ZT, 80E3, f. n. i. Tbid, ßfl7, where tUornn 
otateo Iliat many of Reuters o wirer were com )oQQd in Lon- 
don, all of them binned for Rebele. The Snoctntor wrote 
r irntlarly, (5 Oct. , 1ß61), (2 Hintory of the Timon, II, 359. 

3j i. e, Britons. 
ýS) Edinburgh Revs evi, CXVI, 563. The Pd. Rev. it pelf can n not 

Move o nB co red on 1Lmoricnn rzo ore, 
referred to the Congrenniontl Renolution prohibiting inter 
ference with nlovery (panned 3 ? "arch 1OG1ý an a Conztitu - tional Monärent. ( Thid, CIV, 5591. 
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Erastian entabliahed Church and had traditionally maintained 

close contact with American Protestant denominations. 

The Abolitionists maintained close ties and sympathies 

with their fellow workers in the Northern states. The 

workers were attracted by the relative freedom for labour 

and opportunities for advancement w)iich prevailed in the 

Northern and Western states. Those who supported John 

Bright's demand for a more democratic franchise, sympathised 

with America as a successful experiment in universal suffrage 

And finally, the masses of underprivileged looked to America 

as a country where the imigrant could improve his p: naition, 

either in the ex )anding industrial belt of the Northeast, or 

as a farmer in the Western territories, which were finally 

reserved for free settlers by the Republican-inspired Home- 

stead Act of 1862. 

The same trends of opinion concerning America cadre 

)resent in Scotland at the outbreak of the civil War. An 

advanced type of liberalism wan prevalent in many parts of 

Scotland, particularly Clydenide and in the industrial towns 

of southwest Scotland. In Edinburgh, radicalism had grown 

especially cohesive and self-conscious in the course of the 

struggle against the Annuity Tax, which was levied on all 

Edinburgh ratepayers, and was used to support the Erastian 

Establishment. This was particularly galling to Free Church- 

men in view of the fact that the Residuary church had 

relatively/ 
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relatively few members in Edinburgh, where the Free Church 

had enlisted most of the members' of the Establishment at the 

time of the Disruption. 

There were fairly well-defined political groups in 

Edinburgh. The Tories, whose organ was the Conrant, 
(1) 

re- 

eeived most of the; r support from the Erastians. The 17higE 

with whom the Scotsman identified itself later, were suppor- 

ted by some Erastians and also by some more conservative 

members of the evangelical denominations. The Radicals 

were supported by the United Presbyterians, Indepndenta, 

Quakers, and most Free Churchmen. Duncan MacLaren of the 

United Presbyterian a, was the leader of the latter group, 

and the Caledonian Mercury put forward its political views 

which included the extension of the franchise to the wor- 

king class, as well as abolition of the Annuity Tax. 

Political feelings were intense, particularly between the 

radicals and the other two groups, and the leaders were at 
2) 

tines not even on speaking terms with each other. 

The Caledonian L ercury carried on a running battle with 

the Tories and the Whiga on most of the basic issues of the 

day. It opposed the British actions against China and 

Palmeratonian/ 

tl) Tne rull title or the courant rererred to here waa the 
Edinburgh Evening Couran , except for a period in 1860, 
WEEK Uraa called the Dally Courant. Its egitor up to 
1860 vas the Rev. . Buchanan. In 1860, James iiannny 
became editor. (2) See the papers of Alex. Rudel, , .. of the Scotsman 

(Nct. Library of 3cotid. , Ace. ß64,24ý 
_ 
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Palmerstontan diplomacy in general- it supported the right; 

Of labour to shorter hours, better housing conditions and 

a generally fuller life, and also demanded that women be 

admitted to the medical and other professions. It led 

the campaign against the decision in the Cardross case, 

whereby the Free Church was denied the right to choose its 

own ministers -a decision which seemed to many Scots to 

overthrow the legal basin of religious freedom which had 

been established in 1690. 
(1) 

The Z(ercur was staunchly 

pro-Union throughout the War, in striking contrast to the 

liberal preno in Glasgow, which gras unanimous in support 

of the Secession cause. Glasgow was, of course, predomi- 

nantly liberal, but no clear-cut, pro-American radical 

party had developed as in Edinburgh. Several of the lead- 

ing radical organs in the provinces followed the Caledonian 

Mercur in ouoporting the Union; among these papers were 

the Dundee advertiser, the Aberdeen journal, and the `ý 1t- 

coats and Ardronsan Herald. 

The leaders of the pro-American radical onrty in 

Edinburgh were mostly self-made men who had risen to promi- 

nonce in the make of the industrial revolution. Duncan 

ivlacLaren/ 

(1) The Mercury was staunchly Protestant and took a leading 
part in the religious controversies of the day. On the 
one hand it fought against secularism and free thought, 
and the racialist doctrine put forward by certain y. @adqr oR dth tmoXeeents; on the other hand it a Inc- 
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! acLuean, who had begun life as an obscure draper, had risen 

to be a large scale entrepreneur by the sixties. Charles 

Cowan, the Free Churchman who defeated tßacauley in the elec- 

tion of 1847, was a paper manufacturer. The Wigham family 

was connected with the rise of the Paisley shawl industry In 

the earlier part of the century. They were the strongest 

supporters of the American institutions, with the exception 

of slavery. 
(1) 

There apnears during this period to have 

been considerable cormunity of political interest between 

these Radical leaders and the Edinburgh working class, afl 

compared with the situation in Glasgow, where the workers 

were not so ready to follow the lead of the liberal manu- 

facturers, but'looked rather to such labour leaders as Alexan- 

der MacDonald, the miners' leader, and Alexander Campbell, 

organiser of the Glasgow Trades Council and editor of the 

labour Glasgow Sentinel. Ideological trends were also on a 

somewhat different basis from those in Edinburgh. Religious 

and political differences were not quite so closely identifies 

in Glasgow, and in addition, MacDonald and Campbell were 

doctinaire Oiienites, opposed on secularist grounds to religioi" 

in general and the Protestant Church in particular. The 

advanced/ 

cont. f. n. 1. previous page? - attacked Erastianicm, Puseyicrn, 
and Ultramontanism - the fashionable heresies of the sipper 
classes in the mid-Victorian period. 
(1) See J. B. )iacT ie, Life of Duncan MacLaren, 2 vo1a., London, 

1888; Charles Cowan, Remin acenco , Edin. 1878; ! Iartiek, 
op. cit. 
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The advanced Liberals on C1ydeside admired American demo- 

cracy, but many of them supported secession - as indeed did 

1 acDonald. and Campbell. 

The Scottish Tories had been a political minority since 

the first Reform Act, and in Edinburgh they had been out 

of office since that time. They had consequently acquirer 

a good deal of bitterness, the truculence and general 

crankineaa which are often to be found in permanent minori- 

ty parties. The partyt a chief organ in the Went of Scot- 

land, the Glasgow Herald , preached a relatively milder ani 

more reasonable brand of conservatism, compared with the 

wing of the party centered in Edinburgh, and represented b; 

the Courant and Black wood's Mapa-nine. The latter group 

reacted to the problems of the Industrial Revolutl. on by 

retreating (with the aid of Scott's novels) into a world o1 

neo-gothic romance. They enjoyed imagining themselv'o in 

medieval roles, and as they wrote their pro Confederate 

articles at the time of the Civil War, they liked to imagii 

that they were Cavaliers, sabering and riding down the 

Roundheads and Covenanters. 

Church/ 

They were strongly' Brastian 

(1) See the Blackwood Papers (äI89 Section, Nat. Library of 
Scotland) awl the biography of the Blackwoods by Mrs. 
Oliphant. 

l4 ALAi-s 
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Church affairs, and highly reactionary in secular politics. 

By the sixties they were under the influence of Carlyle, an 

longed for a strong man, or a rejuvtnated aristocracy, to 

put an end to the advance of democracy. Garnet Wolceley, 

one of the Blackwood' o circle, gras, in fact, Carlyle's 

candidate for military dictator in 1867. They professed 

to believe that such pacific Radical leaders as Bright and 

MacLaren were sinister demagogues, organising the masses 

in preparation for a violent revolution. They detested 

America and most aspects of American life, although they 

admired the slaveholding class in the Southern states. 

The letters of George Robert aleig to Black rood pro- 

vide good illuntrations of this trend of thought. (}leig, 

who was Chaplain-General and a contributor to the Mamas 

was strongly opposed to the "ultra-Abolitionists", although 

he expressed a desire for "eventual emancipation" to be 

achieved by a process of "education" of masters and slaves. 

He also desired that America should develop into a hierar- 

chal class society, ruled by an aristocracy which would 

"dutifully" imitate the ways of the Eng ish upper class. 

Obig believed that the Arr^erican people should "behave more 

English. Law must be more respected.... Furthermore, 

American writers and intellectuals should stop agitating 

against/ 
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against slavery and should instead make an effort to 

"anglify the ruling classes. A dutiful appreciation of 
sh English taste and manners, and a dutiful study of the Engli 

1 
language". At least one leading Scottish Tory, the 

Earl of Dunmore, had close family ties in Virginia. 
(2) 

It is more difficult to generalise about the Scottish 

Whig party. Their political outlook (although not, of 

course, their specific tenets) was more akin to present 

conservatism than that of the Scottish Tories. They dis- 

liked radical democracy, but were willing as a last resort 

to make certain concessions to blunt its edge. They 

tended to Erastianism in Church affairs, and in politics 

supported the Palmerston - Russell Cabinet. They had no 

distinct "party line" in regard to Americam although they 

tended to frown on things American. On the one hand, 

Alexander Russell, editor of the leading Whig paper, the 

Scotsman, was strongly anti-American. On the other hand, 

the Duke of Argyll, a prominent figure in Palmerstnn's 

government, was strongly sympathetic towards America and 

a friend of Charles Sumner, the great American Radical. 
(3) 

(1) See Gleig-Blackwood correspondence, 1855-56, Black- 
wood Papers. 

(2) Cal. Mer. , 25 July, 1862, see also J. M. Morgan, Recollec 
ions of a Rebel Reefer, 102-3. 

(3) See "Letters of the Duke and Duchess of Argyll to 
Charles Sumner', loc. cit. ; and George Douglas, Eighth 
Duke of Ar 

_. l", eck. Dowager Duchess of Argyll, London, 
vols. 
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At the very opening of the American conflict, the 

Edinburgh Revier published an im nortant unsigned article 

by Corneiall Lewis, at that time Home 8ecreatry in Palmer- 

stont s Cabinet. Lewin was reviewing several important 

books on America, including the influential Letters from 

the Slave States, London, 1857, by James Stirling, a Scott 

Radical, who had lived and travelled for come time in the 

Southern otatea and had written a series of accounts rtrong- 

ly condemning slavery. 
(1) 

Lewis rated America as one of the four major world 

powers (along with Britain, Prance end Germany) and declared 

"Anything which shakes the United states to its center and 

which/ 

(1) The other works vrere : F. L. Olmsted, Travelo in the 
Slave States, London and N. Y. 1857 and 1860; Olristed 
was an American Unionist who argued that slavery vas 
together with the one-crop economy, both unoconomicai 
and out of date, and responsible for the cultural stag- 
natidn of the South. Olrnsted's work has recently been 
republished as The Cotton Finador, ed. Arthur Schlesin- 
ger, N. E. 1953. . L. allan gham, The Uretat American 
Revolution of 1861, (reprint of a speech in Congress 
Washington, IBM, - Bohn Calhoun, A Disquisition on 
Government and a Discourse on the Constitution and 
Government or the Unite States, e. R. ralle, N. Y. , IBM 
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which threatens to change its internal policy and its 

relations to foreign governments, is an event of first 

rate importance". He held that slavery was the basic 

cause of seces°ion and that all other theories were 

"delusive", and praised the sincerity of the Abolitionists 

Cruelty was indispensable to slavery, Lewis argued, d s- 

cribing the disruption of family life, the pursuit of fu- 

gitives by bloodhounds, and other evils connected with the 

system. However, the Home Secretary believed that the 

Southern secession was a )ainless and peaceful solution to 

the sectional strife in America and that any attempt to 

regain the South and perpetuate the Union was futile. 

Lewis declared that the North ahd South would have much to 

contribute to the world an independent states, with the 

Confederacy standing for free trade and the United states 

for Abolition and progreoa. He added that the Americana 

would have to pay, more respect to international law hence- 

forth, because they would be weaker. 
ý1, 

When the news of the fall of Port aumter reached 

Scotland, the Courant warned that Britt--h commerce would 

be affected and 'redacted that there would be a few battles 

before/ 

(1) Edin. Rev., CXIII, 555-87. (April, 1861). 
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before peace was restored. Prom the outbreak of war in 

America, the Courant dreg a stern lesson for its readers, 

which it was to reiterate constantly in the ensuing 

months! constitutional government was not respected in 

America because that country was "debauched by mob ascen- 
dency", and had only been held together so Car by the tra- 

ditiona which it had acquired while part of the British 

Empire. "The purely American part of theiýl}nstitutions 

is precisely that which has come to grief. " Lincoln 

was assessed by the Courant as something of a nonentity, 

(1 

floating along helplessly on the tide of events and lacking 

the qualitibs of mind and will necessary to cope with the 

crisis. "He seems to have been only driven into the step 

which led to the loss of Port lumter by the extäeme Repub- 

lican party. His natural tendency was to stand still and 

let things arrange themselves, -a policy not suited to the 

serious difficulty as that before him. " In speculating 

on the course of the war, the Courant opined that the 

Union, with the large economic and human resources under 

its control, would win in a prolonged contest, whereas the 

Secessionists would have to strike for a quick victory, 

time/ 

(1) Courant, 27 April, 1861. 
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time being on the 'ide of the Union. However, the Conrnnt 

believed that the American economy vi-s too unstable for a 

long war, and that the people rould not support a prolonged 

Urar effort. 
(1) 

During the following weoks the Coup reiterated its 

conviction that the Rebels would have to strike quickly 

before the Unionist forces gathered strength. It continued 

to blame the "old evil democracy" for the intensity of 

feeling on both sides in America, which was due to the fact 

that "the passions of the populace take the lead whenever 

a crisis comes". 
(2) 

Earl Russell's action in sending 

military ani naval reinforcements to Canada was commended 

in view of the chauvinist outbursts called forth in America 

by the war. 
(3) 

In this connection the Courant was con- 

corned to issue counterblasts against the New York Herald, 

the influence of which paper was to Ua44d bulk large 

throughout the war. The Herald, one of the first experi- 

ments in yellow journalism, was founded by a Scotsman, 

James/ 

(1) Courant, 27 April, lß61. 

(2) Ibid, 4 May. 

(3) loci it. ; Ibid, 4 . Tune. 

(4) The N. Y. Herald argued in favour of war with Britain 
and rorthe annexation of Canada. Bennett in this 
instance was orobably acting in the interests of the 
pro-Confederate elements in New York which viewed a 
clash with Britain as a means of establishing Confede- 
rate independence. 
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James Bennett, who was probably the first journalist to see 

the possibilities of exploiting the anti-Negro, anti-Pro- 

testant and anti-British prejudices of the Irish Lumpenpro-, 

letariat in new York. By means of an utter mendacity and 

appeals to primitive emotion, Bennett's paper became some- 

thing of a power in America, and was often referred to in 

the Scottish press as a prime example of the evils of demo- 

cracy. Throughout the Civil War, it was by far the most 

quoted American paper in the Scottish press, where it was 

often represented as expres'ing the official American view, 

and where its unpleasant outpourings served as the starting 

point for many anti-American leading articles. The vicious 

circle set uo in this manner is an interesting example of 

how the press at this time was developing as a major irri- 

tant in international relations. 

One interesting and amusing development in thin early 

period of the war van the attempt on the girt .f the Courant 

to build Lincoln up as a Tory hero - once it became clear 

that he aas a far more resolute personality than the Courant 

at first had imagined. "Ilia (Lincoln's) constitutional 

position is, we repeat, impregnable, " declared the Courant. 

"He is de jure President of the United Staten as elected by 

law, and may use men, ships, and money for the putting down 

of the Secession .. But unluckily, Americans of all states 

and/ 
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and parties have talked ao much abstract revolutionism on 

every occasion for years back, that it is almost n farce 
(1) 

to preach Law and Order among them. " A fear days later, 

after affirming that the reconquest of the South was im- 

possible, the paper asserted that the attempt to preserve 

the Union was a true Conservative policy, and that Lincoln 

was, at least in this matter, actually a Conservative. 

Later it declared that the Americans who had welcomed 

Kossuth a few years previously were now acting on the same 

principles as the Hapoburga.. "There is a fine Conserva- 

tive elwabton for the Northern youth in the claim of Su- 

periority made by the Washington Cabinet, a claim which car 

only be defended on grounds of high constitutional rights 

and established authority. " It praised Lincoln's firmneUF 

in contrast to the "maundering indecision of his earlier 
(21 

policy.! " On 1 June, the Courant presented an analysis 

of the American situation based explicitly on The Federnl 

Pam, which, the Tory organ claimed, gave the true inter. 

pretation of the American Constitution, and which made it 

clear that the Secession and the States Rights Theory were 

unconstitutional. The Courant reminisced with admiration 

on/ 

(1) Cow, 1 May, 1861. 

(2) Ibid, 28 May. 

ýWIALJLAM 
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on George tJashiniton's swift action against rebellious 

manifestations during his period as President, and affirmed 
that he would net in a similar manner in the present crisif 
The Federalist, according to the article, affirmed the 

right of the central government to suppress any secession 

or revolution. The Courant expressed great praise for 

the political philosophy contained in the Federalist Paper, 

and quoted at length fron them. 
(1) 

The Caledonian Mere followed the Civil War closely 
from the beginning. Its analyses of the various stages 

of the war were amazingly accurate, in contrast to the 

erroneous apiroaeh of most other Scottish papers. The 

Mercury showed an accurate appreciation of Lincolns o 

stature, an well as of the ultimate direction of his polic 

fron the start. In reporting Lincoln's decision to 

defend Port Sumter, the Mercury declared: "President Lin- 

col+ems suddenly to have woken up from his lethargy, to 

have cast aside all reluctant vacillation and timorousnesE 

and to have resolutely committed himself to a firm and 
(2) 

aggressive scheme of action. " After the fall of Port 

Bunter, the paper praised the skiifull handling of the 

episode/ 

(1) Courant, 1 June, 1861. 

(2) Cal. Vrer., 22 April. 
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episode, which had exposed the aggressive Intentions of 

the Confederates. "'While the President has therefore 

shown his forebearance and thus satisfied the pence party 

- while he has refused to abandon of his own accord a 

Federal fortress to the satisfaction of the majority of 

the Republicans, he has drawn the South into such a fla- 

grant act of wrong-doing at shall sufficiently unite the 

whole Northern states in a common policy. Congress must 

now declare distinctly for war or peace, and with the 

South shouting their bravadoes over the successful attack 

on Fort Sumter, tine may rest assured that the decision wil: 

be for war. "'( 
1) 

Two days later, the tercurv declared: "President 

Lincoln has taken up his ground with an air of alsmost 

irrnovable reeoluteneso. It is now seen that, though he 

has waited for some time since his inauguration to office 

before taking action, he has never wavered in his idea 

of duty, or in hit) pur1oso of carrying it out. The pause 

gras not one of uncertainty, or of fear, or of overmaaterin 

compunction, but of earnest, though deliberate, compunc- 

tion. He delayed so long only that he might act mote 

effectively. / 

sV pr . 

pi 
. 
'ii1iii1 
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effectively. ills answer to the Virginian State 

Commissioners is his inaugural aldress repeated over 

again with greater emphasis. It is obvious that he 

possesses a distinct policy and will not shrink back: fror 

pursuing it. On the other side there is equal determi- 

nation, with perhaps more than equal courage, ea ernca3, ý1 

and vindictiveness. The prospect is dreadful. " 

The Mercury condemned the Rebellion wholeheartedly from 

the beginning. On 30 April it observed that John Brown 

had been vindicated by the course of events, and that the 

Federal Government had novr been forced to adopt hin 

policy. 
(2) 

týr In contrast to most other papers, the Mere 

mapped very accurately the anti-nlavery tendencies of the 

Republican administration. it pointed out the rebellion 

of the slavcholderc had intensified anti-slavery feeling 

in the Still Northern states, and hold that, although 

Lincoln and Gerard still publicly went no further than 

the Chicago platform, in reality they were by now far 

more advanced in their think. ing on the question. "Just 

in/ 

(1) cal. er. , 29 April. 

(2) Ibid, 30 April. 
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in prooortion ns the conduct of the slave states has caused 

surprise, panic, and embarrascent, it has also, by a natu- 

ral revutsj on, thrown baci: the statesmen of the Republican 

Party on their principles, caused them to roly on their ocrn 

natural allies, and made them more independent than any 

such government has ever been in the history of the Union. " 

In discuccing the military strength of the opposite parties, 

the b! erýy concluded! "The north is undoubtedly stronger 

In men and money, but the South in not an enemy to be 
(21 

de:. pised. " The Mercury also urged that the great Inter( 

st shown In the American war shored the need for an Atlan- 

tic cable, and a rnerted that the Government should spend 
(3) 

money on thin project rather than armaments. 

The Mercury otreaoed the importance of the intense 

Unionist feeling that had arisen in the Northern states 

following the attack on Fort Sumter. "The cannons of Port 

Sumter have welded the whole body of Northern citizens into 

one compact mans. " The Radical organ disagreed with the 

Times' assertion that, now that war was i'minent, the two 

parties would compromise bather than fight, and predicted 

a long, hard war. Any hope of a compromise had vanished 

and/ 

1) Ibid, 30 April. 
2) Cal. Pser. , 30 April, 1661. 
3) bid-10 May, 
4ý Ibid, 17 LTay. 
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(1) and "Both parties in this quarrel are terribly in earnest. 

The Lercu declared that the now unanimity in the Northern 

states had strengthened the government's hand, and de- 

nounced the Confederate leaders, predicting that the 

Governor of Virginia who hanged Brown for treason might 
(2) 

shortly be hanged for the same offence. 

The outbreak of the Rebellion waa followed by a 

British proclamation of neutrality and recognition of the 

belligerent rights of the Confederacy, and* also by the 

despatch of commissioners to Europe to seek diplomatic 

recognition for the Richmond Government. The proclama- 

tion of neutrality was universally supported in Scotland, 

by Conservatives as well as Liberals. The Cow t de- 

clared! "We are decidedly in favour of impartiality between 

the contending states, but it would undoubtedly be prema- 

ture to recognise the Confederacy yet ... The American 

Union, the American Constitutton, io the only power we can 

officially 1now, till it is dissolved by some agreement as 

general and as comprehensive as that by which it was 

created. Till he (Lincoln) and his enemies have settled 

between/ 

(1ý Ibi d, 21 May. 

(2} Ibid, 24 May. 
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betwes-n them whether thin is to be the American Constit, 

tion or not, it is our business to stand by the only 

Constitutdnn we knovr. Any other policy would be a poll 

of revolution and injustice. " 
(l) 

In the following hont 

it repeated that Britain must hold to a policy of strict 

neutrality, and pointing (prophetically) to the vagunoss 

of the Foreign Enlistment Act, demanded that, If neeeaea: 

a special Act of Parliament whould be passed to prevent 

privateers from leaving British ports. It want so far f 

to express sympathy with the American indignation at 

Britain's recognition of Confederate belli crency, but 
(2) 

averred that no other course wein nosnible. 

The Mercury deplored the abusive language which the 

recognition of Confederacy belligerency inspired in some 

quarters In America, and averred that this reaction was du 

to a "grows misunderstanding" of British policy, particu- 

larly in the matter of Confederate privateers. "To refua, 

to recognise the belligerency of the South would be equi- 

valent to a declaration of war. 11 (2) 

In kneriea, Garrison an well as most of the other 

Abolitionists supprted the Union cause from the outset. 

However, ` 

(1) Courant, 27 April. 

(2) Ibi d, 13 May. 
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However, in England and Scotland there gras considerable 

uncertainty during the opening months of the war. George 

Thompr on, together with a few of his close fo ilo%Ters, 

supported Lincoln and the Unionists from the start. How- 

ever, most of the Abolitionists of whatever shade were anti- 

Confederate rather than pro-Unionist during 1861. Dr. 

Cheever and his supporters actually dissociated themselves 

from the Unionists and expressed hostility towards Lincoln'; s 
(1) 

administration which they regarded as being pro-siavery, 

and many feared at first that Confederate sympathiccr© in 

Westminster night attempt to recognise the Confederacy 

quickly before they could mobilise public opposition to the 

m ove. 

When notice was given in the Corrmona of a motion to 

recognise the Confederacy, Dr. Cheever opposed the measure 

in a letter which the Edinburgh Ladies Emancipation Society 

caused to be published in the C ledontan ? Tercury. Cheover 

declared that the recognition of the Confederacy "would be 

a dreadful triumph of the nlave sower and a measure fatal 

to the moral influence of Great Brit&in against slavery. " 

He warned that ii mould in effect give public sanction to 

the/ 

(1) Jordan & Pratt, o, crit. , 127-30- Abel and X. lingberg, 
"The Tappan Papers, Journal of tiepro History, XII, 
(19ýo), 162. 
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to the reopening of the slave trade, which wan one of the 

chief objects of the Confederacy. Cheever called for 

action by the Edinburgh Anti-91nvery gociety, and appealed 

for a meeting as sDon as possible to countdr the Confe- 

derate efforts for recognition. Shortly thereafter, 

Dr. Cheever spoke against recognition at the tenth annual 

meeting of the Glasgow New Arsoaiation for the Abolition 

of Slavery, held in the John St. tYeoleyan Church. He 

urged that Britain should have no relations with the 

Confederacy, which he characterised as a "community of 

pirates and rebels". The meoting voted to memorialise 

the 4overrinent on these lines. 
`l, 

A few days later, the Clangovr Emancipation Society 

sent a menoria1 to Palmerston opposing recognition of 

wb t it described as "the new slavotrading Confederacy 
(2) 

of the Southern Itates". 

The outbreak of the war in America thus did not pro- 

duce further pe tioan conflict between the rival Abolition 

ist factions in Scotland, but on the contrary, brought 

them together 6n a common platform of opposition to recog- 

nition of the Confederacy. This furthered the policy 

of collaboration which had been started with the campaign 

on behalf of Dr Cheever. 

(1) Glas. Herald. 23 April. At thin meeting David Smith Was in-M-6-55-hair, and on the nlatrorm with Dr. Cheev'x 
were/ nee next nage. 
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The movement in behalf of Dr. Cheever was now given 

a strongly anti-Confederate course. A large rally of 

the pro-Cheever movement on May 10th at the Nicholson St. 

Church in Edinburgh, brought together the leaders of the 

two Abolitionist factions as well as leading clergymen of 

the Free Churches. Dr. Guthrie, who acted as chairman, 

expressed strong hostility towards both slavery and the 

Confederacy, although he had little sympathy for the Union 

He declared that slavery was the basic cause of the dis- 

ruption, and blamed the North as well na the South for 

having condoned the evil. Dr. Guthrie also attacked 

Brits ^h merchant^ and manufacturcrn for failing to develop 

sources of free cotton. Ha expressed the hope that civil 

war would induce the American people to liberate the 

slaves. Dr. Cheover spoke strongly against the Confede- 

rate plea for recognition by nndacommereial treaty with 

Britain. Ile maintained that the Confederacy could not 

survive crithout recognition and aid from Britain, and 

warned/ 

cont. f. n. 1 previous sag©: - were the Reverend I1acCa11um 
and Blyth, and Messrs. %7. P. Paton, J. Smith, and J. H. 
Young. The reports of the secretary and treasurer 
showed the "continued prosperity" of the Association. 
Their bazaar had brought in C214, and when subserip- 

, Ir re added to this, the total income amounted to 
£280, of which C40 rer: ained. 

previous page- - O. E. 4.1! inute Books, 29 April, 1861. 
The official acknovzledp ement which the gociety recei- 
ved several days later, referred to the Richmond Gvt. 
as "the Confederated Southern 'Lmerican States". Ibid. 
4, May. 
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warned that the Anglo-Confederate treaty proposed by the 

Confederate Con issionero in London would represent the 

greatest victory ever for slavery. The minister went on 
to urge the women present to take an active stand on the 

recognition issue, in view of the degradation which 

slavery entailed for the ri. ghto of women. Speaking for 

the TInanei nati on Society, Mr. Duncan, Cd. S. , stated that 

recognition "wan not for a moment to be thought of, " 

particularly in view of Britain's traditional opposition 

to the slave trade. He urged that resolutions and a 

ietition be sent to the Government to combat the efforto 

of the Rebel Comrniasioners and declared that the sooner 

the people expressed their opinion on the subject, the 

better. 

Thomas Ynox, a prominent Radical, declared: "It wan 

oitr privilege and duty ne a nation to do our work peace- 

fully and promptly at thin great crioia! and who could 

tell but by creating a proper public spirit throughout the 

country that that meeting might be the means of inaugura- 

ting a whole aeries of public meetings which would give 

out some certain sound os to what they wished (the Govern. 

ment) to do in the matter. " He expressed the hope that 

if/ 

,, 
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If they could not end slavery immediately, they might at 

least cripple it so that it cats] 3 not survive for long. 

Resolutions were then passed denouncing the Secennionists 

and opposing recognition. A memorial to the same effect 

gras sent to the Government. 

At the same time the result was announced of the 

collection for Dr. Cheever in Edinburgh, which had begun 

the _oreviou i October. The Lndios3' Emancipation Society 

had rained £168, the Ladies' New abolitionist Society had 

contributed 978,18B, and 42/12/14, had been received 

from church collections and private contributions, - 

making the total f481/l0/11. When it gran announced that 

It would be desirable to raise the fund to C«500, Dr. 

Guthrie promised Eliza Wigham that he would raise the 
(1) 

remainder. 

A few days later, Dr. Cheever c yoke at the ant i- 

Rlnvery Find anti-recognition meeting in Dalkeith. He 

repeated his argurncnts against recognition of the Confe- 

deracy, the distinctive feature of which, he declared, 

was slavery. He urged that the people had the power to 

break slavery by inducing the Government to withhold re- 

cognition. The following resolution gras passed 

unanimously/ 

(1) ßeot: an, 10 Vay, 1861. 
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unanimously and sent to Lord Rumoell: 

"That it to the sense of this mreting that the British 

Government should not enter into any recognition of the 

Southern American Confederacy constituted as it is on the 

avowed principle of upholding domestic slavery: or only 

on the ground that from that date of the treaty every child 

of African descent within the limit of said Confederacy 
(1ý 

shall be free-born". 

Returning to Edinburgh, Dr. Cheever wan invited to 

ad1. rens th U. P. Synod, which received him with much applaud, 

and entusiasm. He acknowledged the ^ympathy and aid 

received from the United Presbyterians, who, he pointed out, 

were also distinguished in America for their support of the 

freedom of the Church and the rights of the oppressed, - 

both of which causes, he declared, were bound up together. 

He emphasised the crucial nature of the events in Imerica 

and declared that recognition of the Confederney would be 

a serious blow to the liberty of the slaves. He described 

letters from his church anpealinr, for sympathy for the 

Unionists and for no aid to be given to the Confederacy. 

Dr Cheever then urged all United Presbyterians to work to 

stir up anti-slavery feeling and to prevent recognition 

of the Confederecy, the chief purpone of which was to 

perpetuate/ 

(i) Ibid, 18 ray. 
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perpetuate slavery. He concluded by uarning of the bad 

e`'feet which Confederate reonening of the olave trade would 

have upon missionary work. 
t 1} 

A fear days later, at the 

Free Church General Assembly; Dr. Wood of Dumfries moved a 

resolution calling for prayers for peace and Abolition 

in America. It was seconded by Dr. Buchanan and carried 

(2i unanimously. 

At the same time the outbreak of the Rebellion 

stimulated a further series of attacks against Dr. Cheevcr 

by his enemies in America. The controversy continued for 

some time in the Scottish press, as the local Abolitionists 

rallied to Che©vor'a defence. The charges were simply 

a rehash of old accusations from the pro-ciavery press in 
(3) 

America and were easily disposed of. Ur. Cheever 

finally left Scotland at the end of 3une, after having 

played nn imnortPnt Hart in rallying gcottish opinion 

ageinst the Confeäeracy. 

Although the weight of the Abolitionlot movement wan 

thus effectively mobilised against recognition, most of 

the Scot tioh/ 

1) Ibid, 2" May. 
2 Ibid, 5 June. 
3 e. g. Cal. Mier. ,6 June, 1 July, 6 July. 
4) See letter of Wm. Duncan, fcotrmnn, 1 July. 
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Scottish anti slavery people continued for some time to be 

very distrustful of the intentions of the Lincoln Govern- 

ment toward the nlavery question. Lord Brougham did not 

believe that the slavery question should be raised at all 

while the Civil War continued, and on this ground broke a 

promise to preside at an anti-slavery meeting in London, 

The attitude taken up by Garrison at the outbreak of the war 

was regarded dubiously, even by most of his closest 

supporters, .. In answer to a request by Dr. Guthrie, 

Garrison wrote an article in the Liberator explaining the 

war aims of the Unionists and his belief in the ultimately 
(2) 

anti-slavery trend in the Northern Stntea. 

Eliza VYigham expressed her anxiety to 9a nuel Uay Jr. 

in the following words! 'Our greatest anxiety is that you 

standard bearers should not be led aside by the Northern 

entusiasm to let your testimony droop in the slightest. 

'Mo compromise with alaveholding' must still be your watch- 

word, for you will yet have years perhaps of watching and 

wot'king, for as yet there is no right-thinking antislavery 

feeling in the North as a mans. I think dear Garrison's 

prophetic spirit has led him to believe that what he seen 

wi11 

(1) 9cotsrnan, ll June, 1061. 
(2) T1iberitor, XXXI, 86 et seq. 
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Will come out of the present excitement has alrendy come, 

and he attributes more virtue and principle to the rising (Z1 
in the North than it merits. it 

Some of the apologist: for s1nvery were encouraged by 

the apparently 3uecesnful rising of the slaveholders in 

America, to challenge the prevailing anti-nlavery feeling i: 

Scotland. For exarpple, a pro-^lavery letter, signed '. T. Q. l 

touched off a heated correspondence on the subject in the 

Scotsman. "J. S. H. " argued that the negroes were an inforio 

race, that the whites in the Nest Indies' had suffered from 

"social intercourse" with the emancipated negroes in thit 

region, and that wherever negroes were emancipated from 

slavery, there wns a strong chance that they night assume 
(2) 

political control over the (supposedly superior) whites. 

He was an rrored by a Scottish emigrant to Canada who 

had lived for many years in the Went Indien. The latter 

writer asserted that the negroes were the equals of the 

whites, and had the same ca>>abilitiea if given the necesa" 

education. lie also denounced the cruelties, involved in the 
( ;1 

system of slavery. A similar anti-slavery letter 
rollovred, signed "IC", who was probably the Reverend 

Qh9mbera, a Scottish minister who had visited America in 

1853/ 

(1) E. Wigham-Sams. May Jr., 12 July. 
(2) Scotsman, 18 Juuly, 1861. 
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1853, and had been converted to Abolitionism by his 

horror at the conditions of the negroes under slavery. 

He nske4 %^. H. why, if the tas' e of the slaves were so 

easy (an the latter had a' erteil' they had to be coerced 

into doing them. Re described the forcible separation 

of families end other cruelties occurring under slavery, 

which, he rieclared, were contrary to Christian and 

humanist principles. Ito agreed that the Northern states 

were at fault for discriminati ng against negroes, but 

insisted that the answer to that problem was racial 

equality and equal opportunities for all. He pointed 

to the increase of exports from the West Indies, and 

to the gradual Improvement of the condition of the negroes 

there as illustrating the odvantngee of emancipation. 

He declared that he personally had not suffered from 

social tntercourne with negroes and repudiated the idea 

thRt the negvoec might entabli. ah political cupremaay over 
1 

the whiten. 
(1 

The Abolitionint arguriont^ were strengthened about 

thin time by the publication of The Unlereround Railway 

from slavery to Freedom. This popular anti-slavery 

work wnp, written by the T everend VT. Mitchell, a former 

overseer of slaves who had joined the Underground Railway 

and was nor a minister In Toronto. At the some time, 

1) Ibid, 24 August. 
2) Lonaon, 1861: for a contemporary critical account of the work see Tait' s Roview, XXVIII, 164, et seq. 
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time, orinion withL-n the Church in Scotland continued to 

run strongly against slavery. The Lamp of Love, (a 

popular Protestant youth magazine printed in Glacjow) 

for example, was giving considerable apace to anti-slavery 

and anti-racialist articles and stories, not only during 

this period, but throughout the war. For instance, a 

feature article on missionary work in South Africa repu- 

diated as heresy the idea that Hottentots had no souls, 

and also attacked the maltreatment of natives by the 
(1) 

Boers. Thr September issue carried a biographical 

article on the Reverend Samuel Crowther, which gave a vivid 
(2) 

picture of the sufferings of the slaves. In the same 

Issue, a short story entitled "Mint Aileth Thee, gister? " 

ntrecsed the duty of Christians to recognise negroeo as 
( 3's 

brothers. 

The fact that the Unionintn pursued a high tariff 

policy in contr^et to the free trade principle professed 

by the Rebels, served no a uhef"ul argument for oympathioeri, 

of the latter. Thin line wan etresred particularly by 

Tait'e Review, a publication of ndvanced liberal vicvia 

which/ 

(1) Lamp of Love, June, 18G1 204-9 232-9. It vas edited b 
ü110 

. ý. a Bateman. oopte3 In the Brit. Museum. ). 
(2ý tb d, ýeýotember, 1861,2Ch--9,232-9. The Reverend 

Crowther wu an ex-slave who becan Christian mioaion- 
ary. 

( 31 Ibid, 69-70. 
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which neverthelene enthusiastically espoused the cause 
X11 

of Secession. Tait's attacked the Republicans as 

hypocrites on the slavery question and as having design 

on Canada which Britain must be prepared to resist, T 

Rebellion on the other hand was pictured as a crusade 

for free trade. "This battle is not the conflict 

between personal slavery and personal freedom, " declare, 

Tait's ". .. It will prove a struggle between free 

trade and prohibition - the exclusiveness of selfishness 

or free intercourse. Under the guise of suppressing 

treason, Mr. Seward enforces tribute. " On these grounc 3 

the Abolitionists were warned not to believe that the 

Unionists we-e fighting for emancipation. "It in not 

iar for or against slavery. It is a spar against 

independence, against trade - for centralisation, pride 

and vanity. " Tait's also opposed the idea that a 

Unionist victory would lead to emancipation andrnaintaix, 

that a dissolution of the Union offered the best proapec 

for Abolition. "A separation of the North from the 

South would compel the louth to mitigate the laws 

relating/ 

(1} Tit's gras edited by George Troup, an early neottish 
exponent of Liberal Innorinli sm. See G. E. Troup, 
Life of George Troup, Journalist, Edinburgh, lßßl: 
y. . r"Qrw c, eorge Troup" Scottish Fdueationnl 

Journal,, XVII, 
(1934)j 

322=23. 
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relating to slavery, and gradually to provide means for 

the conversion of the negroes into a free peasantry, undo 
(1) 

At the doubtless many constitutional restrictions. " 

warme time, Lincoln vas dismissed as a nonentity: "V/hy he 

was the renrerentative of the Republican Party, is not 

ea: ntly told, It rernr'ked the Revier in the course of df o- 

cu'aing hia plebeian bsc%grovnd. 
(2) 

In lenterber, Tait's returned to the attack In 

shriller tones, arguing thnt the North gras attempting 

to exploit the South by means of a protectionist policy, 

and attemntod to demonstrate that protection was the 

moral equivalent of slavery. The article maintained 

that/ 
r"rýr r.. ýr. ý. ý. rrwýý. rr irr 

(1) Tait' s Review, XXVIII, 81-94, (July, 1861). 

(2) Ibid, 83-4. In the ; acre issue there appeared a long 
"letter addressed to the Right Honorable Lord John 
Russell, by one of his constituents who did not vote 
for him. " The letter attacked ? Russell for his state- 
ment in the Commons (30 Pay, 1861' to the effect that 
Britain gras responsible for introducing slavery into 
America. The writer introduced n long and copious 
ar rument ap-ainst this idea, and then attacked the 
Uorthern hypocrasy involved in profiting from slavery, 
and of offering the South an imperialist policy in 
Mexico as well as a guarantee of slavery and the 
Caribbean, if it would come back into the Union. 
Ibid, 133-8. 
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that protection was slavery imposed on the buyers by the 

sellers. ".... The Federals, or Northern Party are not 

Abolitionists. " The article ar, iued that protection gras 

morally equivalent to slavery "The principle in both 

cases is the sane - being the appropriation by craft or 

strength of other Aeraon3' labour, in part or in whole for 
(1) 

the benefit of the crafty or the strong. " 

The -article then referred to the outpouringe of the 

Now York Herald, as representing the chauvinist spirit in 

the Northern otaten. The writer went on to point out 

that if Secession were established, "The rapid race of 

prosperity exhibited in the North for many yearn pant 
(2) 

could not have been continued in future yearn. " 

The arprunento of Tait"c reflect the conflict between 

British and American industrialists competing for the 

American market and for control over the raw materials 

of the South. This conflict was particularly sharpened 

by the Morrill Tariff, which threatened to exclude 

British industrialists from what was now their leading 

market. The trend of thought in these articles is an 

interesting/ 
   ý    irrrr. ýir i  r r rrr r  '-rr. rý ý ýrýri -t 

(1) Ibid, 166. 

(2) Ibid, 160. 
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(1) interesting'anticivation of Liberal Imperialiorn. 

The article referred to in the September issue of 

Tait's also introduced the interesting question of what 

the relations were between pro-Unionist sentiment in 

Britain and inveutments in America. "It is a War for 

the Morrill Tariff, " declared Tait's, "and why is 

Manchester silent, and the Manchoster School succumbing 

under ne-11.7 duties of a magnitude and Strength, for the 

prohibition of intercourse between nations greater than 

any aristocracy ever nropocod? For the same reason 

thvt induced Dr. Caird, one of our Scotch members, in a 

pamphlet meant to gave the ownern of Illinois stock, to 

disparage Canada, and -cuff the sickly prairies that the 

Illinois Railway Co. have to sell. The fortunes and 

hopes of the leaders of the gathool are pledged neck deep 

in these worthless securities of Western America, and so 

the ? Jorrill Tariff, the greatest recent outrage on civi-- 

lisation, is seldom mentioned by th t class of politician 
(2) 

for it hno been done by their friends and partners, " 

Inve stnent s/ 

(1) e. g., T. F. Taylor, employed In a Liverpool trading 
firm at outbreak of Rebellion, declared! "Nowhere out 
of America gras the recession of the South more keen- 
ly watched than in Liverpool offices and the Ex- 
change of that city, which American trade had begot- 
ten and nur^ed. " (Taylor 

. on. cit , 2). 

(2) Tait's Review, XXVIII, 165. 
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Investments in American mines, real estate, railways, 

and State and Federrl bonds, ainear to have been - 

particu-larly popular in Scotland during this period, 
(lj 

and there 

investments sometimes drew down the wrath of empire-minded 

Tories and Liberals, who demanded to knot why America was 
(2) 

considered a safer risk than "Britain under Queen Sietori? f. 

The F. Tr. Caird mentioned above was Liberal U. P. for Stir- 

ling, and a strong onnonent of intervention in favour of 

the Confederates. 
3 

The Ellis family of Glenquioeh, 

Aberdeen shire, two members of which were in Parliament at 
(4) 

this period, had large investments in American real estate. 

The tiedderburn family (prominent in landholding, business, 

and Indian administration) had the bulk of its fortune 

invested in American State bonds, (Sir David Wedferburn, 

the head of the family at this period, was a strong Ameri- 

canophile and was elected Liberal ". P. for South Ayrshire 

in 1868). 
(6) 

Those investments in America meant that 

many/ 
ý w rw rww ý.    r 

(1) e. ý;. 1tß?. 3 Jan. . 1860. 

(2) W. Ii. Marwick, Economic Develo, nents in Victorian 
Scotland, 1536, p. `. 

(3) Oee Scotsman, 29 Jan. , 1862,13 Dec., 1862,9 Feb. 63# 
2? Jan. , 1864,10 Nov. , 1864. He made a tour of Americo 
in 1862 to study the effects of the war on the American 
economy and institutions. 

(4) See Ellice Family papers, fS3 section, Nat. Li. of 6ctld 

(5) E. H. Perceval, Sir David Wedderburn, London, 1884, pp. 
31-2. 
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many prominent Soots had a vested interest in preserving 

peace between Britain and America. Duncan ? acLaren, 

as we have ! ointed out above, and the Radical leaders 

aaroeiated with him, ve"e strongly interented in America 

and in 1861, VacLaren publi the'. a statistical paper 

points 
{1) 

n3 out the superiority of the American economy. 

On the English side, Cobden, a leading American eympa- 

thiser, was one of the chief foreign inventors in Ameri- 

ca, and, among other securities, possessed a number of 

shares in the Illinois Central Railway. 
(2) 

Due to his 

opposition to the Morrill Tariff, however, Cobden was 

not such an unqualified supporter of the Union cause an 

Bright and LacLaren, although he strongly opposed inter- 

vention on behalf of the Confederacy. 

A related theme, which wes harped upon by Taiit'a 

R"aCrazinee, and later taken up by Djaek.,, crood' a and other 

anti-Unionist papers and magazines, vas the neriloua 
financial condition of America. Emphasis was laid 

upon the tremendous American war expenditure and the 
3 

prospect of a crinpling debt. 
) 

The reiterated inaia- 

tenco of pro--Confederate periodicals on the financial 

in3tability of the United States gras quite possibly 

intended/ 

(1) J. H. 1 acute, Life of Duncan F4acLaren, 2 vols. , London 
1888, I, 164-- . (2) P. P. C1ausnen, Pence Paetorr, in Analo-Arierienn Rela- 
tionn, 1861_5. Lt rta 3ßiDT} Valley iiic; torical Review I% (1939-40,, 

,). (3ý Tait a, loc. cit. , 189-fi. 
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intended to undermine American credit abroad, and to 

disparage investors in American securities. At any rate, 

t it's, in the article referred to, followed its gloomy 

analysis of American finances with a proposal for the boy- 

cott of American securities by foreign capitalists in ordh: 

to make the Unionists sue for peace. "If a revolution 

were adopted on our stock exchanges not to deal with any 

American securities during the war, peace would be conclu- 

ded. .. 'Poverty would. secure )eßce, for European capita- 

lists can enforce pence in America by refusing to deal 
(1) 

in states securities during the war. 11 

The repulc3e suffered by the Union forces at the Pirat 

Battle of Bull Run, (21 July), gave great encouragement 

to the Confederate aympathi sers in Scotland, who were 

further impre'sed by Russell's famous eye-witness account 

of the battle, which included a vivid account of the die- 

orderly retreat of several Union regiments. 
(2) 

The 

battle was rated as an important Confederate victory by 

the Courant, which held, however, that it meant that the 

war would last longer than if the Unionists had won the 

fir^t battle, and therefore iirued a warning in regard to 

the/ 

(1) Ibid. lß5. lee also Clnuisen, on. cit. , loc. cit. , pp. 551-22' A. B. Taylor, 47a11kerr t asion o London, 1863-4, Journal of Economic-and Business tiiator , Cambridge, 
. a'saC use, s, T, 296-320 Feb. 1933) 

P S. Foner. Business and Slnvery, Bnidgeport, Connec- ticutt, 1941-. --ý- 
(2) 

ý. ý. 
Times, 10 Aug. 1861. 
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the cotton supply. "Our merchants and manufacturers had 

better bestir themselves; and if Manchester in such an 

abode of wisdom as we are sometimes asked to believe, it 

can surely spare a little of It for so dire a crisis an 
(11 

seems impending. " Later, the Courant declared that t 

the battle contained "matter for profitable reflection" 

and declared that Ruooeil'a account showed it to have 

been "a blunder and a disgrace for the Unionists, " whose 
(2 

conduct was described as "peculiarly bane and ludicrous. " 

The Courant was also encouraged by the to the to call for 

a decisive settlement of the war in the near future and 

to hint et the desirability of intervention. 

"For the separation which we believe to be inevitabl, 

may na well be speedy, and the prting be accompanied with 

as little bloodshed as possible, Hitherto, Europe has 

'kept well out of the business, and in spite of ludicrous 

threats, 4reat Britain has watched the course of Northern 

Government with pity, if not with sympathy. -- The Britt 

Government may have to reconsider its relation to the 

belligerents. we can hardly allow anything in the natur 

of a nominal blockade to interfere with our commerce. 

And/ 

(1) Courant, 5 Auguot, 1861. 

(2) Ibid, 8 August. 
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Anti if Prance In to treat directly with the Confederate 
novernment an an inde, enlent novler, iahe will obviously 

main ndvantngea from it groster than we can hope for if 
iii 

Dub recognition to delayed. " 

The ', cottinh Tories harboured nerioua fears that 

Louis Napoleon might establish come form of paramountcy 

over the Southern states, and these fears vero stimulated 

by a rumour thit the French ruler was planning to not 
t 2} 

himself up as emperor of the Confederacy. The 

Cotes r nt thought it would be decfrable to make a British 

prince ling of the Confederacy, "But to choose the des- 

cendant of a Corsican advocate -a Frenchman, fat and 

forty, more than suspected of want of courage, and having 

no community of lineage, no ßympathieS- ith the Anglo- 

Saxon race - would be equally foolish and unnatural. " 

The editorial concluded that, although this resort might 

be untrue, it aas certain that Louis napoleon niched to 

become the arbiter of the American ntruagle and to use 

his position to injure British interests. 
(3) 

The L! er UrX explained the Rebel victory no resulting 

from/ 

(1) Ibid, 8 August. 

(2) Ibid, 13 August. 
(3' Ibid, 28 August. 
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from the fact that the first flush of enthusiasm among the 

Unionists had waned, and that also American youths were 

averse to military discipline. At the same time, the 

Mercury, together with other leading Scottish papers, 
devoted considerable attention to the activities of the 

New York 79th, or 'riiighland" regiment, the memberu of chic} 

wore tartan trews and nerved at Bull Run with the Federal 

army. 
(1) 

The regiment mutinied after Bull Run, and 
(2) 

became the object of Considerable amusement in Scotland. 

Tait's devoted considerable space to what it termed 

the "panic" of the Federals at Bull Run and declared: 
(3) 

"Their blunders and inefficiencies reproach our race. " 

The same article reviled "the loafers and rowdies of these 

Northern cities, consisting greatly of our European scum, 

whose bragging, bullying methods melted into shameful 

flight before the vision of black horsemen on that July 

Sabbath which the invaders of Virginia selected for 'the 
(4) 

day of their gre^t victory. '" 

Bull Run brought the American conflict into closer 

relation/ 

(1) William Todd, The 79th Highlanders (New York VolunteerE 
in the War of the Rebellion, Albany, N. Y., 1886. 

(2) e. g. , Tait' n F. d. tja. XXVII, 184 (Sept. 
, 1861). 

(3) Ibid, 165. 
(4) 1 bid. ` 
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relation with the question of democracy and Parliamentary 

ref orm, which had been revived in Scotland by the Radicale 

in the period immediately preceeding the outbreak of the 

war. Even before the outbreak of war, the Edinburgh Radi- 

cals had emphasised the importance of the fate of democracy 

in America in relation to the maintenance and extension of 

political liberty in their own country. When the geceoe- 

Ion movement commenced for instance, the Uercur declared: 

"To a great majority of political thinkera in thin 

country it is a matter of profound interest that the great 

Republic -a part of the glorious system that has its roots 

in the English Commonwealth times - should be a nuccens, 

not a failure. Respeet for those founders of it that went 

forth from among us in the old days, shaking off the dust 

from their feet as against despotism and persecution, 

demands this degree of interest at our hands. Respect for 

the tendencies and aspirations of the existing times 

sanctions the like claim. To this end it is needful that 

the Union should endure and not fall to pieces through an 

explosion that may be averted' but it is needful also that 

it endure no a genuine Republic, not as a compound of 

despotism and slavery. .. and that instead of perpetual 

threats of political alienation and fratricidal contest, 

the Influence of material interests should concur with the 

dictates/ 

C 
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dictates of reason and humanity in linking us together 
(1) 

in the bonds of reciprocal assistance. " 

The demand for an extension of the franchise had 

been increasing in the imnned. iate ante bellum period: 

an Dennison, the speaker of the Co; nmonn, remarkdd to 

Edgard Ellice, Liberal V. P. for Fife, "Reform is the 
(21 

political revival of the moment. " 

The Reform revival in Scotland reached a temporary 

peak with a large labour rally in Edinburgh on 11 May, 

1861, which demonstrated for the extension of the fran- 

chise to the workers. The meeting vas presided over by 

a number of the leading Radicals of the capital, inclu- 

ding the Lord Provost, (Charleä Lawson), ex-Bailie Fyfe, 

John Gorrie (advocate), Thomas Ireland, J. H. Stott, and 

others. The speakers were strongly critical of Adam 

Black, publisher of the Edinburgh Review and one of the 

Liberal M. P. a for the city, who had been elected on a 

promise to extend the franchise, but had oubsequently 
(3) 

gone over to the Whigs and voted against reform. 

The Courant expressed anxiety over the rally, which 

it saw as part of a aide-spread campaign on the part of 

the/ 

(? 1 Dennison-Ellice, 21 Jan., 1861, (Ellice Papers, Nat. L1 
of Scotland). 

(11) r. &jr#er. , 11 l ay, 1861. 
(3) Cournnt, 13 ! iay, 1861. 

16 
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the Radicals and Pree Churchmen to overthrow the British 
Constitution. The Cotes t' ü criticism of the Radicals 

gras coupled with a denunciation of the Reformed Presby- 

terian Church, which had recently protested against the 

Government's policy of interfering with religious freedom 

in Scotland, as instanced in the Cardross case. The 

Courant went on to attack the Reform rally by relating it 

to the American crisis. 

"The rabid Radicalism and coarse invrctive which 

marked the speeches of Messrs. Corric and Iverach are 

likely to disgust every person of good taste and proper 

feeling. They dlapust-every reduce our Constitution to 

an unchecked democracy, and give full away to the tyranny 

of the majority, whose evil influence is even now produ- 

cing such bitter fruits in Mr. Bright's model Republic. " 

The editorial went on to refer to the warnings of de 

Toequeville and others concerning the dangers of American 

democracy, and defended Black against the "coarse personal 

attack by the Radical speakers. "tl, 

In July, a bye-election took place at Selkirkchire, 

where the Tory candidate, Lord William Scott, was opposed 

by a Radical, William Napier. The fate of Atnorican 

democracy became an itauc an the Courant campaigned vigo- 

rouely for the defeat of Napier. "If he (Napier) can 
find/ 
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find anyone goose enough to believe in his power of demo- 

cratising the country - in the present state of public 

opinion and with Europe and America situated an they are 

- he of course will use him. " The Courant pictured the 

election an a struggle between the county people and the 

urban manufacturers and won-era, and warned industrialiate 

not to back Radical candidates, who would make them "sub- 

ordinate to the men whose wages they pay. " The Tory 

organ then proceeded to attack the Free Church- "Tt to not 

the cause of gentlemen, for it is closely mixed up with 

a virulent spirit of democracy. " 
(1) 

The Courant carried 

a number of strong editorials on the election, and in 

rebutting the Scotsmnn's support for Napier, asserted that 

Scott's chief qualification was that he was an aristocrat, 

- adding- "The truth is that the Scotsman is too good a 

Whig not to have considerable sympathy with our 'blood' 
(2} 

vier, all the same. " 

The a--parent d. iaintegration of America and the retrea 

of the Federale at Bull Run appeared to the Scottish To- 

rice as an unexpected confirmation of all the warningo 

which they had issued since the days of the First Reform 

Bill,, / 

(1) Ibi d, 24 July. 

(2) Ibid, 25 July. 
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Bill, and served an something of a compensation for the 

repeated defeats which they had suffered in Edinburgh and 

elsewhere over the pant generation. Bull Run, in parti- 

cular, was pictured as a defeat of everything for which 

the Radicals and Free Churchmen stood. 

"Here is the value of America to us, especially in a 

crisis, " the Courant asserted, "it shows us our Own faults 

in exaggerated form. An American is only an Englishman 

or Scotchman under the influence of unbridled democracy. 

Take away the restraint or training and tradition - the 

influence of old and powerful monarchical institutions - 

and the mass of our population would be Americana - just 

as they would got sunburnt in a warm climate. ."" The 

South owes its superiority hitherto in reat measure to 
1) 

Ito well-educated, well-bred officers. " 

The fact that a number of liberal politicians and 

papers jung ahnrply to the right at the outbreak of the 

Civic War, was welcomed by the Tories, but also led to 

Tory (earn that the Whigs might steal'their thunder. The 

Courant was therefore at pains to establish the rainon 

dt etre of the Tory Party. The rightward Irina of the 

Whigs (Tim, Scot man, Palmerston etc. ) waft held to be 

insincere and based on expediency, in view of the fact that 

these/ 

(1) 4otirAn ., 8 Augunt, 1861. 
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there same elements had, during the Crimean War, joined with 

the Radicals in the attack on the aristocrats. "People 

capable of fraternising with the weavers of Radical village8 

warned the Courant'. "to damage the influence of county 

families, may ridicule American institutions for the time, 

but are substantially helping to Americanise their own 

country in the long run. 8o we insist on the Conservative 
(l) 

Party sticking together with its own definite objects. " 

Mien Thomao Hughes, author of Tom Bro'7n' a School Dana, 

and vigorous -propagandist for the Federal cause, criticiaed 

the micrepresentationn of the war by the press, the Qoour not 

rebuked him for thin and declared that it wan the duty of 

the press to point out the evils of America because America 

van what Britain would become like under democracy. After 

describing the cowardice and mob rule, which, it claimed, 

prevailed in the democratically governed part of the United 

States, the editorial concluded by denying the claim of 

Hughes and of Harriet Beecher Stowe, that slavery was the 

(2) chief cause of the war. The Courant devoted a number 

of articles during this period to arguing that slavery was 

not the cause of the war. 
(3) 

"It is of course the bounden 

duty of every Radical to make out that slavery and slavery 

alone/ 

1) Ibid, 13 Augut. 
2 Courant, 24 Sent. , 1x61. 
3) B. g. , mid, 12 Sant. ,1 Oct. 

1 
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alone is answerable for the rupture: becaune if it is not, 
the re^ponsibility must fall back on the nature of American 

inn, titutionc - in other words upon the inherent vices of (1) 
der.: ocracy. " 

"Democracy without Jacobinism, " averred the Cournnt, 

"to an vain an drunkenness without a headache would be. 

Nature has coupled the indulgences inneparably for the in- 

atruction of mankind. Liberalism 'of the coarser tinge' han 

had full swing in America, and is now ahelding blood, 

pillaging, and dertroying the personal freedom, (by a strange 

retribution` of femocretic editors. ... Mr. Bright'a 
(2) 

tendency in to make similar things poRsible at home. " 

The Cournn 's campaign nbainct democracy rinn clo2Qly 

linked with ito attacks on the Radical majority in the 

Edinburgh Torn Council. On 25 October, for example, an 

editorial deplored the fact that the u'per class had been 

pushed out of nunicipal government in Edinburgh. "No doubt 

the circumstances under which the Council contrived to forfoii 

its proper esteem among men of education were peculiar. It 

so fell out in Scotland that the Radical movement in politics 

was combined with a fanatical movement in Church affairs, and 

this latter gave a peculiar direction as well as a peculiar 

acrimony to our municipal affairs. " 

1 1blU, 7 Oct, 
2 Ibid, 16 Sept. 
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The stirrings of the labour movement, and in particu- 

lar the agitation by the prominent Free Church social 

reformer, Dr. Begg, for better working class housing, also 

drew the ire of the Cou 
tl) 

"When Dr. Begg, " asserted 

the latter, "harranguea on the sorrows of the laboure`s, 

we know that it is a political stroke at thq%aquirea. 

At the end of the year, the condition against which Dr. 

Begg was preaching, resulted in a disaster on the High 3t., 

where a slum tenement collapsed, killing a number of 

people. The Courant was, however, unrepenteant and de- 

nounced Dr. Begg and Dr. Guthrie for blaming the ruling 

classes for the disaster and for bad working-class housing 
(3) 

in general. 

In commenting on J. S. Will's "Representative Govern- 

ment", which was published at this time, the Courant 

claimed that it detected signs in the work that the Radical 

were retreating from their former advanced positions - the 

Courant made a great deal in particular of certain checks 

to universal suffrage which still suggested, auch as plural 

voting and financial limits. According to the Coup 

Mill's book, together with the enthusiastic review which 

it received in the Free Church North British Review, 

"affords/ 

(1) e. g. article of 11 Sept., 1861, denouncing strikes an 
"evilo, folly, and stupidity". (2) Ibid, 21 Sett. For another long attack,,, on Dr. Beg 'o 
working-claw housing campaign, see Ibid, 9 Oct. See 
T. Smith, tiemoir of Jan. eß Begs,,, 2 vol. i. , Edinburgh, 1888. 

3i Ibid, 3 Does 
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"affords another curious proof of the difficulties which 

Democracy presents to thinking minds. One likes to see 

a 'Philosophical Radical' exhausting his ingenuity in 

devising checks and restrictions on a movement which his 

own school has largely helped to promote. And when his 

labours tend to strengthen and consolidate Conservatism, 

we do not grudge him, as part of his reword, the little 

pleasure of a sneer or two at the Conservative Party. 

... For our own part, we see no reason why the Government 

of this country should inevitably degenerate into a 

democracy. ... Even now our Government is sufficiently 

democratic: and were it made more so by entrusting the 

uneducated masses with the suffrage, a House of Commons 

elected by them would almost certainly be destitute of 

that habitual reverence for the constitutional rights of 

others and moderation in asserting its own, which have 

hitherto been its characteristics, and the want of which 

has been the principal cause of the diamatroun and unnatu- 

ral conflict on the other aide of the Atlantic.. "(1) 

Other Scottish Tory organs argued along similar linen. 

During thin period of the war, ßlackvrood'U published two 

strong articles on the American situation by one of its 

chief/ 

(1) Ibid, 31 Oct. 
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(z) chief contributors, E. B. Hamley, an army officer. In 

the first of these articles, entitled The nicruntion of the 

Union, Hamley repudiated the pleas for support from the 

American Unionists. He declared his belief that the Con- 

federates viere right and that the Secession was the best 

thing for America since it would damp down American aggrea- 

aivenese. He argued further, undoubtedly for the benefit 

of investors in American securities, that the Secession 

would not have an adverse effect on American economy. He 

went on to hail the Rebellion as a groat and justifiable 

defeat for democracy. 

"In those American Institutions and tendencies, " wrote 

Ramley, "we aaw what our own right be if the most danaerouo 

elements of our Constitution should become dominant. We 

saw a policy which received its impulses aliayo from below. 

Vle sari the wisdom and moderation of the nation totmed like 

weeds upon the popular ourgeo, " 

iiamley declared that this method of government had now 

been proved a failure, and averred that Secession would 

finish democracy in America and lead to the establishment 
3 

of an aristocracy in that country. 
, 

Hamley assumed that 

disruption/ 
(1) Blackwood' c Review, vol. 2, XC, July, pp. 125-34, ("The 

Disruption oe pion") and October, pp. 395-405, ("Democracy Teaching by Example"), 1861. All of Black- 
%7ood'n articles are ungigned" their authorship can be 
aocertained from the Blackwood Panern, (Nat. Li. of Sct1a (2) Blackvrood' 3 XC, 129. 

(3) Ibid, 129-30. 
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disruption was inevitable and expressed the hope that America 

would let the Southern states go in peace. 

Harnlcy'o second article on the war, published in the 

October issue, under the title of Democrncy Teaching by 

Exiple, gras written in a more strident tone, encouraged by 

the result of the Battle of Bull Run, which he hold up as the 

final proof of the failure of democracy. He rejoiced that 

the Republic was ending ludicrously so that future republi- 

cans would now be unable to form any romantic myths on the 

subject. 

"If everyone is amused. " declared Harnley, "when Ancient 

Pistol is made to eat his leek, swearing horribly as he cheers 

it, why should we be grave when a whole nation of Ancient 

Pistols are enacting a screaming farce, and, moreover, a fnrc 

containing a moral for all mankind? " Hamley went on to 

pour scorn on "that rabble of Bobadils which theyrcall their 

army. .. all in desperate career the wrong way, led by those 

immortal three months men of Pennsylvaniai where vie knot not 

whether to pity most the officers who lead such men, or the 

men who are led by such officers, - all is farce of the very 

broadest stamp. " He expressed satisfaction that there gras 

nothing noble in what he regarded as the irreparable collapse 

of the Union, adding "And the venerable Lincoln, the respec- 

table Seward, the raving editors, the gibbering mob, and the 

swift-footed warriors of Bull Run are no malicious tricks of 

fortune/ 
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Fortune played off on an unwary nation, but are all o 
lj 

them the legitimate offspring of the great Republic. 

Hamlet' rent on to describe how thinkers had specu- 

lated for centuries about democracy, but now it had been 

tried and failed, although everything (unlike the situattc 

in France) was favourable to its growth. He then entered 

into a long analysis of the evils of the American Consti-. 

tution, the worst of which, he decided, were democracy 

and a weak executive. He contrasted the evils resulting 

from these errors with the beneficial results of the con- 

stitutional status quo in Britain, which, he maintained, 

had the right amount of liberty without the evila of 
(2) 

democracy. 

Harnley then came to deal with the Abolitiontata, 

whom he pictured as crazy fanatics, thirsting for the 

blood of the planters. Wendell Phillips was characteri- 

sed as "that mischievous m9 nomaniac", although Mrs. 

Beecher Stowe was more charitably described as "a very 

clever woman" who had come to believe her own propaganda. 

failey predicted that the success of Secession would finis 

the Abolitionist movement and also teach humility to the 

rabble in the Northern states. He explained the fact 

that the American intellectuals as a group, were suppor- 

ting the Unionist war effort, by saying that they were 

hoping 

1) Ibid, 395-6. 
2)---Ib-td, 397-4029 

ý,, r 
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hoping thereby to set up an aristocratic government in the 

Northern states after democracy had finally collapsed, 

allowing the superior Americana to take their natural place 

at the head of the government. iiamley reconciled himself 

to the sufferings involved in the American war "in the hope 

that this contest may end in the extinction of mob rule. " 

He ounnned up his argument by asserting that the evils of 

democracy were not accidental, as might be inferred by the 

case of France, but inherent, as shown by the result of the 

American experiment, made under the most favourable circum- 

stances, which, he claiied, provided a lesson for "our own 
(1) 

agitators in their clamour for reform. " 

The Whig press, led by the Scotsman, generally followed 

similar lines during this period, although they adopted a 

somewhat less strident and more subtle aprroach. However, 

from the beginning, this approach often met with protests 

from Union sympathicers. As early as May, l861, for instance 

a correspondent, describing herself as the daughter of an 

American citizen, and signing herself "Stars without Stripes; 

'wrote from We to counter the Scotsmant3 attacks on America. 

"I have no skilful words, " she declared, "wherewith to plead 

the cause of my friends against practised writers like thr. t 

of your leading articles, but I must protest .. ." 
She/ 

(1) Did, 405. 
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She criticised the Scot man's practice of reprinting 

editorials from the worst of the New York press, and 

either asserting or inferring that they were a true index 

of American sentiment. She declared that the people of 

the North-rn states had been waiting silently for the day 

of action, and that now it had come, they must resist the 

threats of the alaveholdera. She denied that the Union- 

isto were "gleeful" over the war, as the scotamon frequent- 

ly asserted, but averred that they were not cowardly 

either. She compared the American conflict to the Engliox 

Civil War, at the outbreak of which many people wished to 

avoid war, but in the end were forced to fight in defence 

of their basic political and religious princinles. She 

suggested that their descendants should not "sneer at 

those brave men of the North who had volunteered ,.. to 

defend their wives and daughter from the horrors of a 

southern invasion. " She concluded by appealing for aYm- 

pathy for the thousands in the North who were preparing 
(1) 

to fight in a war which they did not wish for. 

Another correspondent opposed the Scotcman'a attacks 

on the Unionists, and pointed out that in all revolutions, 

the leaders did not at first nee clearly the ultimate 

goal; / 

(1) Scotomnn, 22 ! 1ay, 1861, 

N 
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goal! and in this respect he compared the American war with 

the English Civil War and the French Revolution. He asserte' 

that the Abolitionists were corning to the fore in America, as 

the Ironsidos did in England, and that they would reconquer 

the South and abolish slavery, after which American democracy 
(1) 

would no longer be tyrannical as it had been in the past. 

Another and more prominent voice which was early raised 

on behalf of the Unionists, was that of WE. Baxter, a Radical 
(2) 

M. P. and a member of the industrial dynasty of Dundee. 

Speaking ab Arbroath, Baxter expressed his "earnest hope" that 

the Government would neither interfere with the blockade nor 

recognise the Confederacy which he described as being based 

on treason and slavery. He criticised the bragadoceio of 

the Northern press, but declared that the Unionists were in 

the right in regard to the war, and warned against the attempt 

to develop a "chivalrous sympathy" for the "gentleman planter" 

of the Southern states. Ile also demanded to the "loud 

applause" of his audience, that ne r' sources of cotton 

be opened in the Empire. 
(3) 

Baxter and the "Dundee Adverti- 

er" represented the strong Radical group in Dundee which 

supported/ 

(1) Scotsman, 9 ITov. , 1861. 
(2) Baxter wrote a book on America several yoaro before the 

tsar, (America and the Ameri cnnc, London, 1855). Tie wan 
ctrona y oppose to avert', but also critical of the 
Abolitions ets. 

(31 Ibi d, 15 Nov. 
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supported the United Staten throughout the war. It is 

interezting that Baxter made his stand an early as he did, 

for at the time he spore, there was a serious depression in 

Dundee due to the war. America was by this time one of the 
(1) 

chief market© for Dundee jute goods, upon which the Morrill 
(2) 

Tariff had imposed duties of between 15' and 20%, 

After the conclual on of their ouccea: 3ful campaign to 

prevent the immediate recognition of the Confederacy, and 

after the detarture of Dr. Cheevor, the Scottish Abolition4 

Into went through a period of watching and waiting. 

Although firmly opposed to the establishment of claveholding 

Confederacy, most of them were not ready as yet to follow 

Garrison in outright support of the Federale. The Emanci- 

pation Societies were somewhat bewildered by Garrison's 

ap-)arent volte-face after years of preaching Secession as an 

anti-slavery weapon. Events in America were not working 

out according to Garrison's doctrine, which had envisaged 

Secession from the Union by the free states. The use of 

Garrisonian doctrine by such pro-Confederate liberal organs 

as Tait's, undoubtedly increased the confusion. On 7 Octobe 

the Glasgow Emancipation Society met to discuss the sending 

of/ 

(1) P arwic1c, op. Cit. , 113-14. 

(2) D. C. Carrie, Dundee and the American Civil War, Dundee, 
1953, p. 112. 
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of an address to the American Abolitionists. John Raox 

acted as chairman, and among others present were Andrew 

Paton, James Coupar, TZovcrend D. Johnstone, Reverend Dr. 

Graham, Robert Woodside, and William Smeal. After a 

discussion it was decided to postpone sending the address 

"owing to the friends of the Abolitionist cause in America, 

having to some extent imbibed the popular spirit in 

favour of the Civil War now waging in that country, t" until 

it van seen how the U. S. Government would not in regard 

to Frv, mont's abolition proclamation. 
(1) (2) 

ýýrrrrr. rýr r 

(1) Glasgow EmancipatioTI Society Minute Books; 
17 

October, 
1861. General Pro mont had issued an abolition 
proclamation covering the zone under his command. 
It was subsequently revoked by the American Government. 

(2) See Edinburgh Review, CXIV, 556-8, (1861) for reviews 
of several oe controversial books on the war at 
that time. 
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CHAPTER IV 

ECONOMIC REPERCUSSIONS 

The Cotton Famine, the depression of 1862, etc. 

The impact of the Civil Pear on the Scottish economy 

caused, or contributed to the cause of, a number of 

developments, such as the cotton famine in the West of 

Scotland, and the depression of 1862. We have already 

dealt with the influence of the War on the shipbuilding 

industry, and we shall now examine briefly the situation 

in other fields. During the generation before the War 

Scotland had been developing closer economic ties with 

America; the cotton industry had for long been almost 

completely dependent on America for its raw material, 

while for a number of industries America had become the 
(1) 

most important market. Although cotton manufacturing 

had been for years the major industry in Scotland, it had 

begun to lose its pre-eminence before the outbreak of the 

Civil war - due partly to the depression of-1857, and 

partly to the parallel rise of heavy industry in the 

Clyde / 

(1) e. g., D. Carrie, Dundee and the American Civil War, 
Dundee, 1953, passim; W. H. Marwick, Economic Development 
in Victorian Scotland, London, 1936,112-15. For instance 
half of the linen goods produced in Dunfermline were for 
the American market (Scotsman, 21 July 1862), and other 
Scottish towns were in a similar situation. 
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(1) Clyde area. However, at the outbreak of the Rebellion, 

it was still playing a major part in the Scottish economy, 

with 163 factories, containing two million spindles and 
(2) 

30,000 power looms, and employing over 40,000 workers. 

The theoreticians of the King Cotton school of 

political economy in the Southern States of America founded 

their thinking on the basic fact that 85% of the cotton 

used in Europe came from the South. However, they had 

become so infatuated with their belief that "Cotton is King" 

that / 

(1) H. Hamilton, The Industrial Revolution in Scotland, 
Oxford, 1932,9,149,191; W. 0. Henderson, "The Cotton 
Famine in Scotland". Scottish Historical Review, XXX (1951), 
154-64. 

(2) D. Bremner, The Industries of Scotland, Edinburgh, 1869, 
287; Henderson, op. cit., 159, f. n. 5) gives the following 
table (abridged from Bremner) illustrating the development 
of the industry between 1850 and 1861: 

Factories 
1850 1856 1861 

Lanarkshire 94 83 96 
Renfrewshire 51 46 44 
Elsewhere 23 23 23 

164 152 163 

Pow er Looms 
1850 1856 1861 

Lanarkshire 18,811 16,774 24X49 
Renfrewshire 1,977 2,270 2P68 
Elsewhere 2776 2580 . 993 

23,564 23,024 306110 

Spindles 
1850 1856 1861 

875,310 1,111,3 52 1,13 $602 
504982 554423 404742 
296.855 37 354 L054 368 

]1384093 2,041,129 : 6915x398 

Operatives 
1850 1856 1861 

22,759 21450 2765 
7,580 7,580 8,749 
5468 8 

_54183 36,325 3498 41,237 
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that they overlooked the glut which the steady increase 

in cotton growth was producing immediately prior to the 

Rebellion. As a consequence of this latter development 

Britain had 300 million pounds of manufactured cotton in 

storage in excess of normal production, and in June, 1861, 

there were well over a million bales of raw cotton in stock 

- nearly half a million more than the normal surplus. At 

the end of 1861, although not a single bale of the 1861 

crop had been imported, there were still over 700,000 

bales in stock, compared with about 540,000 at the end of 

the previous year. During 1861 Britain imported about 

two and a quarter million bales, compared with about two 

and two-thirds million in 1860. The famine that the Rebel 

leaders expected to follow immediately upon the cutting 

off of the cotton supply, was thus staved off throughout 

1861, and the diminution in the import of cotton actually 

had the effect of preventing a serious depression from a 

glutted market. However, the famine began in earnest in 

1862 with a sharp curtailment of imported cotton. The 

amount of cotton imported (1,146,000 bales) was lean than 

half of that of the previous year. During the first half 

of 1862 no American cotton at all came through, and in the 

autumn only about 70,000 bales were received. The stock on 

hand dwindled to a low point of 100,000 bales in September, 

1862, with a consumption and export of 30,000 bales. From 

this / 
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this point onward the Situation gradually improved as new 

sources of cotton were developed and blockade running came 

to be organised on a large scale 
(1) 

Bremner gives the following statistics on the Scottish 

cotton supply during and immediately after the Civil War: 

Imports to Scotland 

years cwts. cotton manufacturea(value) 
1861 172,055 £. 19,009 
1862 10,794 63,105 
1864 7,216 30,027 
1865 10,063 18,411 
1866 19,736 24,711 
1867 26,320 12,745 

Exports from Scotland 

years cotton manufactures cotton yarn 
yards value lbs. value 

1861 150,754,031 £. 2,644,419 6,550,400 £. 467,612 
1862 120,119,627 2,538,076 5,516,094 504,045 
1864 94,766,371 2,693,731 5,827,611 831,395 
1865 126,912,955 3,154,183 5,787,075 653,155 
1866 164,194,915 4,346,157 7,733,268 847,833 

326 (gj 42 1867 206,394,756 5,002,158 9,495,469 , 8 

As early as Se ptember, 1861, the mills of Glasgow went 

on short time with a general reduction of hou rs from sixty 
(3) 

to forty a week. It should be noted that the first 

phase of this distress was not caused by the cotton famine. 

As we have observed above, Scotland imported over 170,000 

cwts. during 1861, while the total stock on hand in Britain 

as / 

41 See Henderson, op. cit., 35-51; Owsley, o. cit. , 146-48. 
(2) Bremner, oft., 288. 

(3) ' Scot smgn, 21,23 Sept. 1861. 
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as a whole was nearly half again as large as it had been 

in the previous year. The first-phase of the depression 

was caused chiefly by the temporary saturation of markets 
(1) 

resulting from the previous "overproduction". Heavy 

speculation resulting from the rapid rise in the price of 
(2) 

raw cotton following the outbreak of the Rebellion was 

undoubtedly a contributing factor, in that it tempted 

brokers and factory owners to hold on to their stock of 

cotton for the time being, instead of releasing it for 

production. 

The sudden onset of mass misery soon became a serious 

test of the Scottish Poor Law of 1845, which was even more 

stringent that the existing English Poor Law. According 

to its interpretation in the Scottish courts, no relief 

whatsoever was to be given out of the rates to the able 

bodied unemployed. 
(3) 

However, the impact of the famine 

was so severe that local authorities in a number of 

districts / 

(1) J. Strang, "On the Altered Condition of the Embroidered 
Muslin Manufacture of Scotland and Ireland since 1857", 
Journal of the Statistical Society, XXIV, 515-18; Henderson, 
on_ý_. cit., 156; Scotsmen, 18 Sept. 1861. 

(2) e. g., Scotcmrtn, 22 Nov. 

(3) Clapham, op. cit., 435-8; Henderson, op_cit., 157-61. 
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districts were induced to strain the law by giving out 

work to those in distress. Before the end of November 

the Olasgow parochial boards began to give indoor and 

outdoor relief to the unemployed for about one chilling 
(1) 

per person per day. This policy was continued in 

the following months. 

665 of the unemployed 

39 at stone breaking, 

cleansing department, 
(2) 

Queen's Park. at: 

In April, 1862, for instance, 

in the city were given work: 

129 in the necropolis, 285 in the 

87 in Kelvingrove Park, and 126 in 

her parochial boards and town councils 

followed this example. In Auchterarder woodfelling and 

agricultural work wan provided for the unemployed textile 
(3) 

workers. 

During the spring and summer of 1862 the co(n4d)ition 

of the cotton industry continued to deteriorate, and 

on 12 August the Glasgow Chamber of Commerce called for 

a/ 

(1) Glnseow Herald, quoted in Scotnmrin, 30 Nov. 

(2) Scotsman, 17 April 1862. 

(3) Ibid, 29 May 1862. 

(4) In April a Glasgow paper reported? "In our Scottish 
towns, petitioners, young and old, for the bounty of 
passers-by are becoming markedly more numerous; and the 
doors of many dwelling houses would at present require 
nearly one attendant to answer mendicant callers. " (NBDM, 
23 April). 
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(1) a Royal Commission to investigate the whole cotton question. 

On the 25th at a meeting called by the Glasgow employers to 

discuss the relief of unemployed cotton spinners and weavers, 

it was stated that there were 5000 uneý loyed, 9000 on part (2) 
time, and over 10,000 fully employed. A committee was 

then formed and a public meeting was called for 4 September 

to take measures to relieve the "severe distress" of the 

cotton workers, not only in Glasgow, but throughout the 

West of Scotland. Representatives, including J. P. s and 

burgh magistrates from all over the West, were urged to 
(3} 

attend. At the beginning of September the Glasgow Town 

Council reported that it had spent £4000 during-the previous 
(4) 

year to relieve unemployment. Another response to the 

crisis was an agitation, carried on during the spring of 

1862, for a programme of Government aid to revive the 

muslin industry of Clydesdale and Ulster. 
(5) 

A petition 

in / 

(1) Scotsman, 13 August 1862. 

(2) Ibid, 27 August. 

(3) Ibid, 28 August. 

(4) Ibid, 3 September. 

(5) There was a close connection between this industry in 
Glasgow and in Ulster. The muslin embroiderers and weavers in the latter province worked mostly for Glasgow manufac- 
turers (Henderson, op-cit.,, 164, f. n. 3). 
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in favour of this policy was circulated and received 
(1) 

strong backing from the Caledonißn Mercury. 

During the spring and Hummer the North British Daily 

Mail described the farther progress of the distress and 

attacked the politicians for their failure to deal 
(2) 

effectively with the situation. Proposals that the 

Government should intervene by instituting relief measures 

were attacked by some who argued that this would be a 

violation of free trade. The Miil countered by declaring 

that it was no time for theoretical hairsplitting and that 

laissez-faire should not be used as an excuse for doing 
(3) 

nothing. 

There was, however, great opposition from influential 

circles to any violation of the laiosez-faire principle. 

The Sc m for instance, reacted angrily to Gladstone's 

contention 
(4 

that the cotton manufacturers should bear the 

chief burden of helping the unemployed workers and should 

forego their profits during the period of depression. 

Attacking Gladstone's argument that the factory owners 

should stop speculating and use their supplies of cotton 

to / 

(1) See Caledonian Mercury, May and June, paßaim. 
(2) e. g., i1DM, 23 April. 

(3) Ibid, 5 July. 

(4) In his controversial speech at Newcastle on 6 October - in the course of which he gave vent to extreme pro-Ccnfederate 
sympathies. 
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to keep the workers busy, the paper remarked indignantly 

that: "A man who finds he can sell his yarns at a profit 

is doing his best, not only for himself, but for those he 

may be inclined or bound to help; if he prefers sale at 

a profit to consumption at a loss. Business is one thing 

and charity another, and it is only profitable business 
(1) 

which can furnish the means for charity. " 

The Mercury continued to follow with concern the 

growing distress of the workers in the cotton industry. 

On 11 August it declared: 

"The savings of years have vanished. Debts have 

been accumulated which will form a serious burden for a 

considerable time after prosperity has been restored. 

Not the people alone, but the shopkeepers and small 

traders whose prosperity depends on the operative© are 

involved in the common distress; while the stagnation 

which has been induced in all branches of commerce in the 

afflicted districts and the increase in burdens rendered 

necessary by the numerous claimants for relief and the 

limitation of those by whom such burdens can be borne, 
(2) 

are felt by every class in the community. " 

The Mercury supported the Government's decision to 

allow / 

(1) Scotsman, 11th October 1862. 

(2) Cal. Mer_. , 11 August. 
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allow the Poor Law Unions to borrow to meet the crisis, 

and replied to the critics of this policy by pointing 

out that the policy of borrowing to meet expenses was 

always followed during times of war. The paper also 

supported Cobden's rebuttal of Palmerston's accusation 

that the mill owners were profiteering at the worker's 

expense by selling their raw material at inflated prices 

rather than using it to give employment. This subject 

was debated pro and con throughout the cotton famine, 

but it was impossible to ascertain exactly how much 

speculation was being indulged in by the mill owners. 

There was undoubtedly less speculation by the Scottish 

owners, since the industry in Scotland was composed of 

smaller units and less heavily capitalised than the 

industry in Lancashire and therefore had less reserves 

with which to speculate. Praising the generosity of the 

employers to their workers, the Mar` cury asserted that 

this improvement in social conscience contributed to the 

general quietness which characterised this economic crisis 
(1) 

as compared with previous ones. 

During the summer a number of the larger Scottish 

towns opened public subscriptions for the relief of 

the / 

(1) Cal. Mer., 1oc. cit. 
Courant supported Villie] 
enable the Government to 
Boards to finance relief (Courant, 24 June 1863). 

In the following year the Tory 
^e bill in Parliament which would 
loan £1,500,000 to the Parish 
projects for the unemployed. 
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(1) the distress. At first these subscriptions were 

intended for the relief of Lancashire, but as the 

Scottish situation worsened some of the funds were 

diverted to alleviate the latter. 
(2) 

Edinburgh, 

however, lagged behind in this effort; the idea of 

opening a public subscription in the capital was broached 

during the summer, but the project failed to materialise (3) 
at the time. As the cotton famine did not affect 

Edinburgh, many of the wealthier citizens of the city 

were apathetic to the whole matter and inclined to stand 

aside and allow the cotton manufacturers to suffer the 

consequences of their short sighted dependence on 

American supplies. Religious, political and personal 

tensions in Edinburgh probably also played a part in the 
(4) 

failure to set up a relief fund at that time. 

In August the Mercury castigated Edinburgh for its 

failure to set up a subscription for the distressed as 

other Scottish towns had done and urged the workers to 
(5) 

establish their own fund, as every penny was needed. 

The / 

(1) On 27 June the Courant asserted that the steady 
increase in the distress showed the need for a central 
relief agency. 

(2) Henderson, oot . it. , 162. 
(3) Cal. Mer., 1 Nov. 1862. 

(4) e. g., see B. Bell. Mermir nf Pn? hA'. + -o-w% PA4rnhnnniK ---7 -'"ß` Wf -- -V YVL Vi fJL%A Lj -%^i-1 V M<eai, 

(5) Cal. Mer. , 22 August. 1672, pp. 246,250,311. 
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The Courant called for a national organisation in Scotland 

to send relief funds to Lancashire, and asserted that: 

"Edinburgh is the natural centre in which to form it. 

The wretched state of our civil government here is of 

course a difficulty in the way. If we had a Lord Provost 

of the kind of stamp that Edinburgh had in less democratic 
(1) 

ages, the thing would soon be set going. " 

At the same time there were fears in Scotland that 

in the effort to relieve Lancashire, the suffering of the 

Scottish unemployed would be overlooked. A letter to the 

Scotsman expressed the hope that the publicity given to the 

situation on Lancashire "will not divert attention from 

the not less painful conditions of the mill operatives in 

Glasgow who, to the number of some thousands, are just now 

enduring all the horrors of the, cötton famine. Each 

bitter, trying scene which we have read as descriptive of 

the struggle of the Preston operatives finds its direful 

counterpart in Glasgow and Dundee. " The writer called 

on the wealthier citizens of Edinburgh to come to the aid 

of Glasgow and urged that trade union officials should be 
(2) 

enlisted in the relief drive. 

In Glasgow, an "Unemployed Cotton Operatives' Relief 

Fund" was opened at a public meeting on 3 September. A 

central / 

(1) courant, 5 September. 

CZ} Scotsman, 30 August; letter signed "W". 
- -- --i> 
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central sub-committee under Bailie Thompson was entrusted 

with supervising and co-ordinating the handling of the 

fund, and four other sub-committees were established to 
1 

handle its distribution. 
, 

Meanwhile, the last weeks 

of the year saw the famine at its worst point. At the 

end of October Tames Finlay & Co. of Glaaßow, the largest 

manufacturers of ahirtings and domestic goods in Scotland, 

closed down completely although the firm continued to 

pay its workers three days wages per week and opened a 
(2) 

school for young workers. By the latter part of 

November thirteen mills had closed in Glasgow leaving 

6000 workers unemployed. The Glasgow Relief Committee 

had begun by helping between four and eight hundred workers, 

but now had to deal with nearly two thousand every week. 

The difference between the latter figure and the total 

number of unemployed was due to the fact that the workers 

were reluctant to ask for relief and only did so when faced 

with starvation. The workers generally sold all of their 

furniture and clothes before applying for help. On one 

morning of November none of the houses visited by a member 

of the coTnmittee had a single bed. However, because the 

unemployed / 

(1) Henderson, op. cit., 161. 

(2) Scotsman, 1 November. 
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unemployed had by now sold most of their personal 

belongings, the number of those applying for relief was 

rapidly increasing toward the end of the year. As one 

Glasgow paper declared: ''The quiet suffering that hqn 
(1) 

been thus endured is beyond recital". 

At the same time the factory inspectors reported 

that the distress in Glasgow was manageable but severe; 

and reminded the Government that since the 4cottieh Poor 

Law forbade relief to Able bodied paupers, the unemployed 

could not receive aid from the rates and were forced to 

depend on the subscription fund. 

The worst distress was prevent not in Glasgow itso1f 

but in the adjacent country districts, such as Duntoeher, 

Lochwinnoch, and Barrhead, where, at least until ?? 

November, no effective relief system had been organised. 

The Glasgow Relief Committee offered assistance contingent 

on local efforts. The most distressed district was 

Duntocher, which was totally dependent on the cotton 

industry and where the entire working population was 
(2) 

consequently unemployed. 

suffering / 

At the same time "great 

(1) NBDM, quoted in Scotsman, 24 November. 

(2) "Reports of Inspectors of Factories for the Half Year 
Ending 31 October 1862", Parl. Pnpers, VIII, 1863, pp. 472- 
80. At a meeting of the Glasgow Relief Committee on 27 
November, H. Dunlop urged the committee to counter what he 
declared was an error widely held in Edinburgh and elsewbo re, 
namely that the whole of the Scottish cotton industry was in 
Glasgow, whe eas a large proportion of it was actually in te surrounding areas - Glqs-Heralr1o 28 November. 
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Fufferin; r'lwas reported among "the lower orders" in Bathgate, 

due to the combined effect of the cotton famine and a 
(1) 

current strike of the miners. 

In several of the afflicted parishes of Glasgow, 

however, such as Bridgeton, Calton, and Kirkintilloch, 

the authorities were ignoring the letter of the law and 

Riving relief' to unemployed handloom weavers in return for 

work. At Calton, a "female" 6q,, ing school was opened 

which engaged 200 women, and similar schools were later 

opened by individual factories. A woman without dependents 

received 2/6 a week and could earn slightly more through 

a sewing class: if she had children she received more 
(2) 

money but earned nothing from sewing. In depressed 

textile towns in other parts of Scotland there wert various 

local voluntary relief efforts. A soup kitchen was opened 
(3) 

in Crieff for the "deserving poor''; in Dunfermline sevoral 

while in Cricff charity groups gave aid to the distressed; 
ý, 

local bankers and gentry were also assisting the "deserving 
{Si 

poor". 

in / 

(1) Scotsman, 27 November. 
(2) Parl. Papers, loc. cit. 
(3) Scotsman, 28 November. 
(4) Ibid, 2 December. 

(5) Ibid, 30 December. 

-iej 
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In Edinburgh, the setting up of a Relief Committee 

was delayed for some weeks, although collections for the 

Lancashire workers were taken up in a number of U. P. 

churches in and around Edinburgh during the early autumn. 

At the end of ßentember Councillor MacNish, a Free Church 

Radical, moved that the Lord Provost's Committee initiate 

(1) 

a subscription for the workers of Lancashire and Lanarkshire 

by making a contribution from the corporation. The 

proposal was opposed and withdrawn on the grounds that the 

question had already been remitted to the committee. How- 

ever, impatience grew at the continued inactivity of the 

town council in the matter and a new committee was summoned 

privately by Sir William Johnston on the grounds that the 

Town Council had failed to do anything about the matter for 

three months. The Lord Provost attacked Johnston for 

not inviting him, the town councillors, or the magistrates 
(2) 

to nerve on the new committee. 

The first meeting of the new committee was held on 

3 November; the Lord Provost was among those present 

(having been invited after his protest), together with 

Duncan MacLaren, Dr. Candlish, and other prominent figures. 

During / 

(1) e. g., at the queen St. U. P. church (Cnl. M r. ,7 October) 
and at the West United V. P. church in Dalkeith (Ibid, 25 
October). 

(2) CRI. hier. 91 November. 

-J 
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During the meeting it was urged that the Scottish 

unemployed should receive some of the money collected, 

but in the end the majority voted to send it all to 

Lancashire. Among those on the committee was Robert 

Paul, a banker and Free Churchman, who described the 

gathering as "a meeting to make a sort of second begin- 

ping for a subscription for the Lancashire destitution. 
(1) 

Everything went off smoothly and heartily". It is 

possible that continued tension between the Garrisonian 

Abolitionists and a section of the Free Church may have 

been one of the reasons for the, controversy and delay 

over the opening of the Edinburgh subscription. Dr. 

MacLaglen, a Glasgow Free Churchman and friend of Bell, 

mentioned a Glasgow Quaker (referred to in Bell as "S" - 

William Smealc), whom he described as "peculiar -- a 

thorough Christian man with crotchety views, but very 

manageable if you stroke him canny with the hair. This 

is, of course, our friend of the Alliance general meeting, 
C 

whom we thought so cantankerous", (evidently a reference 

to the controversy between the Scottish Garrisonians and 

the Evangelical Alliance). 

Controversy / 

(1) Paul-MacLaglen, quoted in Bell, op. 
-cit., 

246. 

(2) MacLagien-Paul, quoted in Bell, op-eit., 311. 
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Controversy continued in the Edinburgh Committee 

over the question of whether aid should be allocated to 

the unemployed cotton workers of Scotland. At a meeting 

of the committee on 7 November the chairman, Robert Scott- 

Monerieff, reported that it had been urged by some that 

Scots should withhold aid to Lancashire in view of the 

threatened distress in the West of Scotland. The chair- 

man, however, opposed this view, arguing that England 
(1) 

would help Scotland if serious trouble developed. 

At another meeting on the 12th, the new Lord Provost, 

Charles Lawson, spoke of imminent destitution in the West. 

The Duke of Buccleuch also spoke of distress in Glasgow, 

but insisted that it wan more limited in scope than that 

in Lancashire and declared that the people assembled 
(2) 

would be as ready to help Scotland as England 

Meanwhile the plans of the Glasgow Relief Committee 

were being put into operation. The sub-committee for 

the Western district opened a school at Anderston for 

300 unemployed women workers and ran a soup kitchen in 

the town for six months. Another sub-committee operated 

a school where a thousand women were taught sewing, 

knitting, reading and writing. A similar school was 

run / 

(1) Scotsman, 8 November 1862. 

(2) Ibid, 13 November. 
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run by the Adelphi Cotton Works for its unemployed women 

workers. Soup kitchens were opened at Broomward and 
Stonehaven. At biiingavie, Daiglish, one of the Glasgow 

M. P. s, contributed cotton cloth to keep the unemployed 

women workers busy and also donated a large sum towards 

their wages for this work. Another sub-committee granted 

funds to the distressed country districts, although, as 

mentioned above, these grants were contingent on the 

respective districts making substantial efforts to help 

themselves. Local relief committees were eventually 

organised in a number of these afflicted areas, among 

them the Pollokshawo Relief Committee, The Kirkintilloch 

Working Men's Relief Fund, and the Kirkintilloch Fund for 

the Relief of the Unemployed (evidently the middle class 

counterpart of the latter). Contributions to the 

Scottish unemployed were also made by some of the organi- 

sations which had been originally formed to aid Lancashire 

- such as the Greenock Cotton Operatives Relief Fund. 

In some cases those receiving aid were employed on the 

public works. At Ayr, 80 workers were given outdoor work 

on the Low Green and the cemetery, "those employed on the 

latter being paid out of the Cemetery Funds". Over £200 
(1) 

was raised in the town to pay for the labour thus performed., 

On / 

(1) Henderson, OR-cit., 162-3; see also reports on relief 
activities in the Glasg ow Herald during this period. 

ýý 
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On 27 November it was announced at a meeting of the 

Glasgow Relief Fund Conunittee that Z139574.3s. ld. had 

been collected so far, and that the numb--r of weekly 

recipients was 2385, although this represented only a 

fraction of the total unemployed, the remainder having to 

depend for subsistence either upon their own resources, 

their fellow workerA, or the mill owners. The number of 

applicants for relief was rising steadily. The original 

number of recipients had been 258, but in the near future 

it was expected to be over 2400. It was, however, 

pointed out that the other trades in Glasgow were doing 

well and it was suggested that the workers in these trades 

could contribute to aid the unemployed. Sheriff Alison 

praised the workers for the fact that out of 6000 unem- 
(1) 

ployed, less than 2400 had applied for relief. 

By December 6 the number of' applicants for relief in 

Glasgow had increased to 3,100, and this number did not 

include the dependents of the applicants. The executive 

of the Relief Committee voted to make grants to employers 

to enable them to make small advances to the workers for 

food and clothing. The workers viere expected to repay 
(2) 

the grants when they were employed again. An appeal 

0 

was 

(1) alms. Herald, 28 November. 

(2) E cotnman, 12 December. 
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was passed on to the committee from the tenters and power- 

loom weavers of Stenhouse for a pair of trousers and shoes 

each, as their own had worn out. 500 were reported to be 

needing assistance in Barrhead; a soup kitchen had been 

established in the town, but more clothing and money were 

needed since the populatio; 
(1) 

on the cotton industry. 

December the 400 employees 

mill were reduced to short 

ri was almost entirely dependent 

During the early part of 

of Greenock's single cotton 
(2) 

time. Meanwhile industrial 

schools had been opened in Glasgow itself and were being 

attended by 800 workers. At the same time the Lord 

Provost wrote to the Lord Mayor of London asking that 

Glaspowi'a proportionate share of contribution be returned 

from the surplus left over from the Indian Relief Fund. 

The former complained at a meeting of the Relief Committee 
(3) 

that they had received no answer from the Lord Mayor. 

In spite of the distress of the Scottish workers, there 

continued to be a widespread determination in Scotland to 

help the Lancashire unemployed. The relief committee 

in Grangemouth, for example, rejected a proposal that 

the local destitute should be given priority over those 

of / 

(1) Scotsman, 26 December. 

(2) Scotsman, 17 December. They apparently returned to 
full time after the middle of the month. In the same 
period trade was reported dull in the town of Denny in 
Stirlingshire, where some drysalters were unemployed - (3) Scotsman, 26 December. Ibid, 6 December. 
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(1) of Lancashire. The Glasgow committee, however, 

found itself unable to help Lancashire because of the 

growing distress in the city. The fact that Glasgow was 

not aiding Lancashire wann brought up in the course of a (2) 
correspondence in the Timen. The critic was countered 

in a letter from "A Glasgow Man", who attacked those 

minimising the distress in Glasgow and Lanarkshire, which 

he declared were as badly off, although less vocal, than 

Lancashire. He asserted that there were 25,000 in 

Glasgow directly engaged in the cotton trade, and thousands 

more in trades dependent on that industry. Admitting 

that the number of relief applicants was not extremely 

lsrgt, he wrote that it wasincreasing by 30% per week, 

and only represented a fraction of those in distress, 

since the "honest pride and self-reliance" of the Scots 

prevented a large proportion from applying immediately. 

The writer averred that Glasgow would not accept outside 

assistance and would help all of the West of Scotland, but 

that the city should not be sneered at for not helping 

Lancashire. 

The workers also received a large amount of sympathy 

and aid from the Church. We have already observed that 

the / 

(1) . icotmn in, 20 November. 

(2) T_, 4 December. 
Times, 10 Deqý (3) Hen ercon, o . ci 

iß18 rpsflojdencu is referred to in 
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the U. P. s had begun taking up collections for the 
. 

unemployed, and the practice was soon adopted by the 

other Protestant denominations and was continued during 

the worst months of the famine. The social conscience 

of the Residuaries was aroused as well as that of the Free 

Churchmen. The Presbyterian literary magazine published 

by the Reverend Norman M'Leod, leader of the Liberal wing 

of the Establishment, carried a forthright article on 

the famine. The author, John Hollingshead, gave a vivid 

description of the evil conditions prevailing in Lancashire 

and expressed great admiration for the fortitude of the 

cotton workers. He described the sympathy aroused "all 

over the world for the workers.... a class that would 

rather starve than beg..... Sympathy for such distress 

refuses to be herrined in by Poor Law barriers". Hollings- 

head called for liberal aid to the workers and urged that 

they must not be allowed to lose their high morale and 

sink into the condition of slum dwellers -a development 

which would be a great loss to the country. He stated 

that relief of the famine would be necessary before too 

long, but gave no countenance to the campaign for inter- 

vention, maintaining that enough cotton could be obtained 
(1) 

from other sources to tide the industry over the war period. 

The / 

(1) Good Words, Oct. 1862. 
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The Protestant press, including particularly the 

Mercury, expressed strong sympathy with the unemployed 

and continued to call for more contributions to the 

relief fund. On November 19 the Edinburgh Commission of 

the Free Church discussed its relief efforts for Lanca- 

shire, and Dr. Begg denounced the Lancashire capitalists 

for acting as the chief support of slavery by continuing 

to use, slave-grown cotton. Mr. Howie of Glasgow told 

the Commission that they could not appeal for aid to 

Lancashire from Clydeside, since the local distress was 

so severe. Dr. Buchanan agreed, adding that the suffer- 

ing in the West of Scotland was almoRt as bad, proportion- 

ately, as that in Lancashire, and urged that a proportion 

of the Free Church contributions should be distributed 

in Scotland. On the same day the Established Commission 

discussed the question; Drs. Muir and Leishman spoke of 

the great distress prevalent or imminent in the West and 
(1) 

urged that the Establishment should aid Scotland first. 

The Scottish cotton famine gradually but slowly 

improved from 1863 onwards, although considerable distress 
(') 

remained for some time; and, indeed, the industry in 

Scotland / 

(1) lcot Q'n in, 20 November 186.3. 

(2) 300 wu kly economic reportn in the : 3eotnmgn, 1863-65, 
passim. 
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8cotlind never recovered from the blow which it received 

an a result of the interruption of the cotton supply from 
(1) 

the South. In the early spring of 1863, for example, 

the cotton Famine in and around Lanark began to lift and 

the spinners of New Lanark wore given an increase in work, 

with the expectation of returning to full time at the 

beginning of April. During the previoun months, however, 
{2) 

many of the workers had been starving. At the same 

time the Glasgow Relief Committee was continuing its 
(3) 

collections and disbursements. In the opening weeks 

of 1863, the Committee received the two largest donations, 

consisting of 91000 presented by the Scottish Cotton 

Op"3rutives Relief Committee of Melbourne and a similar 
(4) 

amount from John Freeman, a retired Glasgow merchant. 

The Committee continued to aid other distreesed districts 

in the West; sending, for example, £25 and 25 barrels of 

flour in answer to an appeal from the relief committee of 
(5) 

New Lanark. By November 1863, this Committee had 

received / 

(1) Henderson, on. cit. , 163-4. 

(3) Cot, 23 March 1863. 

(3) See ropbrt of the Relief Committee, rcot8mgn, 3 March 
1863. 

(4)Glasaow Hr, 2 January, 16 February, 1663: Henderson, 
0 p. cit. 9 161. 

(b) Courant, 23 March. 
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received a total of L360320 and had distributed 

C299881.8-.., 3.7d. 

By the latter part of the ninoteenth century, 

emigration had been adopted by the Scot as a traditional 

method of meeting his economic problems - an extension 

of the eighteenth century conviction that the best road 

in Scotland was the one leading to London. Now during 

the cotton famine there wasAmore widespread conviction 

in Scotland that emigration was the beat means of 

relieving the situation. The Radical prdes was in fact 

particularly vocal in expounding the supposed benefits 

of mace emigration on the part of the unemployed. On 

4 -L; pte., r. ber 1862, the Caledonign 14orcur rcported that 

the authorities in Otago, New Zealand, had called for 

emigrantat and went on to argue in favour of emigration 
(2) 

as a means of relieving the distress in Lanarkshire. 

In 

(1) (', lns; ow Harrild, 26 I'lovember 1863; NBDM, 1 December. 
Controversy continued over the workings of the relief fund 
in i-, Ainburgh. A memberof the 3d. inburfTh Committee exprensed 
dissatisfaction with the fact that all the money collected 
in Edinburgh had beýon s,. Oiit to 11, qnchdBtt; -r (in line with'the 
policy agreed upon at the public meeting on November 13 and 
supported by the Commissions of the Frou and Established 
Churches). The member suggested the formation of a new 
corrrittee to rnise and disburse fun, -I-% for 1,9cottish reliefp 
in view of the fact that during the enrly part of 1863 a 
numbor of applications had corno, in from aome of the dis- 
tressed arean in the West of Scotland, which the exiating 
Ldinburgh Qommittec, - W. "D llot ampowcrud to aid. (Courantp 
23 March). 

(2) Cal. =. 4 Sept. ; also Henderson, on_ý__cit. 1 163. 
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In the West, the North British Daily Mgil argued at 
length in favour of emigration as "the beat and cheapest (1) 
rcnedy". On the advice of its sub-committees the 

executive committee of the Glasgow Relief Committee held 

a meeting of subscribers on 13 July 1863, which voted 

£2,000 to help cotton workers to emigrate. 424 emigrants 

were assisted to leave for Canada, while others went to 
(2) 

Australia. In October of the same year, Henry Jordan 

of Brisbane wan urging in Scotland that Australia be 

developed an a source of cotton and called for emigration 
(3) 

to that colony. 

An interesting fictional treatment of the Scottish 

cotton famine illuatraten the prevailing attitude toward 

the distress. This short story, entitled "Phemie's king; 

a story of the Mill Distress", contains a vivid descrip- 

tion of the misery and near starvation of a Clydeside 

working clans family. Phemie, the heroine, suffers many 

tribulations, such as the lack of food and fuel, and is 

unable to get alternative employment in a shop, since the 

famine / 

(1) e. g., 1 BDýd, 23 April 1862. 

(? ) Henderson, op. cit., 163. 

(3) $cotsmin, 16,19 October 1863. 

(4) Published in the 
_hhristian 

Treasury, June 1865, pp. 295- 
98. 
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famine has affected not only tha cotton mills but also 

the dependent trades. In the end, her fiancee, Willie 

Maxwell, returns from sea, marries her, and takes her, 

together with her younger brother and sister, to New 

Zealand, where they prosper. The distress is viewed as 

a natural catastrophe, like an earthquake or a flood. 

Emigration is looked on as the answer to the problem, 

and there is no suggestion that the Government should 

provide work for the unemployed, or in fact do anything 

to prevent the disintegration of the ecottieh cotton 

industry. This policy of encouraging the emigration of 

the cotton workers was undoubtedly one reason why the 

Scottish cotton industry, unlike the Lancashire, never 

recovered from the famine and steadily withered during 
(1) 

the ensuing years. 

It was upon the distress described above that the 

leaders of Secession had counted to force European inter- 

vention in their favour. At the very outbreak of the 

war / 

(11) Fcr the attitude of tb. Q trade unions toward the questiont 
see 0. Eriksont "The British Trade Unions and Emigration", 
Population Ctudies, III, (1949-50)v pp. 248 et seq. This 
article proves that the unions were still supporting emigra- 
tion at this period as a means of relieving unemployment, 
and in fact continued to do so until the depression years 
of thd '80's and the riso of tho now unionism. In Scottish 
trade union circles during the cotton famine there were 
heated debates between those who favoured emigration tie a 
meana of advancing the Welfare of the workers and those who 
supported a policy of strikes. See also Claphamq 032-cit. 9 231-4. 
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war the Scottish Radicals grasped the significance which 
the impact of the threatened cotton famine would have on 
the movement for working class franchise. At the great 
labour rally held in Edinburgh on 10 May 1861 to demand 

the vote for the workers, ex-Bailie Fyfe, one of the 

Radical leaders, linked the approaching famine with the 

franchise question, In discussing the possibility of 

widespread distress, Fyfe deplored the fact that the 

Government had delayed for so long in giving the vote to 

the workers and urged that it should do so before distress 

should strike and drive the workers out of hand, with no 
(1) 

political means for righting their grievances. 

In spite of the severe distress, and considerable 

agitation by pro-Confederate element-, no mans movement 

developed in favour of intervening or breaking the blockade, 

and there was widespread resistance to any such suggestion. 

Dr. Guthrie wrote to the Duchess of Argyll: 

"I hope we won't break the blockade. I had rather 

pay one-fourth stipend for two years to support our Went 

Country and Lancashire weavers and spinners, than deal 

any longer in slave grown cotton. I am happy to find a 

very genoral feeling of the same kind in all I meet. After 

the / 

(1) OIL MOE-, 11 May 1861. 

I 
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the Poor Law provision is strained to the breaking, I 

believe that an appeal to the country to keep those 

workers in bread until our colonies could supply the 

demand for cotton would meet a magnanimous and munificent 
(1} 

response. " 

On 4 November 1862, a large crowd of the unemployed 

cotton workers of Glasgow aesemblud in the Reformers' Hall 

for the first of a series of public mootings to discuss 

their plight and measures toralieve it. It is highly 

sirnifieRnt that, despite the promptihga of the pro- 

Confederate press, these meetings steadfastly refused to 

call upon the Government to intervene in favour of the 

Rebels in order to obtain cotton. Thu first meeting 

set the. tone for the subsequent ones by merely calling 

for a more liberal distribution of the relief fund and 

qDpealing particularly to the othor workers of Glasgow 
(2) 

for more help during the coming winter. 

kt the same time the suffering of the unemployed 

Rronced widesDread criticism of the Scottish Poor Law and 

of the official treatment of the poor in general. During 

the / 

(1) Guthrie-Ducheas of Argyll, 8 May 1862 (Guthrie Papero, 
Ngt1onal Library of Scotland). 

(2) Cal. Viler. ,5 November 1862; Scotsman, 6 November. 
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0 

the worst part of the faminet for instance, a letter to 

the Scotsmnn expressed the hope that the campaign for 

Lanenshire relief would result in more liberal allowances 

foil the Scottish poor. Dascribing the hard conditions 

thich the unemployed were forced to onduret the writer 

alluded to the fact that allownnces to old people were 

Frenerally between 2d and 31d per day and to widows and 

children between 11d and 2d per day, while sow parishes 

were even more niggardly than this. 

We have already noted that at Kiecintilloch a 

separate worIlting class fund was set up: this was only 

one example of a nation-wide effortat self-help undertaken 

by tha Scottish workers. This independent effort on the 

part of the workers was facilitnted by tho fact that some 

industries were thriving as a result of the Civil War. 

On 11 Novomber 1862, a letter appeared in the Caledoninn 

Mercury calling on the Trade Unions to support the relief 

drive, arguing that thereby they would not only help their 

fellow workers, but also raise the preatige of the unions 

by demonstrating their efficiency. The suggestion received 
'. 1 (0) 

editorial support from the Mercury. A few days later 

a/ 

(1) 3cotn'in, ?7 December 1862. 

(? ) Cit. rer. 9 11 November 1862. 
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a letter from a worker praised the efforto of the Edinburgh 

Relief Committee but asserted that the unemployed must 

derend to n considerable extent on their fellow workers 

and called on the working class to continue and extend its 
(1} 

efforts. 

' he Scottish workers soon rallied to the support of 

the distressed on an unprecedented scale, and there are 

many reports of workers' contributions during the famine 

period. At the end of October, for instance, the worlers 

in the hat factory of Craig, Christie ec Co., of Edinburgh, 

were each contributing 2d or more per week, and at their 

eugpestion the other hat workers of Edinburgh agreed to 
(2) 

do likewise. A list of contributions to Lancashire 

relief published on 14 November inclutce £7 from "workmen 
(3) 

in the employ of A. F3oak, Esq. ", At the same time 

the workers in a number of other factories were making 

periodic contributions, and the Relief Committee was 

planning to extend the programme to every workshop in the 

city. In Aberdeen the workers set up an independent 

relief committee and made collections from Aberdeen works 

to / 

(1) Cal. Mer. , 19 November. 

(`? ) Fcotrmin, 31 October 1862. 

(3) 2bid, 14 November. 
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to aid the unemployed in Lancashire. 
(1) 

Workers in 

many other Scottish towns coon joined in making indepen- 

dent contributions to the fund. At Arbroath, a 

working class meeting wate held to raise money for Lanca- 

shire, and a committee of 44 workorn was aet up to 
(3) 

organiBe the drive. 

The self-discioline and solidarity of the workers 

in tha face of the cotton famine carrie- as a shock to many 

conservatives in both Britain and Americav but undoubtedly 

the workers gained immensely in preotige among the Protes- 

tint and Liberal middle classes. In view of the fact 

that the cotton workers had a tradition of militRncy# 

tht--) ct, ilm which they now maintained aroused surprise and 

respect. The Factory Inspectors repnrted that the cotton 

workers were "generally well up on the topics of the day 

and fond of discussinFr, social and political questions; 

this feverishness of temperament may be somewhat due to 

the exciting nature of their occupation". Describing 

the amazement of the employers at the calm spirit of 

Cacrificu / 

t1) Fee article renortinr on a meeting of the Aberdeen 
Lancashire relief Committee, speech of Mr. Lindsay, 
SentRmgn, 18 November. 

(? ) Tbid, 19 November. 

(3) 2hi4, ¶15 November. 
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sacrifice shown by the workers, the Innpoetorn declared: 
"The manner in which a people so circumstanced have borne 

the sudden annihilation of their means of existence has 

certainly no small claim on our resnect.. -People who 

would once have been so turbulent and unruly in these 

districts under auch sufferings have now borne them with (i) 
the most exemplary patience". 

Hirllingshead expressed the ernne sentiments more 

Forcefully when he wrote in Good Words: "Thin misery is 

endured without murmuring for the cake of a great prin- 

ciplo. A blockade is respected which could be broken 

through like a cobweb, and a great moral example is set 
(2) 

to 1; 1. powerful nations". 

The Duchess of Argyll maintained that the conduct of 

the workers was "abundant compenention for all the coldness 

and frivolity about America on the part of the idler part 
(3) 

of the nation. It has been very noble". 

While Thompson declared to Garrison: ''Too much praise 

cannot be awarded to our unemployed and suffering population 

in the manufacturing dietrietu, for the patient and 

uncompromising fortitude with which they have borne their 

privations i 

(1) Parl. Papers, loc. cit. , 478,579. 

(2} Oood Words, 1862, p. 593. 

(3) Duchess of Argyll-Sumner, 3 December 1862 - JTPMHA2SKMtv. v. 
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I" 

privations... Many and evil have been the attempts to stir 

them to utter a demand for interference on the part of 

the Government with a view to the recognition of the 

rebel status and the opening of the : southern ports. But 

they have been proof against all temptation and have found 

amongst themselves able spokesmen to answer the enemies 
(1) 

of the North and the cause of freedom". 

It should be noted briefly here (the matter is dealt 

0 

with at greater length in subsequent chaTters) that labour 

circles were not unanimously hostile or unsympathetic 

toward the Rebellion. A sympathetic attitude toward 

the latter was maintainud by two Important labour figures 

on Olydeside - Alexander MacDonald# the head of the 

9cottish mineral and Alexander Campbellq who was prominent 

in the Scottish co-operative and trade union movements. 

Their organ, the G1aegow Sentinel, was strongly in favour 
(2) 

of recognition of the Confederacy by Britain. This 

particular attitude of the paper, however, failed to 

arouse any widespread enthusiasm on this issue among the 

labour rink and file. 

^ne / 

(1) Thompaon-©arriaon, 12 December 1862 (MS, Garrison 
Collection). 

(2) O1cin ow Sentinel, 1862-663, passim. 
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The conduct of the vorrkers in the face of the famine 

wan quickly seized upon by the Scottish RRdicals an proof 

that the workers should be given tha vote. The Mercury, 

comparing the general calmness prevailing among the workers 

with the disturbances marking pruviOU8 economic crises. 

declared that the contrast demonstrated "the increasing 
(1) 

intelligence of the working classes". The Tories did 

their best to refute this powerful argument. The riots 

of the unemployed at Staleybridge and Anhton were seized 

upon by the Courant as showing the basic iniquity of the 

vvorking class. Accusing the workers of "ingratitude" 

and of biting the hand that fed themp the Tory organ 

intý.; rproted the riots an indicating "that the working 

classes of the manufacturing districts are not yet quite 

so enlightened as it has been the interest of certain 

demagogues to represent them". The Cournnt maintained 

that the "demagogues" had been silenced by the fact that 

the dietress was due neither to normal market fluctuations 

nor to an Anglo-Amorican wart but to what the paper 

described as the workings of democracy in America. Accord- 

ing to the Courant: "The North of England is now being 

tortured / 

1) Cal. rtcr. , 11 August 1862. 

(2) ku rant, 30 March 1863. 
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tortured by the operations of that Democracy which it 

has alwaya held up to the admiration of the world". 
(1) 

In further articles attacking the Manchester schoolv the 

Tory organ linked the failure of the cotton supply with 

what it alluged to be the failure of Manchester Radical- 
(2) 

ism in Amorica. 

Generally speaking, the Tories were only able to 

p, rasp Fit a few straws on this sector of their great debate 

with the Radicalso whose cause was greatly advanced by 

the mattirity and general awareness demonstrated by the 

workers durinp tho crinis. The workers' conduct not 

only helped to bring about the Second Reform Act several 

years ltiter, but marked a significant stage in the rise 

of labour as an independent political force. 

-------------- 

The cotton famine and its attendant circumstances 

led also to a revival of imperial thinkingg which had 

been at a low ebb during the mid-century. The press, 

from left to right, wns united in demanding the speedy 

opening up of alternntive cotton supplies in Indiap Africa 

and elsewhere. Early in the nummer of 1862 the Mercury 

began / 

(1) Courant, 27 June 1862. 

(2) Zbid, 4 Szpterber 1862. 
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began to callfor the imix: diate developmunt of cotton 
(1) . 

cultura in India, Australia and the 'West Indies. At 

the sar, "ie, time the &dinburph Review helped to focus atten- 

tion on Africa, by linking the cotton problem with the 

recent explorations of Livingstonag Buxton and others. 

The Edinburqh was particularly intorested in Livingstone's 

report on the cotton-growing potentialities of the Zambesi 

vqlley, as well as of Mozambique and other areas covered 

by the great explorer. The lack of skilled labour in 

these areas was, however, recognised as a drawback to any 

immadiatep rapid expansion, and India wRs held out as the 

beat hope for the near future. 

The 3cotsmgn attacked the cotton interests for their 

continued dependence on America and found itself in the 

unusual position of agreeing with a proposal of John Brightp 

made in a speech at Birmingham on 4 June, for the intensive 

development of Indian cotton. The scotsmqn expressud the 

belief that if this policy were adoptedq Britain could be 

largely free from dependence on America by the following 
(3) 

summar. 

The Courant shored these high hopes concerning the 

potentialities / 

(1) (: c1. i9crý. 0 23 June 1662. 

(2) Edinburgh Reviuvig OXV, 4a2j at. suq. , (April 1662) * 
(3) 9cotmman, 9 June 1862. 
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potuntialitiaB of India and expressed the conviction 

that: ". -, ý'von the sluggish ITIndoo cannot be quite insensible 

to the alvqncep of the n-paculatoP8 in Bombay". Attempt- 

ing to dinnel the prejudice corimonly týntartained against 

Indian cotton, due to its OX('. OSSiVO RdUlterationp the 

Cournnt arvuel that this adulteration was due only to the 

ruce, nt extrume rise in price, -and iriaintiined that by 

replacing kmarica as the chief nolircu of cottong India 
(2) 

would bring groat -nros-oarity to herself. The N. H. 

DailX Mail urged that the Indian Governmt--nt instruct the 

nativon in thu cultivation of the plant, improve transport 

facilities, and in general take all possible mpasure8 to 

cultivation nhort of actually speculating in 

cotton. 

(3) 

During the intervention crinis in the autumn 

of 18629 the poscibility of obtaininF surficient cotton 

from alternative sourcen was used as an argument by thooo 

opposing the campaign for the recogmition of the Confeder- 
(4) 

acy. 

Tho Glasgow Chamber of Co=urce also showod strong 

interest / 

(1) Courint, 13 SertembeP 1862. 

(9) Tbidj 13 Qet)terrber le69,9 9 Tinuiry 1863. 

(1) e. q. WIýDM, , -13 k-pril, 5 Tuly 1862. 

(4) e, p-, Pfe(ý TTollinqshe,, id, krticla in Good Wordnj loc. cit. 
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interest in the question of alternative supplies and in 

the cotton growing poosibilities of the empire. At a 

meeting of the Ohamber in August 1862, for instancet a 

memorial was deBpatchod to Palmarston calling attention 

to the acute distress prevailing in the West as a result 

of the cotton famino and calling for a Royal Commission 

to inveF; tigate the condition of the industry and the 
(1) 

possibilities of opening up now sources of supply. 
Tho following month the Chamber wns addrensed by Samuel 

Laing, Scots writer qnd travelli--r, who wns Financial 

Pecratary for Tndia at the time. Lning argued that the 

cRuse of anvernmentql and qdministrntive reform was of. the 

Utmost imDortance, not only for India, but also for 

commercial and industrial centres such as Glasgow, which, 

he urgudv should take an active part in the movement to 

secure betttýr Provernment for India. Laing, howevert 

firmly discouraFed the high bopes that India might provide 

,a solution to the current cotton famine. "A supply of 

that magnitude which han been obtRined from America - 

4,000,000 bales - is not to be created by any process 

witbin q short time", be warnedp "even if the continuance 

of hiah prices were certain. I think for the alleviation 

of I 

(1} ClaRpow iiernlci, 28 Au. quot 1862. 
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of the crinis w1hicb Is nreRsinp, io heavily on the manufac- 

turing -oonulqtion of this country, we munt look to America 

-ind to Arrzrica only", 

The onening up of Afrien wan qlno closely associated 

with the need for an q1terngtive source of cotton, and 

here a prominent part wqs played. by t"cottiah missionary 

explorers, notably David and Chqrles Livingstone and James 

Stewart, who were engaFed in their famous Zambesiland 

expedition during most of the Civil War period (i. e., 

1858-64). These Scottish explorers were strongly anti- 

Plavery and hoped to encourage the growth of cotton in 

Africa by free labour in order to undermine the position 

of the American slaveholders. Livingstone also hol)ed 

that the systematic cultivation of "free" cotton by the 

nqtives would put an end to th#-- kfrif'! nn slave trade and 

the incessnnt tribil ware encouriged by týiis traffic. 

"'he 

(1'ý f-', cot: '!,, 'nnn, 013 S)eptember 1862. the efforts of the Radicals 
to am(-. nd the opprQnsive system of land tenure in India 
involved them in domentic controversy. The Courantp 
although in favour of developing the Empiret nevertheless 
strongly opposed suggestions for Indian land reform - 
vvidently foaring that it might sot a precedent for similar 
reforms at home (G. g. t Courant, 8 July 1863). In point of 
fact# informed circles had largely abandoned hope of 
obtRining any lqrge incrense in the Indian cotton supply 
see OAsley, op. cit. 9 Chapter I. 
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The anti-slavery impulse behind Livingstone's labours 

can be seen in his account of the Zambesi expedition where 

he makes an urgent plea for the ending of the slave trade 

as the basic precondition for economic and social progress 

in Africa. Livingstone blamed the American Civil War 

entirely on slavery and asserted that: "The degradation 

of the slave must not only demoralise the manterp but 

probably the master is the greater loser of the two'. t 

Reports on the cotton growing possibilities of Africa 

were made to the Cotton Supply Association by the Living- 

stone expeditiong as well as by that of the American negrop 
(2) 

Dr. Delaneyt who--was exploring West Africai- - Charles 

Livingstone sent a report describing the great possibilities 

of cotton growing in Central Africa to Thomas Clegg# a 

Manchester cotton manufacturer. 
(3) 

Before leaving for 

Africa, James Stewart described to a public meeting in 

Manchester his hopes of finding a source of cotton in 

Zambesiland and succeeded in arousing great interest in 

the city. In the summer of 1861 he sent back a 

detailed / 

(1) D. Livingstone, Expedition to the Zambesi and-i s 
Tributaries, London, 1865, pp. 595-6. 

(2) 1. Watts, The Cotton Supply Association, Manchester, 

(3) ASRp s. 3t VIIIv 139-40 (Junep 1860). 
1871t p. 98. 

(4) J. Wells, StewRrt of Lovedalet London, 1908, pp. 74-5; 
see pp. 62-94 for Stewart's part in the Zambesi expedition. 
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detailed report on the subject to the Cotton Supply 

Association. Recording that he had found small patches 

of cotton growing in the Shire Valley, and also native 

weavers, Stewart asserted that the territory was an 

important potential source of cotton. He added that 

the suppression of the slave trade and the establishment 

of settled government were essential if cotton were to 
(1) 

be systematically developed there. The New Imperial- 

ism of the eighties was thus foreshadowed during the 
(2) 

cotton famine. 

(1) J. Stewartq The Zambesi Jwrnal of James Stewart, v 
ed. J. Wallis# Londong 1952t Appendix 3v pp. 266-8 
(extracts from his report to the Cotton Supply Associa- 
tion, 24 June 1861). 

(2) See Thompson-GarriBon, 4 December 1863; also Ibidq 
n. d., 1863, (Garrison Papers); the Scottish Tories 
rejoiced in the revival of imperial thinking during the 
famine e. g. g CourRnt 

'0 
19 October 1863. See also Marx, 

op. cit. 1119 346 9f. n. 1. 

IAM 
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Dundee Linen and Jute. 

The fortunes of the linen and jute industries of 

Dundee during the Civil War contrasted sharply with those 

of the cotton industry in the West# and did much to 

balance the effect or the cotton industry in Scotland. 

America was the chief market for the industry of Dundee, 

so that serious depression was caused in the city by the 

Morrill Tarriff and the disorganisation of the American 

market by the war which broke out noon afterwards. In 

April 18619 Dundee exported to America only one-fifth 
(2) 

as much as in April 1859. Conditions in the industry 

continued to deteriorate as the year progreasedt although 

in November large orders for linen goods began to be 
(3) 

placed in Dundee by the American Government. As a 
(4) 

result of the Trent affairt these orders were cancelledo 

and thisp together with the threat of war with Amaricaq 

caused trade in the city to stop almost completely. 

Considerable distress developed and in Januaryp 1862g a 
(5) 

voluntary soup kitchen was opened. 

After / 

(1) Clapham, op. 
_cit. 9 373-5. 

(8 See D. Carrie Dundee qnd the American Civil Warg 
p. 

12, 
Dundeet 1955. 

(3) Scotsminp 7 November 1861. 
(4) Ibidg 1 January 1863. 
(5) Carrie p 012--cit-t P-12. 
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After the sattlement of the Trent, di8putev large 

American orders for canvas equipment began to come in 

againg and at the and of January there were large pur- 

chases of flax in the Dundee market, due to American 

military demands and to the general need for a cotton (1) 
substitute. The trade in jute goodsq however, 

remained depressed throughout the winter. One of the 

chief products of the jute industry was the bagging used 

to wrap cotton balest so that the rapid rise in cotton 

prices led to further worsening of the position of the 
(2) 

jute industry. In February the Seafteld Worksp one 

of the major factories in the city# suspended payment 

bedause of its inability to realise its American ansets. 

The depression continued during the following springp 

while the ending of the Civil War was reported to be 
(3) 

"yearned for in business circles". In the latteiý 

part of April tht-. re was some increase in production as 

large orders for jute bags came in from America and from 
(4) 

new markets created by the cotton faminet but depression 

continued / 

(1) Carrie, on. cit., 12-13,24. 

(2) Scotman, 27 February 1862. 

(3) Ibidt 17 April. 

(4) Carrie, op. -cit. # 13* 
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continued to be general throughout May and most of June. 
(1) 

At the end of June improvement began as the Seafield Works 

reogned and the DouglaB and Anchor Mills prepared to do 
2) 

sot although general recovery in trade was hindered 

by the continued decline in Manchester's demand for packing 

material and by the fact that the price for Russian flax 
(3) 

was rising in conjunction with that of cotton. Never- 

thelessp large American orders were being placed in the 

city, and the linenp jutet and hemp industries improved 
(4) 

steadily throughout the summer. The factories which 

I reopened between March and September employed 2800 workerap 

while those preparing to do so required another 1700. 

Some idea of the profits being made in Dundec at this time 

can be arrived at by noting that although the price of 

raw jute rose 27% between June and Septemberp the price 

of hessian increased by 46% - "very fair working profits'19 

as the Chamber of Commerce reported. By the end of 

Septemberp the city was enjoying full eMploymentp and in 

October the labour shortage induced the employers to grant 

an / 

(1) Scotsmqn, 26 June. 

(2) Carrie, loc. cit. 

(3) Scotsmqng 3 July. 

(4) Ibid9 140 28 August. 
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an increase of between 3d and 6d per week. In spite 

of the attempts to recruit powerloom weavers from Lanca- 

shire and Glasgowt there was no large scale movement from 

these depressed districts to Dundee. Most of the new 

workers were handloom weavers from Angus and the adjoining 

counties where the trade waB dying out. Kirriemuirp for 

examplep sent a large contingent. In November twice as 

many ships arrived in Dundee as in the same month of the 

previous year, and 88 of them brought cargoes of flax 

alone. The amount of linen goods leaving Dundee reached 

its highest ever peak - 1000 tone per week# and the opening 
(1) 

of a direct shipping line to America was being discussed. 

The following table shows the amount of raw jute and 

flax imported into Dundee during the period under discun- 

lion: 

Year Jute (tons) Flax (tons) 

1860 369965 289644 
1861 35p716 23p801 
1862 38o277 32plO2 
1863 46#983 22p945 
1864 
1865 

569404 
719000 

299902 
36t2OO (2) 

It is not surprising that pro-Federal sympathies ran 

high in Dundee political and business circleBt forp as 

the / 

(1) Carrie, op. cit. p 14-16. 

(2) Ibid, Appendix Aq p. 24. 
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the Dundee Advertiser put it, the Americans "are the 

employers of the employers of the larger proportion of 

our Dundee working folkt and it is they who... provide the 

... weekly wages of half of the people we meet in our 

streets". Speaking at a public meeting at the Corn 

Exchange on 5 Novemberp V7. E. Baxtert M. P., expressed 

this strong public sympathy with the Federals and compared 

the progressive character of the free states of America 

with the stagnant and retrograde society of the South, 

where only the rich planters enjoyed civilised amenities 

while the poor whites lived in misery. Baxter blamed 

slavery for social demoralisation in the South and argued 

that there was no reason why cotton could not be culti- 

vated by free labour. Discussing the issue of the wart 

Baxter declared that in spite of various pretexts and 

afterthoughts invented for the purpose of throwing dust 

in the eyes of Europe "slavery was the real cause and 

issue.... What I want to bring out now is that there can be 

no safety, much less good government and progreesp in any 

country based upon such a programme as that adopted by 

the Southern Confederacy; nor do I believe any peace 

or 

i 
i 

(1) Quoted in or. cit., 16. 
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or settlement worth six months' purchase as long as the 

fountainhead and origin of the evil is not removed. Any 

arrangement short of eventual emancipation may delude 

the Liverpool cotton brokers and the Conservative country 

gentlemen, but inasmuch as it leaves the source of 

hostility more active and aggressive than evert it will 
(1) 

prove but a hollow and impolitic truce", The Dundee 

industrialists were quite content to see the war fought 

out to the bitter end. 

On 19 September Sir John Ogilviev the other Liberal 

M. P. for Dundeet told his constituents that since the 

election of Lincoln he had anticipated better relations 

with America and referred to the sympathy expressed by 

the New York Chamber of Commerce for the workers of Lanca- 
(2) 

shire as a sign of this improvement. 

The city's leading clergyman, the Reverend George 
I 

Gilfillanp followed a somewhat more erratic course in 

regard to America. He was, during the early part of the 

warp pro-Federalp or at least anti-Confederate. Towards 

the end of 1862 he preached a sermon against the adulation 

of / 

(1) Scotsman, 6 November 1862; Courant, 6 November. 

(2) Scotsman, 22 December. 
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of Stonewall Jackson by Rebel sympathisers - who vere 

subjected to "burning invective" by Gilfillan. The 

preacher described the Rebel general as "the miserable 

caricature of Oliver Cromwell .... Cromwell fought in his 

own wild way for freedom - Jackson for the worst of the 

thousand forms of despotism; and the sympathy felt for 

him by many in this country was disgraceful to it". At 

the same time Gilfillan alleged that the American 01.,. urch 

had condoned slavery and thus "had producod American 

infidelity. Whenever an Amarican sceptic was at a loss 

for an argument he had only to raise his finger and point 

Couth". 

I Dundee also responded liberally to the appeal to aid 

the unemployed cotton workers and had contributed over 

86000 by the close of 1862. Sir David Baxter# another 

member of the mercantile and manufacturing dynasty of 

Dundee# was one of the leading contributors to the Relief 
(3) 

Fund. 

During 1863, the boom in the Dundee linen industry 

continued / 

(1) Scotsman, 25 December 1862. 

(2) Carrie j op. cit -t 16 - 
(3) E. Norriev Dundee Celebrities of the Nineteen th-Century 
Dundee, 1873, p. 403. 

ý T, . ýj 
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continued in full force. During Mayg 6,5009000 yards 

of linen were exported from Britain to Americap compared 

with 29750,000 in the previous Hayt and 750#000 in May 

1861. By the summer the price of 107' oz., 40 in. hessian 

had risen to 3jd - the same price at which it was selling 

at the opening of the Second World War. When British- 

American relations deteriorated as a result of the building 

of Rebel warships in Liverpool and Olasgow, the Dundee 

Advertiner warned: "A war with America means, in this 

town at leastp half-timev half-wages# and half-meals". 

In the month of August there were t-,, o wage riaes of 
(2) 

3d per week, while at the same time there was a large 

expansion of the factories in the city. In the autumn 

of 1863, two of the leading firmaq Cox and Gilroyt began 

buying ships# while the harbour was enlarged and direct 
(3) 

importation of jute to Dundee commenced. By November 

1863, the price of 101 oz., 40 in. hessian stood at 5id - 

twice the price at which it had stood in 1861. Other 

Dundee tradea benefitted from the prosperity of the main 

industries; the slaters and painterso for instance, 

enjoyed / 

(1) Carrieg op-cit. 9 17. 

(2) Ibid, 

(3) 1bidq 18-19. It had previously been necessary to ship 
the product from other ports by rail. , 

A 
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enjoyed full employment and wage increases. Even the 
(1) 

scavengers obtained a rise of a shilling per week. 
to 

Early in 1864 the price of jute fell off owing/the German 

invasion of Denmark and the greatly increased production 

of jute in India. 
(2) 

However, the market improved again 

after the re-election of President Lincolng and the 

resounding defeat of the peace party, which made certain 
(3) 

that the war would not and in a compromise peace. 

Prices began to fall again early in 1865, but prosperity 

continued until 1867, when the American Government dumped 

itn surplus war goods on the market and raised the tarriff 

still higher on Dundee goods. By the followin year 
(41 

Dundee was in the throes of depression again. 

Certain othar textile towns were affected by the 

Civil War. In Arbroathp another linen centrep the war 

stimulated the manufacture of sail cloth which had 

previoualy begun to decline owing to the increase in 

steam / 

(1) Carrie, op. cit. 9 19-20. 

(2) Ibidt 19-20. 

(3) Ibidt 21. 

(4) lbidt 22. 
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(1) steam navigation. The need for a substitute for 

cotton during the famine period was a further stimulus 

to the linen industry of the townp leading to an increase 

in wages and employment together with a general expanaion 
(2) 

of the industry there. 

The early Sixties saw a strong revival of the Fife 

linen industry, which had been languishing during the two 

previous decades. New factories were built in some of 

the smaller towns of the county, such as Dysartq Tayportp 

Falkland Kingskettlet Ladybanko Auchtermuchty and Strath- 

miglo. 
(3j 

The linen boom act off by the Civil War was 

undoubtedly an important cause of this development. The 

following figures indicate the state of the linen industry 

in 1863: 

Districts No. of Nominal No. of Power Persons 
works h. p. spindles looms employed 

Kirkcaldy & 
diatrict 18 909 28p670 1612 3887 

Dunfermline 5 410 10100 1858 2410 
Leven district 9 856 320350 252 3044 
Eden district 16 444 109478 1271 2038 
Tayport 3 72 2100 45 200 

51 2691 74p658 5038 119579 (4) 

This / 

(1) W. Turner, The Textile InduAtry of Arbrogth since the 
Early-Eiphteenth Century, Dundeep 1954p p. 15. Marwickp gp. 

cit-v 113. 
(2) sontsmrin, 14 October, 3 Novemberv 1862. 

(3) A. Hillart Fife: Pictorial Rnd Historical, Edinburgh and 
Glaspowt 1895p p. 44. 

ý4) A. J. Warden, The Linen Trade. Ancient and Moderng 
uu ndeet 1864; quoted In Millar, O'D. cIt., 44. 
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Thia renewed growth of the industry in Fife (and 

adjoining areas) was not a steady developmnt. The 

coiinty was severely hit by depresnion in the early part 

of the war - for the same reasons which had caused dis- 

tress in Dundee, namely the Morrill tarriffp the disorgan- 

isation of the American market due to the outbreak of the 

Rebellion, and the inflated price of raw textiles following 

the blockade of the Southern ports. Dunfermlinep t -he 

centre of' the Scottish fine linen industry, was especially 

afflicted. The A. -narican. market absorbed about half of 
(1) 

the linen produced in Dunfertaline, and luxury trades 

naturally suffered more then others as a result of the 

war. In Kirkcaldyt on the other hand# where the industry 

specialined in producing coarse linen products (tentat 

bagging, etc. ) there is no evidence of serious distress 

during this period. During the first winter of the warp 

Dunferm, line was already in the throes of a serious depres- 

siong which was aggravated by the Trent affair. There 

was a great deal of unemployment and destitutionp with 

"groups of listless and hopeless looking men to be seen 

daily at the Gross and the CannonII* 
(2) 

After the 

settlement / 

(1) Scotsman, 21 July 1862; A. MacKay, A. Hiqtory-of-Fife 
and Kinross, Ed'ýg. and LQndong 1896, pp. 215-6. 
(2) Scotsman, 29 January 1862. 
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settlement of the Trent affair came a certain improve- 

munt and an increase in salus to America. Unemplo ment 

was somawhat reduced as the 3t. Leonard's factory 

M 

resumed full time operations and webs were given out to 
(2) 

the handloom weavers. However, tho Fife linen trade 
(3) 

remained generally dull and the Amarican market poor. 

Leven and Auchterardert in particular, were eapacially 

affected, and severo unemployment and depression continued 

in these towns throughout the spring. In Auchterarderp 

the wages of those who remained employed were described 

as "miserable", with few weavers making -. -iore than 6a. per 
(4) 

week. At the same time the building trades had become 

so stagnant that many of the workers in this fiold were 

forced to leave the town. 
(5) 

There were brief spurts 
(6) 

of improvement in Auchterarder during the summort but 

the general depression continued. Between May and October, 

more / 

(1) The largest factory in the townp employing about 1100 
workers - MacKay, op. cit. # 215. 

(2) Scotsman, 6 February 1862. 

(3) Ibid. 

(4) Ibidq 13 May, 5t 7 June. 

(5) Ibid. 

(6) Ibidt 25 Junep 11 August. 

; rlnm 
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more paople emigrated from the town than had left in the (1) 
previous six years. During the summert production 

fall off again in Dunfermline, although unemployment was 

so,. wwhat alleviated by the fact that several hundred looms 

were employed in making cotton tablecloths. However, the 

production of union gooda (half linen and half cotton) 

Was seriously affected by the high price of cotton. At 

the same time the coal trade was seriously depressed and 

unable to abnorb the unemployed weavers of Fifep an it 
(2) 

usually did. 

During the autumn, the inflated pricea of all raw 

textiles continued to have an adverse effect on the Fife 

economy, with the handloom weavers, as usual, suffering 

the moot. During the last weeks of the yearg Dunferm- 

line was suffering from depression and unemployment to such 

an extent that several charity'groups were forced to start 
(4) 

giving aid to the distressed. At the same time imPrOVO- 

ment was setting in in other Fife centres. In Dysart 
(5ý 

both the power and handlooiu weavers were doing wollq 
(6) 

and the weaving trade in Auchterarder began to recover. 

Conditionn / 

(1) Scotsman, 10 October 1862. 
(2) Ibidg 21 July, 8 August. 
(3) Ibid, 18 October. 
(4) ibidp 2 December. 
(5) Ibidp 23 October. 
(6) Ibidq 3 November, 13,25 December. 

I 
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Conditions were generally good in the Fifo linan industry 

during the latter part of the wart due to Awrican Military 

demands and the need for a oubstittt a for cotton. 
(1) 

The Scottish wool industry was also influenced by 

the warp and the Morrill Tariff, although the effect varied 

in different parts of the country. In the woollen towns 

of central Scotlandq there was severe depression and dis- 

tress. Alva, for instancetwhich was almost entirely 

dependent on the woollen industryq was severely hit. By 

the autumn of 1862, the mills in the town had almost 
(2) 

completely ceased productiont and the industry in this 

locality failed to recover its streangth in the following 
(3) 

years. Kinrose and Tillicoultryt which were also 

largely dependent on the wool industryt wore severely hit 

during the early part of the war. By the end of 1862p 

the weaving trade in Kinross was "very distressed'19 and 

Tillicoultry was suffering from depression and "imminent 

destitution/ 

(1) See economic reports in the ScotnmRnp 1863-Bo passim. 

(2) Scotsmnn, 8 December. 

(3) Bremner, 1110-1. Bremner blames the Morrill 
. gp-cit. 

Tariff for breaking the back of the industry in the town. 
Howover, yarn spinning and the manufacture of tweeds con- 
tinued to some extent - EncycloRedin Britannicqp 9th ed. 9 
article "Alva". 

(4) Scotsman, 2 December 1862. 
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. (I) 
destitution". Crieff experienced a spell of 

prosperity during the summer of 1862, with a 80-25% 

advance in the price of weavingg and the building and 
(2) 

other trades shared in the improvement. However, 

by October, the weaving trade in the town was reported 

to be "deplorable". The unemployed who had been 

absorbed in the harvesting were returning and the pros- 
(3) 

pacts for the winter were "gloomy", Conditions 
(4) 

remained poor in the town for some months. 

In the woollen indUBtry of the Borderap particularly 

at Hawick and Galashielal the effect of the war was 

entirely different. There were no adverse effects from 

the Morrill Tariff or the Civil Warg and the industry 
(5) 

prospered and expanded throughout the period. Speaking 

at a manufacturers' banquet in Galashiels in Octoberl 

1864g Sir William Scotto the local Whig M. P., described 

the great prosperity of the industry in Southern Scotland 

and / 

(1) Scotsman, 26 December, 1862. 

(2) Ibidt 21 July, 8 August 1862. 

(3) lbidv 13 October. 

(4) e-g-p Ibidp lp 30 December. 

(5) e. g., R. Hall, History of Galashiels, Gala., 1898, p. 362. 

.ý 
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and attributed it largely to the American war. He main- 

tained that the American use of paper currency had allowed 

Britain to accumulate goldo which was being used to develop 

the industrial resources of England and Scotland. Calling 

for continued friendly commercial relations with America, 

he opposed all ideas of war with the latter - implying 

that the continuation of the war would help to maintain 

local prosperity. It appears that in the Scottish woollen 

industryt the Civil War accelerated a long range trend. 

The industry in the Borders prospered because it was more 

heavily mechanised and capitalisedt and organised into 

larger units* as compared with the industry in Clackmannan 

I 
and Perthshire. Conaequentlyp the former was able to 

survive the Morrill tarifft the inflated price of raw tex- 

tiles, and the initial disorganisation of the American 

market, and was able to meet subsequent American demands 

arising out of the war situation. The reverse was true of 

the industry In Central Scotlandp where there were leas 

capital reserven and a greater proportion of handloom. 
(2) 

vioavers. 

The / 

(1) Scotsmanp 8 October 1864* 

(2) This is the general picture one forms from the sources 
mentioned in the chapter - particularly Hallq OP-cit. 0 
Bremner, oD. cit. p MacKayt op. -cit. 9 and the weekly economic 
reports in the ScotsmRn. Further research into conditions 
in the various individual towns might bring certain modi-- 
ficationso but wouldp I think , substantiate these gencrali- 
q8tions. See also articles on "Linen", "Woolllp "Fife", 

lackmannan", "Kinross" I'Dunfermlinellp "Crieff"p "Alva", 
et al. 9 Encyclopedia Brit'annica, 9th ed. 
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The depression of 1862 was aggravated in Dartn of 

Scotland by increases in renta and in the price of food. 

The latter was due in part to the uncertainty of the 

American supply and to the fact that the Scottish potato (1) 
crop failed in 1861. Whoat had been cheap up until 

the time of the Trent crisint when the price rose from 
(2) 

one to two shillings a quirter. In the following 

February it was reported from Leith that rents had 

increased no much ao 30 Leith sufforcd severely 

from deproosion and unemployment# particularly in the 

docks and the building trades, during '%Ohe first winter 
(4) 

of the war. Improvement act in during the second 

year of the war as large orders came in for rope and 
(5) 

sails. Another toum severely hit by the 1862 depres- 

sion was Berwick, whicht at the end of the yearp was 

suffering from the combined effects of the cotton famine 

and a poor harvest. The shops were affectedp and unemploy- 

ment and Dart time were widospreadq particularly in the 

iron / 

ý AL . 11i 

(1) Scotsmqn, 21 October 1861,7 November. 

(2) Glasgow Herald, quoted in ScotAmnnp 30 November. 

(3) Scotsman, 10 February 1862. 

(4) SCotSMqn, dates cited above - also -004 March 1862. 

(5) Ibidt 3 Mayq 24 June. 
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(1) iron works. In the nearby town of Coldingham the 

local cotton industry was wiped out by the famine. 

The Civil War had one further effect on the Scottish 

economy in that it accelerated the decline of tambouring, 

a type of hand embroidery of textile goods carried on by 

women in the home. The industry had been a quite impor- 

tant one in Scotland and in 1856 had had R gross value of 

about a million pounds. However, "by 1861 it had fallen 

to one third by reason of the glut of 1856-590 the American 

War, and the fickleness of feminine fachion"o and the war 
(3) 

caused further deterioration. 

In general, the impact of the Civil War on Scotland 

illustrates how closely the Ccottish and American economies 

had become interlocked. The long term effect of the 

struwg1c was to encourage the increasing concentration of 

Scottish enterprise on the heavy industries of Scotland at 

the expense of the lighter onesy in particulnr the manu- 

facture of cotton. Hamilton justly compares the effect 

of the Civil War on Scotland with thnt of the American 

Revolution - the cotton famineq for instancet being 

analagous / 

(1) Scotsmnno December 1862, passim. 
(2) Golf Bazaar Guide to Coldingham and St. Abbe, (n. d. ), p. 7. 
(3) Marwick, op. 

-cit. 9 124. 
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analap, pous to the blor to the tobacco trade nuf fered in 

the earlier war. In both cases a serious economic 

reverse wns followed by energetic developments in new (1) 
directions. 

(1) See Hamiltonp OP-Cit-p 9-11# 149o 191; D. Fagerstrom, 
Scotland qnd the American Revolutiont (unpublished Ph. D. 
thesis, Edinburgh University). 
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CHAPTER V 

The Trent Affair and the Intervention luestion 

In Novomber, 1861, a diplomatic incident in the 

Caribbean brought the London and Washington Governments to 

the verge of war. The British mail steamer Trent., which 

was carrying the Confederqtc Commissioners Mason and 

Slidellq wna ntopped by the American warship Snn Jacinto 

under the command of Captain Wilkes, TY. S. N., who seized 

the Rabol Commissioners. Thus began another chapter in 

the history of the controversy over the right of mqritime 

search and seizure. 

When the first news of the incident reached Scotland 

on 28 November, the Scotnman warned of its seriousneso and 

interpreted it as meaning that America wqs determined to 

provoke q rupture with Britain. The CRIedoninn Mercury 

described the resentment produced by oqptain Wilkent act 

and declared'that it was a great stroke of luck for the 

Confederatesp whose hopes of foreign intervention were now 

greatly increased. lilt gives immense strength, " declared 

the Mercury, "to the party in this country that has all 

along been seeking a pretext to break the blockade. A 

quarrel with the Federal Government would enable the Britieh 

shipping / 

(1) Scotsman, 28 November, 1861. 
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chipping interest and British merchants generally to get 

into their hands the whole trade of the South. V70 may 

expectq therefore, that every effort will be made to fan 

hostile feelings into flamen. " The paper went on to warn 

its reaiers that besides genuine indignation at the 

incident there would be many hypocritical professions by 

special interests who wished to stir up trouble. The 

Mercury urged further that Britain must proceed very 

cautiously in the matter since she had often abused the 

ripht of search in the pant. 
(1) 

However, even the Mercury 

was for a time swept away in the Reneral outburst against 

Americap for the following day it declared: "It is clearly 

certain that the American Government must apologise and 

Frive tip Messrs. Slidell and Masong otherwise severe chas- 

ttsement will be the cons eq3lence .... The public voice is 

unanimous in that an outrnge has been committed.... and there 

will be few complaints if the reparation demanded is ample. 

Britain was never better prepared for An emergency". 

A day or so later, Russell sent an ultimatum to Wash- 

ingtonp demanding the release of Mason and Slidell. The 

Mercury exprossed the opinion that if war resulted it would 

be / 

(1) Cal. Mercuryt 29 November. 

(2) Ibidt 30 November. 
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(1) 
be supported with enthusiasm. "An amicable settlement 

of the present difficulty, " declared the Radical organ, 

"should that happily take place* will notp howevert affect 

the sympathy of this country with the Northern cause; for 

the blustering conduct of its representatives# from Mr. 

Sewnrd down, 'has fairly separated the British people from 

the alivhtent interest in movements of its army on the 

Potomac or elsewhere". The Scotsmqn, expressed the 

belief that the American Governmanthnd ordered the seizure 

and qsserted that: "The public has warmly and resolutely 
(3) 

cqIled for the vindication of the national honour". 

The CourFknt described the Trent case as the work of "a half- 

civilized democracy, infuriated by savage passions, " and 

declared that Lincoln must apologise or have a war. The 

ssme editorial# however, urged public restraint on the 
(4) 

ground that the issue was a matter of lawg not of passion, 

On the following day the Tory organ claimed that Amorica 

was definitely in the wrong and averred that Britain had 

already suffered too much at the hands of America. Although 

confident / 

(1) Cni. marcury, 2 December. This article refers to the 
fact that the N. Y. Herald was calling for war. The Her 

, 
qld 

was frequently quoted in the Scottish press during the arrair. 
(2) Ibidt 0. December. 
(3) Scotsman 2 December 1661. 

(4) Courant, 28 November. ("Courant" refers throughout to 
the EdinburglLi Evening 

-Courant). 
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confident of victory in case of warp the Courant, expressed 

its hopes for peace: "We are heartily jDacific - especially 

we Conservatives, whose interest is that nothing shall 

divert Europe from the instructive spect9cle to be seen 

in the great cockpit of Democracy". In the following 

week the editorials of the CourRnt, took on Rn increasingly 

belliperent note. On the 30tho the paper predicted that 

hostilities were probable and thnt "Joined with the Confed- 

erates we shall positively annihilnte the North". Two 

daYs later an article, described the Trent affair as 

"virtually an act of lynching .... We must have our pound of 

flesh - and if any blood is spilled in the cutting of it, 
(3) 

the resDonsibdlity is theirs not ours", During the 

following days the Courint expressed strong doubts that 
(4) 

America would comply with Russell's ultiMSAum- 

A subsequent letter from Bourke to Blackwood reveals 

a minor but interdsting sidelight in connection with the 

desDatch of Russell's note on the Trent. Bourke, writing 

about the note with the air of one having considerable 

confidential / 

(1) Courant, 29 November. 

(? ) Ibidt 30 November. 

(3) Ibidq 2 December. 

(4) e. g. p Ibidl, 3 December, 4 December. 
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confidential information concerning itg claimed to have 

received information that the caae had been put on the 

technical infraction of international lawt and declared, 

"This could lead the matter to great complications and 
disaster". Bourke himself believed that the note should 

have been based "on the single point of insult to our 
flag". Bourke declared that he had been informed that the 

original note, as drafted by Hussellq "was... all that could 

be wished. After this Cobden made his appearance at 

Downing Street and through Milner Gibson managed to have 

the views of the Manchester School brought forward. The 

docume-, nt was thus very much alteredv and I hear from persons 

who have seen it that it is very milk and water indeed". 

In point of factp Hussoll's original draft of the 

note had been extremely ballicosat although it was actually 

the Prince Consort who had rewritten it in more moderate 
(2) 

toneop and thus probably averted war. The story of 

Cobden's intervention gives an idea of the sort of rumours 

that were flying about at the timep particularly in Tory 

circles. The rumour sprang from some indirect influence 

that Cobden or his associates were bringing to bear at the 

time / 

(I Bourke-Blackwood, 5 December. 
(2ý See H. Bolithot Albert the Goodo London. 19329p. 282. It 
should be remembered that Russell and Gladstone, two of the 
most "liberal" members of the Palmerston Governmontp leaned 
strongly towards an interventionist policy, whereas Palmer- 
ston (like Disraeli) wast on the wholet a restraining influence. 
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time. Reference has already been made to Clauanen's 

thesis that the bankers and capitalists on both sides of 

the Atlantic were chiefly inatrumental in preserving the 

peace throughout the war. Claussen declares that there 

was a general commercial panic in America at the time of 

the Trent affairg and that as a result, American business 

men brought pressure to bear on the American Government 

to accapt Hussoll's ultimatum. fie alco asserts that the 

majority of British capitalists followed Cobden and Bright 

in working for peace in order to protect the merchant navyp 

the Amýarican marketq and commercial prosperity in general* 

Whether the majority of capitalists followed Cobden and 

Bright in this manner is open to doubt. The Mercury 

wdrned that the British marchant class in gandral and the 

rhipping interest in particular were anxious to wrest the 

"outbarn trade from the North, and that thore were thun 

powerful intere; sts ready to stir up trouble with Amurica. 

Reporting to Seward at the time 

consul in Glasgow declared that 

buing sought not only by the ar 

succenFiful democracy in America 

to Rqdicalinn at hornup but also 

interests / 

of the crisist the Amorican 

a rupture with Aridrica was 

istocracy who feared that a 

would encourage the masses 

by powerful commercial 

(1) Cnl. Mercuryt 29 November 1861. 

tf 
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interests seeking new markets in the southern states. 

lhý drew an analogy with the economic and political penetra- 

tion of India and China, with particular reference to tho 

Opium Warst and declaredg "In case of the success of the 

Rebellion, the free states would manufacture an ample 

supply for their own. wants, while the South would be almost 

wholly dependont upon othdrs; and this country could 

supply them cheaper goodsp porhaps, than any othors". 

The consul probably had in mind the pro-Confedoratt leaning 

of shipbuilding and trading circles in Glasgow. Hovievurt 

the panic induced by the Trent affair extinded to Clydeside, 

for Prettyman reported that: "Commercial business hure is 

now almost at a standstill in consequence of the threaten- 

ing attitude of this country against our ownfl. The crisis 

alco alarmed the many holders of American accuritie(3* For 
(2) 

exampltýp the family of Sir David Viedderburnp most of 

whose money was invested in State bonds# were seriously 

straituned at this time as the interest on their bonds 

fell to one-third, and there was a fearp played u on by 

interoated partiesp of complete repudiation. 

The / 
(1) 'Prattyman-Seivardl, 31 Dec. 1861. In the came despatchp 
Prettyman acsorted that the mass of people were opposed to 
war with America. 
(2 Elected Liberal M. P. for South Ayrshire in 1868. 
(3ý vid. A., NI. Taylor. "Walker's Mission to London 1863-64"p 
Journal of 6conomic and Businesp History, ljj, (19'31), 296-320. 
(4) E. H. Purcivalt 9. ir-DRvid V; edderbtirnpLondon$1884ppp. 30-1. 
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The Blcifcwood's circle were also highly concerned 

over the current run, ours that -%-, m;. -rican Stata and Federal 

bonis might be, rupuliated. Baran Bourke raged qg ainst 

the Amdricans In a letteiý to Blaclcvvoo4 and a, 3sertcd! 

"Their dishonesty is one of the most disgusting traits 

'hiating friends is tllhiught in the nntional character... 'O 

to ba goo; i business". 

Throughout the crisin the Tory Cournnt took presit 

naina to impress upon its readers the deaperatQ condition 
(2) 

of financeB. 

T'he suspension of specie paymantn by tho American 

OxovW-rnment and the isatie of paper money was regarded in 

Scottish basinoss circles as a harebrained expedient Rnd 

an omQn of anT)roaching collapse. The IT. B. DQiIY-M! 2U 

or"-dicted that the sto-o would bring the war to q quick end, 

ninca tha Federal war effort could not survive on paper 

money. Arguing from the principlea of claosical 

economies, the Mail asserted thRtq although ArnariCa 

ponsensed great natural resources, these could not be mado 

fin., incially available in an emergency, and added: "Vie do 

not besitato to regard the paper money scheme as but the 

bepinning of the end". 
(4) 

. at / 
(1) Bourke-Black-h-ood, 28 Ilovember 1861 (Blackwood Papers). 
(2 e. g. Courant, 21 December. 

3 N. B. D. t-i. 
_q 

17 January 1862. 
4 Ibidq 18 January. 
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At thin lunctnre Bripbt rind Cobden r. -polc-- out atrongly 

f, )r nodu%r-ition and for settlement Of the dinnute by 

arbitrfition- rather than wqr. This Radical. counter- 

offannive anqercd the jingoists in "ocotland. Dunouncing 

Ilrip, 'ht for defending America over the Trent, thu Cournnt 

accuserl him of lattempting tc, under-nine the Brittqh Conati- 

tution --Ancl. Compared his nresent stwid with hir, Rlle; rcd 

pro-Russiin qttitude during the Criman War. 

The gogrant continued to Camriunt alonF these linus 

thrnur, l-)-), it the perioa of crii3is. Aftur abur. ing Thomas, 

Mighes, who had prusume(l to critlnistý the press truatment 

of t$lu fiffair, 
(2) 

the "ory organ resumed lts attacks on 

Br ight . 
"No spar. tkur or xviliter, indeed, has hit at America as 

-9 , vi-imly as Mr. Bright hit at Great Britnin. .... And luckily 

the Bricht school have not nucceeded in destroying in the 

people a feelinp that 'to insult the BritIPh flFIJT if, to 

in-ult the British individunll. Coc-mopolitanism- and the 

worship of the ledrer have not yet gone so fnr as that; 

and JAA would be worth even a war or two to keep these 

dieagrecable tendencies in proper check. " 
(3) 

The / 

GourRnt, 7 December 1661. 

Tbidv 11 December. 

Ibidv 13 December. 
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The Scotsman also devoted several editorials to 

denouncing those who spoke in favour of the maintenance 

of peace. The Scotsman doclarel that these efforts only 

enrcouraged Arwrienn high-handedness and asserted that the 

same "conceited and short-sightod peaca-mongers" had 

encouraged Russia in 18V*. 

The North British_DRily Mnil, although it had 

previously supported the Union causet took a strong stand 

against America over the Trent cast;. The Mail, praised: 

"The decided and energetic action of our'Government in 

the matterp showing that they are fully alive to the 

dignity and honour of the country over whose interests 

they preside# and that that honour and dignity shall not 

be Insulted with impunity ... Lven thu blustering rowdyism 

of the New York press would seem to be cowed when a reason- 

able demand for unendurable wrong is backed up by tho 

convincing argumuiita of Armstrong guns and British bayonets. ' 

The URilp refleeting its imperial preoccupationsp praised 

the loYalt-. ' of Canada and the other colonies and declared 
(2) 

that they would support Britain in any emergency. 

Even the ProteRtant Glasp. -ow-Examiner was swept away 

by the war hysteria# although it wacp of all the Glasgow 

papers / 

(1) ScotAmnn, 4 December. 

(2) NBDM, o 2 January 1862. 
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papers, the one most consistently sympathetic to the 

tTnion cause. This paper declared that there was an 

imminent threat of war and at; tacked Bright and Cobden 

as Othe only members ready to sell th-ý honour of their 

country for cotton or peace". At the same time the 

Exqminer referred to the increase in naval armaments 

motivated by the crisis and enquired "whether any orders 
(1) 1 have reached our Clyde shipbuildere". The Exnminer 

Rlso lamented the low state of the Parliamentary Reform 

movement, and attributed its condition to the outbreak 

of the American war and latterly to the Trent affair and 

the possibility of hostilities with America -a topic 

which the ExRminer declared "fills the minds of the people 

to the exclusion of everything elselfO) 

The CRIedonian Mercur . howeverr responded favourably 

to Bright's call for peace with America. It devoted 

considerable space to his Rochdale speech and expressed 

its complete agreement. The Mercur expressed particular 

agreement with the section of Bright0a speech in which he 

compared the current situation with the period during' 

which Britain drifted into the Crimean War. "Mr. Bright 

will 

(1) Glqsgow Extarlinel't 14 December. 

w 
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will no doubt be assailed now as he was then with the 

foulest reproaches which the war at any T)rice party can 

gather together.. ... Warp without a doubt, is one of the 

greatest calamities that can afflict a nation - war with 

any enemy, or for any object - and it ought to be the 

lart resort ever dreamed of by any people who profess to 

be beyond a state of barbarism. " Var with America would 

be particularly disastrous, declared the Mercuryp because 

of the close ties between the two countries. The MercurX 

affirmed its belief that America wan in the wrongy but 

added that even if she failed to comply with Russell's 

demands - "we confess that, not withstandingp we shrink 

from the idea of going to war with them an if it were a 

great national crime. Can Christian men on either side 

sugRest no fitter or better tribunal than the sword? ".... 

The Mercury urged that should America turn down the ulti- 

mntum the matter should be submitted to "an international 

court of competent jurints..... If war in ever to cease and 

a better system, of settling international disputes to 

arine, there munt be a beginning made and an example given. 

If sop what two nations are more favourably situated than 
I 

Britain sind the ITnited Stsites for setting the example? 

They npeak the name language, they profens the same faithp 

they / 
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they draw their inspiration from a co-nmon law and litera- 

ture; the younger nation has sprunq as it were from the 

loins of the elderp and if they cannot adjust their differ- 

ences without fightingt it is vqin to expect nations 108B 

closely allied or less favoured with Christian light so 

to act. We observe that there is a tendency already 

manifested by a certain heartless portion of the press to 

enuer at those organs which coritend for peace as if they 

were speaking treabon. No cource can be more cowardly 
0 

than thus to try to bully lown thooc. whose courage in con- 

tending for tho only true Christian mod,,; ý of adjusting 

differences is worthy or all pra. ise. " The Mercury added 

that in view of the extensive emigration to America a 

conflict with that country would bo soinuthing in tho nature 

of a civil war. t In a battle the children of Scotchmen 

and Snglishmen would be ranged unddr aithar flag# relations 

in all probabiliti as in tho caso of the civil war in the 

States fighting opposite sides. Tho victors in the con- 

flict inight hear tho cry for quarter from wounded men 

uttered in the rich Doric of thair own country at home 
(1) 

It becomes every man to do what he can for peace. " 

Throughout tha affair, tho Marcur rupeatedly denounced 

what / 

(1) Cal. Mer. ,6 December 18,51. 
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what it regarded ac tho mischievouc conduct of most of the 

press in stirring up war facliniza and sympathy for the 

Confederqcy. When Jefferson Davi, -, t fir,, -, t "annual message" 
to the Rebel congress received favourable press comments, 

the Mercury declartýd that a few months previously no one 

would have thought that the British press would be eulogis- 

ing the leader of an attempt to set up a slave empire. 

The Mercury proceeded to rabut the main points of Davis' 

speech. To Davis' claim that the iiebels were fighting for 

freedom, the Radical paper replied that it was only for the 

fret: dom of a minority of ruling-class whites to exploit 

the slaves. It answered Davis' claim that the North was 

the aggressor, by asserting that it was the slaveholders 

who had turned to violence %hen thoir political power was 

curtailed by the legal victory of the Republicans. "The 

foundation stone of the Confederacy, "' declared the Mercur 

echoing the forLhright p ro-slavdry statement of the 

Confederate Vice-President "is that black men are born to 

be slavest and white man to lord it ovdr them without let 

or hindrance. " The paper pointed out that if the "war-at. 

any-price men" succeeded in provoking a war over the Trent 

affair it would involve British recognition of and alliance 

with the Confederacy and an end to tho hopes of the slaves. 

Ilit / 
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"It is worthy of mention,, however, " the Mcbrcury added, 

"that none of our loud brawlurs for war, none of the 

aditorsp Members of Parliament, or cotton brokers propose 

to sacrifice their orun lives in výiis contest. Somehow 

they always calculate on some others volunteering for 
I 

this department. " In conclusion the Mercury expressed the 

hope that thousands of lives would not be sacrificed 'Oto 

bind the fetters on the slaves of the South# whose day of 

deliverancel if we prevent not, in fast approaching. " 

The Scottish Abolitionists were deeply disturbed at 

the thought of war with Americag-and its inevitable 

corollary of British aid to the Confederates. Eliza 

Wigham blamed the anti-British chauviniam current in the 

Ij North for the Trent affairp which she dencribed as 'an 
(2) 

outrage on liberty",, However, the Scottish Abolitionists 

were resolutely opposed to war with Americaj-- which wo"Id 

immensely strengthen the prospects of the Rebellion. 

Lhe initial wave of feeling in Scotland upon the 

reception of the news of the Trentlaffair waS extremely 

intense. An American visiting Edinburgh at the time 

reported: "I have never seen so intense' a feeling of 

indignation 

(1) Oil. Vier. , 10 December 1861. 

(2) E. Wigham-S. Ma7l Jnr., 5 December 1861. 
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indignation exhibited in all my life. It pervades all 

clasece and may make itnelf hoard above the wiser theorie's 
(1) 

of the Cabinot officora. " 

Once the initial shock was overv the peace forces. 9 

led by the CnledoniRn Mercury, began to rally. On 12 

December, the day on which the American Government was 

expected to receive Russelltn notep a large prayer meeting 

for peace with Amerion was held in the Free Church Assembly 

Hall, presided over by a number of leading Radicals and 

Free Churchmenp including Dr. Candlish. The presence 

of the latter indicates that the Free Church was actively 

seeking good relations with America at this momentj and 

was particularly active in helping American missionst in 

India and elsewhere, which were in straitened circumstances 

due to the war. For instance, throughout 1861t the Free 

Church Record repeatedly praised the American missionary 

efforts, for continuing undiminished in spite of the war. 

The Scottish Free Church in Bordbayq for instanceg 

contributed 

(1) luoted by 0. F. Adarnn - The Trant Affaig, 'JRMWj- - ̂ I;: "I- " 

i-rq, XLVO 43, f. n. 
(2) Scotsmnn, 13 Dec-1861.9, csiden Dr. Candlisht the leaders 
of the meeting were: W. C. Anderaon (Major-General in 
Artillery), J. H. Balfourp Charles Brown, O. D. Cullen, Wm. 
Glover, D. T. K. Drummond# Robert Haldaneq Js. Peddie, George 
Johnston. There were no specalnes made it this meeting. 

. 
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contributed largely to the American misnion in the cityt 

and the American missionary exchanFed pulpits with the 

Rovurand J. E. Carlile, who, according to the Americanp 

"delivered a moot able and impressive discourse, in which 

he gave a very correct view of the present state of 

America and the questions to be solved there*" 
(1) 

At the same ti,, Ty-- the MorcurX gave great spacep not 

only to the Edinburgh prayer meatinv for peace, but also 

to an address to the Governm=nt from the Peace Society and 

to prayer meetings for peace which were being held all 

over the country. On the thirteenth the effort was 

followed up by the Radicals at a meeting of the Edinburgh 

Chamber of Commerce where David MacLaren offered a resolu- 

tion opposing war and calling for mediation. The proposal 

was supported by Duncan MacLarent who, howevert made a 

reservation that Amarica was in the wrong in the matter. 
(3) 

The renolution was rajected by the Chamber. 

In Glasgow the Emancipation Socitýty itself took the 

lead in the campaign for peace. They organised a large 

rally in the Gity Hall on 12 December and aelected an 

their / 

Free Church Record, 1661, p. 101. 

(2) CnI. 12 Doe.; U tho issue containo a leader 
supporting the peace campaign. 
(3) Ibidp 14 December. 
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their princinnl speaker Peter Sinclairo a leading pro7 

Faderal orator. Thu lZaverend David Johnstone was in 

the chiir, find on the platfor. -zi woro tthe aeverend Fergua 

Farg"con (a radical ? ree Church miniater)v Councillor 

Thompsong and thc. ý leaders of the Emancipation Societyp 

William Smealp Andrew Paton, John Knox, and J. W. Weir. 

Sinclair gave #a most interesting and eloquent" speech 
(2) 

lasting for nearly two hours ana was frequently applauded. 

HQ had spent a considerable time in America and in his 

address made use of his personal experience in both the I 

northern and the southern states. After praising the 

American educational system which he maintained was better 

than tht British, he described the degradation of the 

slaves and the tyranny of the slave holders. Defending 

Lincoln and Seward from the persistent abuse to which they 

had been subjected, Sinclair declared that both of them 

were thorough-going Abolitionists and supporters of free- i 

dom gcýnerally. flu also attacked the provalent belief 

that the war had its origins in the tariff questiong and 

nuiintained that slavery was the basic cause of thL conflict-I 

fie / 

(1) Peter Sinclair was also head of the international agenCYý 
of the American ý. migration Oo., an organioationt backecl by 
American mnnufacturers, which ivas enFRFed in enticing 
British skilled labourv particularly cotton and iron viorkers 
and miners, to emigrate to A=rica - C. Eriksonp "Encourage- 
ment of Emigration by British Trade Uniona"q Popul9tion 
Studien, 1119 (1949-60), 260, f. n. l. 

I (2) GES Minute Books, 12 Dac. 1861. 
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He affirmed his belief thqt before long the American 

Governmunt "would boldly declare the freedom of the slave 

end his right to equal privilegee výith his fellow man". 

On the queotion of th. - Trent he mRintained that America 

had not intended to insult Britain "but on the contrary 

was always anxious to keep on friondly relations with this 

country". lie concluded by expressing his hope that 

America would comply with Russell's note and that the 

British Governmunt "would not lend hur help to rivet more 

closely the fetters of tho alave". 

At the conclusion of the speachg thu Reverend Fergus 

Ferguson moved two resolutions. Thu first stated: 

"As friends to the universal abolition of Blaveryp who 

have at all times Bympathised with thu advocates of imperial 

liberty in the United Status of Americat we express the 

deepest epnpathy with them at thin time of severe trial; 

and we earnestly ontreat tho citizens of the Federal Statest 

agreeably to the principles set forth in the Declaration of 

American Independoncet to concede the just claims of four 

millions of paopla held in bondage in the Southern States 

and now proclaim them free. " 

The second duplored tha Civil 4ar and urged that 

"wisdom, forbearanceg and a Just appreciation of natural 

rights / 

(1) NBDMp 13 Dec. 1861. According to this report the lecture 
was listened to with great attention and was frequently 
applauded. 
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rights may b-- -ivun to the Govornments f5 of Great Britain 

and America, so that friendly relitions may continue to 

subsist batwucn nations so identified by lineage and 

language and by whom so much may be accomplished for tho 

advancement of tho best interusts of mankind. " 

The motions were saconded'by John Knoxt a le ding zi) 

Glasgow Abolitionintp and passed by the u3sembly. The 

forthright pro-Union stand taken by the Glasgow Emancipa- 

tion Society is in interesting contrast to the hesitant 

attitude of the Edinburgh Socioty which had so far failed 

to adopt the new pro-Union policy of Garrison and his 

followers in America. 

Another prominent ecclesiastical figure who spoke out 

for peace during the crisis wan thu Reverend Cummingg 

minister of the Gcottiah Church in London. In his New 

Year address he declared roundly that the American conflict 

was caused by slavery and that it would lead to good 

results. fie attacked the idea of going to war over the 

Trent and went on to describe the people of the northern 

states as Christian and unlightened and urged that no heed 
(0") be paid to the few irresponsible voices among them. 

Not / 

(1) G: ýlss minute Bool! a, loc. cit. 

',, cotsmnn, 4 January 1662. 
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Not all the liberal forceSp boriever, were enlinted 

in this peace effort. As vie have neun, some Liberals 

supported the Confederacy on nationalist prounds, but the 

Civil 'liar was also the occasion for certain erratic 

Radicals to switch oveiý, 'O positions or political reaction. 

Roebuck, the leader or the pro-Confederate Interventionist 

party of the House, was the prototype of this group. 

Miller, the Liberal M. P. for Laitb, was another example. 

Miller had backed a number of Liberal ineasures in the past 

and had received strong support from the 02ledonian Mercar 

However, he now adopted a jingoistic stand in regard to 

the Trent, affairt and at a Liberal meeting in Leith he 
0. 

spoke out in favour of the Rebels, declarin g that the 

slaves would have more chance of emancipation under an 

independent Confederacy nnd complaining of the Morrill 

Tariff and otherlhardshipo" inflicted on the South by the 

North. In the courne of the same speech he urged that the 

Volunteers - the militia which had been organised several 

years previously - should be used primarily against what 

he called "the Chartints". He was immediately answered 

in the press by one of his former Liberal supporters, who 

declared / 

(1) This cuggt; cts the pro-Confederate influence of the ship. 
building interests - as in Glasgow - see chapter two. 

(2) GrAl. Mer. , 13 December 1861. 

A 
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declared: "Melancholy it is to rclqto that he is the first 

public r; ian in the country rho has opunly expressed himself 
(1) 

in fgvntjr of the revolted states". The writer attacked 
4 

the suggestion that tho slaves would be better off under an 

indupendent Confeduracy. IlRopudiating as I do those 

(pro-Unionist) views of Mr. Bright I regard those of the 

M. P. of Leith as dangeroun and fetal to liberty in general". 

He ridiculed the plea that the soutborn states had suffered 

hardships Under the Union, find declared that after dominat- 

ing America for half a century, they had then started the 

war after their candidates had been lt: gally defeated in an 

election. The tarifft the writQr rmaintainedp was irrelo- 

vant; "they seceded in ordur to gain lose liberty and 

perpetuate slavory. " He admittudo howovert that it might 

become nucessary to recognise the Confeduracy as having 

established itself, but that it should only be considered 

a necessary evil, und, he hoped, a passing and temporarg 

one like the second Empire. In concluaion he ridicUled 

the suggast. %on for turning the Volunteers into an anti- 

Chartist army qnd declared that Chartim was dead. 
(2) 

The war ftiver continued for somd days. On the 21st 

tho 

(1) Cal. Mer., 13 Dac. 1861; see also Snotnman, 21 April 
1865* 

(1121) Ibid. I 

il 
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the Glasgow Examinerg under the headline "Will there be 

uppermost in the public mind for the pact week. The 

Examiner concluded that the Josue was still in doubt, but 

asserted that "there is now almoat a %vish that there might 

be war. The YanRees are greatly needing a sound drubbing 

Wnr over America-9119 declared that this question had been 

and are in the fair way to get it between two fires an 
(1) 

they soon will be. " On the l4t1h the Convint demanded 

that, in view of the fact that %var with America was 

imminent, Rucsellg Cornowall Lewis (War offico)p and the 

Duke of Somerset should be diemiased from office and 

rcplnced by Itatronger" men, The article, howeverv express. 
(2) 

to ed confidence that Palmerston would "uphold national honour. 

'In receipt of Lincoln's atatement calling for, moderation 

and predicting that there would be no war unless Britain 

were seeking a pretext, the Courqnt decl%ired: "We confess 

vie see more cunning than innocent self-reliance herot" 

and proferrined to believe 

on Lincoln's part to put 

for war, It maintained 

with the mob in preparnt 

1111is / 

that this was merely a manouuvre 

himself in the right Iv, - 
., 

preparation 

that Lincoln was currying favour 

ion for rejecting Russell's note. 

.. xamineart 21 D. Cerabw-r. '4 

(2) Courant, 14 DeCa. mbur. 

-i 
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"His is after all a policy of de8perationt" declared the 

Courant, "but it is a very natural policy for an incapable 

government in such a position aB Mr. Lincolnfall, The 

paper pointed out that even if Lincoln were set on a 

policy of complying with Russellts noteg he would have to 

put it into effect in the teeth, not only of the "mob". 

but of Congress and the Navy Department, both of which 

had officially approved of Wilkes' action. 
(1) 

The Tory organ subsequently returned to the attack 

on Russell and other Cabinet members which it regarded as 

too weak. Russell in particular was accused of being 

incompetent for his post and "inexpressably ludicrous" in 
(2) 

his failure to take a stronger stand against America. 

Several days laterp after aulogising Palmerston's leader- 

ship qualities, the Cournnt again attacked Russell, Lewis, 

and Somerset# and this time added Gladstone to its list 

of undesirable Cabinet members - chiefly on the grounds 
(3) 

of his "reckless and dangerous" financial policy. 

Alexander Rus8elq the editor of the Scotsmanp was 

close / 

(1) Courant, 20 December. 

(2) Courant, 21 December. 

(3) Ibidt 30 December. 
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close to the Palmerston Government throughout the period 

of the war (as was Delano of the Times) and this wan 

especially true during the time of the Trent, crisis when 

the Scotsmqn reflected the views of the ministry quite 

closely. At least one article was directly inspired by 
(1) 

Palmerston himself. 

On the 25th the Scotsman speculated at length on the 

awaited American reply and decided that there was not much 

to be hoped from it if Seward and his circle had much to 

say in the framing of it, in view of their previous 

hostility towards Europe. 
(2) 

On the following day the 

paper discussed the commercial panic which the crisis had 

caused in America and declared that business circles there 

might act as a restraining influence, although the reck- 

les8ness of Seward and the passions of the mob might 

nullify their efforts. It reported that Government circles 

in London were expecting a warv although it also mentioned 

that a number of Americana in Britain were predicting that I 

Washington would yield. An American refusal or evasion 

of Russell's note would lead to an immediate breachp the 

Scotamnn declared, although hostilities might be postponed 

until Parliament reassembled. In connection with reports 

of 

(1) See History of the Tjmesq 11,383, f. n. 1; JPMHA, XLV9 
112-1131 (HeR y Adams-. Iý. Everett, 27 Dec. 18617-. 

Scotsman, 25 December. 
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of further American demonstrations in favour of Captain 

Wilkesp the paper maintained that the participants were 
(1) 

really celebrating the insult to the British flag. 

On the 31st, in a resume of the first year of the warg 

the Cournnt declared: "The spectacle there has been at 

once newer and richer in promise of great moral losoona 

than that prosented to us anywhere else. " The Cotirant 

now came out strongly in favour of the Confederacyp and 

praised the Rebels for bringing on the crisis with 

"ingenuityg decision and aptitudelf. The Cournnt wont on 

to attack American "insolence" and declared that the 

British stand on the Trent "affords gratifying proof that 

the Manchester School has been less successful in demoral- 
(. 01) 

ising the popular mind than might have been feared-11 

However, the popular outburst against America had begun to 

subside before the end of the month, and the American 

consul in Glasgow reported at the end of the year that the 
(3) 

mass of the people were for peace. 

The Trent affair was eagerly taken up by the Scottish 

reviews. Although the December edition of Blackwood's 

came / 

Scotsmqn, 26 December 1861. 

(2) Courantq 31 December. 
(3) Prettyman-Sewardv 31 December 1861. 
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came out before news of the Trent reached Scotland, the 

issue contained an important article entitled "A Month 

with the Rebels" by Baron Bourke of Connemarat an Irish 

landlordt who had travelled through the South in the first 

autumn of the war. It was the first of a series of 

articles in the Magn by upper class pro-Confederate 

visitors to the Gonf ederacy. All of these articles gave 

highly coloured pictures of a heroic Southern aristocracy 

united in the determination to throw off the yoke of the 

Northern mob. These accounts were also all filled with 

assurances that the Rebels could never be subdued, and 

thus lent great support to the efforts to induce Govern- 

ment intervention to halt the war. 

Through the good offices of Sir James Forgwsonp Tory 

M. P. for Ayrshire and a member of the extreme pro-Confeder- 

ate party in Parliamentq Blackwood established contact with 

Bourke and persuaded him to write up his visit for the 

MaRR. Bourke, who was in close touch at the time with 

Dudley Mannq the Confederate representativep proceeded to 

write an extremuly pro-Confederate and anti-American 

article, giving a full recitation of such Southern griev- 

ances as the Morrill Tariff and the growing threat of 

Abolitioni8M. The South wan pictured as unanimously 

behind / 
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behind the Rebellion and the Border States as rife with 

Secession feeling. Touching vignettes were included of 

self -sacrificing Southern womanhoodp busily sewing for 

the troops in the field. The North, on the other hand, 

was dominated by a Itraging democracylto which had imprisoned 

all the beat elementsp as Bourke described the Southern 

sympathisers. After lamenting for 11genius, virtue and 

integrity, now languishing in Fort La Payette'tp the Baron 

predicted that they would eventually emerge to rule what 

was left of the North after the war. Baron Bourke wro e 

another belligerent article for the January edition of 

Blackwoodtst in which he dilated upon "the ýrobability of 
(2 

war with the Northern States of America". E. B. Hamleyv 

one of Blackwood's leading contributors# also %Yrote another 

article for the January issue entitled "The Convulsions or 

Americallp which was probably the most violent of all the 

BlackwoodIn articles dealing with Amarica during the civil 

War. Hamley wrote in terms fiercely hostile to America 

and strongly sympathieed with the Rebels. Denouncing 

those in Britain who felt regret over the warg he declared 

that it was the best thing for America as it would wipe 

out 

(1) Blackwood's-Magazine, XLt 755 et seq. (Dee 
0 1861); 

Bourke-Blackwoodp 19 October 1861; Ibid, n. d., (end of 
October? ). 

(2) Blackwood'sp XLIj 102 et seq. 
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out democracy there. He urged Britain to make war on 

America over the Trent and to diBregard any American 

attempt at reparation. 
(1) 

Blackwood's articles during thin period contributed 

immensely to the tension between Britain and America and 

did much to stimulate anti-British feeling in Americap 

much to the delight of the pro-Confederates. Blackwood 

and hie friends# in collaboration with Dudley Mannv the 

Confederate representative, arranged for special shipments 

of the publication to America in order to encourage the 

Rebels and their Northern sympathisers. 
(2) 

Hamley's 

article calling-for war over the Trent created particular 

havoc, and was objected to by the American Government. 

The Blnckwood's circle regarded their work with the 

irresponsible hilarity of mischievous schoolboys; Baron 

Bourke, for instance# referring to Hamley's article, and 

the American reactiong remarked: "I hope it has given Mr. 

Seward the Btomach-ache", 
(3) 

Even the American Abolition- 

iota were strongly influenced by the Blackwood'a articleog 

which / 

(1) Blackwood's, XLI,, 118-30. 

(2) Bourke-Blackwoodt 26 Nov. 1861; Ibid, 28 Nov. 

(3) Bourke -Blackwood 9 dated only "Thursday".. Inlern-s! Leirid6dZe 
ta. ditatec the letterwim written in the early spring of 1862. 
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which for a time helped to deepen the rift between the 

American Anti-Slavery Society and the Edinburgh Emancipa- 

tionists. Writing to America Eliza Wigham denounced the 

magazine and pleaded with her American colleagues not to 

accept the articles as representative of Scottish opinion. 

"No wonder thy newspapers were exasperated when they read 

such articleop" wrote Miss Wighamt "but do not think our 

own friends would do more than glance them over and cast 

them aside. I hope thou wilt not in future accept such 

things as exponents of British feeling. " 

The North British-Review declared that there was an 

imminent threat of war and criticised the conduct of Americap 

although it expressed the hope that America. would be reason- 
(2) 

able and that there would be no war. The magazine 

shared the widespread belief that Lincoln and Seward would 

not have the courage or strength to return the Commissioners 

in the fact of the chauvinist passions of the Northern 

masses / 

(1) E. Wigham-Saml. Mayo Jr., 28 March 1862, JameS Spence 
attempted to persuade Blackwood to accept an article by 
himself attacking Bright's appeal at Rochdale for a peace- 
ful settlement of , 

the Trent affair. In spite of Spence'n 
promise to write in "a spirited yet polite tone and with 
what one might term a telling style, " the offer came to 
nought. (Spence-Blackwood, 11 Dec. 1861). Although he 
later accepted an article from Spencep Blackwood's relations 
with the arch-Confederate apologist always remained cool. 
Spence's parvenue background and his flirtations with the 
pro-Confederate section of the Liberals probably prejudiced 
him in the eyes of the E&burgh Tories. (see Spence-Black- 
wood correspondence in te Blackwood papers). 
(2) Xn_Pri: t_RP_v. qLXVq 129-34 (Jan. 1862). This periodical 

was Free Church-Liberal in outlook. 
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masses. "Their domeatic embarrass-manto ..... may convince 

every Federalist whose senses have not yot forsaken him 

that it is uscleso to persist; but the President and his 

Minister will no less be ruined men; and we must be 
(1) 

prepared for any and all attempts to evade the difficulty. " 

After a detailed analysis of the case the N. B. Review 

came to the conclusion that it was an example of Americals-, 

calculated hostility toward Britain and that Amorica wan 

looking forward to an eventual clash. The article# how- 

evert attacked slavery and expressed abhorrence of the 

idea of fighting in alliance with the Confederacy. 

Discussing the legal implications of the blockadep 

the Edinburgh Review concluded that it was of doubtful 

legality. The American action over the Trent was also 

attacked and the writer declared that Mason and Slidell 

were protected by the British flag and in any case were of 

the status of envoy. The writer went on to criticise the 

whole policy of searching neutral veaselep attacked America 

for not holding to the Declaration of Paris in this matterp 

and attempted to argue that the right of search had some- 

how lapsed in the course of the fifty years since the 

Napoleonic Wars. At any ratep the article argued, since 

Britain / 

(1) No. Brit. Rev. p LXVp 129. 
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Britain was the greatest maritime power, it must be her 

policy to confine these rights within strict limits. 
(1) 

In the early days of the now year the supporters of 

peace continued their efforts to smooth relations with 

America. One opponent of war called for international 

arbitration of the Trent questionp and stressed the absurd- 

ity of going into a war which would not settle the dispute 

in question. The same person criticised the Scotsman 

for opposing arbitration although he admitted that the 

American Government was "reckless and unprincipled" and 

that the Americans were in the wrong in the affair. 
(2) 

The N. B. Daily Mail imnediately credited the firat 

reports of America's conciliatory attitude and explained 

that Lincoln and his Cabinet had had to wait until popular 

passions had died down and that they were now ready to 

make "every reasonable concession", The Mail went on to 

speculate what effects a settlement would have on British 

industry and trade and observed that if Britain remained 
(3) 

neutral "the Civil War must go on for a long time". 

The / 

(1) Edinburgh Review, LXV, 258 at seq. The article dio- 
cussed several books on belligerent and neutral rights, 
including The Law of Nations considered ns-Independent 
Political Communities, by Travers Twiesp and Two Lecture 

on the Present AmericWý Warp by Mountague Bernard. 

(2) Scotsman, 4 Jan. 1862 - letter to the editor. 
(3) N. B. 

-DailY -Mailv 
4 Jan. 
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The Mail predicted that the cotton supply would run 

out and then a demand would arise f or the breaking of the 

blockado. The Mail opposed such interventiont which, it 

declared, would lead to war with America and would in the 

end probably not result in getting much cotton. The 

correct alternativet the paper declaredt was to develop 

cotton culture in India and elsewhere and thus end the 

dependance on America. 
(1) 

In cominenting further on the 

oubsidence of war feeling in Americap the Mail observed 

that some Americans wished to settle accounts with Britain 

at the conclusion of tho Civil War. Thd Mail produced 

two quotations from the New York Herald calling for the 

confiscation of British property and mentioned rumours 
(2) 

that tho Administration was behind this suggestion. 

Two days later the Mail announced that tha American Union 

must be spoken of in the past tense# and that the American 

combatants were now fighting as separate nations rather 
(3) 

than as factions within one state. However, the paper 

continued to defend the American Governmentt as distinct 

from the press and the "mob". 

With / 

(1) NBDjAp 4 January. 

(2) Ibidp 6 January. 

(3) lbidv 8 January. 

(4) e. g. 0 Ibido 9 January. 
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With the opening of the new year came news that 

Amurican public opinion was becoming calmer. The Mercury 

gave considerable apace to these reports and rejoiced that 

even the New York Harn1d now urged tha return of Mason and 

Slidell. The Mercury attacked the activities of the 

chauvinist elements in both countriesp and especially in 

Britain ..... the American rejoicing over the seizure was 

understandablep the Mercur heldv in view of the war 

situation and the volatile nature of the American character; 

the Americans did not intend a calculated insult to Britainp 

and now that their exuborance had died down they were 

willing to be reasonable and peacoful. 

The Ifercul: y also issued a long blast against the Timn 

for the part which it had played in whipping up war hysteriag' 

especially in the light of its most recent comment calling 

for an underntanding with America only after the war feeling; 

had begun to die down. Prior to that, declared the 
(2) 

Mercury, the Timas had been doing its beat to incite war. 

Later the Mercury extended ita indictment to all of the 

pro-Governwnt organs. The Scotsman was especially singled 

out and denounced for ita practice of issuing annRrds which 

it / 

Cal. Mer., 2 Jan. 1862. 

(2) Ibidp 4 January. 
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it would deny on the following day. The Scotsman, 

dencribed aEi 'four local Munchhausen'#p was denounced in 

particular for i8suing falBe rumours about intervontioniat 

propoaals by Louis Napoleon and concerning statements 

falsely alleged to have been made by General Scott. The 

objects of the Whig press were averred to be "to excite 

1 
(1) 

public feeling and probably to affect business on Change. " 

IYhen news finally arrived that America had acceded to the 

demand for the release of Mason and Slidell# the Mercur 

asked: "Who is right now? - the sanguinary journals who 

asked the British public to believe that the American 

Governnv. -nt designed deliberately to insult the British 

flagg or the so-called peace journals, ourselves among 

the numberp who hold that nations, like individualsp are 

liable to make mistakes# and that thore are other and 

better means of settling international difficultias than 

by despatching thousands of souls into another world by 

the leaden messengers of an American gun't, The paper 

proceeded to analyse and attack the influence of tha war 

party and press and called for an end to "sensation- 

mongaring" in the press - asserting that America could 

suppose / 

Cal. Mer. 97 January. 
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suppose with justice from the hostile tone of much of 

the press that British sympathy generally was with the 

Rebela rather than the Ifnionisti3. 

Whatever the reason# the Scotsman did indeed, an the 

Mercur pointed outt effect a change of tone towards the 

end of the crisis# and when the American note wan received, 

the paper described it as: "The glad tidings of yesterday, 

that war between two great and kindred nations had boen 

escaped.... The American Government has done the right 

thing in a right way. " Although the Scotsmnn expressed 

certain doubts as to the American attitude and complained 

that Lincoln should have released Mason and Slidell 

immediately inatead of waiting to be pressedt it neverthe--ý 

less criticiaed certain newspapers for gloating over the 

American compliance. "Anything like swagger, triumphp 

or tauntq ought to be utterly avoided as unseemly, unmanly# 

and emphatically un-English (sic). In any view the 

American statesmen must be regarded as having been put to 

a sore trial, feeling contending with reasonp and pride 

with justice; and their difficulties were enormously 

aggravated by the reckless and blatant manner in which the 

press and the orators seemed to commit the country to a 

course / 

(1) Cal. Mer., 9 January 1862. 
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therefore a duty which we owe to them and also to our- 

selves not to be critical, but rather to be somawhat 

unobservant - and to seek opportunitiest not for shabby 

tauntsp nor patronising forgiveness, but for friendly 

and hearty compliments. " 
(1) 

On the news of the return of Maeon and Slidell the 

Mrtil stated that Lincoln was right in delaying this action 

in order to allow paosiona to cool down. At the same time, 

the paper urged Britain to be prepared for an American 

attempt at revenge after the Civil Warg and urged the 

Governmentp as a precautionary measureq to build naval 

dockyards on the Clyde, rather than on the Mersey as had 

been suggested by Laird. When America's compliance 

wan finally confirmedq the Mail declared that future 

relations between the two countriee would depend on whether 

Washington had submitted from a sense of right or from one 

of expediency combined with a determination to got revenge 

later. The successful termination of the dispute was 

attributed to Palmerston and Russellp for the strong stand 
(3) 

which they took. On the other hand, the American 

Government 

(1) Scotsman, 10 January 1862. 

(2) NBDM, g 9 January. 

(3) lbidt 10 January. 

U 
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Government was criticioad for its handling of the cane 

and particularly for its delay in complying with the 

British note. 
(1) 

The'Mail, howevert reassured: "Our 

American counins that our warlike preparationa are only 

precautionary and that if they bohavo themselves as other 

civilined peoples do they have nothing to fear from US. " 

The Mnil affirmed that a quick and was impossible and 

predictod that recognition of the Confederacy might 

eventually become necessaryp althoup: h it averred that "the 
(3) 

strictest neutrality" was the best policy for the present. 

On the sixteenth the Couvint indulged in a long criti- 

ciam of Seward's reacons for returning Ma8on and Slidell 

and pointed out that the American Secretary of State still 

claimed the right of search and held that only the manner 

of the seizure was wrong (i. e. the Trent had not been 

brought before a prize court). The Courantp howevert 

wan forced to admit that I'Mr. Seward cuts a more respect- 

able literary figure than expected". 

The Courant admitted that: "The Federal Government 

have / 

1) NBDMq 15 January. 
2ý Ibidj 16 January. 
3 NBD,, Ap 17 January 1862. On the following day a leader in 

the Mail discussed the American paper money and declared 
thaf-. -ITA-m-erica has abundance of inherent value in her cottong 
timber, corn and woolp but these are not available in such 
an emorgancy't and we do not hesitate to regard the paper 
money ach, -. = as but the beginning of the end. " - againt 
obviously the voice of the cautious Scottish business man. 
(NBDM, 

p 18 January)e 

1 
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have acted with discretion and the Northern people with 

a continence which we are hardly entitled to expect from 

them" Howeverp the Tory organ ridiculed the claims of 

the peace party and came to the conclusion opposite to 

that of the Mercury in the matter - namely that America 

had bowed to superior force and not to the pleas of the 

peace party. The Coiirant concluded that America should 
(1) 

not be taken seriounly any longer. 

Although the great majority of Soots were undoubtedly 

pleased with the peaceful settlement of tho criaict great 

disappointment prevailed among the more chauvinist section 

of the Scottish Tories. One of them sunimed up these 

feelings in a letterv declaring: "It appears to no that 

the Federal Governmentq or rather wo should oayt the 

American people, have degraded the national character and 

affronted their origin in the noblu Anglo-Saxon race by 

the manner in which they met and yielded to tho first 

demand of England for reparation and restitution. When 

a generous, high-minded gentleman finds he has inadvertently 

wronged a friend and neighbour, he at once confesses his 

error and apologisesp and there is an end of the matter; 

but the braggart and mean-spirited Americans do not scruple, 

while / 

(1) CourRnt, 10 January. 

I 
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while admitting thuy are in the wrong, to proclaim to the 

world that they have only yielded to fear of chaotioement 

and soothe their vanity by vowing eternal hatred and 

vengeance against Lngland whenever they are able to injure 

r" her. rul7o their humiliation is great and glaring# 
(1) 

although inflicted by thcir own hands.... " 

In the Fdbruarg issue of Blackwoidtn G. R. Gleip, gave 

vent to the same fe--ling in in article on the defence of 
(2) 

Canada. Gleig admitted reluctantly that the war threat 

had subsidedg but he hastened to predict that this was 

only temporary. He maintained that the kmerican people 

and Governmant weru still hostile to Britain and that: 

"The kmericanB have been coerced into an act of JuaticOt 

which they performed with the least possible grace-11 He 

went on to preach the inevitability of a war with Americap 

dwelling with a glee somewhat unbecoming to a Christian 

clergyman upon the hostile measures Britain would carry 

out when the long-awaited clash finally occurred - "We shall 

assail their harbourst burn their fleets# destroy their 

commercet and keep their whole seaboard in a state of 

constant alarm. " 

The / 

1 Courant, 14 January 1862 - letter to the editor. 
2 Blackwood's. M. 228 et seq. (February 1862). 
3 It should be noted in this connection that Gleig had 

served with the Brit. army in America in 1812-13 and had been 
wounded at the capture of Washington. 
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The Duko of Argyll expre8sed hin joy over the settle- 

ment in a letter to Sumner. However, the Duke criticised 

part of Sewardta despatch on the Trent which hold that 

Wilkes was wrong only in not bringing the ship before a 

prize court. "If this principle be acted upon"., the 

Duke admonished Sumner, "we shall be at the point of war 

every week. " Urging that the American Government Rhould 

recognise refugee rights under a neutral I "lag at sea, the 

Duke asked Sumner to use his influence in America to make 

clear the British position. 

Dr. Guthrie expresned hie own approval of the oettle- 

ment but at the same time gave vent to that stronp residue 

of hostility which the affair had left, even in some of 

the most liberal minds. 

"We are all rejoicing in the tidingn from America. 

I believe that if we had felt ourselves compelled to 90 to 

war the Government would have been heartily bRcked by the 

nation, for the Yankees are not likedl and slavery and 

their complicity with it are deeply detestedg and then it 

was felt that if they should be allowed in this matter to 

insult us with impunity, such is their vanityp pridep and 

haughtiness and unscrupulousness that there would have been 

no / 

TPIIHA. 0 XLVIIv 96-8 (Argyll-Sumnerg 10 Jan. 1862). 
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no living in thio world with thum, even with the Atlantic 

butween ue. However, the war would have boon a shocking 

aff air. The wholu management of this affair will atrong- (1) 
than the Govarnment in which I rejoice. '' 

Eliza Wigham exprossed her relief over the peaceful 

settlement of the crisis and did her best to reassure the 

American Abolitioni3to that there was a general denire for 

peace in Scotland. She refermd to the strong anti-war 

position taken by W. E. Baxterp as more repracentative of 

tho general feeling. 

On 11 January Edinburgh received a visit from Glad- 

stone, who delivered two speeches in Leith and Edinburgh. 

The Chancellor of the Exchuquar called for good relations 

with the American Oovernment and praised the latter for 

its handling of tho crisis. 
(2) 

However, in one of his 

speeches at Leith he aeserted that the original widaspread 

sympathy for the Union had waned as the idea of re-union 

ecemed to be becoming unrealictic - an interesting fore- 

shadowing of his famous pro-Confederate speech at Newcastle 
(3) 

in the following October. 

on 

(1) Dr. Guthrie-Duchess of Argyll, 16 Jan. 1862 (Guthrie 
Pý ers, Nat. Lib. of Gcotland). 
(I Sentsmnn 

't 
13 January. 1862. Gladstone was Lord Rector of 

the University at this time and was also looking after the 
interests of the Scottish Episcopalians. 
(3) NBDMq 13 January. 
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:1 
On 22 January, a prayer meeting assembled In the Froe 

Church Assum-bly Hall at tha Mound to give thanks for th-- 

maintenanca of peace with Amarien. Thanks were offered 

to God for guiding tha Government to a peaceful settlemant 

and blessings were aought for both countries. The plat- 

form was occuDled by prominent clergy and laymen of the 

Free Church and U. P. denominationn. On the saw. day, 

Edward Ellice, V. P., whose family had larga raal estate 

investments in Americat spoke at St. Andrews in favour of 

the peaceful settlement of the crisis. He attacked the 

Confederates and urged that Britain give no encouragement 

to slavery. However, he suggested that it might help 

towards abolition if the Southern Gtatea were allowed to 

go in peace, since, in his opinion, slavery could not 

survive without the Fugitive Slave Lay; and the co-operation 
(2) 

of the Northern States. 

Meanwhile, trade, which had been completely depressed 

during the Trent affairp began to revive after the cettle- 

ment had been R-rrangedg and on 23 January# the American 

consul / 

(1) Scotsynfing 23 January. The meeting was presided over 
by C-apt. Grobe, R. N., and among those on the platform were 
Lord Rad8tock, Uaj. Gen. Andorsonp Lt-Col. Davidsong the 
Reverend Prof. Duncan. Rev. J. J. Wood, Rev, Dr. Johnstonj 
Rev. 0. D. Cullen, Rev. C. J. Brown, Sheriff Cleghorn, and 
Mr. Craigic of Falconhall. 

ScotsmRn, ow3 January. 

I F y. 
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consul reported that a ship had just left for America 

with the largeot cargo of drT goods ever to be chipped 

there from the Clyde. 

An interenting sidelight of the war scare resulting 

from the Trent crisis was the sudden concern for Scottish 

coastal defences, as memories were stirred of the incur- 

sions of Paul Jones at the time of the American Revolution. 

A correspondent, signing himself wrote to the 

Scotsmnn warning that the towns on the Firth of Forth were 

unprotected and urging that fortificationn should be erected 

to defend Leith. For thin purpose he called for the 

immediate erection of batteries at Inchkeith -a step which 

had been planned several years previously but had not as 

yet been carried. out. "It certainly will cause much 

dissatisfaction and regret, " the writer warnedp Ilif we 

delay constructing the batteries until the town of Leith 

has been burned by some succesnor of Paul Jones. " (2)'-'. 

On the heels of the Trent affair came the controversial 

incident of the 'Intone fleet". The American NavY had sunk 

a number of old vessels filled with stones outside Charles- 

ton harbour in order to block up aeveral of the subsidiary 

channels / 

(i 
(ý) 

Prettyman-Seward, 23 January 1862. 
2 Scotsman, 25 Dee. 1861. 

i-Ye 
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channels. The episode was welcomed by those circles 

which 'had been dicappointed with the pacific solution of 

the Trent affair. The press declsred that it was an 

attempt to destroy Charleston harbour permanently and that 

it was a prelude to similar operations outside of other 

Southern ports. Encouraged by suggestions from Louis 

Napoleon, the 'Intone fleet" became a pretext for renewing 

the cry for intervention. In BInckwood1p, 11amley enquired: 

"How long will the great powers of Europe stand by and see 

such enormities corymaitted? " Calling for the imwdiate 

recognition of the Confederacy and the breaking of the 

blockade, Hamley called for war with America and predicted 

that tho Union would shortly dinintegrate. The Scotsmqni 
on Eg 

also denounced the "stone fleet". and commented favourably ý 

suggestiona for intervention put forward by Louis Napoleonvý 

who, according to the Scotomnn, wished to "do something I 

towards bringing to an and a %yar whose barbarous Flets and 

Ij 
2 

very nature are a discredit to civilisation and humanity. 

In Glasgor the N. B. Daily MR , increaeingly alarmed 

over the growing menace of the cotton famine, used the 

"stone / 

(1) 21501cwflodls XCI, 121t et Seq. 

(2) Scots-nqnA. 11 %Tanuary 1862. 

L 



"stone fleet" as a pretext for launching an attack on the 

blockade. In spito of its previous support for tho 

Feduraln, the Mail now considered favourably the poosi- 

bility of intervening with the aid or France. IlIf such 

a course ic adoptedt" the Mnil arguedg "the Couth may soon 

be laid open to the commarce of the worldt and there will 

be noma hope of our present embarrassmant (i. e. tho cotton 

famine) being removed. 

For a time, the genural hostility toward Amt; rica 

, Ahich had been aroused by the Trent affairg was revived 

by thu preas campaign. &liza Wigham. informed the American 

Abolitionists that the incident had "aroused intense dia- 

gUst" in Scotland even among her own Abolitionist aesoci- 

ates, but addud that on second thoughts, the j; presentation 

of the episode by the preco was suspected; "Our minds are 

altering when we underatand it a little bottert and I hope 

that we shall soon know that your Governwnt had no such (2) 
inhuman intention (i. e. of permanently destroying the por 

We have ceen that the settlement of the Trent crisis 

resulted in a general f eeling of relief and a popular 

reaction in favour of Americaq and also that9 on the other 

hand / 

(1) NBD! 4,21 January. 

(2) Z. Vdgham - S. May Jr., 24 January 1862. 
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handq a renewed agitation against the Federals was corr- 

mencod in prese and political circles. On 23 Janunry 1862 

the American consul in Glasgrow warned Seward that the 

Tories had launched a campaipm, to raise the blockade. 

The Dress enmpaign against the Itstone fleet" vine a part of 

this effort, since the looming threat of a cotton famine 

made the blockade a vulnerable target for pro-Confedorate 

.,, 
r) received a propaganda. The pro-Confederate campair 

great impetus from the publication and subsequent popularitY 

of Jnmes Spence's Arnericqn 11nion. Spence's work was 

the chief piece of pro-Oonfederate apoloFaties to apnear 

in Britain durinp the viar and hRd a great effect in 

moulding upper class oDinion on the issues of the Civil 

War. 
(3) 

In the courne of his apology in favour of the 

Rebellion, Spence streased several main themenp which were 

adopted by the Confederate aympathisers in Scotland. In 

the first place he argued at length in favour of the "states 

rights" interpretation of the American Constitutiont upon 

which the Secessionists rested their legal case. In the 

second / 

(1) Prettyman-Sewardt 23 January 1862. 

(2) James Spencet The Amarlenn TInlonp Londonp 1861; revised 
oditionp 1862. 

(3) E. D. Adamsp Grent Britain and the American Civil VIRrj_ 
19 183. "Spence's bookt" assurts Adams, 'Trapi ly went 
through many editionsp was widely readg and furnished the 
evidence for many a pro-Southern editorial. Spence himself 
soon became the intimate friend and adviser of Mason. " 
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second place Spence stressed the certainty of a Confederate 

victory in the war -a view supported by the "military 

experts" of the day. Thirdlyp Spence although profencing 

to be anti-slavery# was at great pains to explain that the 

system had many extenuating features and was in many 

respects the best thing for the negro, in his present state 

of ignorance and barbarism. Indeed, the book contained 

throughout a great amount of racialist doctrine. The 

racial purity of the Southern whites was contrasted with 

the debased and "mongrelised" composition of the Northern 

population. This latter theme was closely interwoven. with 

Spence's political thesis that democracy was a decadent and 

inferior form of government which could not stand up to 
(1) 

the superior qualities of the Southern ruling class- At 

the came time Spence made extensive use of tho old Garrison- 

ian argument that secession would facilitate emancipation 
(0) A. j 

and even quoted Garrison to. that effect. 

Spence's clever pleading man, 4ged to appeal not only 

to the Tories and reactiongries, but also to many Liberals: - 

those who were horrified at the Morrill Tariff; those who 

were eager to espouse the cause of some oppressed nation- 

ality; and those who had been won over to the old 

Garriaonian / 

(1) e. g., Spence, wo-cit., (rev. ed. ). 75-76. 

(2) e. g., Ibidp 76. 
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Oarrinonian idea that tho severance of the South from the 

Porth would facilitate the emancipation of the slaves. 

Spence managed to lull many uneasy consciences by 

suggesting vaguely that the Confederates would gradually 

emancipate their slaves once they had established thoir 

indepundenco. The Free Church North British Reviczf for 

instance, awallor-od the bait com letuly and gave the boollob 
(1ý 

a highly favourable ruception. 

Attacking the American Governmont for not recognining 

"the ruvolutionary character" of the Civil Warp thu 

Edinburgh-Roview accepted Spencu's argumunt, that the United 

States had been permanently dissolved by the secession of 

the Bouthurn States and that the Constitution was no longor 

valid even in the North. After an exposition of the 

1'status' rights" interpretation of the Conntitutionp the 

article went on to quote Spenco on the violencu and law- 
(2) 

lensness prevailing in America. Ancerting that 

America would alwayn be an international troublemakorp the 

article pointed to the apparent failure of the Federal 

Government to reassert its authority in the South, and 

enquired / 

(1) I-To. Brit. Rov. p XXXVI,, 233-72 (Feb. 1862)e 

(2) The examples referred to to illustrate theF; e tandencien 
were actually all applicable primarily to the Southerners - 
i. e. aggression in Mexico and the Caribbeanj lynching, and 
the assault on Sumner. 



enquired: "Ofin we indeed long avoid entertaining seriously 

the recognition of the Southern States Rs a de facto 

independent government? ...... The recognition of the South 

is a mere question of time. The article argued that the 

Federal Government had ceaaed for a year to exercise 
do Nato authority over the southern states and that 

British interests -would have to be protected by entering 

into relations Y; ith the Richmond Government. The restora- 

tion of the Union was described as a "chimera" and the 

writer asserted that "The States of Europe have a full 

right to recognine the Southern Confederacy whenever they 

conceive that it suits their own interests to do PO-" 

The article concluded by declaring that the existence of 

slavery in the southern states was irrelevant to the 

question of recognition. 

Viben Charles Summer, in a speech on January . 0, attackedýt 

the "Auropean movement for recognition, Henry Reeve (editor 

of the Edinburgh Review) referred the Senator to the above 

article, and wrote: 

"I am able to state that the doctrinest argumentnt and 

views contained in that article are assented to by many, 

perhaps I might say most, of the highest legal authoritiee 

in 

(1) Edinburph Revierip CXV, 258 et seq. 



in this country. --. -We continue to watch with the graatest, 

,,, 
qle, although interest your great strug -we don't share your 

views about the mon. whom you call 'rebels' or 'traitorslp 

but who are to you exactly what Washington and Franklin 

viere to Great Britain in 1776.1 think another three 

months will decide the content; if the South is conquered 

or gives in by that time, well and good. If not, the tirne 
be 

will/come for Europe to recognine the Southern Confederation 

ks all the great powers of Europe will probably get 

toFethor you will have to submit or go to war with all 

mankind. 

"Hitherto, En;, rlnnd is the least disposed of all the 

powers (except Russia) to recognise the Couth. France and 

Suain would readily d, ) so immediately. They have been 

held back by England; and I do not think that when Parlia- 

ment meets any immediate steps will be tnkon to urge the 

recognition. But unless a very great change npeedilY 

occurs in the attitude of the combntante, we almost all 

recognine the recognition of the South as an inevitable 

occurrence, and it is my own belief that this will bring 

about the termination of the Civil War. " 
(2) 

In 

(1) The identification Of Europe with "all mRnkind" is an 
interesting reflection of tile thinking of the period. 
(2) JPZATIAt XLVIIp 94-6. The letter is dated 28 January. 
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In December Blackwood himself had predicted that the 

superior resources of the Unionists would in the end be 
(1) 

overcome by the superior spirit of the Rebels. Early 

in the following year, BlRekwood Ip enrried a long article 
(2) 

by Hamley prqising the American Union. In discussing 

SIDence's contention that the Rebols could maintain them- 

selves because of thephycical nature of the war theatre, 

Hamley confessed that there had been some change for the 

worse in the Confederatest position during the early 

months of 1862. Unlike mont ofthe contemporary"experts", 

Hamley did recognise the importance of the Western theatre 

of operations, and admitted that the capture of Forts 

Henry and Donelson by General Orant were important local 

successes for the Federals. Howeverg lie came to the 

conclusion, based upon analogous campaigns in Europe# that 

the Union armies would not be able to leave the big river 

valleys, and they would be held up by such factors an the 

vast distancest poor communicationst mountain rangesp and 

hostile population of the Southern states. Using a 

classic / 

(1) Blackwoodtsp XCp 767. 

(2) Blackwood's, XCIv 524. Sir Zldward Bruce Hamley was a 
regular army officer and a regular contributor to BlqckwooLIS* 
He wrote a number of books, chiefly on military topics, 
The Operntions of Wn p explained and illustrated, lot ed. t 
. iýdinburgh and London 1866; The Story of the CampRign of 
SebRstoT)ol, Londonp i8bb. 

Hamley was a stron Uarlylean and 
wrote a long essay entitled ThomsR Carlylet 

ý2nd 
ed. , Edin- 

burgh, 1881). 
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classic expedient of many military "experts", he argued 

that the extensive Withdrawals carried out by the Rebel 

forces were actually atrengthening the Confederacy from 

a military point of view, in that they resulted in shorten- 

ing their fronts and lines of communications. 
(1) 

Hamley did favour British intervention in the war as 

long as the Rebels seemed able to resist unaidedt although 
(2) 

he attacked the recognition of the blockade. 

During the early part of 1862 the Courant, continued 

to suggest that European intervention'might be neceesary 

in the near futura. On 28 January, the Tory organ 

declared: "The leaders of Europe are obliged to lay their 

heads together to consult whether# in the cause of civiliza-, 

tionp we ought not to stop an American Civil War as the 

police do a prize fight. " In order to bolster up its 

campaign for interventiong the Cournnt was forced to 
, 

reverse its earlier contention that the Confederates were 

rebels and the Fedurals conservatives fighting to uphold 

constitutional authority: "A round dozen of republics 

separating from another batch of republics cannot be 

1ý3) practically-viewed as rebele for any purpose whatsoevere 

At 

(1) Bl-, Ickwoodtst XCIp 532. 

(2) Ibidp 534. 

(3) Courant, 28 January. 

I 
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At the same time the Courant was forced to notice the 

Federal advances and victories in the early months of 1862. 

The capture of Forts Henry and Donaldson by General Grant 

were admitted to be important victories, although the 

balance of overall success was declqred to lie witlAhe 

Confederates in view of the fact that the odds were against (1) 
them. 

In the middle of April the Cniirqn admitted that the 

Federal armies were still advancing, but stressed the 

determination of the Confederates to fight on. Corinth 

on the Ilississipi was designated as the most important 

point of the war, and the paper warned that the Confeder- 

ates must defend the Memphiat Charleston# Mobile rail syetem 

if they were to have a reasonable hope of holding their own. 

The CRledonian Mercur rejoiced at the Federal 

successes in the- -early spring and doseribed-, the fall of New 

Orleans and Newbern, the coastal invasion of North Carolina, 

etc. t as "humiliating Confederate failures", 
(2) 

At the 

end of April the Mercury devoted two columns to refuting a 

pro-Confederate speech made by Gladstone to the Manchester 

Chamber of Conimerce. It contranted this latter address 

with the Chancellor's previoun speech in favour of 

neutrality / 

(1) a. g., 'Courantt 13 March,, 3 April. 

(2) Caledonian Mercury, 5 April* 
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neutrality made at Leith. The Mercury denied tha wide- 

appaRd belief exprussed by Gladstone thqt it would be 

impossible to subdua the Oonfederntesg and predicted 

%accurately that the Confederates would eventually be beaten 

and that they would submit, rather than fight to the finish 

as martyrs for their cause. 

The battle between thelMonitor and the Merrimac, 

which heralded the eclipse of wooden warships by iron ones, 

received conBiderable attention in Scotland. The Cour%xnt 

pointed out that the battba proved Britain's need for iron ! 

shipap and in Glasgowl where the rapidly growing iron ship- 

building industry was on the look-out for Government con- 

tractep the N. 
-B. 

DFlily Mail gave conaiderable attention to 

the possible threat to British naval oupremacy. 
(3) 

The 

Mail was still supporting the Federals at this period and 

gave a very favourable review to a pro-Union book by the 

Christian Socialist leaderp J. M. Ludlowt entitled A Sketch 

of thu History of the U. S., from Indenendence to Secession. 

The Mail agreed with Ludlow in supporting the nationalp as 

OPPosed to the status' rights intarpretation of the Oonsti- 

tution and in denouncing týa aggressive slave power of the 

South. 

During Z 

j Caledonian ftlarcurX. 28 April. 
'11 See Chapter II. 
3 NBDfA 7 Aprilp ot. r3eq. ý41 

Ibid: 9 April 1862, 
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During tiny the war continued to progress in favour 

of the Fedarala, much to tha Portarbation of Rebel sYmpath- 

isers in Scotland. Baron Bourke confessed to Blackwood 

his fears that the Rebels were "having a bad tima of it". 

but expressed his conviction that there would be no re- 
(1) 

union. The fall of New Orleans and McLellan's offen- 

sive against Richmond encouraged thiG temporary pessimism, 

although Bourke reiterated his conviction that the Con- 

federates could not be entirely subdued and declared that 

he saw no proapects of ending the war. The Courant 

consoled itself by observing that the Federal repulse at 

Charleston was anotllcr, ýroof of the superiority of the 

Southern aristocracy. 

The fall of Now Orloans was particularly galling to 

the Torien in view of the failure of the British to capture 

the city in. 1815. The Courant admitted that the restora- 

tion of the city to the Union was important historically 

and for p. -astige purposes, but describod it ao an easy 

victory due to the Fudurals' naval supremacy rather than 

thcir fighting qualities. It reasserted its belief that 

the 

(1) Bourke-Black. woodg n. d. (probablY Solna time in MaY). 

(2) Ibid, 12 May. 

Cnurantp P. 13 April. 



the reconquest of the South was still impoesibleg although 

the Federals miwht win slicecancs due to their material 

sureriority. On the question of madiation,, the Courqnt 

declared: ItIlc ither honour or Pleac-mra is to be hoped for 

fro-m meddling in their affairs in any way, though stern 

duty may compel us to interpose by and by if the brutal 

and stupid frenzy of war lasts. " 

At the same tima the allegad sevurities of General 

Benjamin Butler, the Federal commander in New Orleansg 

were worked up into "atrocity stories'19 calculated to arouseý 
(PI) 

sympathy for the Rebels. Another editorialt probably 

in3pired by tho fear of an imninent Federal victoryt 

assartod that tha public were becoming bored with the war 

and wore rapidly losing interest. 

As the Federal armies advanced on Richmond in June the 

Courant became increasingly active in advocating inter- 

vention. Arguing that, although the FeduralB might occupy 

Richmond together with large arcas of the $outh, they could 

nevar achievo final victoryg the Tory organ enquired: "How 

long is Europe to wait while the North is making the 

oxperiment? And what right has the North to any further I 

consideration/ 

(1) Courant, 14 May. 

(2)/ibidt 30 May. 

(3) Ibido 22 Aprilt 1862. 
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consideration from Europe if it rufusas to liston to 

'oroposaln of madiationoll 

I"hu Onlodoninn Merpur replied that it was significant 

that at a time when the Federal armius wore closing in on 

Richmond "we hear the ainiater croak about intervention". 

The Mercury declarud that the only intervention worth 

engaging in# would be to stop the Confederates from burning 

cotton. The Radical organ warncd that the proposed 

"mediation" meant in affect to recogniso the Confederacy. 

Duclaring that the opening of Now Orleand and other Southernis 

Porta deprived Britain and France of any pretext for inter- 

vunihg or offering mediation, the Mercur declared: "Ona 

could laugh at the absurdity of tho notion were it not that 
(2) 

these papers speak only as they are bidden". The 

papor's London correspondent described the individuals and 

financial interests leadin the intervention drive and M 

denounced them strongly. 

In the middle of June the Mail recounted the various 

Rebel retreats and withdrawals and obaerved: "We are- 

inclined to think the back of the rebellion in broken'#* 

The MAil oxprenaed the beliof that the Confederates would 

be / 

(1) Ogurant, 13 June 1852. 

(2) Cal. Mer. , 15 June. 

(3) lbidp 21 June. 
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be unable to carrY on a wui 

to the morale nnd fighting 

pa-per expressed admiration 

in the Horthern. states but 

burden of the war would be 

N 
erilla war and gave great praise 

ability of the Federals. The 

for the enthusiastic voluýteering 

predicted that the financial 

very Bevoro, especially in view 

of tho fact tbat, although the American soldiera were good 

they were "highly paid and exponsivoly fed. " 
(1) 

America's 

wartime financial policy continued to excite a mixture of 

distrust and wondur in Scottish co=iercial circlas. In 

Juno the Scotsman expreasod surprise that American securi- 

ties were high on tho market in spito of the war and the 

lsýýufd of inconvertible paper money. Tho Scotemin now 

admitted that America viight be ablu Ito carry on for come I 

time on paper moneys but asserted that ae the reault of 

tho lattert "Thu danger is of course heightenedp and tho 

collapse made more cortain..... Thanks to Horner Ricardot 

and MacOullochp the evila attondant on such departuron from 

sound banking principles are now well understood in this 
(2) 

country. " In July the paper devoted further attention 

to Amiarican finances and attacked the Morrill Tariff which 

it declarad put tho Northern ports under a blockade similar , 
in 

1 10., June 1862. 

(ej) 2cots, 
. n, ln, 11 Junee, 
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in effect to that around the Southern ports. In 

October, the 'S. cotsmanq although still deprecating American 

financial razýthods, was forced to admit that so far they 

had been couiPletely cuccessful. 

When the Federal advance was chackod before Richmondt 

the Mercur frtýely admitted a Union reverse and deprecated 

the rejoicinga of the Confederate sympathisers, and their 

exaggerated claims of an overwhelming victory. The 

paper pointed out that the Federals could afford to suffer 

a reverse, whereas a serious defeat in front of Richmond 

would be fatal to the Confederacy. Although denouncing 

the principles for which they were fighting the Mercury 

gave generous praise to the lioroium of the Confederato 
(3) 

soldiers and the ckill'of their generals. 

With the Federal setback in front of Richmond the 

"mediation" movement began to gather headway. Warning 

that the move was being fostered by many "public speakers 

and writers"p the Mail pointed out that for the present 

the Foderals would not give up the Union and the Rubels 

would not give up secession, so that there was no basis 

for mediation. At the same time the Mail attacked a 

compromise speech by Representative Wood of Now York, 

calling 

(1) Scotmqn, 12 July. 
ý2ý Y-bY-dp 13 October. 
3 cal, Mer. , 16,19 June. 
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calling for reunion with slavery. The Mnil declared 

that there could be no peace or mediation in America 

without the settlement of --the -slavery question. 

The I'mediation't campaign was furthered by the publica- 

tion of atrocity stories in the pro-Confederate press. 

The favourite subject for these stories at th: b period 

was the activities of General Benjamin Butler# Federal 

Commander at New Orleana. Butler# a lbrimes" were in 

reality rather innocuous and consisted mainly in his 

demanding that the negroes be treated an socially equal 

to the whites. When Butler threatened to enforce certain 

by-laws penalising prostitution against women who 

persisted in insulting Federal soldiers, the newspapers 

gleefully set to work to arouse a great amount of right0ous 

indignation at this alleged wrong to Southern womanhood. 

The Scotsmanp in particulart dkpanded at length on the 

misdeeds of Butlerg who was hold to exemplify the depraved 

nature of the Northerners. "Scratch a North Americanplt 

asserted the Scotsmanp "even be he a Massachusetts lawyer 

(i. e. , Butler) - and do we not find something very like a 

cabman of Dublin or a bandit of the Black Forest? " 
(2) 

The / 

(1) NBDMo 24 June. 

(2) Sootsmqnt 4 July. 
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The CotirRnt was even more forthright on the subject 

and described the proclamation as "one of the basest 

examples of cowardly turpitude that the annals of even 

Yankee blackguardism could furnish! '. 
(1) 

The following month Argyll warned Sumner that the 

growing distress due to the cotton famine would result in 

growing pressure on the British Government for some sort 

of action in the matter - "under the pressure of necessity 

men do not always act reawnably. 11 A short time previous- 

ly the American Government had issued a proclamation to 

the effect that the liberated Southern ports (Now Orleans# 

Norfolk, Port Royalp etc. ) were reopened to foreign trade. 

Argyll now urged that this be followed up by allowing 

traders to operate inland and up the rivers to buy cotton 

from the planters. Referring to McLellan's repulse in 

the course of the Seven Days campaignq Argyll asked: "will 

it only excite the Government the more to more determined 

efforts, or will it tend to induce a disposition to concede 
(2) 

a settlement? We are all speculating. " 

%bile McLellan's advance continued, the Cournnt had 

drawn back somewhat from interventionism. It cast a cold 

eye on the "mediation" proposals put forward by the Tims 

abd 

(1) CourRntp .4 July. 

(2) Argyll-Sumnert 12 July ('JFWflIAj, ýNLV,; Iq, 99). 
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and the Conatitutionel (Louis Napoleon's organ in Paris). 

Pointing out that the proposal would be useless unless 

backed up by force and possibly war, the Courant suggested 

that I'Ministers are right to hesitate before incurring the 

risk". 
(1) 

McLellan's northward retreat was described as 

a turning point in the war, although the Courant observed 

that the Federals were busy summoning up a greater effort 

instead of making peace. The paper expressed the belief 

that the strong resistance offered by the Confederates 

would strengthen the Northern Democrats, "who will one 

day have to negotiate peace". 

The same July saw the most notorious ennRrd of the 

war - the false report that the whole Federal army in 

Virginia had surrendered and that McLellan had fled in a 

gunboat. The report reached Edinburgh about noon on 18 

July and was printed in the third edition of all the papers# 

causing a considerable sensation. The next day the 

Mercury denounced the report "as a shameful hoaxp no doubt 
(3) 

designed to affect the market in atocks and shares. " 

The Mercury, continued to do its beot to counter the pro- 

Confederate leaning of most of the press: it denied 

charges / 

(1) Courn , 16 Tune. 

(2) Ibidp 30 July. 

(3) Cal. Mer. 9 19 July 1862. 
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chargeB of Federal cowardice during, the Seven Days campaign 

and asserted that on the contrary the Federals had shown 

great courage in repelling "the furious and determined 

assaults of an enemy vastly superior in point of numbers. " 

It proceeded to deny the claim that the Rebels had won a 

decisive victory in the campaign and rebuked the pro-Confed- 

erate press for publishing distortions and hoaxes which 

tended to endanger peace with America. The Mercury warned 

that if the Confederate sympathisers succeeded in provoking 

a war with Americav the economic consequences at home would 

be disastrous. "The remainder of our commerce would be as 

certainly destroyed as the cotton trade is now and the 

population of this country reduced to a state of frightful 

misery ..... The jibes, jeers, and falsehoods of the Times 

and similar organs go forth to America an tho expression 
130 

of English sentiment on the controversy and ie/accepted by 

the American people..... If we escape a fearful war before 

this crisis is overg no thanks to the vile imitators of 

Southern rowdies who now labour to poison British minds 

against their kinsmen in the Free States of the Union. " 

A few daýs later the Mercury again denounced the efforts 

of the Times to stir up interventionist sentiment by 

describing the Federale as a "mongrel race of plunderers 

and 

Cal. Mer. 9 21 July. 

'41 
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and oppressors". "These are the words by which it (the 

Tirnes) designates a people sprung mainly from Puritan 

forefathers and added to by a wholesale emigration from 

these United Kingdoms during the last twenty or thirty 

years. It styles the Southern slaveholders - the Legrese 

and all this odious class - 'our own English kith and kin' 

and calls upon the people to give their whole $moral weight', 

to the immoral rebels who fight for dominion ovor human 

flesh and blood. " The Mercury continued to argue that 

the defence of slavery wqs the chief motive force behind 

the Rebellionp and warned that if the interventionists had 

their way Britain would be dragged into a war "against our 

fellow freemen in that land where so many sons of Britain 

have found a home. These fratricides aro merely the tools 

of some clever, designing Southern knaven who are working 

the oracle in London and find amid its unscrupulous writers 

willing dupes for their dast ardly schemes. " The Mercury 

urged business ment workerss and clergy to unite in 

resisting the efforts of the war party. 
(1) 

The Federal point of view was forcefully prosonted by 

the Reverend Theodore Cuylerp pastor of the Lafayotte Ave* 

Church in Brooklyn# who was visiting Edinburgh during the 

iBummer / 

t I- 

Cal. Map. 25 July. 
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sununer. He aseerted that the Federals would fight until 

the South was reconquered, since it would be disastrous 

to permit the establishment of a semi-barbarous slave- 

holding empire. "All Christendom has a mighty stake in 

this warp" the American minister declared and went on to 

argue that America was more justified in putting down the 

Rebellion than Britain had been in suppressing the Indian 

Mutiny. He minimised the peace agitation in the North 

and denounced the IT. Y. Herald. He expressed hispleasure 

in hearing a great deal of pro-Federal sentiment in 

Edinburgh and declared that thIs represented the continua- 

tion of the traditions of Wallacep Knoxv and Argyll. He 

maintained that although a few Britons, like the few 

Americans represented by the N. Y. Heraldq desired warp 

they were not representative. He concluded by arguing 

that the cause of the Pederals reproeented that of civili- 

zationt ChristianitYt and liberty. A sharp controversy 

ensued, as CuYler'P stand was attacked by the Reotsman, 
(1) 

and defended by a Soot who had recently visited America. 

The latter remarked that he had gone with a "lurking 

sympathy for the Rebels but had changed his view during the 

visit / 

(1) Scotsmant 21 July 1862t letter to the editors 



visit. Ile described the intensityp determinationt and 

solidarity he had found among the people and declared that 

they had been politically dominated for years by the slave- 

holders and then betrayed by the latter. Referring to 

alleged anti-British sentiments he maintained that the 

Americah, people were naturally sensitive to the threat of 

British interventiong especially when so many of the youth 

were at the front. He concluded by asserting emphatically 
(1) 

that any idea of mediation wan futile. 

At the beginning of Auguot the Courant devoted a 

leader to discussing the pros and cons of mediation and 

recognition of the Confederacy. On the positive aide it 

mentioned the bloody and indecisive nature of the war and 

the cotton famine; on the negative aide it referred to 

the probability that these steps would lead to war with 

America'. The Courant concluded that there were good 

grounds for intervening, although the time was not Yet 

ripe. Referring to such precedents as the Greek war of 

independencep the paper declared: "Vie are not destitute 

of precedents to authorise and justify our intervention 

if we should hereafter deem it proper in the interocts 

of / 

(1) Scotsman, 6 Auguat. 
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of humanity and for our own security and self-preservation 
(1) , 

to interpose our mediation between the contending parties*'# : 

In anticipation of a Government move for intervention, the 

Tory organ continued to hold forth on the apparent futility 

of t)ie war and the growing severity of the cotton famine. 

On 26 August the Courqnt, praised the courago and skill 

shown by the Confederatesg and blamed the Pederaln for 

continuing the war and thus prolonging the cotton famine. 

The paper stated that Pederal predictions of an early 

victory were nor shown to be "braggadoccio" and asked 

rhetorically: "Where is it all going to end? It seems 

to get more Purposeless and incoherent as well an savage 

and brutal the longer it lasts. " 
(2) 

The Mercury, on the other handq criticised Rusnall's 

delay in answering Seward's note of 28 May setting forth 

the Federal war aims and appealing for sympathy. Further- 

more, the Mercury stated that when the reply was made (28 

July) "The high themes treated by Mr. Delivard were treated 

as if they related to old stores instead of the most 

important political problems. If we had not obtained a 

later expression of the views of the Ministry in the Queen's 

speech 

(1) Cournnt, j 4 August. 

(2) Ibidq 26 August. 
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speech, we would have regarded Earl Russell's reply as 

an indication of a Bpirit at work hOBtile to the North 

and favourable to the Rebele. Happily after the explicit 

dusclaration given forth to the world that there existo no 

intention of intervening on the part of the Ministryp we 

can regard the Foreign Secretary's answer as being unhappy 

without being dangerous. " Deward's note, on the other 

handp was describqd as temparate and manly' and was 

Praised for explaining the connection of slavery with the 

war and the need to put down the Rebellion in order to 

relieve the distreaB in Britain. The Mercury agreed with 

Seward's contention that the war was boing prolongod bY 

pro-Confederate elements in Britain who were sympathising 

with and aiding the Rebeljj. 
(1) 

In a lengthy analysis of 

the war on 16 August, the Mercury came to the conclusion 

that the situation waeavourablo to the Feduralo. The 

paper pointed out the important factp ignored by most of 

the press, that the Confederates had now reached their 

peak in manpower and resources, whereas the Federaln still 

had immense reserves to draw upon. "The cause of 

human progresap" asserted the Mercuryt "requires the North 

to be victorious. "(x) 

Lincoln's / 

(1) CFil. Mer. 9 18 August. 

(2) Ibidt 16 August. 
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Lincoln's proposal to introduce conscription was 

pictured as a sign of weakness by pro-Confederate paperag 

but the Mercury 3ed "the energetic resolution of praiF 

President Lincoln to bring the rebellion to a alone by 

drafting sufficient men into the army to overwhelm all 

opposition. " For the first time, however, the Mercury 

began to question the competence of the Federal commanders 

and criticise their fumbling and dilatory taction. "The 

united commands of Pope and Burnnide cannot be short of 

100,000 man; and surely it is not too much to expect that 

with such a force the Foderals will be able to invest 

Richmond far more closely on that side than they have 

hitherto done. " The L13rcury also criticined the Federal 

Government for refusing to recruit negro regiments and 

pointed out that they needed all the help they could get. 

91VIe are afraid victory will not declare itself in favour 

of the Federals until they not a more straightforward part 
(1) 

in favour of the negroes. 1 

The Federal setbacks wQre soi. zed upon by tho Scottish 

Tories as further proof of the inforioil-ity of democratio 

nociety. According to the, Courantl, the mideumer battles 

hnd / 

(1) Cal. Mar. 9 17 September 1862. 
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had shown the superiority of the Southern aristocracy and 

"the failure of a thorough going democracy to produce man 

of a first rate capacity for leadership. " Arguing thatp 

aince the eighteenth century "notions" of Washington and 

Jefferson had now been discredited, Britain should turn 

back to older trnditions, the Tory organ invited those who 

still believed in democracy to "look at Americap and they 

will see dolts and vulgarians dragging their countrymen 

under fire and getting them shot with a stupidity worthy 
(1) 

of the lower animals. " 

Anticipating the speedy ustablishment of Southern 

independencev the Scottish Tories turned their efforts to 

building uo Jef"ferson Davis cm the hero of the war. Under 
(2) 

the supervision of Dudley Manng Baron Bourke wrote an 

article on Davis for Blackwood1n, in which the Rebel Presi- 

dent was pictured ar a refined, educated, patriotic Southern 

gentleman leadin7 a glorious revolt against mob rule. The 

Baron 

(1) Courant, 22 September 18629 

(2) ! Ad, Confederate t>ýpeoýe&Ctaiva in London. While Bourke 

was writing the articlej Mann assured him that by the time 

of its publication Davie would be recognised as "the master 
spirit of the American continent. Lincoln, it is quite 
certain, is not only disheartened but almost in dispair. 
believe he will flee from Washington before the firet of 
October and seek security where it is roost likely to be 
found. " - Mann-Bourke, 13 July 1862. See also Bourke- 
Blackwoodo 26 March, 16 July, 8,160 22 August (Blackwood 
Papers). 

1 
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Baron claimed that the Southern people were solidly behind 

Davis and could not be defeated, Rlthough he admitted thato 

since the Fedursilf3 were still determined to fight on, the 

war would last for some time. 
(I) 

Although Bourke did hin 

bust to lay the foundation for a Davis myth, and although 

there were sporadic attempts by the pro-Confederate proas 
(2) 

to follow up this effort, it never quite enm. e off. Davis 

som.. -'how lacked tha 13onitive qualities needed to rouse 

anthusiamn, even in pro-Rebel circles. 

In tho same innue, of BInckwood'sp E. B. Hamley crossed 

swords with Anthony Trollopet whot after visiting America 

early in the war, had returned to write his North Amerient 

in which he expressed hin enthusiasm for the Federal cause. 

Hamley warned the n. o. )volist that hir, stand wns "damaging to 

himself" in that it revealed "a moral squint". Accusing 

Trollopa of using his Rrtiatic. imaRinntion to obscure the 

real issues of the war by "a. piece of mental legrerdemain"p 

Hamley turned to Trollopela pleg. that the press should stop 

abusing America. - "We anyp" asserted Mimleyt "that when an 

ill-bred / 

-Blqckwood's 
XCII, 343 et seq. (September 1862). 

(2) Following the publication of Bourke's article the Courant 
devoted considerable 3pace to uulogising Davi8 and comparing him favourably with Lincoln - e. ýg. p Courant, 4j 5 September. 

(3) A. Trollopo, North Agericn,, London, 1662. 
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ill-bred# swaggering pvreon appears in societyp vaunting on 

no porceptible groundn hie own 8up,; ýriurity..... we fuul 

obligod to thQ successful sativist..... wa have spoken con- 

temptuously of mob rule - will Mr. Trollope defend it? " 

Hamley went on to argue thnt Amarican prosparity was duep 

not as Trollope maintainedg to the American Constitutionp 

but to the country's natural reBources. 

Hamley railed against America for hor part in thu 

Tre, nt affair and for gencrally being insolunt to Britaing, 

although he claimed that he was not unfriendly to tho Amor- 

ican people. q Vie know full well the morits and excellences 

of their upper classes, " Hamley concededg but warnud that 

American political tendencies 8howud "an example that might 

be very in juriouB to &ngland. " Ile Rrguad that the aupar- I 

iority of the American Conatitution waa dioprovod by what 

he alleged to be the complete failure of loadership in 

America, and maintained that the 4uropean monarchios Could 

have done better undor similar circumstances. Hamley 

concluded by attacking the book in genurul ae biasud and 

"alipshod" and advisad Trollopu to confine himself to writingý 
(1) 

novels since he was incompetent to write on political matters. 

On the other hand Trollopals book wan favourably 

reviewed / 

(1) Blnckwo6dst XCIIt 372-90 (September 1862). 



reviewed by Chnmbern' Edinburgh 
-, 
Toilrnqlp one of the few 

Scottish periodicals to shovi sym,. pathy with the Federals. 

Although professing not to take sides in the war, Chambers 

Rgreed with Tirollo-Pe that Americana deserved sympathy for 

their troubles rather than abuse: "Vie inutnt all, at leasto 

be distressed to think that a brothur peo le has had to 

Dnsn through such terrible affliction. " 
(1ý 

(1) Chnmberal Edinburgh Journal, XVII, 408-9 (June 1862). 
In the following yearl Trollope wrote a nhort story on the 
divil War for Norman MILeod's. Good Words. (Good Wordn, 1863, 
pp. 853-61). 
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Early in September the, Mercury attempted to explain 

and defend the retreat of General McLellang pointing to 

the strength of the rebels around Richmond and comparing 

the situation with the difficulties encountered at Sebas- 

topol. It predicted that a new Federal drive would 

shortly be launched on Richmond which the Confederates 

would be unable to resist for longg since they were past 

their peak in manpower, and henceforth would be steadily 

worn down by attrition. 

In analysing the first reports of the Second Battle 

of Bull Run the Marcurv Jumped to the conclusion that it 

had been a reverse for the Rebels and rejected the 

assertions of other newspapers that it had been another 
(2) 

Confederate victory. However, when the full reports 

of the battle arrivedt the Mercury was forced to admit 

that it was "most unfavourable to the Northern arms... It 

seems to have resulted in a way very ominous to the 
(3) 

Federals. " On the 17th the Mercury admitted that the 

Federals had been clearly defeatedgbut consoled its readers 

that at least there had not been a rout as there had been 

at the previous battle on the same field. Criticising 

the / 

(l)-CR1. Mer. 9 10 September. 

(2) Ibidv 13 September. 

(3) Ibidq 15 September. 

- -I 
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the Federal commanders severely, the Mercur stated that: 

"It is clear that either incompetence or treason must be 

at work somewhere, " ao4, he circumstances could not always 

be against the Pederals. On the other hand the. MercurX 

praised the Rebels for their conduct during the campaign: 

"So far as military daring goes, we cheerfully give them 

the credit. Their generald are evidently superior to 

those of the North and until some better military leader 

comes to the surface in the Federal army, so long will 

the Federals lose ground. " Howeverp the Mercury reiterated 
(1) 

its faith in the Federal cause, and attributed the 

defeat to the confusion and divisions between McLellanp 
(2) 

Pope, and the other Federal generals. The Cogrant 

doscribed the Federals as being in a defeated and dis- 

organised state; it declared that men were no longer 

coming forward to fill the gaps in the Federal armiest and 

the Government must either enforce conscription or "stir 

up servile insurrection in the Bouth". 
(3) 

The Mercury resisted the clamour for intervention 

which grew in intensity after Second Bull Run. it 

denounced the interventionists for wishing to partition 

America / 

(1) Cal. Mer., 17 September. 

(2) Ibidp 27 September. 

(3) Coursint,, 22 September. 
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America and establish a slave emýpixv- "God help the 

poor slaves if such is really to co= to pass! - we can 

ocarcely make the assumption as a condition of argument, 

it seems so atheistical and inaulting, to Him Who is the 

Friend of the oppressed. It is at all events a dis- 

graceful thing to see Christian men and even civilised 

men who have no pretensions to being Christianp exulting 

in the establishment of a kingdom where slavery is the 

recognised cornerstone. " The Mercury also pointed out 

the impossibility of drawing any satisfactory boundary 

line between the two parties or of reaching any oatisfac- 

tory solution to the question of fugitive slaves in the 

North. "The Statest" argued the Mercuryt echoing Lincolng 

t1must become all slave or all free". 

However, in influential circles in Scotlandp the tide 

was for the time being running heavily in favour of recog- 

nition and mediation. In Glasgow the pro-Yedaral forces 

suffered a blow when the N. B. Daily MRil deserted its 

previous pro-Union stand and swung over to the side of the 

4 

Rebels after Second Bull Run. This change-over was due 

undoubtedly in part to a genuine conviction that tho 

Rebellion could not be suppressed and that any further 

Federal attempto to do co would merely prolong the agony. 

it 

(l)-Cal. Mer. j 18 September 1862. 
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It also appears probableg from a scrutiny of its pages 

during this periodp that the Mail had close connections 

with the Glasgow shipbuilding interestat which were just 

entering a period of great prosperity due to the expansion 

of blockade running and the destruction f the American 

merchant marine by the commerce raiders. The other two 

main Liberal dailies in ( 

the Morn inq__ Journ RI p had 

an had the Labour organp 

burght the Dnily Review, 

of the Free Church, also 

)lasgowt the (11FIF3gow Citizen and 

already espoused the Rebel cause 

the Glnslzow Sentinel. In Edin- 
I 

recently established as an organ 

supported the Gonfederatesp on 
(2) 

Gladstonianq liberal nationalist grounds. The sharp 

difference between the DRily Review and the CRIedonin 

MercurZ (which represented the U. P. and Independent Radi- 

cals, as well as the more radical section of the Free 

Church) over the American quention is an interesting reflec- 

tion of a similar clash between the two groups in the 

political arena of Edinburgh. The leading Free Church 

Liberals had accepted a compromise revision of the contro- 

versial Annuity Taxt affected by Moncrieff# Free Church 

Liberal / 

(1) See chapter on "Clydeside and the War at Sea". 
(2) The Edinburgh banker, Robert Paul, one of the principal 
backers of the Daily Review, typified the point of view of 
the upper middle class Free Churchmen whose viewpoint was 
reflected in the paper. Paul# for instancet was an enthusi- 
astic supporter of Italian nationalism and a devoted adher- 
ent of Gladstone - Bell, o]2. -cit. t 250,271, et. al. The arch- 
Tory, Professor Blackie, also had a hand in the paper. See 
Blackie PaDers, USS sectiong Natl. Lib. of Scotland. 
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Liberal leader who was then Lord Advocate for Scotland. 

This compromise alienated the U. P. -Independent wing of 

the Liberal Party who wished to have the Tax abolished 

altogether, anI a split developed which allowed the Tory- 

Erastio. n-block to gain control of the"Edinburgh Town 

Council in November for the first time since the Reform 

Act. 

Many Scottish Liberal leaders who sympathised ýiith 

anti-nlavery and to some extent, with the Federalso had 

now given up hope of the possibility of reunion. As 

early an March, 1862, the Aberdeenshire M. P., Edward 

Ellice, owner of large tracts of American real estatep 

confided to John Bright hin grave fears for the future of 
(1) 

America, and observed to Greville that the "nion was 
(2) 

doomed, whether or not the war continued. The Duke and 

Duchess of Argyll increasingly shared. these doubts over 
(3) 

the Federal ability to regain the South. Thus many 

Liberals, even 41though they sympathised with America, were 

so disheartened by the apparent military otalematep that 

they ivere ready to lend an ear to the proponents of inter- 

ventiong particularly as the Federals were not yet committed 

to / 

(1) The Diaries of John Brightp ed. R. A. Walling, London, 1930# 
p. 258. (2) Lenves from the DiRry of Henry Grevillep ed. Countess of 

Straffordo Londonp 1905 - entry for 13 March, 1862, pp. 28-9. 
(3) Argyll-Sumner Correspondencet TPMHAp loc. cit, 
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to Emancipation. 

Dr. Guthrie's attitude at this time is an example 

of this tandency. Although he stntes in his Autobiography 

that he never lost faith in a Federal victory, 
Zi) 

it is 

clear from his corraspondence that this was not the case, 

and that on the contrary he had aligned himselft at least 

for a time, with the intervention drive. 

During the summer, the great Free Church preacher 

wasp as usualt visited by many people from both North and 

South, and 'he was appalled by the fierceness of the passions 

on both sides. Like many Abolitionists who had come to 

realise the extent to which the North had been implicated 

in slaveryv Dr. Guthrie had come to take a 11plngue on both 

your houses" attitude toward the two sections. "Tney have 

made a god of their Union"# wrote the Doctor, "and to 

preserve it the North has, by the silence of its ministers 

of religion and the acts of its politiciansq made itself a 

partaker in the crimes of the South. Of coureet there 

have been a few exceptione in those who tsighed and cried 

for all the abominations that were done in the land"'. 

Although Dr. Guthrie discerned an increasing anti-slavery 
trend in Northern church circles and observed that even 

the 

Z17 Thomas Guthrie# Autob-- raphy, with memoir by D. K. and O. J. Outhries Popular Edijiong London, 1877, p. 667. 
(2) Guthrie-Duchess of Argyll, 8 Sept. 1862 (Guthrie Papers)* 

; 
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the Preqbyteriant which had assailed him so bitterly in 

the pa3t for supporting Abolitiong was now taking a 

stronger position against slavery, he still felt no 

rjmpathy for th-, Federals. "Surely now it is time for 

them to dissolve thu partndrship", he wrote to the Duchess 

of Argyll, "and could not our Governmtintp although taking 

no prominent action in the matter, get the other powors 

in Suropo to send them a respectful but firm remonstrance 

in the matter? Thank God, slaveryp at any rate, in 
(1) 

doomed.... " 

The increasing barbarity of the war was a major 

argument in favour of intervontion. "Cruelty will provoke 

retaliation"t exclaimed the Courant, "till at length we 

may witness a war of extennination waged between men of 

the same stock and lineage and marked by atrocities for 

which even the bloodstained annals of civil war can scarcely 

furnish a parallel. We gladly turn from such a picture 

and trust that tho efforts of the wiser and more moderate 

knericans on either side, or the mediation of European 

powereq may put an end to a struggle which Is deranging 

the balance of the commercial world as well as draining 

the blood and exhausting the renources of America. " 
(2) 

With 
-/ 15- uthrie-Duchoso of Argyll; 

(2) Courant, 5 September. 

e-ijucnoso pt. 1862 uthrle PaparB). 
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With the Federal defeats and the steady worsening of 

the cotton famine, the situation had now reached that point 

where the Southern* ruling clasn expected intervention to be 

forced upon the British Government by popular exasperation. 

As the cowiander of the Alnbami put it: "The pressure is 

I 
now upon his (John Bull's) throatv however, and he cannot 

much longer delay. Cotton, or starvation and riot, and 

perhaps bloodshedv stare him in the facep and the poor old 
(1) 

gentleman must rouse himself from his lethargy at last. ' 

Towards the end of September 1862, the Interventionict 

movement had reached a poakq and Palmerstong Russell# and 

Gladstonet were discussing plans for recognition and 

mediation. On 7 October Gladstoneq the member of the 

Cabinet most intent on forcing the issue, made the following 

ominous statement in the course of a speech at Newcantle: 

"Jefferson Davis has made an army, is making a navyp and 
(2) 

has created something still greater -a nation. " Howeverp 

at about the samo time came the news of the Battle of 

Antietam, at which the Federaln for the first time inflicted 

a major defeat upon General Lee and his army. Influenced 

by this change in the military situation, Palmerston and 

the majority of the Cabinet drew back from the prospect of 

innediate 

(1) senLue, 3-jjortht 24 Jan. 1862 (ORNg 2op 110 136-7). 

E. D. Adamst Ilp 47. (quoted in). 
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immediate recoZnitions ard decided to wait a month or so# 

by which time possibly another Rebel victory might have 

redreseea the military situation in America. This deci- 

oion was confiimed by the news of Lincoln's Emancipation 

Proclamationg which -made the question of slavery an issue 

in the war. Russell and Gladstonot however, continued to 

Preas for recognition. On the 13thtRussell presented the 

Cabinet with a mamorandurn calling for the European powars 

to demand an arniatice. A Cabinet mcuting on tha 23rdp 

after hearing Ruseell speak in favour of recognitiont (1) 
decided to postpone the step until the next Federal defoat. 

However, the surge of Radical and working claso opinion in 

favour of the Proclamation, in which the Paisley Radicals 

ltd tho wayp 
(2) 

helped to dissuade the Cabinet from pressing 

forward with this Policy. 

The N. B. Daily Mail signified its conversion to the 

Rebel cause by endorsing Gladstone's argum-ont that the 

Confederates hbLd constituted themselves a "nation". The 

paper / 

(1) See. op. cit., IIp 33-75; Henry Adamst "Why Did Not 
England Recognise Tha South", JPMHA, LXVIq 2189 ot Beq.; 
C. F. Adams, "A Crisis in Dowr; iýng8t. 11, JPMHA9 XLVII9372-424; 
also Max Beloff's article in the "Historical Revisionied' 
series, History, Feb. 1952,49-58. The latter attempts to 
minimise the influence of Bright and the Radicals and to 
give Palmarston the chief credit for preserving the peace. 
The conclusions of the article are somewhat dubious* E. D. 
Adama, op. cit. p -111,33-75. 
(2) A. P. Stoddartq Slavery or Freedom in America,. Glaegowl 
18639 56-7; Prettyman-Sewardg 29 July 1862 (Glas. Cons. Repts. ): 

zP, 
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paper urged the Federnls to recognice the truth of Glad- 

otonela argument and give up their illusive hope of 

restoring the Union. "We cannot doubt, " the 11.9il went 

on, 'Ino one does doubt, the sincerity and honesty of 

President Lincoln; he does his beat and acts in the 

abiding feeling of a heavy responcibility attaching to his 

povition. It is remarkable he does not cease to try to 

mend what cannot be helped, or councal his countrymen to 

look the facts of their condition in the face, with a view 

to remedy. He -appears to be buffeted about by conflicting 

counsels and recurring catastrophes without any settled 

policy of action. " 

The Scotsm-an praiced Glqdztone for his "courage and 

honesty" and reJoiced that the Liberal leader had broken 

with the Manchester Radicals over the American question. 

Blaming the continuation of the war on the Radb als' 

encouragement of the Pederalop the Whig organ aeserted: 

'qt is quite natural in that (Radical) party to be din- 

pleased with Mr. GladT-tone for having spoken the plain 

truth, especially as this is not his first offence ...... 

The South is a nation separate from the 11orthq if not in 

race at least in feeling and interest..... It is mere mad- 
noss to suppose that two sections which fight against each 

other / 

(1) NBDMv 13 October, 1862. 

41 
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other year after year with armies of half a million eacht 

can ever again become one nation in spirit or in truth. " 

The Scotsman. wast howeverg careful to point out - and here 

again it wan probably reflecting Palmerston's own attitude 

- that Gladstone had not, as many asnumedt actually called 
1 

for recognition of the Confederates, but had merely stated 
I 

that they were entitled to recognition, "The accorLng of 

that recognition has not become imperativeg but remains 

open as a question of expediency. 10 the paper Raserted# and 

went on to suggest that immediate recognition would not 

necessarily bring peacep since it might rally the Northern 

Democrats behind the more aggressive Republican war Dolicy. 

Deploring Gladstone's apeechq the Onledoni3n Morcu 

argued that the Rebellion wan based on treachery and fraudt 

and that Gladstone could have no special or private know- 

ledge entitling him to say that the Confederacy had defi- 

nitely established its independence in a military sense. 

It also maintained that Gladstone, as a leading minister 

in a Cabinet pledged to neutralityq should not have exprosse 

such openly pro-Confederate opinions, in view of the adversel 

effect they would have in Americat where it would be taken 

as further proof that Britain was supporting the Rebellion. 

-arning v, 

(1) Scotsmq.. n. 11 October, 1862. 

,ý re 
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Warning that Gladstone's partisan stnnd would exclude 

Britain as Rn effective mediator in the war, the Mercury 

regretted thvit. - "The tone of his lawmage is so unmiatake- 

ably 'Southern thRt.... we confens we do not like it an an 
(1) 

indication of Government policy. "- 

In its October issue., the Ed inburpb Review. in an 

article entitled "The American Revolution". carm out 

stronply for a pro-Confederate policy. DrRwinq upon James, 

Spence's current pamphlet The Recognition of the Sontho 

(London, 1862). the Review reiterated Spence's arguments 

for Southern independence on the grounds of national self- 

determination. The article coincided closely with Glad- 

stone's Newcastle speech describing the Oonfederacy as a 

nation and gave full erpression to the views of the pro- 

Confederate Liberals. The EdinburEh msde extensive use 

of the old Garrisonian doctrineq which George Thompson had 

been propagating so vigorously two years before, that there 

would be a better chance for Abolition if the South wore 

separated from the North. Comparing the Confederates with 

the Americans of 1776, and with the Poles vis-a-vis the 
(3) 

Russians, the article went on: "We do not like their 

institutions / 

(1) Cal. Iller. ,9 October. 

(2) Edinburgh. Reviewv October 1862p 572. 

(3) lbidp 586. 
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institutions and we disapprove of much of what they have 

done..... but still our sympathies. .... are agninst their 

r3nbjugation. Thue whilst on the one hand vie do not concur 

with those who wish the TInion broken up simply because it 

has afforded the most prosperous and brilliant example of 

democracy on a large scale; yet on the other we cannot 

desire that it should exhibit the most flagrant instance 

wbich the world has ever seen of a minority of Tnillionn 

compelled by brute force to submit to the aims of a 

majority. " 

The Edinburgh-Review went on to arizue that the estnb- 

lishment of Confederate independence was in Britain'n 

interest from the political point of view. The rapid 

growth of American power wan held to be a threat to Britain 

and France in that it encouraged American diplomatic 

intransigence and "insolence". In the economic field the 

Republican tariff policy, which was detested by all LiberalE-ý 

was held to be Vie most important reason for supporting the 

Rebellion - far outweighing the admitted fact that much 

British capital was invested in America. The article 

stressed that the establishment of the Confederacy would 

open up new markets for British manufacturers, free of the 

restrictions / 

(1) Edinburgh Reviewp October 1862,573. 
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restrictions of the Morrill Tariff. "These may be 

sordid conniderations. " the Edinburi: rh admitteil, "but 

t, hey rl[lsi,. qt in turning the oympathiec of men one wny or 

t'he other. 

In order to reconcile the Liberal conneience to 

this opportunistic lineq the Edinburrh developed a refined 

utilitarian casuistry. To thoce idesilists who urged that 

policy toward the Civil War should not be based on selfish 

interest, the article replied: ItAs it is. with private, so 

it in with public morality; the Providence of God had 

ordained that the real prosperity of nations, an of indi- 

viduals, and the good government of the civilined worldo 

should be worked out by the action of each seekingt within 

proper limitst that which is for his own interent.... Voliat 

in the meaning of the instinct of patriotism and the love 

of one's own countryl except that men, in dealing with 

nations, should keep steadily in view the welfare of their 

OAM? On no other principle can a state miintain its place 

in the civilised world. *... 

"If this be so, v7hy in this case are we to tdincard 

all nelfish considerations'? Why specially on the question 

of Seccesion and our sympathy with the South or the North 

are we to neglect the element of advantage ..... Whuther we 

approve / 

(1) Edinburgh Review, October 1862,578. 
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approve or disapprove of the municip--. 1 laws and institutions 

of the South, their independenou of the Government in 

Washington is nonetheless a fact. If it be manifestly 

for the advantage of England to acknowledge that fact by 

recognising the national character of the Southern Confeder- 

acyp we cannot see why their moralitys for which we are 
(1) 

not responsiblet should stand in the way of such recognition! 

Looking forward to the economic penetration of the 

South after it had broken away from the capitalists of the 

Northo the Edinburgh predicted: "It is probable that the 

establishment of the Confederate States would substitute 

a direct trade from Charleston and New Orleansp with low 

duties on importsp for the circuitous commerce and the 

extravagant tariff of New York ..... That such a change as 

this in the trade of the world would be beneficial to 

England and France and would add a freah guarantee for 

peaceq there can be little doubt. If the ironmanters 

and cottonspinnern of the North persisted in demanding the 

privilege of plundering their own people (as they certainly 

would do) it is to be hoped that the eyes of the Western 

states would soon open to their true interests. " 

The Edinburgh went on to picture with approval the progress- 

ive disintegration of Americay and the resulting enhancement 

of Z 

( 1) Edinbureh Review,, CXVI, 590-3 (Oct. 1662). ý2) 
lbia, 90-91. 
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of British economic and political nowar. It predicted 
that Western opposition to high tariffs would lead to a 
Western Confederacy and demanded that free trade be 

established on the Mississippi. It also anticipated that 

with the development of the Canadian railway system the 

Canadian ports would take over the VVestarn trade from 

Boston and Portland# and that this in turn would help to 

foster separatism in the West. Further disintegration 

would follow with the ustablishmont of a Mormon state in 

Utah and an independent California. The Northeast would 

continue to be moderately prooperousp but not strong enough 
"to enable them as a great and formidable power to defy 

the world ..... There seems no reason why they should lose 

their hold on tho, carrying trade of tho world. " (L 

The Hdinburý7h Review pointed to conscriptionp the 

suspension of habeas corpus, and the confiscation of Rebel 

propdrt. v tie proving that the Federals were fighting fcr 

imperialism and despotism. The writer maintained that 

Britain was a closer "blood relation" to the Anglo-Saxon 

South than to "the polyglotAlorth". The stringent enforce- 

ment of the blockade by the Fadorals, and in particular 

their doctrine of the "continuous voyage" (whereby cargoes 
bound for the gebels via the 14tý,, 3t Indies were seized on 
the / 

(1) Ibidq 592-93. 
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the firnt leg of their Journey), was also attackedp and 

the Edinburgh de-manded, that the Governmant take a stronger 

stand with America on the matter. In discussing the 

military situation, the Edinburgh care to the conclusion 

that the Rebels were winning in view of Lie's recent vic- 

toriec, while the large-scale retreat of the Confederate 

forces in the West was interpreted as brilliant strategy. 

Declaring that both tho alorale and finances of the Federals 

wure. deteriorating rapidly and that total collapse was 

imminent, th-1. article concluded, "We cannot conceive of (1) 
the restoration of the Union to be possible". 

In the October issue of Blackwood's, R. H. Pattersong 

the pro-Confoderate journaliett invoked the principle of 

the Holy Alliance in calling for joint European interven- 

tion, and cited th. - examples of Greece and Belgium as cases 

'uropean powers had made use of recognition and where the 

joint inturvention viliilu civil ware wero. still in progress. 

Admitting that recognition alone would be useless# Patterson 

urged that the Rubc; ls must also be supported by "a show of 
(2) 

force,, 

on Octobur 10v Cornuwall Lowist the Home SacretarYt 

madu an important pro-Federal speech at Herfordo which was 

widuly 

(1) Edinburgh_Reviewt CXVI, 586. 

(2) BlRckwood'sq XCII, 636-46. 
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widely regarded as being an implied rebuke of Gladstoneto 

Ne, r., castle opeech. Lewin argued thetp eccording to inter- 

national law, the Confederacy could not be recogniped until 

the Federals had definitely given up the struggle. 
(I) 

On 

the 20th., Murray Dunlopp Liberal M. P. fcv Greenock, told 

his constituents that the Confederates were wrong to rebel, 

but that the American Government should have let them go 

in peace. Although predicting that the Confederates would 

succued, Dunlop confessed to having "Northern predilections" 

and assertod that the Confoderates should only be recog- 

nised upon condition that they renounce the slave trade and 
(2) 

adopt a policy of gradual emancipation. The ScotsmRnp 

concerned to show that Lewis' speech did not indicate a 

definite split in the Cabim to argued that the two speeches 

were not necessarily incompatiblup since Gladstone had not 

called for imediato recognition. The Torieso howevert' 

professed to sue a serious division in the Governmnt over 

the issuet and the Courant expressed the hope that Lewis 

would overcome Gladstone# the Radical leaderp in the 

struggle and emerge triumphant in the Liberal party. The 

Scotsman rojectedg howeverg Lewis' contention that inter- i 

national 

1 Timent 17 October. 

.v 
22 October. 2 Scotsman 

3 eg., Courant, 24 Novmber 1862. 
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national law prevented recognition until the Federals 

sto7? ped firhting, and -pointed to the recognition of Belgium 

, Nhila the Dutch wera still holding Antwerp. The paper 

maintained that international law was vague on the question 

and left the Government f roe to recognioe or notv aa it 

saw fit. 
(1) 

The Scotsmang howevarp qUeBtioned the claim 

of the extreme pro-Confederate party that recognition 

would in itself induce the Federals to cease fighting. The 

paper agreed with Dunlop that secession was wrong and that 

recognition of a state based on slavery would be abhorrent. 

However, the paper maintained that the Faderale were wrong 

to continue the warp and opposed Dunlop's plea that gradual 

emancipation should be a prt=ndition for recognitionj on 

the grounds that this would amount to meddling in the 

internal affairs of another country. 
(2) 

During the ennuing 

weeks the Scotsman published a number of atoriesp concerning! 
(3) 

alleged atrocities co=itted by the Foderals. At the 

same time, tho unprocudented scope and intensity of the 

American conflict began to receive incroaoing attention - ý, 

from the press. The Scotnmang-for instanceg was deeply 

impressed by the widespread application of science to 

warfare 

(1) Sc-otF; mqn,, 17 October. 

(2) lbid, 22 October. 

(3) e. g. p lbidt 14 November. 
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wirfare in America: 

"knericans are so fanatically fond of novelty that 

it is most likely that they -have derived considerable 

consolation under the miseries of thuir Civil War from a 

consideration of it3 unprecedentud peculiarities..... The 

Arrericans may fuel excused that they feel proud at the 

reflection thatq compelling science to become to an extent 

she nevor was before, ancillary to human military needsp 

they just have Pl#actically proved tho a. dvantage of possess- 

ing iron-caned-men-of-war, and, used ballons for reconnais- 

sances, hgve engcjgcd the wires of the electric telegraph 

as sides, -de-c%jmpq and transported troops by railway on a 

soalo in comparicon with which the use which was made of 
I 

such means of co=unication and conveyance in the struggle 

for Italian freedom under Victor Emmanuel and Louis 

Napoloon, ceems but the totter of a child just learning i 

to ruri alonu besidec the f irm tread of a full-grown vigor- 

ou am an. 

By 5 Octobart the Courant reluctantly admitted that 

Lee's cnmpaign in Maryland had proved a failure 
(2#)although 

the paper did its best to mirlimise the defeat. The 

Caledoniqn Murcuryp however$ grasped the full significance 

of / 

(1) Scotsmqn, 12 September. 

(2) Courant, 6 October. 
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of the result of the Battle of Antietam and devoted a 

penetrating leRding article to numming up the campaign. 

The paper emphasised the eye-witnea8 accounts of the Rebel 

armyq which indicated that although well-armcdq it was 

seriously short of food and clothing. The Mercury stressed 

the importance of the fact that# contrary to expectationag 

there had been no rising in Maryland to support the Rebel 

invasiong and surmised that the ragged condition of the 

Confederates had discouraged their sympathisers in that 

state. The MercurX pointed out that if Lee's existing 

army failed to win a decisive victoryt it had no reserves 

to fall back ont since every available man was in the field. 

It Looking upon the political and strategic reanona which 

prompted the Confederates to advance into Harylandq their 

inglorious expulsion must exercisu a very powerful effect 

upon the duration of the war. Wu are not too sanguine 

of irwnediate results, but it must not be overlooked that 

the defeat of the only great Confederate army has been 

obtained before the strungth of the now Federal levy has 

been brought into play ..... A defeat of such a kind to tha 

South is far more disastrous than the Federal repulse from 

Richmond was to the Northo for that wau not in any sense 

a breaking of the Federal strength ..... It only induced 

the / 
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the North to put forth more strangth which they have now 

done -and are doing. The ConfederRto effort on the other 
I hand wan made with thuir whole ctrength and it waB intended 

to be their, final effort for the purpose of extracting a 

treaty of puace from their opponents... .. That hope is now 

lost. Instead of dictating termso their poor wretched 

soldiers have been driven bacX. to the bare soil of Virginiap 

'ety in an ignurainipus ekedaddle from the avenging seaking sa4& 4 
Fuderals behind them..... Wa do not cara to conceal the 

exultation that we feel at tha turn events have taken. 

In connon with very few journals, indeedo we have never 

swerved from the maintenance of the Northern cause# ae'that 

of Justice and truth in resisting a most uncalled-for 

rebellion for the most despicable of purposesp that of 

extending and maintaining negro slavery. " The Mere= 
t 

went on to deplore the wideBpread sympathy for the Rebels 

exhibited by the upper classus and tha press, but ventured 

to predict, that now that the Aebala wero no longer winningp 

"thu Times and its servile followurs" would be likoly to 

desert the Confederato cauae. 

The high tide of the intervuntionist movement was 

reached in the autumn of 1862, at which time the Governmentp) 

prompted 

(1) Cal, Mor. , 00 October 1862. 

, j, 
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prompted by Russell and 01ndstone, rsn seriously considering 

the recognition of the ConfederRny. Poweverp after the 

Federnl vIctory Antletfim. c-1. uned the rrerAer to postpone 

action until the next Confederate victory. In the mean- 

time there came the Emancipation Proclamation and a popular 

reaction in favour of tW- Federalst which eventually deterred 
(1) 

the Governmant from taking the propMed action. Before 

describing how these developm-onte were received in Scotland 

we shall trace the developments in the Scottich Abolitionist 

movement and the controversy over emancipation which pre- 

ceded the issuing of the Proclamation. 

0 

4 

1) See C. F. Adamn, "The Golgotha Yenr"j, TPMHAt XLVIIp 
1,915)v 330-43; flt,, nrý Adams, "Why did not Britain recog- 

nise the Confederacy? , Ibidq LXVI* 204-22; M. Beloffp 
1111istorical iiuvisiona"p"Gruat Britain and the American 
Civil War", Hintor 9 N. S. t XXXVTT, (1950, 

o)v 1290 et seq.; 
S. D. 3t., (-PlUirq 't81UVU. L'. V E113), a(Diplorautic Factor in the 
American Civil Wnrl't TNH, XX 1945)o 260-76; E. D. Adams# 
'Groat 131,1tain and the Arao-rican aJ, yll 


